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synoptic analyses.
The material presented herein draw, very extensively on the result, oí
availabl*

VT'",

** P"1»“*'««

•». Uchnlca. literature and in

a, 1
h
“
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the report, to . departure from common scientific practice. ,h. name, of ,h.
u or. Cited are ..,dom given in the text since they .,. r„.iy of dlrect conc.rn to
operational and field meteorologist, tor whom to. report ha. primarily been
written; the authors name, are oi course included in the References.
to many «sea. i, ha. appeared desirable or been convenient to utilia. wording
directly extracted from to. cited sources, subject to a greater or lessee degree of
editing to fi, to. specific objective, of toi. report. On to. other hand, i, ha. ...m.d
desirable to omi, frequent us. of quotation marks, parentheses, brackets, and
mult.pl. dashes since they would only imped, to. train of though, of to. intended
reader—particularly in those ..cion, where to. editing ha. been extensive and the
common notation, of partial quotation would necessarily need to be included, if a,
all. .n excessive numbers. I, i. hoped tha, those whose word, were so used will
understand to. reason, to, so doing and will be forgiving of this breach of normal
scientific and literary etique,,.. The author, of this report hereby acknowledge
their considerable deb, to those whose work, and word, they used; .11 credit tor
such material belong, to to. origin., author, a. cited. On to. other hand, the
author, of this report accept toll responsibility tor any error, or misuse, of
extracted material tha, have resulted from toe editing modification, m.d. when
incorporating the word» of others in this report.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Although TIROS was originally intended as primarily a research and develop,
ment satellite, within a few days of the first launch nephanalyses based on the TIROS
data were being distributed by facsimile for the operational use of Air Force meteor¬
ologists.

The use that could then be made of these data was limited by lack of

knowledge of how best to interpret the observed cloud patterns.

While many prob¬

lems of interpretation still exist, over the past four years much has been learned
as a result both of operational experience and of numerous basic and applied
research programs.
From the viewpoint of the Air Weather Service forecaster, much of this
information has not been readily available, since it is scattered through a number of
different scientific journals.
limited distribution.

In many cases, it exists only in technical reports of

Even that material which is available is too often only in the

form of case studies, with little or no discussion of the applicability to other situ¬
ations.
The purpose of this report is to summarize and integrate presently available
information which could be of use to Air Weather Service personnel in the appli¬
cation of data from TIROS and subsequent meteorological satellites.

Since these

personnel are variously assigned to Weather Centrals or to weather detachments at
operational Air Force installations, satellite information is available to them in
several different forms or combinations of forms.

Facsimile transmitted neph¬

analyses should be available in almost all cases, whereas only relatively few
locations have direct access to the cloud pictures, either through an Automatic
Picture Transmission (APT) facility or facsimile transmissions of selected sig¬
nificant pictures.

This report attempts to take into account these differences in

available information.

The discussions of what can and cannot be seen in the

pictures should be helpful, even to those receiving only the nephanalyses, by pro¬
viding information as to the limitations of the data on which the nephs are based.
It is the central theme of this report that the weather satellite provides simply
another operational tool to be used in the preparation of more precise synoptic
analyses, and that the satellite observations should not be considered as unique and
uncorrelated data (except where no other data exists).
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To this end, the need for

marrying the »at.üite data to the conventual data will be d.scussed ln Chapter 3
more specific techniques and examples provided in Chapter 10.
Chapter L of this report discusses some inherent limitations to the data- coverace
limitations imposed bv orbital
,
l"e oaia. coverage
from th. „
: reaolufion and contras, l.mitat.on, der.vin*
rom ,h. cameras u.ed; presenta,.on, as Mm.ted by avat.abfe weather commun,a ton. •acuttes.

Chapter , no, on,y emphases the .mportance

,n,egrat,„g

...,hte data w„h a,, a,a„at„e convent.ona, data, bu, a,so treats genera aspect, of
rtoo. situations of reUt.ve data ava„ab„„y.

Chapter 4 prov.des .„formal 1

I11 PV
■" ChapU!r
,h' k'V Coud feature, visib.e t„ satellite
Photograph, are summarised as a pr.lnd. ,u more estens.ve discussions
subquen, secons.

Chapter. 6

and 7 discuss extra-trop,ca, vortices and other extra-

Chapter àH iea*Ure''

feature, are examined in Chapter 8, while
Chapter 4 treat, surface and marine phenomena seen
,h. p,cures. Technique.
in ch’"’8 a,;d ‘n"8rati"g ""lh" ^ •" —me weather analyses are described
m Chapter 10. and illustrated with several case studies.
th

^hapffcr 11 exarmnes topical systems as seen by the satellite, and the use of
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Progress towards improved interpretations of meteorological satellite data
can be anticipated as continuing its rapid pace.

Techniques developed subsequent to

the preparation of this report will be available to Air Weather Service forecasters
through the scientific literature.

The Journal of Applied Meteorology, the

Monthly Weather Review, and the Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society
are among the publications that carry papers on these matters.

1.1

SOME GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

1. 1. 1

State-of-the-Art Li mitations

Satellite meteorology is still in only an early stage of its development, and this
can be only a state-of-the-art report.

While the information presented here has been

drawn from all reasonably available sources, the studies and interpretations to date
of meteorological satellite data are often less complete than would be desired.

For

many types of situations, only a very few case studies exist; rarely has it yet been
possible to verify deductions with samples even approaching statistical significance.
On the other hand, the requirements of the Air Weather Service forecaster
cannot wait until it is possible to complete studies satisfactory to the rigorous
statistician.

Accordingly, this report attempts to supply the forecaster with the best

guidance currently available.

In its preparation, considerations of the reasonable¬

ness of relationships so far observed between cloud patterns and conventional syn¬
optic experience have most commonly constituted the justification for the concepts
presented.

Generalizations from selected case studies, as subjected to such con¬

siderations of reasonableness, are necessarily used far more frequently than is
completely desirable.

The authors will not be in the least surprised if many of the

relationships discussed in subsequent chapters are modified to a greater or lesser
extent during the next decade.

But the material in this report should be beneficial

when used cautiously; in each individual situation common sense and experience
will indicate the weight to be placed on satellite data.
Even where no material operational application is now seen, it is important
that the Air Weather Service forecaster learn to use satellite data and to integrate
and compare it with conventional meteorological data and analyses against the day
when he may be faced with making operational recommendations based on satellite
data alone.

In addition, in meeting the urgent requirements daily imposed on many

AWS forecasters, the satellite observations can materially aid in analyzing areas
otherwise nearly void ot data.

3

^

Limitations to Practical Application» of Model»

The analyst si.ould also remember that many of the examples shown ,n this
report, and in the meteorological literature on which it is largely based, define
models of atmospheric conditions.
what nature can do.

The case

studies provide excellent example, of

But the only realistic use of atmospheric models occurs when

they are treated as example, of condition, that occur in nature; not as rigid situ¬
ations that will necessarily recur in all cases.

Examples showing results of nature's

mechanisms are certainly useful, but a particular example will seldom exist again ,n
just that form.

When dealing with a particular weather situation, the forecaster or

forecast user (such as a pilot) should no. assume a model (but rarely found) structure
from which deviations are to be predicted on the basis of current observations.

The

more logical approach ,s to examine the factors which contribute significantly to the
cloud and precipitation features in each section of the storm.

Once the data relevant

to each factor have been examined, the most probable conditions within the particular
storm can be determined.
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CHAPTER 2

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS AND LIMITATIONS

The inherent nature of satellites and the orbits to which they are constrained
place stringent limitations on the types, amounts, and scheduling of the data they
provide.

2. 1

ORBITAL FACTORS AND THEIR EFFECT ON COVERAGE

All satellite orbits are elliptical, with the center of the earth at one of the
foci.

For operational meteorological satellites, the orbit is made as circular as the

guidance accuracy of the launch vehicle permits.
orbit circularity has been less than

In most TIROS, the departure from

25 nautical miles; in only one case, where a

guidance system malfunction occurred, did the departure exceed + 38 n. miles.
Nimbus orbits are expected to be circular within + 40 n. miles.

Accordingly, the

forecaster can almost always consider the orbit as circular and the altitude of any
given satellite as constant.
It should be noted that the plane of the orbit must pass through the center of
the earth, and that the instantaneous intersection of the orbit plane with the surface
of the earth must be a Great Circle.

Small Circle orbits, such as a constant lati¬

tude (other than equatorial) orbit would require, are just not possible.

Because of

the rotation of the earth under the orbit, the subpoint path of the satellite intersects
the instantaneous orbit plane at a small angle (of the order of 2°), with the subpoint
path directed to the west of the orbit plane.
Orbit altitude determines the speed of the satellite and so the period, the time
for completion of one orbit.

Since the earth rotates within the orbit, the period

determines the westward displacement (relative to the earth) of each pass from the
immediately preceding one.

Typical values of these factors for present and fore¬

seeable meteorological satellites are tabulated in Table 2-1.
* The Nimbus I orbit was much less circular than expected (263 to 580 miles) due to
a second stage malfunction.
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Table 2-1

Orbit Periods and Westward Displacements

Satellite Type

Orbit
Altitude
(n. miles)

Orbit
Period
(minutes]

TIROS

Nimbus

Possible subsequent
design

1500

Westward
I>i »placement
Per Pass
(degrees longitude)

07

¿4. 2

99

24. 8

101

25. 2

103

25. 8

108

27. 0

113

28. 2

145

36. 2

consequence o, these westward dtsplacen-.-nt, „ that, for pract.cal purposes
a stng.e satellite can obta.n data from any g.ven area in low latitudes only twice a
daTÏ,TalS abOU' lWe‘Vi hOUr5 a,’art- FOr Sen8°" WhiCh
only with
daylight illumination, this frequency of observa«,on is usually reduced to once a day
Since adjacent orbits intersect at higher latitudes . several consecutive views of a
given are,

a, interval, of about an orbital period, may be possible

middle and

ugh latitudes; these groups of consecutive viewing periods are again centered about
twelve hour, apar, for near-po.ar orbits, and normally about ¿4 hours apar, for
inc med orb.«, like those of the first eight TIROS.

Typical TIROS and Nimbus

(quasi-polar) orbits are shown in Figure 2-1 and 2-2, respectively
Areas of coverage by TIROS* are also controlled by the orb,« inclination,
which limit, useful data to between about 65¾ and S latitude for the usual 58° orb.,
and, in the case of the TV cameras, by a slow precession (rotation, of the plane of '
«he orb., relative to the sun.

As shown

Figure 4-1, the latitudes where the

satellite passe, over areas of adequate illumination vary in a cyclical fashion with
a period of about i-1/2 months.

actual practice, the idealised regions shown in

Figure 2-3 may vary up to some 30» in latitude and 10 days ,n time a, a result of

used^in TmOS^I-vîlîl'w*!?tlfe'cameíá iooTing'MrlÜeUo'tiT l°
coni'liurat‘on
"TIROS Wheel" will be used when referring to fP.arallel t0
sPln axis* The term
^cameras point out the sides and the spin axls .r^rndiTuUrpt^I^the
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Fig. 2-3

Solid Linos — opproiimott limits of normol picture coverage.
Dashed Lutes — approximate extreme limits ef picture coverage.

Day-to-Day Change of Latitudinal Belt Observed by a Single TIROS

control oí th. ..«.Iht. att.tud. (u.m, the magnetic orlen,at,on coll) and deciaion, as
to exactly which portion of the Illuminated par, of the orbit will be photographed..
For both TIROS and Nimbue. location, of the command and data acqui.lt.on „a,lone,
and limitations to the data .torage capabilities in the satellite may preven, obtaining
data over certain longitudes.

The precession of the TIROS orbl, also causes the

time, of day at which data are taken to vary through the 2-1/2 month cycle.
For Nimbus and other satellite. i„ near-polar orbits. Including the TIROS
Wheel, the precession of ,h. orbl, is chosen to jus, counteract the movement of the
earth around the sun so that observation, will be taken at the same local time each
day.

For Nimbus, the observation, (except in high latitude.) are scheduled to be

taken near local noon and midnight along the central meridian of the observed area 3
However, observation, a, any other pair of local time, twelve hour, apar, (i. e
0J00 and 1500; 0900 and 2100; etc. ) are possible and launches into orbits suitable
for such times of observation are possible.
Information on those area, where TIROS observations are anticipated ,s dis¬
tributed by teletype and facsimile.

The expected coverage for the next few day, is

provided each day; and three time, a week an outlook for longer period, is provided.
Daily Alert messages, providing information as to the next 24-48 hours, are dis¬
tributed domestically by teletype and a, a map over the National Facsimile Circuit.
International teletype message, give daily global information for the next few days,
and seven day outlooks on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.

Further details con-

earning these schedule, and the code form, used are given in Appendix A.
An obvious consequence of these variations is that the satellite data will
seldom be precisely concurrent with conventional synoptic observations.

The time

difference between the two types of data will vary with location and. in the case of
TIROS, from week to week.

Experience ha. shown that thi. i. not a serious obsta¬

cle to effective application of th. satellite data, since the majority of the observed
feature, and pattern, retain their identity over period, of time comparable to the
time difference between synoptic and satellite observations.
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2.2 COVERAGE, SCALE, ANDRESOLUTION
2. 2. 1

Coverage and Scale

The area shown in a TIROS picture varies with the lens used, and with satel¬
lite attitude and altitude.

For the wide angle lens (most frequently used) and a

typical 400 nautical mile altitude, a single picture covers an area some 720 n.
miles on a side when the camera is looking straight down (0° nadir angle).

Figure

2-10 is an example of a low nadir angle picture of the area near the mouth of the
St. Lawrence River.
varies.

When the camera views the earth at an angle, the area seen

When a horizon is just barely seen (i. e. , the satellite field of view includes

mostly the earth and just a bit of sky) the distance from the foreground to the ho¬
rizon may be as much as 1700 n. miles.
Greenland.

Figure 2-9 shows such a case near

When the horizon crosses the center of the picture, as in Figure 2-11,

it is about 1400 n. miles from the foreground and the visible distance along the
horizon may exceed 2000 n. miles.

Because of the angle of view, however, only

the largest scale features can be seen near the horizon and the error in determining
their geographical location may be substantial.
Where the medium angle lens is used in TIROS at a 400 n. mile altitude, the
0° nadir angle dimensions are about 460 n. miles on a side, with the other
dimensions at varying angles of view approximately proportional.
The coverages provided by the Nimbus cameras at representative altitudes
are given in Table 2-2.

The "Along Track" dimension listed for the Side Cameras

is a representative value measured mid-way in the field of view.
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Table 2-2
Nimbus Camera Fields of View
Coverage
Altitude
(N. Mi. )

Along
Track
(N. Mi.)

Camera

450

AVCS

450
450
50C
500
500

Center

300

300

AVCS Side

350

570

APT*

960

960

AVCS Center

320

320

AVCS Side

420

660

1,080

1.080

APT

600

Across
T rack
(N. Mi. )

AVCS Center

600

400

400

AVCS Side

600

490

840

APT

1, 320

1. 320

750

AVCS Center

750

500

500

AVCS Side

750

630

1,260

APT

1.680

1,680

Becau.e.oi the d.men.,o„, oí the fields of view of the weather satellites

the

scope o. the cloud feature, seen is normally greater by an order of magnitude or
more than tha, seen by an observer on the ground.

Analysts with d.rec access to

. pm ure. (including those from APT, must constantly guard against the tenden y
.o relate geometr.c cloud shapes sees in the p.cture, to sim.lar ones they have
» served from the ground without regard for this tremendous difference in scaie
Cloud forms and pattern, vts.ble from a sing,, pom, on ,h. ground are seldon
di-eernibie

'

a satellite photograph, since ,h. .„tire area of the shy normally

v,7,,rnd ob,'rv'r - ^ ^ -—->». -

single satellite picture.

of th NTna,lT ’‘riP> Pr'Par'd tr0m TIROS PiC,U"S ‘VPically each cover areas
the three " °
m n' m‘1'* “**'
UP ‘0 5000 " m,les ‘»»g- Useful data from
.he three camera Nimbus AVCS array and from the Wheel TIROS will produce a
..r.p about 1500

mile, wide, while ,h. picture, will .«end from pole to pole

* Aox5 =
V>^con Camera System
APT = Automatic Picture Transmission
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(subject to illumination restrictions), the latitudinal length of individual nephanalyses to be prepared from them has not yet been established.
Since the various TIROS and Nimbus radiation sensors normally scan from
horizon to horizon, the data when made available for operational use can be expected
to be in swaths of the order of 1500 n. miles wide and of currently undetermined
length.

Other aspects of satellite radiation data will be discussed in Chapter 1 3.

When the satellite pictures view the earth at an angle, as in most TIROS
pictures and the Nimbus AVCS side cameras, the effect of perspective on relative
scales and locations within the picture must be considv red.

For TIROS, this effect

is illustrated in Figure 2-4, where the grid lines shown have a relative spacing
(except very near the horizon) equal to 3° of latitude (180 n. miles).

Figure 2-5

shows the effect in the Nimbus side camera, using a 1° latitude-longitude grid net¬
work.

For the forecaster having direct access to the pictures, guidance will usually

be provided by a superimposed geographical grid incorporated before transmission
46 48
to the station, or locally in the case of the APT pictures.
’
Examples of such
grids can be seen in Figures 2-9 and 6-16.
The extreme effects of perspective near the horizon can produce significant
errors in geographical locations.

It is generally unwise to use data closer to a

horizon than 10-15% of the overall width of a picture frame.

Where unusual circum¬

stances make it necessary to do so, great care must be used and the results derived
should be appropriately qualified.

The facsimile transmitted nephs normally do not

include data from these areas.
Both operational experience and specific studies indicate that the errors in the
geographical locations of features seen in the TIROS pictures (except near the
horizon) should seldom be as great as 2° of latitude (120 n. miles),

and that

they are more frequently of the order of 30 n. miles.

2. 2. 2

Distortion

The appearance and relative locations of features seen in the satellite pictures
are also influenced by distortion introduced by the camera lens.

In the TIROS wide

angle pictures, this distortion begins to become appreciable beyond a radius from
the center of the picture about half-way from the center to a corner, and rapidly
^ When adequate time and reiined orbital and attitude data are available, as in the
case of research projects, locations accurate to 10 n. miles or better are considered
normal.
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Fig. 2-4

TIROS Perspective Grid, Showing Scale Distortion

SI

increases from there outward.

The sense of the effect 18 to make
eneci la to make features near the
íe» app„r mora compr*..ad m the rad.al direct.on. and closer to the

Dicture eHo—

P-cture center, than they wouid without dt.tort.on.

The vt.ual effect ls

e curvature of the earth, a. shown by the hor.ron
'

r*d::' °r

Coud fea 8"

such figures as 2- 11

This

been taken tnto account in the geo!

PhrOCedUre''

Ur"

dista

accentuate

FOr m0,,t °P'ra,i0nal

t*le distortions to

n ' °’e CaSeS W,,'r' ,h'y are “t"'1'“"'- can *><• detected from

!pac,n " me“Ur'd r'lat‘V' ,0’ and - ,h' “me d'"C“°"5 aS' "aar^ ^
tho
NOn'S''^me,r,Cal dl,,0r,i‘>"*
»»«h in TIROS wide angle picture, and ,n
hose from other sateUi.e cameras, due to optica, tmperfect.ons . and to errors
ro uce

y t e various electronic component, and the radio transmission link

inherent in the overall satellite system.

Usually these are too small to be of

p
tional Significance. Symmetrical distortions for other than the TIROS wide
angle camera are operationally r 'gligjble.

Z- 2. 3 Resolution and Contrast

The size of feature, that can be seen in the picture, is limited primarily by
in Ih? r TV“- ‘"8'r ",ent bV COn*rl8tno. be visible.C ^

2. 2. 3. 1

‘

Where COn,ra3‘ ‘S '«—sly '°w, a,
C°V'r’ eVe" lar*'

"tay

Resolution

Resolution limitatione arise from the dimensions o, the scan used
TV systems.

the sa,el-

Unless comparatively bright, isolated objects less than the

width o a scan for raster) line will no, be visible. * Two feature, separated by less
•han 1. 5 to 2 „me. the distance between the center, of .can line, wil, appear as a
s.n, e Object.

On the average, the be., resolution practically available from the

* “te TV Cam'ra* U about

the distance between the centers of the

^ht“bt,1canngl
rv11:':h;*,amet0rt
:i'leaaCr0,f
«'V —*
hu,that
oía
scan spot.
response
a. a less bright objecta whose
size ,,
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scan Unes aa projected onto the image of the earth.

Because of the effects of

geometry and perspective, this distance increases and resolution decreases as the
area viewed is located further from directly below the satellite.

Approximate values

of the best practically available resolutions for various satellite cameras and
portions of the areas viewed are given in Table ¿-3.

Table 2-3

Approximate Best Practically Ava.lable Resolutions
Approx.
Resolution
(n. miles)

- .
Satellite

„
Camera

Relative Location

TIROS

Wide Angle

Directly Below Satellite

¿

Straight Down View, Near
Picture Edge

4

Straight Down View, Near
Picture Corner

7

1/10 frame width from horizon

10

Directly Below Satellite

1-1/2

Medium
Ani?le

Nimbus

Center

Side

APT

Straight Down View, Near
Picture Edge

¿

Straight Down View, Near
Picture Corner

3

1/10 frame width from horizon

8

Directly Below Satellite

2/3

Near Picture Edge

3/4

Nearer Edge of Picture

3/4

Further Edge of Picture

3

Directly Below Satellite

2

Near Picture Edge

4

Near Picture Corner

7

Even when satellite pictures are directly available to Air Weather Service
forecasters, further effective degradations in the resolutions shown in Table 2-3
are probable as a consequence of the ground communications system or the APT
receiving and recording equipment.
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SEA ICE

Fig. ¿-6a Cloud Lines about 45° to
Raster Lines. (Lines Easily Visible)

Fig. 2-6b Cloud Lines 90° to Raster
Lines (Lines Obscured by TV Scan)

Fig. 2-6 Optimum Resolution of Small Scale Cloud Lines

Fig. 2-7
Cumulus

Widely Scattered Large

Fig. 2-8 Field of Small Fair-Weather
Cumulus (Outlined area of picture)
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ONE QUARTER CLOUD COVER
PLUS SNOW COVERED LAND

Fig. 2-9 Clouds above a Uniform
Snow Cover

Fig. 2-11

LAC ST. JEAN

Fig. 2-10 Snow Fields and Ice Covered
Lake

Highly Reflective Deserts

Fig. 2-12 Sample APT Picture, with
Added Geographical Grid
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more or less perpendicular to the individual cumulus rows and broad enough to be
seen in the pictures.

’

8

Accordingly, the derivation of winds from cloud bands

involves a number of uncertainties, as will be discussed in greater detail later
(see Section 8. 1. ¿. 1 and Appendix C).

2. 3. 2

Contrast

Contrast also limits the features and details visible in the satellite pictures.
Contrast can best be thought of as the degree of difference in brightness between
two adjacent objects, or between an object and the background against which it is
viewed.

Obvious problem situations here include clouds above a uniform snow

cover (Fig. 2-9, over the Greenland ice cap; Figure 2-10, left side) and higher
clouds above a uniform undercast (see Fig. 4-15, left side, where cirrus overlies
lower clouds).

Thin clouds, especially cirrus, are often difficult or impossible

to distinguish against the surface; more so over land than ocean because land
surfaces are usually somewhat lighter than the black of water surfaces (see Fig. 4-1).
Since fields of small scattered clouds below the limit of resolution (such as those
in Fig. 2-8) produce an averaged response in the camera system equivalent to a
thin overcast, they also may be difficult or impossible to see against the surface.
Where individual features only slightly larger than the effective resolution
have low contrasts, they may be difficult to detect.
Degradations in contrast are inevitable in satellite pictures transmitted by
facsimile, resulting from the necessary chain of photographic processing, scanning,
electronic communication, and reproduction.

Based on samples available from the

TIROS VIII experiment, the APT pictures may also suffer from significantly reduced
contrast due to the recording process.
picture with relatively good contrast.

2. 2. 4

Figure 2-12 illustrates a TIROS VIII APT

jjc

Brightness

Brightness variations provide the primary basis for the initial gross recog¬
nition of features in satellite pictures.

To a first approximation, areas can be

categorized according to the following values of brightness:
*

The Nimbus I A^T pictures have shown excellent contrast and resolution.
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Blackest

Outer space, above the horizon (Fig. ¿-9,
upper left).

Black

Oceans (Fig. ¿-9), unfrozen lakes (Fig. 4-3)
and rivers.

Dark Grey

Most land areas, especially those with forests
or vegetation (Fig. 4-3, over Michigan).

Light Grey

Thin clouds (Fig. 2-9, just east of Greenland);
scattered small clouds (Fig. 2-8); bright sand
or desert areas (Fig. 2-11); old snow or ice.

White

Clouds of average thickness (Fig. 4-4); fresh
snow (Fig. 2-9 over southern Greenland).

Very White

Thick clouds, especially large cumulonimbus
masses (Figs. 4-9, 4-10).

Other example, of theae brightn«,, categories can be found in the many illustrat.on, tn subsequent chapters, and in various d.scuss.ons of them.
The apparent brightness of cloud features as seen in the satellite p.ctures
vanes not only w.th the types of clouds and cloud systems viewed, where it car be
a source of interpretative information, but with other factors that significantly
me rease the interpretation problem.
|.»r angle of solar illumination),

These other factors include time of day

angle of view, equipment settings, photographic

processing, and direction of view relative to the sun. 29
e
th

Because of reflective

ecu, clouds are apt to appear unduly bright when viewed with the satellite looking
^ SUnTn S'OÍ thî,ver“ca1’ and in or near the vertical plane that include,
e sun and the satelhte.
This „ especially true in the vicinity of the point where

geometric reflectance of the sun's image would be expected from a hor.aon.a, mirror
surface, a, in the central part, of Figur« 10-14A.

While this las. effect is often

obvious when a series of adjacent frame, can be examined, such series are usually
no, ava.lab e to the Air Weather Service forecaster.

Accordingly, care mus, be

used in making interpretation, based solely cn brightness, especially when the
o served brightness gradient, are smooth and symmetrical about a line or pom,
*

Ismen may cause the brightness lo vary by as much a, a factor of four

.7.,.¾ ™.*h'n PÍCtUr"

Uke"' ,h'
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the plane of th.

2. 2. 5

Terrain Features

In add’tion to the role of the terrain as a background and the contrast problems
it may thereby create, terrain features whose size is about that of common clouds
or cloud features may lead to interpretation problema 14,22

Bright surface areas,

such as snowfields (Fig. 2-10), ice-covered lakes (Figy. 2-10, 9-3), and highly
reflective sand, salt-flats, and deserts (Fig. 2-1 1), may be mistaken for clouds.
The darker appearance of a lake or large river may, when viewed through a uniformly
thick cloud cover, give the appearance of reduced cloud thickness or some other
type of patterning.

Fog or stratus in river valleys may be mistaken for cumulus8

(see Fig. 10-1).
In some cases, the interpretation may be rather obvious, as in the case of
extensive snow cover over mountainous areas where the feathery edges produced by
altitude variations and river valleys are frequently apparent (see Chapter 9,
Fig. 9-4).

Maps of significant terrain features over the United States, as they

appear from TIROS in late winter and early spring, have been prepared. 22
The forecaster with direct access to photofacsimile or APT satellite pictures
should undertake io develop a familiarity with significant terrain features in his
area of concern (just as he would for the radar ground pattern), including how their
appearance in the pictures varies with season and snow cover.

Good pictures show¬

ing such features should be filed for future reference and for training newly assigned
personnel.
In addition to preventing erroneous interpretations of cloud features, a
knowledge of terrain can be extremely helpful in interpreting ter rain-related cloud¬
iness, such as upslope stratus, mountain cumulus, and lee waves (see Chapter 8).

2. 3

AVAILABLE DATA FORMATS

Meteorological satellite cloud picture data will be presented to Air Weather
Service forecasters in one or more of the following formats:
Facsimile nephanalyses
Teletype coded nephanalyses (NEPAN)
Photo-facsimile-transmitted selected pictures
APT pictures
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¿- 3‘ i

Photofacsimil^ Pictu res

«r.«, j^T;\t«oLv.iicú7 *yr:jud8ed to be

y p otoiacsimxle írom the National Weather
•V*“*“* >° o„ly a very tew Air Weath„ Scrvice une^erTs;,eU1"c"'"individual frames or mosaics of several fra
included on the
a
me pictures
pictures and
and provide
location
Degradation in re,olution Jnd con,rast
t
mission process

Neverthel

u

•«
-

r

^
pr°Vlded as
seal*. jdtltudelongitude grid lines are
au
™
■>"“ P».pec„ve informa«.»«
n-inpatt

as a result of the trans¬

an operational li:

^

Meteorological Center.

rCa

°Ut !>tatlons and the National

Dissemination circuit information, current at th.
Appendix A.

,
e oi writing, is given in

2* 3. ¿ APT Pictures

recei^Tef T" 'F‘8I!

'n8 'qU,Pment-

F°r

°"'V <°

with the „ece„ary

- ^ — — °rh„. data ahoaid he av.iiahi.

About 3 pictures from passes essent.ally overhead
One to two picture, from passes within about 1500 miles
More passe, and p,dures can be intercepted by station, at high latitudes.
Procedures for the acquisition, location, rectification and
grinding of APT pictures are published elsewhere. 46
'
8e°8raph,Cal
contrast as
b
PrC8ent APT receivers provide data of relatively poor
mst, as can be noted in Figure 2-12
Effective resolution to date has been
significantly less than anticipated from the characteristics of the
in Table 2-3. Future satellite.
‘,er,st,cs oiequipment listed
satellites may provide significantly better picture,.*

2’

3 .Facsimile Nephanalyses

Most Air Weather Service facilities have access to th* ^
,
(such as those in Fig 10 21 which
simile nephanalyses
disse
,
,
ar' CUrren,1V ,h' P»"tary method for wide
dissemination o, meteorological satellite data. Circuits on which they are curren.l
transmitted are listed in Appendix A.
V
curr^Y
ï. U. Since be«,, confirmed by Hie Himbu, I APT pictures.
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The nephanalyses are prepared at the satellite data acquisition stations and
re-transmitted, after being checked for general accuracy and compatibility with
other available data and analyses, from the National Meteorological Center.

They

are intended to provide the maximum of information available from the cloud pictures
that is feasible within the limitations of present weather communication fac ilities
and the overall requirements placed on them.

Since the beginning of 1964 they have

been prepared not only to depict the geometric characteristics visible, but to
emphasize the large scale cloud patterns which suggest synoptic features.

Bounda¬

ries are chosen to emphasize cloud organization rather than arbitrarily selected
changes in the amount of cloud cover.

Because many of the key features observed

in the satellite pictures are at a smaller scale or of a greater degree of subtlety than
can be depicted geometrically or purely by symbols, interpretation thru the liberal
use of remarks is encouraged.

The currently used notations are shown in Figure

¿-13 and their use is illustrated in subsequent portions of this report, especially
Chaptc

10.

Although the nephs are necessarily condensed depictions and interpretations
of the pictures, experience has shown that they provide a large amount of infor¬
mation having direct practical operational application.

The forecaster who dis¬

regards the nephs and the information in them is placing artificial limits on the
weather information he can provide, just as he would by ignoring other significant
data inputs.

Methods of interpreting and applying these data will form the bulk of

the discussions of this report.
The forecaster must be aware of the limitations of the nephs.

The nephs can

be no better than the satellite pictures on which they are based, and are affected by
resolution, contrast, and position accuracy considerations discussed earlier. They
are prepared with only conventional facsimile weather analyses available to make
such limited comparisons as very tight schedules permit.

Although the nephs are

checked against the conventional analyses before re-transmission from the NMC,
integration with conventional data and analyses, and the interpretation of the totality
of the meteorological information available, must (at least for the present) be
performed chiefly at the receiving weather stations and centrals.

(The information

in the nephs does influence subsequent conventional facsimile charts as transmitted
from the NMC).
The nephs are principally valid as gross synoptic depictions.
siderable mesoscale information is included and

10

While con¬

vital to interpretation of the

synoptic scale conditions, the mesoscale detail must be used with care when
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CUMULI*ORM CLOUD

STRATIFORM CLOUD

CIRRIFORM CLOUD

APPARENT CUCO OR CB

^

nn^TurJ<?F MAJOR CLOUD SYSTEMS - FRONTS VORTICE«;
Stellite
TEM DOMINATING the scene viewed by the'
MASSES^ BOUNDARY °f'

OR LESS UNORGANIZED CLOUD

c1oudNmIssesUNDARIES °f more or less unorganized
striations
STRIATIONS, TENUOUS
CLOUD LINES
CLOUD LINES, TENUOUS - CLOUD FORM DENOTED BY

-M-

, SrL ,

s¿urceON OF SHEAR OF CIRRUS - FROM CB anvil or other

mm
c=i>

WAVE CLOUDS (MOUNTAIN OR TRANSVERSE)
ESTIMATED LOCATION OF JET STREAM- SHAFT iuav ntr
boundary0 AVOID OBSCURING SYMBOLS inside neph

VORTEX

HEAVY

CLOUD

SIZE (n. mi, )

1
2

-f

THIN

—

OPEN SPACES

0-30
30-60

3
4

60-90
90-120

8

9

CLOUD AMOUNT
OPEN (O) = <20% coverage
M2fILY OPEN (MOP> =
coverage
““TLY COVERED (MCO)= 50-80% coverage
OVERED (C) = >80% coverage
iSI£i

CONSmFNRGrn'BV
£D TO EMPHASIZE
THE AREAS
CONSIDERED BY i.fc"5
THE ANALYST
TO BE OF C.RFAtfst
SYNOPTIC SIGNIFICANCE.
^
OY GREATEST

Fig. 2-13 Coding Conventions Used in Preñarme
Satellite Data
8 facsimile Nephanalyses from
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interpreted at its own scale, especially as regards precise lication.

Key synoptic-

features, such «is the apparent centers of cloud vórtices and major cloud bands,
entered on the nephs with location accuracies normally of the order of + I
latitude.

Pressure of time

tiie entry of finer details.

tie

of

may force the analysts to be somewhat less careful in
And while location errors of + 1° are seldom critical to

synoptic scale interpretation and application, that much error can be very sig¬
nificant at the mesoscale.

Fo’.* example, it would be unwise to combine a convective

line position from a neph and a subsequent radar observed position to extrapolate to
a predicted time of arrival of the line at a nearby airbase.

1 .evertheless , the data

in the nephs can in many cases be of considerable aid in mesoscale interpretations,
as will be discussed in Chapter 8.
Where the neph provides meteorological interpretation in addition to objective
geometric depiction, misinterpretations do at times occur.

Cirrus bands have been

depicted as lines of cumulus; fog in valleys (such as that in Fig.

10-1) has been

labelei as scattered cumulus; parallel cumulonimbus anvils have been mistaken for
cloud streets.

g

When the information in the neph conflicts with other available data,

a misinterpretation should be considered as one (but only one) possibility.

The

possibility that the satellite data are correct and the other information is in error
should also be given consideration.
The few cases of errors in interpretation that do occur are more than out¬
weighed by the additional information provided in the majority of situations,
especially since gross errors are usually prevente- by the check before re¬
transmission at the NMC.

3. 4

Coded (Teletype) Nephanalyses (NEPAN)

Stations lacking facsimile (unless equipped with APT) can receive the satellite
data only in the form of the coded teletype transmissions (NEPAN).

The code used

and the circuits on which transmissions are made are given in Appendix A.
The teletype nephuualysis code provides, for each one-degree square ( in
latitude and longitude), an indication of the cloud amount, type, and description felt
to be most indicative of that one-degree square as a whole.

Cloud amounts are

specified in such terms as open, mostly open, covered, mostly covered, and,
combinations thereof.

Cloud types are cumuliform, stratiform, cirriform,

cumulonimbus, or combinations thereof.

Cloud descriptions include such categories

as thin or dense, convective cellular, bands, and indications of vortex or frontal
characteristics.

¿7

Obviou»ly, ,h„ teletype „.ph. can provide only »ynop.ic »cal. cloud pattern»
to r lPlen“hfUl •OUrC“ 0f °th" da'* -d »“'V«.. they seldom add greatly '
to information mherent in the other data.
»parse data area», the add.t.onal

Ts::ridn

neph, can
be 'xt"me,y
exceed that from all b:such
other available
sources.

¿8

-v a.

CHAPTER 3

THE NEED FOR COORDINATION AND INTEGRARON WITH OTHER
OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSES

The meteorological data obtained from satellites in the form of TV pictures
(and hopefully,in the near future, from the infrared radiometers) provide a valuable
♦ ool for the forecaster.

3. I

THE VALUE OF SATELLITE DATA

The operational value of the synoptic data derived from the satellite p ctures
(or, later, radiometric data) may vary significantly from one area to another, from
one synoptic situation to another, and from one operational problem to another.
While the satellite data can contribute significantly over all areas, in data-sparse
areas their contribution is especially valuable.

For example, many features such

as cloud vortices, synoptic size crescent-shaped cloud patterns related to upper level
troughs, cloud bands

etc. , (which are discussed in detail in later chapters of this

report) will allow a better synoptic analysis to be drawn by utilizing whatever con¬
ventional data are available and supplementing the conventional data with that from
the satellite pictures, or vice versa.

Tn data-sparse areas such as the central

Pacific Ocean, synoptic features, such as closed circulation centers in the mid¬
troposphere. often must be located on the basis of very few' conventional data points
which may often be hundreds of miles remote from each other.

In some cases a

nressure center may even be more than a thousand miles from the nearest data
O

point.

Obviously, the location and central pressure of such a system cannot be

determined accurately using conventional data, nor can the size of the area within
the last closed isoline be dt

rmined to more than a rough first approximation.

Yet

the variations in size and intensity of these centers, their precise locations, and
their day-to-day movements are among the fundamental parameters used by the fore¬
caster.

Thus any additional data that can be provided by the satellite pictures and

nephanalyses which can aid the analyst in determining location, size, shape, and
movement of ciiculation centers or indeed, whether or not an upper level trough
has a closed circulation, are very valuable and must be incorporated into present
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3. 2 THE VARYING ROLES OF THE SATELUTE DATA
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identify in the eonventional data (such as lines of cumulus activity or squall lines),
or mesoscale features whose si4e is below the spacin« of conventional data networks,
such as clouds related to mountain ranges or topographic effects.

Examples of such

types of satellite observed features which may be added to conventional data to obtain
a better mesoscale analysis and hence a better forecast will be discussed in some
detail in Chapter 8.
It has been repeatedly shown that the availability of satellite pictures allows
many improvements in the analysis of conventional meteorological charts for tropical
regions

.

As a synoptic system progresses through a region of comparatively

dense data, the characteristics of the system can be uetermined and compared to the
known cloud configuration as shown by conventional and satellite data.

When the

system moves into data sparse regions, the orientation and organization of the
satellite observed clouds may lead to logical conclusions as to the changes in
strength and location of the system.
The time-honored principles of continuity and vertical consistency for analysis
in data-sparse regions remain as valuable as ever, but the satellite photos augment
these techniques by alerting the analyst to unsuspected new developments.

Knowl¬

edge of cloud cover in a data-sparse region is a great aid in drawing isopleths of
meteorological parameters which better portray actual conditions.

For example,

if continuity is poor and observing points widely scattered, analysts tend to inter¬
polate linearly between reported values of meteorological parameters.

Satellite

data may help immensely to correct this tendency by furnishing an accurate
horizontal distribution of cloud cover.
Satellite observations have proven extremely valuable during the seasons of
peak tropical storm development. The types of recognizable patterns and a dis¬
cussion of them are presented in Chapter 1 1.
Where data other than the satellite observations are sparse, the forecaster
should also make the fullest po sible use of all other information at his disposal,
including such considerations as climatology, synoptic climatology, physical
relationships, and applicable current prognostic charts.

The use of these aids in

association with the satellite data will also be considered in more detail in Chapter

10.
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CLOUD TYPES

CHAPTER 4

CLOUD TYPES - RECOGNITION, INTER PR EI ATION, AND USE

Although the principal concern of the Air Weather Service forecaster will
normally be with the larger scale features and patterns seen in the satellite data,
some cloud type identification is implicit in the interpretation of the larger features.
Forecasters with access to facsimile or APT pictures will b? handicapped in cloud
type recognition and interpretation by the inevitable degradation in resolution and
contrast of the pictures available to them.

Even with high quality TIROS trans¬

parencies and the lesser time pressures of laboratory research studies, many
aspects of cloud type recognition are difficult and, at times, completely unambigu¬
ous identifications are just not possible.

Accordingly, only a summaiy of cloud

characteristics as photographed from satellites is included here.

Forecasters with

access to reasonable quality satellite pictures i .ay wish to consult References 14,
15, 16, 28, and/or 29 for more detailed discussions of cloud identification guidance.
Detailed and precise cloud type recognition is not essential to significant
practical use of the satellite pictures.

Studies made with pictures or data of poor

resolution have shown that, in general, the cloud cover alone enabled recognition of
major frontal bands, post-frontal areas, large scale vortices, and well developed
ridges or high cells.

The contrast between the relatively unbroken and extensive

cloud fields associated with fronts or pressure centers, and the broken and mottled
appearance of the post-frontal areas, is usually distinct, even though small-scale
cloud features are obscured.

The jet stream location can often be inferred from

the over-all cloud cover pattern.

Such results emphasize the great value of the

facsimile nephs or even, if nothing better is available, the teletype nephs.
The analyst must keep in mind the differences between the ground-based view
of clouds (as he is used to seeing and analyzing them) and the satellite view.
Included are such factors as the relatively limited field of view of the ground
observer, the method of reporting what the ground observer sees, and the difference
in perspective.
Some of these differences are schematically illustrated in Figure

4-1.

Figure 4-la shows a sharp-edged cloud mass, which both the satellite and ground
observer may view as such.

But because of the method of reporting sky cover,

ground based reports show a gradual transition across the boundary from clear,
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fig, 4-1

Schematic Illustration oí Difference in Perspective between Satel¬
lite and Ground Observations of Clouds. (From Reference 50)
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through scattered and broken, to overcast.

Figure 4-lb is intended to show

isolated cloud masses, such as towering cumuli, which are scattered in amount and
are so viewed by the satellite overhead.

However, because of vertical development,

the observer on the ground is able to see less of the sky through the clouds, and
50
usually overestimates the amount of cloudiness.
Because the entire sky as seen from a point on the ground covers such a small
portion of the area of a single satellite picture, it ii not feasible to illu trate an
actual concurrent ground and satellite view of cloud cover.

Figure 4-2 may,

however, be helpful in relating satellite and more no-mal views of cloud patterns,
since most Air Weather Service personnel have had some experience in observing
clouds from aircraft.

Figure 4-2 shows some oblique aircraft photographs taken,

looking northward, essentially concurrently with the satellite picture which included
the same areas.

1

The southern and side boundaries of the areas included in the

aircraft pictures have been indicated on the satellite picture.
Matters pertinent to some of the other limitations to satellite cloud obser¬
vations were discussed in Section 2.2.
The following discussions have been extracted in modified form principally
from References 14 and 29.

4.1

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Most individual clouds n the pictures cannot be seen because of their small
scale (as Fig. 4-2 clearly illustrates), and therefore they cannot be identified as
they are when seen from the ground.

In their place, groups or clusters of indi¬

vidual clouds are seen.
Although the resolution of the cameras will not permit visual detection of
many small-scale features that identify cloud types to the ground observer, the
nature of the clouds often may be deduced from grosser features.

The following

is a general guide to interpretation; specific cloud types are mentioned later:
1.

Raster line width should be considered in estimating minimum sizes of

visible elements (see Section 2. 2. 3. 1).
2.

Knowledge of the azimuth of the sun and the position of the sunpath is

desirable, because of their respective influences on shadows and the overall bright¬
ness distribution within the picture.

Brightness itself is so complex that only

qualitative inferences may be made, and measurements are meaningful only in the
comparative sense.
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Comparison between Aircraft and Satellite Views of Clouds (From Reference

In vi«w of the many factors affect,nK brightness. * one might expect to see a
great variety of br.ghtness changes that are ,mpn.s,ble to mterpret in terms of
cloud characteristics.
ation „ not so bad;
w„h increases

However numerous comparison, have shown that the situ¬
fact, local increases of brightness are generally associated

total cloud thickness, especially

cyclonic cloud systems, and it

appears that a fair estimate can be made as to whether precipitation may be
occurring or not, depending upon the brightness.

***

Reports show that patterns of white on grey, such as those in the upper and
lower parts of Figure 4*15, often correspond to widely - spaced undulations in the
k loud tops; the whiter bands correspond to the area of thicker cloud.

At other times

this pattern may represent build-ups of low cloud below a translucent overcast.
Stratus or stratocumulus layers, which generally have high albedo when seen
from aircraft altitudes, often appear grey.

This may be because the layer is not

homogeneous over the areas resolved by the camera and translucent portions are
integrated with opaque portions to yield a cloud that appears mottled or grey.

For

the same reason, the estimation of precipitating areas from the cloud brightness
within a cyclone apparently is related to the fact that precipitating and adjacent areas
are covered with solid clouds while, outside these areas, bright clouds may be
common but they are interspersed with thin clouds or thin areas.

This produces an

integrated picture of gradually increasing brightness from the edges of the cloud
system to the precipitating area.
Comparisons also show that water clouds always appear brighter than ice
clouds of the same thickness under similar conditions of illumination.

Most cirrus

and cirrostratus without underlying cloud are translucent; and, when reported as
"scattered" by ground observers, they are invisible to the satellite except under con¬
ditions of strong illumination and dark background.

These clouds alone probably

never exceed the brightness level of grey.
^ome of which were mentioned in Section 2. 2. 4. For a fuller discussion see
Reference 14, pp. b-/ .and/or Reference 29, pp. 17-20.
** Pe^haPs because the eye appears to compensate for the average brightness of
the picture or region of the picture being examined.
¡Tí doTnV be rean*ed that n°/ ail bn*ht Cl0ud9 Precipitate and, even for those
one ttme
Th
1 P01-1100^ th<? bri8ht drea 19 likely to *>e precipitating at any
e time^ There is frequently, however, a fair correlation between the general
shape and size of a br.ght cloud area as seen from a satellite and the tota* area over
which precipitation occurs at one time or another within a period of a few hours 77
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3

Knowledge of or reconciliation with the synoptic situation and climatology

** helpful and sometimes necessary for correct interpretation.

The land-water

effects on cumulus distributions, for instance, are inescapably obvious in some
pictures and may readily lead to the interpretation of cumulus clouds even though
individual cloud elements are not resolved (see also Section 8. 1.2).
4.

Visible cumuliform structure often consists of clusters of smaller, less

visible clouds.

The apparent elements, whether clusters or individual clouds, tend

to appear slightly larger and fuzzier than they really are. owing to degradation.
■>.

From the picture appearance there is the tendency toward overestirnation

of thick cloud cover near the horizon, due to perspective; and underestimation of
thin cloud cover at vertical view, due to transparency.

4. 2

CATEGORIZATION BY APPEARANCE

Approaching the cloud identification problem first from what is seen in the
pictures, the following categories of the appearance of clouds can be established:

4 ¿'1

N.?.Clouds Visible - Apparently Clear Skies (Fig.4-3T Th,-

may be exactly as it appears.

But there is almost an equal probability, depending

in part on the quality of whatever pictures are available to the analyst, that such
areas may be partially or completely filled with thin cirrus or cirrostratus in
amounts ranging from scattered to very thin overcast, or by small, scattered, fairweather cumulus.

With good quality pictures, cirrus more extensive than thin,

scattered can generally be detected with careful examination.

4 2 2

Cuneiform

Appearing - Straight or Slightly Curved Bands

(tigs. 4-4,-5,-6). Clouds of this pattern are cumulus, stratocumulv.s , and cirrus.
The pattern develops most frequently at low and high levels within the troposphere;
relatively small differences in the appearance of the pattern may be associated with
completely different processes taking place in the atmosphere.

The bands may be

approximately parallel, perpendicular, or (less frequently) at other angles to the
wind.

There are theoretical reasons for believing that cumulus cloud bands actually

* The term Lumpy’' has recently been suggested*0 as preferable to Cumuliform in
order to differentiate between the scale of the cauliflower appearance as seen from
the ground and that visible in the satellite pictures. It seems likely to be widely
adopted in future publications.
wiuny
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tig. 4-3 No Clouds Visible; Apparently
Clear Skies over Area in the Center of
the Picture. Thin Cirrus was Reported
over Upper Michigan.

Fig. 4-5

Billow Clouds - Cirrus

Fig. 4-4 Cumuliform Appearing
Siraight or Slightly Curved Bands.
Cirrus on Warm Side of Jet

fig. 4-6 Wave Clouds - Stratocumului
(Square shaped bright cloud near upper
left is a cumulonimbus mass which
produced locally severe weather)
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parallel the vertical wind shear rather than the wind; but generally the shear through
the convertie layer is nearly parallel to the wind direction.

Where the uncertainty

in wind direction is + 180°. the correct direction can sometimes be deduced from
cumulus or stratocumulus patterns if land-water discontinuities are present and an
indication of whether the clouds are forming over the land or water is available (see
also Section 8. 1. ¿).
Cirns bands found on the warm side of the jet stream usually exhibit cumuliform as well as noncumuliform characteristics (Fig. 4-4)* These bands are ori¬
ented parallel to the shear and in these cases are also parallel to the wind.

These

bands should not be confused with long cirrus blowoffs emanating trom cumulo¬
nimbus clouds.

The latter can be identified by the bright round-shaped cumulo¬

nimbus at the head of the band (see Fig. 4-9); this condition is most often seen in the
tropics where the necessary shear between low and high level winds is more often
found in conditions suitable to the formation of cumulonimbus.
Other, less pronounced cirrus bands will lie parallel to the shear and. for
relatively light winds, may be oriented up to 90° from the wind direction.

Because

of such ambiguities possible with currently available interpretation techniques, all
available con- entional data should be considered when analyzing satellite pictures
for wind patterns.
Billow and wave clouds are generally perpendicular to the wind.

Billow

(Fig. 4-5) and wave (Fig. 4-6) clouds tend to be shorter than cloud streets or other
formations paralleling the wind, but positive distinctions between these clouds and
convective types, from the satellite picture alone, are at best difficult.
are most trequently found to the lee

Wave clouds

of hills or mountains (see Section 8. 2. 3); they

have a large range of wave lengths, and billows may at times be seen within the
waves.

4.2.3

Cumuliform Appearing - Not Banded - Solid Cells (Figs. 4-7 through

4-10).These include either random or evenly-spaced cumulus, stratocumulus, alto¬
cumulus, or cumulonimbus clouds.

Cumulus of fair weather, stratocumulus, and

altocumulus must be present in broken amounts to be visible (Figs. 4-7 and 4-8)
ï This and many of the subsequent figures in this chapter were taken from Refer¬
ence 15. Unless otherwise indicated, the area of interest is that encircled
The
superimposed ”L" provides the scale in the directions perpendicular and parallel to
the horizon, with each segment of the "L" being about 110 nautical miles long
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Fig. 4-7 Cumuliform Appearing Solid
Cells - Stratocumulus

Fig. 4-9 Cumuliform Appearing Solid
Cells - Cumulonimbus with Cirrus
Anvils
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Fig. 4-8 Cumuliform Appearing Solid
Cells - Strato or Altocumulus

Fig. 4-10 Cumulonimbus with Debris
Cloudiness

Fully developed

cumulonlmbu. cloud, arc very white, and they are often charac-

ter.aed by one „de that rap.dly ,hade. f,om very wh.te throutth «rey to no cloud.
Th„ correspond, to the thinning cumulonimbu. anvil a, it shear, to one „de
(F.g. 4-9).

As convective activ.ty in this category increases, more thunderstorm

e ri, cloudiness may be seen between the brighter cloud, and may eventually
obscure the cumuliform structure (Fig. 4-10).

4‘ ■*' 4

Appearing ■ Not Banded ■ Hollow Polvennsl Cell, or

Cres£enta_ (Fig. 4-11,. The hollow polygonal cel,, and crescents cons,.,
o cumulus and towering cumulus arranged in rings or crescents.
are generally oriented

patterns

The crescents

the same direction, with the surface wind blowing into the

open sides of the crescents at angles up to 45°.

4'¿'5 £ymullfor"i Appearing - Vermiculated' Bandinp (Fig. 4-12,. This
pattern ,. found especially over the oceans,
behind major cyclones.
below an inversion.

the trades and in the cold a.r flow

The pattern represents cumulus and stratocumulu,. often

Wind, in the convective layer tend to be fresh-to-strong. and

to parallel the general orientation of the bands or to cross them at a slight angle
toward lower pressure.

A. the shear weakens, the pattern tend, toward, crescent,

and. a, the shear approaches aero, to polygonal cells.

Weakening or rising of any

inversion above the cloud top, may also lead to the transition to crescent, and subsequently to polygonal cells.

4.2.6 Stj-at.form Appearing - Banded

(F.gs. 4-1 3 and 4-14). This category

includes wave (Fig. 4-13). billow, and jet-stream (Fig. 4-14) clouds that do not
Show cumuliform characteristics.
cumulus, and cirrus.

The cloud types may be stratocumulus, alto¬

4'2‘ 7 stratiform Appearing - Not Banded - Fibrous
Such clouds are cirrus, altostratus or stratus.

(Figs. 4- 1 5 and 4-1 6).

In the case of cirrus, in spite of the

great difference in scale it often appears similar to cirrus as seen from the ground
(Fig. 4-15: the cirrus is the band of grey cloud to the left of the center fiducial)
Sometimes the cirrus .s observed in the form of a single band adjacent to the jei
•

»mailer cumulus and stratocumulus formed between the major convective

** Vermiculated m*ans with a wormlike, or an irregular, twisted appearance.

4¿

F ig• 4-11 Cumuliform Appearing
Crescents - Cumulus humilis, Cumulus
Conges tus

fig. 4-12 Cumuliform Appearing
Vermiculated - Cumulus Congestus

Fig. 4-13 Stratiform Appearing BandedWave Clouds - Stratocumulus

fig. 4-14 Stratiform Appearing Banded
Jet Stream Cirrus
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Mg. 4-15 Stratiform Appearing Fibrous- Fig. 4-16 Stratiform Appearing FibrousCirrus
Stratus

Fig. 4-17 Stratiform Appearing
Neither Banded Nor Fibrous - Altostratus

Mg. 4-18 Stratiform Appearing Neither
Banded Nor Fibrous - Dust
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stream and on the warm side.

Fibrous character stratus is most often noted in the

stable areas west of California and northern Mexico over the eastern Pacific
(Fi8. 4-16), off northwest Africa in the eastern Atlantic, and other climatolo8.cally
similar regions.
The fibrous or streaky appearance is most probably produced by the side-byside advection of clear air and cloud elements by a streaky wind field. *

Whenever

the horizontal displacement of cloud elements of a non-uniform deck is much greater
than their vertical displacement, or if the uniform deck is advected by a streaky
windfield, clouds will have a fibrous appearance along the wind direction.
be revealed if there is adequate contrast in the pictures.

This will

It is a frequent phenome¬

non, and much ^interpretation of satellite pictures for synoptic analyses owes Us
success to it.

Specific examples, on the large or quasi-hemisphenc scale, are

illustrated in Appendix B.

4'2'8 StfäUform Appearing - Neither Banded Nor Fibrous
through 4-¿ 1 ). This includes sheets of clouds, or dust.

(Figs. 4-17

A field of a few small

cumuliform clouds such as cumulus or stratocumulus has also been found with this
appearance because the available resolution is inadequate to define them.

Dark grey

or grey clouds consist of broken-to-overcast cirrostratus , broken stratus, or
moderately thin but overcast stratus (Fig. 4-17).
(Fig. 4-18).

Dust has a similar appearance

Uniform white clouds indicate thick stratus or stratocumulus (Fig.

4-19), or an overcast of combined nimbostratus, altostratus, and altocumulus which
may yield light precipitation (Fig. 4-20).

Uniform very white clouds (Fig. 4-21) are

indicative of a nimbostratus overcast, perhaps as several layers, with a good
probability of yielding precipitation (see footnote on page 37).

4. 3

CATEGORIZATION BY CLOUD TYPE

The above discussion has presented cloud identification from the viewpoint of
what is seen in the pictures which io, of coui se, the actual starting point for any
practical analysis.

Many persons, however, find it easier to mentally catalog such

^ By tíie term streaky, we mean a wind field where narrow bands of relatively lower
and higher wind speeds are found side by side, with the streaks paralleling the
direction of flow. Parallel bands of relatively greater and lesser humidity may also
contribute to the streakiness observed in the pictures.
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Fig. 4-19 Stratiform Appearing Neither
Banded Nor Fibrous - Overcast Stratus

Fig. 4-21 Stratiform Appearing Neither
Banded Nor Fibrous - Nimbostratus
Active. Rain and Thunderstorms
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Fig. 4-20 Stratiform Appearing Neither
Banded Nor Fibrous. Overcast Nimbostratus - Altostratus - Altocumulus.
Light Precipitation.

Fig. 4-22 Stratocumulus Cloud Streets .

information in terms of the

more familiar cloud types with which they are already
Accordingly, similar information is summarized below from this

accustomed.
point of view.

4‘

J 1

—rrua or

visible (Fig. 4-3).

rrostratus ■

Thin cirrus or cirrostratus is often not

Thick cirrus is visible, except against a background of lower

cloud masses (Fig. 4-15; the cirrus is obviously visible in the break, to the left of
the center fiducial, between the lower cloud masses.

Careful inspection shows it

also extends over the lower clouds at the bottom of the picture).

It often reveals

bands (Figs. 4-4 and 4-14), striations, or a fibrous appearance oriented approx¬
imately parallel to the wind at the cloud level, and similar in appearance to what
often is seen from the ground (Fig. 4-15).
order of magnitude or more larger.

The scale can be expected to be an

Identifying characteristics: fibrous appearance,

relatively low brightness, relative insensitivity to geographic effects (i. e. , cirrus
w.ll stretch across coast lines without change, Figures 4-¿5, ¿-9. whereas cumulusas discussed below - is usually more extensive over land than water, or vice versa,
depending on the season).

When cirrus emanates from thunderstorm cumulonimbus,

or from the major convective cloud masses found in active tropical storms, the
brightness will decrease in the direction away from the source (Fig. 4-9) and the
winds at the cirrus level can be assumed to blow from the brighter or thicker portion
of the cloud towards the darker or thinner portion0 (see Section 11.5. 3).

4' 3‘

¿

Sma11 Fair-Weather Cumuli (Individual Clouds l/¿ Mile Or Less In

-iamt‘ter)- These orc*inarily are completely unresolved and appear as a nebulous
sheet of relatively low brightness (see that part of TIROS picture in Fig. 4-¿
photographed in Aircraft Frame 373N).

At times, the area may even appear clear.

Cumuli are distinguishable from cirrus by their total lack of fibrous appearance ^nd
their sensitivity to land-water areas (Fig. 8-5).

Areas of fair-weather cumuli -nay

exhibit a slight granular texture when viewed at low nadir angles, believed to be
caused by a non-random grouping of cloud elements which individually are too small
to be resolved.
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4' 3' 3

Çümulu» and Stratocumulus Cloud Streets. The cumuhform structure

oi these is visible only in areas of the pictures with comparatively high resolution
(i.e. , near the center of low nadir angle pictures).

The parallel-line structure is

tasily stin (Fig. 4-¿¿) but also disappears under unfavorable conditions.

As

disc ussed in Section ¿. ¿. 3. 1, it is usually not possible to distinguish rows of fan weather cumulus only a single cloud in width.

The line structure disappears when

closer to the horizon than 50% of the width of a frame.

The overall aspect is then

like that of randomly scattered small cumuli -- a uniform area of relatively low
brightness.

4- 3- 4

Towe«-ing Cumuh (Indivtdual Clouds l/¿ to ¿ Miles in Diameter).

At

low nadir angles, and for broken cloud cover, the appearance definitely is cumuliform (Fig. 4-23).

The distance between apparent elements usually is between 5

and 15 miles, and one sees largely the clusters rather than individual clouds.
Larger nadir angles, more widely scattered clouds, and the coexistence of much
cirrus or small cumuli decrease

the cumuliform appearance and may eliminate it.

The combination of scattered towering cumuli within a field of small cumuli, or
with considerable cirrus, appears as a spotted or mottled sheet, the spacing of the
spots averaging 5 to 10 miles.
easy to see.

4< 3- 5

This is a relatively small -scale phenomenon, not

Cumulonimbus and Thunderstorms.

These are definitely of visible

size, and if not too deeply imbedded in other clouds appear as bright blobs 5 to 20
miles in diameter, or in patches up to 50 or more miles across (Fig. 4-9).

The

larger sizes are clusters of cumulonimbus clouds, with apparent size enhanced by
degradation and the anvil formation of dense cirrus (Fig. 4-10).
Pre-existing layers and the cloud debris attending thunderstorms may
completely obscure the cumuliform structure.

The existence of thunderstorms

and/or clusters of towering cumuli near the cumulonimbus stage may be inferred
from the splotchy appearance of the cloud masses and the relatively abrupt
gradations in brightness (Fig. 4-10).
Prominent cloud patterns producing locally severe weather exhibit some
common characteristics.

They are distinguished iron other cumulus cloud patterns

by the medium scale size and the unbroken, uniform appearance (Fig. 4-10).

They

are usually either separated or completely isolated from other cloud cover, and in
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Fig. 4-23 Towering Cumuli

Fig. 4-24
cumulus

Bright Overcast Strato-

Fig. 4-25 Example of the insensitivity
to Geographic Effects of Cirrus
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the large-size range of the mesoscale spec trum, measuring between 100-¿00 miles
in length; the bright,

square 1 cloud in the upper left of Figure 4-6 is an example.

Being usually of a similar transverse dimension, they appear as massive cloud
blobs, this is one of their most distinctive characteristics.

Although each pattern

is a large unit with little internal detail, the sharply defined borders, the scalloped
appearance along portions of the border, and the overall intense brightness are
indications of their convective nature.

With few exceptions, long lines of cumulus

development which might be expected in cases of squall lines are seldom seen.
These matters are considered further in Section 8. 1. 1.

4- ''6 .Stratus, St ratoc umulus, Altostratus, and Altocumulus.

Combinations

of these types in two or more layers often occur and appear as a relatively bright
amorphous sheet (Fig. 4-¿0).

It is impossible to distinguish separate layers or the

individual stratocumulus and altocumulus cloud elements, except that a slight
cumuhform structure has been seen at the frayed-out edges of large overcasts
(Figs. 4-8, 4-20).
lower brightnesses.

4.4

This altostratus and mackerel-sky altocumulus clouds have
Overcast stratocumulus clouds appear quite bright (Fig. 4-24).

FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Application of the above discussions should be accompanied by an awareness of
the following:
1.

The use of the synoptic, airways and PIREP codes for reporting and

obtaining cloud data entails a certain inevitable loss of information.

Satellites

represent a new and different observing system, and although observational
language is so far largely in terms of the conventionally coded data it is felt that
interpretation of cloud type from satellite pictures should not always be fitted into a
classification admittedly inadequate to describe even the limited and discontinuous
observations from the ground.

The advantage of the essentially space-continuous

satellite view should be kept in mind.

The meso- and synoptic - scale parallel line

structure, easily imaged and often seen in TIROS pictures, is an outstanding example
of something not categorized within the international cloud classification.

Interpre¬

tation of the cloud type is intimately associated with the pattern; the two combined
often provide considerable information on the physical and synoptic processes taking
place.
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i

The parallel.I,„e »tructure often seen seem, usually to he or.ented
approx,mately with the circulation at the cloud level, but this is not always true
and caution ,s needed in such interpretation.

Case, where line, of cloud are

more nearly normal to the flow are frequently observed, a. will be further d,scussed in later chapters of the report, and in Appendix C.
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CHAPTER 5

A BIRD'S EYE VIEW Or THE KEY FEATURES OBSERVED

It .S now a generally accepted concept that the individual cloud element, aeen
m a satellite picture, even when identified according to cloud type, present a lesser
amount of useful information than is conveyed by the m.so.cale, and synoptic and
larger scale pattern, into which the clouds are arranged.

Therefore, any analysis

which seek, to make maximum use of the satellite data should focus on these larger
patterns.

Accordingly, this chapter is intended to provide the reader with a brief

overall summary of the key synoptic and larger mesoscale features and cloud
patterns most readily noted and identified in satellite cloud pictures.

This is to

supply a view of the "wood." to prevent "getting lost among the trees’ ; more de¬
tailed discussion, of each of the key cloud features will then be presented in subsequent chapters.
The term

key feature, " as used here, represents any of the several types of

cloud patterns which recur comparatively frequently, which can be identified with
reasonable reliability, and which normally are so easily recognized that the eye of
the analyst, after only a small amount of meteorological satellite experience, will
automatically first be focused on them.

In the sense of comparative prominence,

such a feature is somewhat analogous to the role of a front or pressure center when
a meteorologist first examines a newly received sUndard surface or upper-air
chart.
The organization of the clouds into patterns is recognizable at all scales
available from the pictures, ranging from fine patterns near the limit imposed by
resolution to quasi-hemispheric features revealed only by the construction of mo¬
saics of adjacent swaths of pictures or strips of nephanalyses.

Because of the

existence and great analytical significance of these larger scale patterns, there is
much to be said for obtaining satellite cloud coverage over as large an area as
possible.

Full coverage of this sort is most necessary if the cloud field is being

used as the basic analytic tool.

At the other extreme of scale, that near the limit

of resolution, the small scale patterns provide clues to the cloud types, as dis¬
cussed in Chapter 4, and from them the stability and other characteristics of the
air masses can often be deduced (see also Chapter 8).
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5- 1

RECOGNIZABLE cloud patterns

Between these two extremes of scale, recognizable patterns include:
1.

Spiral cloud patterns, usually referred to as cloud vortices, in a wide

ran ’e of sizes.
2.

An example of one such vortex is shown in Figure 5-1.

"Comma" (•) shaped cloud masses (Fig. 5-2), of sizes appropriate to the

synoptic scale, having somewhat the appearance of vortices.
3.

Major cloud bands (Fig. 5-3; Fig. 5-1, lower right portion), with and

without distortions, bends, and bulges.
4.

Major convective cloud masses (Figs. 5-4, 4-9, 4-10).

5.

Large scale stratiform areas (Figs. 5-5, 4-16), often with a greater or

lesser degree of patterned streakiness.
6.

Synoptic scale areas more or less uniformly filled with essentially homo¬

geneous smaller scale cloud patterns.

These smaller scale patterns may include:

(a)

Convective cells of various sizes and shapes (Figs. 5-6, 4-11, 4-12).

(b)

Cloud bands and cloud streets (Figs. 5-7, 4-6).

These patterns are all discussed briefly in later parts of this chapter, and in some
detail in laler chapters of this report.
Unfortunately, a significant proportion of the cloudiness seen may not assume
i learly recognizable patterns but exists as apparently unorganized, randomly po¬
sitioned and shaped cloud masses at a wide variety of scales, such as that illus¬
trated in Figure 5-8.

The results of research and development activities will

doubtless, from time to time, reveal further significant and recurrent patterns,
within some of these apparently random cloud masses, which presently escape our
examination.

In the interim, it seems best when starting a synoptic analysis using

the satellite data to concentrate first on recognizable patterns, some of which are
nearly always present, and the synoptic features identifiable from them.

When

viewed in relation to the initial analysis thus provided, the interpretation of many
of the apparently random cloud masses often becomes much clearer.

As the analy¬

sis nears completion, all the cloud masses noted (whether in recognizable patterns
or not) should of course be reviewed to insure that the final analysis is compatible
with the observed data.

Apparently random masses are also, of course, significant

where a knowledge of existing or future cloud covered areas, as such, are them¬
selves of operational significance.
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Fig. 5-1 Spiral Cloud Pattern, or
Cloud Vortex

Fig

Fig. 5-3 Major Cloud Band

5-2

Comma-Shaped Cloud Mass

Fig. 5.4 Major Convective Cloud Mass
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Fig. 5-5

Large Scale Stratiform Area

Fig. 5-7 Synoptic Scale Area of Cloud
Streets
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Fig. 5-6 Synoptic Scale Area of Con¬
vective Cells

1 ig. 5-8 Unorganized, Randomly
Positioned and Shaped Cloud Masses

Fig. 5-9 Family of Mid-latitude Cyclonic Vortices (From Reference 80)
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5.2 LARGE SCALE CLOUD PATTERNS
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5. 3 CLOUD VORTICES

Sp.ral cloud pattern, occur in a wide var.ety of form, and scale, ,n both
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Fig, 5-10 Super Typhoon

Fig. 5-11

Fig. 5-12 Vortex in Polar Air West of
Major Cyclonic Circulation

Small Typhoon

Fig. 5-13 Comma-Shaped Cloud Mass
Associated with Short Wave Trough
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Fig. 5-14 Nearly Dissipated Major
Storm System

Fig. 5-16 Tropical Upper Level Sys¬
tem. (Note also Intensified Cumulus
Activity over Cuba - to Left of Center
Fiducial - as Compared to that over
Immediate Surrounding Ocean)

Fig. 5-15 Disturbance in the Easterlies
of Less than Tropical S >rm Intensity

Fig. 5-1/ Tropical Disturbance in
Oceanic Monsoonal Trough
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5. 3. 1

Lesser Vortices

It is also important to realize that many distinctive spiral cloud patterns may
not be indicative of major cyclonic storms.

Frequently, but not always, the size or

apparent intensity of the cloud vortex provide clues to these cases; in other situ¬
ations, the overall analysis deduced from the satellite and all available other data
may indicate the nature of the vortex.
In extratropical regions,the most common of such patterns fall into three
categories:
1.

Smaller but often distinct cloud vortices (Fig. 5-12) found in polar air in

extreme western portions of major cloud vortices and cyclonic circulations* (see
Section 6. 2. 5. 1).

These appear to be associated with short wave upper troughs, and

at the surface with a sharper trough or minor closed low.

Significant storms may

later develop from these disturbances as they move eastward around the major long
wave troughs.
2.

"Comma" - or crescent-shaped cloud patterns of synoptic scale and with

partial vortex characteristics (Fig. 5-13), which are formed by clouds in the
eastern portions of short wave troughs and vorticity maxima, usually located
equatorward and/or to the east of major upper troughs and closec upper level
cyclones.
3.

Nearly dissipated major storm systems (Fig. 5-14), since in the final

stages the vortex cloud pattern may suggest more intense circulation and weather
conditions than actually exist. 61
In the tropics, cloud patterns with some degree of vortex appearance are found
associated with:
1.

Various types of disturbances in the easterlies of less than Tropical Storm

intensity (Fig. 5-15), as discussed in Section 11. 4, which may or may not later
develop into intense storms.
2.

Upper level systems (Fig. 5-16), which do not necessarily produce organ¬

ized significant weather at the surface.
3.

Tropical disturbances which usually do not intensify beyond the early

Tropical Storm stage (Fig. 5-17) and which tend to remain in, track along, and help
maintain low level, monsoonal troughs over the tropical oceans. 96

These vortices

^ in the example skown in Figure ^-12, the major cyclone is beyond the horizon
to the right (east) of the smaller vortex.
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may appear to be secondâmes 8 to more intense tropical storms which usually take
a more poleward path out of the trough Ime.
In the stable eastern portions oí subtropical high pressure areas, flow dis¬
turbances introduced by island terrain may also produce small but vivid vortex
patterns (Fig. 5-18) in stratiform cloudiness ,0’S6 (see Section 8.

8).

5'4 SYNOPTIC-SCALE COMMA- OR CRESCENT-SHAPED CLOUD PATTERNS
Bright, overcast, crescent-shaped cloud patterns, such as that shown in
Figure 5-15, at times resembling in geometric outline and size cloud patterns
associated with the first stages of occlusion of wave cyclones, have been found to be
indicative of mid-tropospheric troughs.

The clouds depict the area of upward

vertical velocity ahead of the trough (see Section 6.2. 3. 1).

5

MAJOR CLOUD BANDS

Wh,L major cloud band, arc u.ually of cooa.derable aynoptic sign,ficante
the.r corree, m.erpre, „on often require, cona.derat.on of both surround,ng cloud
patterns and the larger scale synoptic analysis into which they are to be fitted.
Major cloud bands are found associated with:
'•

CO'd and occlud'd

currently or previously associated with a major

cyclonic storm and on which other storm, may later form (Fig. 5-20).

Frontal

loud bands may persist in lower latitudes (F,g. 5-21) well after means to detect
the front on a conventional basis have been lost. I0¿

Because of the normal re¬

lationship between the polar fron, and the je, stream, a je, stream will often be
found jus, poleward of andessent.ally parallel to mid-lat.tude frontal cloud band,
(see Chapters 6 and 7).
i.

Convective instability or squall lines, particularly bu, no, necessarily

the warm sector ahead of cold fronts.

Such pre-frontal instability Unes can a, times

be differentiated from a frontal cloud band by their more convective and broken
appearance, and the related scalloped edges of the cloudiness forming the bands, a,
shown in Figures 5-22 and 7-1.
}.

Post-frontal instability lines, including spiral bands, in vortices, west of

the main frontal band (Fig. 5-23).

These may often appear a. secondary cold fronts

in analyses based principally on conventional data.
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Fig. 5-18 Vortex Patterns Produced by
Ter rain-Indue ed Disturbances

Fig. 5-20 Cloud Band Associated with
Cold Front
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Fig. 5-19 Crescent-Shaped Cloud Mass

Mg. 5-21
Latitudes

1 rontal Cloud Band at Low

frontal BAND

Fig. 5-22 Instability Line Ahead of
Cold Front

Fig. 5-23 Post-frontal Instability
Line

Fig. 5-24 Bands Associated with
Spreading Out of Clouds Produced by
Low-level Convection.

Fig. 5-25 Tropical Line of
Major Convergence
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4.

The spreading out and merging of clouds produced by relatively strong but

low-level convective activity in the cold air just behind and under a cold front (Fig.
5-24).

In these cases, the vertical growth is inhibited, and horizontal spreading

and merging promoted, by a strong lower tropospheric inversion.

Positively

differentiating such bands from cold fronts and post-frontal instability lines can at
times be difficult.

They are most usually found to the west of where the upper level

trough crosses the frontal band.
5.

Tropical lines of major convergence (Fig. 5-25).

These may result from

either short term synoptic patterns, or from persistent features of the general
circulation with the primary variations being seasonal in nature.

These cloud bands

and their convergence zones may be somewhat displaced from the center line of the
trough with which they are related

'b (see Chapter 1 1).

Bending, bulging, or other distortions of a major cloud band (Fig. 5-26) should
always be examined as a possible indication of incipient cyclogenesis.

Formations

of primary or secondary wave cyclones on a cold front (Figs. 5-26,-27-28)

of

secondary cyclogenesis on a prefrontal instability line, and of tropical disturbances
on major tropical convergence bands (Fig. 5-29) are often first revealed by such
features before they become apparent in other synoptic data (see Chapters 6 and 1 1).
On the other hand, such cloud configurations have also been noted where no such
synoptic significance could logically be inferred and without subsequent develop¬
ments occurring.

This points to the need for exercising caution in the interpretation

of such cloud patterns, and the importance of applying all available data in the
,
..
8,9,71
general vicinity.
Long but relatively narrow cloud bands, at times giving a rather definite
impression of being cirriform or at comparatively high altitudes (Fig. 4-14), may be
indicative of a jet stream just poleward of their location.

At times such bai ds be¬

come apparent from the shadow they cast on lower level cloud masses (note left end
of bands in Fig. 4-14).

Such bands may be particularly useful in locating the po¬

sition of the jet stream where it cuts across lower level flow patterns (Fig. 5-30),
and across patterned cloud masses at lower levels (see Chapter 7).
* because oí (he limitations to TIKÖ5 coverage, as discussed in Chapter 2, it is
rare to be able to follow an incipient wave cyclone as it develops. The case shown
in Figure 5-26 was an exception, and two subsequent stages, as observed 24 and 48
hours later, are shown in Figures 5-27 and 5-28. This sequence of development
will be further discussed in Chapter 6.
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Fig. 5-26 Wave Cyclone on Cold Front
(See also Figures 5-27 and 5-28)

^8* 5-28 Occluded Mature Cyclone
Stage of Storm Shown in Figures 5-26
and 5-27

Fig. 5-27 Beginning of Occlusion
Stage of Storm Shown in Figure 5-26

Fig. 5-29 Formation of Tropical
Disturbance - Bending of Tropical Con
vergence Band
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OVERLAV LINES ENCl OSC AREAS
than cloud features to avoid

t ig. 5-30

Si IGHTLV LARGER
obscurations

Cirrus Bands Indicating where Jet Stream Crosses Lower Level
Cloudines s
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5. 6

MAJOR CONVECTIVE CLOUD MASSES

A* ha8 been mentioned

Chapter 4 m relation to the identification of cumulo¬

nimbus clouds and thunderstorms, and will be further discussed in Chapter 8, major
convective cloud masses (especially if bright, with sharply defined borders, and
separated or isolated from other cloud cover) should be suspected as producers of
locally severe weather.

Less severe but still significant weather is likely where

such major convective cloud masses are apparent but imbedded in more extensive
cloud cover.

Examples of such convective cloud masses have been shown in

Figures 4-6 (upper left), 4-9, and 4-10.

5.7 LARGE SCALE STRATIFORM AREAS
Such cloud cover is frequently observed in those areas where it is synoptically
or climatologitally to be expected.

Examples include the stable eastern portions of

the subtropical anticyclones, as in the eastern North Pacific off Baja California
(Fig. 4-16) and in the eastern North Atlantic off North-west Africa (Fig. 5-5); and
stratus north of the Gulf of Mexico (Fig. 7-2) with stable conditions and south winds
during the winter season.
West coast stratus appears to be considerably more streaky and patterned than
would have been anticipated prior to the availability of the satellite data, 126 as can
be seen in Figure 4-16.

5.8 SYNOPTIC SCALE AREAS WITH HOMOGENEOUS SMALLER SCALE PATTERNS

Considerable information is provided by areas of synoptic dimensions more
or less uniformly filled with scattered to broken cloudiness in distinct and rather
homogeneous me ,escale patterns.

Some examples of such conditions were included

in appropriate parts of the discussion of cloud tvpe interpretation (Chapter 4).

In this category of key features can be included:
1.

Cellular convective cloudiness found under inversions in the flow to the

rear of major cyclones, especially over the oceans (Fig. 5-6).

In such areas, the

analyst can deduce lew level instability (usually from cold air flow over a warm
surface), sufficient low level moisture for cloud formation, and often a capping
inversion at levels normally several thousand feet above the surface. 62
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Detailed

examination of the mesoscale patterns can often provide estimates of the relative
low level stability, the strength or height of the inversion, and/or the low level
70
wind velocity
(see Sec tions 7.
1 and 8. 1.
¿).
¿.

Mesoscale lines, streets, and bands of cumuliform clouds (such as that

in Figure 5-i), which may display orientations parallel (F.g. 5*7) or perpendicular
(Fig. 4-6) to the wind, or to the vertical shear of the horizontal wind (see Chapter 8).
3.

Lee waves (Fig. 4-13) and other orographically produced mesoscale cloud

patterns (see Section 8. 2).
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CHAPTER 6

EXTRATROPICAL VORTEX INTERPRETATION*

The most vivid patterns noted in extratropical latitudes are the cloud vortices.
The principal features of these vortex cloud patterns are sufficiently recurrent to
permit the approximate stage of cyclonic development to be deduced in most cases.
The cloud depiction practices used in the preparation of the nephanalyses have been
found to be adequate to permit the approximate stage of storm development to be
rt-i )gnized in the majority of cases.

Estimates of pressure center positions,

pressure departures from normal, future system movement, frontal positions, air
mass conditions, surface and upper level winds, and precipitation can also be
interred from the cloud patterns visible in the satellite pictures.

Some of this

information is available from the patterns as reproduced on the nephs; other features
are commonly interpreted at the readout stations and such interpretations explicitly
entered on the nephs.

6. 1

A CONSIDERATION OF SYNOPTIC CONCEPTS

This chapter and some portions of Chapter 7 have been formulated, to a major
degree, in terms of the more traditional synoptic concepts, with air masses and
frontal systems serving as the primary synoptic reference features.

This emphasis

has resulted from two causes:
1.

The synoptic background of the principal author of these chapters, which

had been primarily along air mass and frontal lines.
2.

The fact that the very great majority of published synoptic studies with

regard to meteorological satellite data have emphasized the traditional approach.
While a few studies have included, *1 • 1 30- 1
and in sorrie very limbed cases
».
^ 12,93
emphasized,
such modern synoptic concepts as vorticity advection and related
vertical motions, in many such cases the correlations with the cloud patterns
* NÍuch of this chapter is essentially a condensation of material originally published
in References 8 and 127.
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appeared to be somewhat marginal. *
After the ¡„„¡el draft.

,he.e chapter, had been prepared. „ wa. .ugje.ted

that the comparative ¿¡.regard of modern concept, wa, both unfortunate and
necessary.

However. ,. wa, found that reformulatton to .„elude full d„cu„.on,

¡rom ¡he mo.t modern viewpoint would be impractical bec.u.e of the lack of .unable
e initive ,tud,e..

A. an alternative, thi. section ha, been added and will .urnma-

nzr certain aspect, of «Xi.ting synoptic knowledge which ,eem to be clo.ely related
to synoptic »cale cloud pattern, a, seen by the satellite.

Furthermore, briefer but

more specific discussion, of these and related point, have been included in ap.
prop ríate part, of thi. and the next chapter, and in Chapter 10.

^-1

between Cloud Cover and Synoptic Scale Vertical Motion.

One should expect a good correlation between the synoptic scale cloud features
° ■"V,'d by ,alelhtes and vertical motions computed for areas with diameters of
the order of 100 miles and at level. 100 mb apart. These correlation, should be
particularly good in the middle and subsequent stage, of a cyclone's life cycle
Early in the lifetime of a cyclone, the moisture structure ,. principally the result
“ pr'V,OU* cond,tlons; in some cases or in some portion, of a particular storm.the
a,r may be too dry to produce significant cloudiness even with relatively pronounced
upward vertical motion.

As the storm approaches maturity and increase, in sire,

it is better abie tu organize a characteristic moisture field.
For instance, in a small young cyclone, a region of strong ascent may still
be unsaturated and cloud-free whereas, in a fully developed large occlusion the
center of ascent it likely to be cloudy because even relatively dry air entering the
storm will be raised to saturation before reaching the center of ascent.

Accord-

ingly. the precise relation of cloud boundaries to the boundaries of the areas of
ascent and descent may vary from case to case in relation to the moisture condition,
of the system.
^ Revii
hirdauti" 8 “,Tl.trrrr” °f 0,h" S>'n0p,'C
d.d not use
P nrotn, 1.. ““i!
»-I. result from primar.
of
product, fora^sm^leiev^^hfch or'rLTn'i WS"‘ r''SUl, V’"’
^

I* By 5/- Caf* W Kreitzberg oí AFCRL, for whose assistance in this area and
during tfe drafting of this section the authors are most deeply appreciative.
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6’ 1 ¿

Vertical Motion Diagnosis From Standard Synoptu Parameters

It has been shown

98

that for synoptic and larger scale motions (where an

assumption of geostrophic conditions is reasonable) the vertical motion of the air
except very near the surface is determined, for practical purposes of analysis, as
the algebraic sum of two effects:
1.

The rate of change in the vertical of the advection of vorticity*.

2.

The rate of advection of temperature (or the rate of advection of the thick¬

ness of a layer).
Advection of course occurs when the wind has a component across an isoline of
vorticity, temperature, or thickness.
Considering first the effect only of the advection of vorticity, if there is an
upward increase of cyclonic vorticity advection it will tend to be accompanied by
upward vertical motion.

Upward vertical motion will also be associated with an up¬

ward decrease of anticyclonic vorticity advection.

Similarly, an upward increase of

anticyclonic advection, or an upward decrease of cyclonic advection, tends to be
associated with downward vertical motion.

For those interested more detailed

explanations of these relationships are available in References 8S or 98.

Since the

vorticity advection near the surface is usually small, the vorticity advection in the
middle troposphere (say, as shown by the 500 mb chart) usually determines the
vertical change of vorticity advection.

Accordingly, positive (cyclonic) vorticity

advection at 500 mb is usually accompanied by upward vertical motion, and vice
versa.
Considering now the effect only of temperature or thickness advection, in a
region of warm advection (wind blowing from warm to cold air, or toward a region
of lesser thickness, and so veering with height), vertical motion will tend to be up¬
ward.

Similarly, in a region of cold advection (wind blowing from cold to warm air,

or toward a region of greater thickness, and so backing with height), vertical
motion will tend to be downward.

Again, fuller explanations are available in

References 85 or 98.
* For those who dislike the precise hydrodynamical terms, vorticity can be thought
of as a combination of the horizontal shear, and the curvature of the streamlines.
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Application to Some Synoptic Models

Cyclonic vorticity centers are usually associated with closed lows or troughs,
strong horizontal wind shear, such as is found on the poleward side of the jet
stream, can contribute substantially to the location and magnitude of the vorticity
centers.

Closely related to such lows, troughs, and wind shear zones is usually

a frontal zone (or a somewhat broader baroclinie zone) in the middle and upper
troposphere, characterized by near parallelism of isotherms and streamlines.
idealization of this type of zone is presented in Figure 6-la.

An

Here the isotherms

and contours are exactly parallel; the thickness advection vanishes but the rapid
upward increase of wind speed produces a marked increase in the magnitude of the
vorticity advection up to the level of the core of the jet stream.

Above this level

the wind speed and the vorticity advection weaken rapidly in the lower stratosphere98
but because of the lack of stratospheric clouds this is of little concern as regards
interpretation of the satellite pictures.
The associated patterns of vertical motion due to vorticity advection, shown
m Flgure 6_1 b*

«Present the total vertical motion in this case.

Between the ridge

and the next downstream trough the upward increase of anticyclomc vorticity ad¬
vection produces descent belov the level of the jet core.

The descent is particularly

intense in the frontal zone where the vertical wind shear is strong.

(Above the level

of the jet core the decreasing anticyclonic advection is associated with ascent).
Between the trough and the next downstream ridge a similar picture is found, with
reversal of the signs of the vorticity advection and of the vertical motion.

Here

maximum ascent occurs within the strongly baroclinie zone. 98
In the lower atmosphere there is often a pronounced component of air flow
normal to frontal zones, so that strong temperature advections occur.

In these

levels the vorticity advection fields are weakly developed because of the relatively
small wind speed.

An idealized low-level cyclone is shown in Figure 6-2, along

with the patterns of vertical motion accompanying its frontal structure.
front is associated with descent and the warm front with ascent.

The cold

This picture

roughly resembles the classical view of fronts but places the strongest vertical
currents within the transition zones separating the air masses, while in the tra¬
ditional concept the main vertical motions occur in the air masses, near the inter¬
face which separates them. 98

7*1

a
98
Actual case study computations
have shown that the thermal advection effect
on vertical motion is indeed primary at low and lower middle tropospheric levels.
Ahead of a surface cyclone and to the east of the upper level trough, ascent exists
at low levels.

Behind the cold front and to the west of the trough aloft, descent in

the rold air mass predominates at low levels, although surface heating here may
produce convective ascent and scattered to broken low level cloudiness.
The vorticity advection effect, as expected, predominates in middle and upper
tropospheric levels.

When an upper trough is not associated with a low-level frontal

system, the vorticity effect alone

can produce upward vertical motion and cloud¬

iness ahead of the trough, with downward motion and clearing to the rear.

When any

associated front is quasi-stationary, the vorticity effect can dominate the vertical
motion field but, with moving intense frontal zones, the temperature advection effect
will dominate the lower troposphere.
In the middle troposphere, combined positive vorticity advection and positive
thermal advection can produce substantial ascent in the warm frontal cloud shield.
When the temperature trough is lagging behind the pressure and vorticity trough,
rapid descent is to be found in the region of combined cold advection and negative
vorticity advection.

Behind the surface cold front one can often expect to find

descent in the lower troposphere, associated with the cold advection. coexisting
with aseen» in the middle and upper troposphere ahead of the 500 mb trough.

Some

of these effects are shown in the idealized model of Figure 6-3.
98
A specific case study
of the field of vertical motion in relation to the sloping
tropospheric baroclinie zone associated with a developing cyclone indicated a
number of such recurring relationships between the two.

Prominent t enters of

ascent and descent occurred as low as 900 mb and as high as 400 mb.

These tended

strongly to occur within the baroclinie zone rather than in the adjacent air masses.
In the upper troposphere, descent occurred in that portion of the baroclinie zone
wejt of the cold trough.

The area of subsidence was invaribly centered within the

zone above the 600-mb level and was attributable to the rapid upward increase of
anticyclonic vorticity advection which occurs here.

The vertical motions in the

portion of the baroclinie zone ahead of the cold trough were more complex.

Ahead

of the surface wave cyclone, warm advection at low levels combined with an upward
increase of cyclonic vorticity advection to produce regions of ascent typically
centered below 600 mb.

Immediately to the rear of the surface cyclone, on the

other hand, cold advection was sufficiently strong to produce a maximum of descent
at or below 800 mb, while an upward increase of cyclonic vorticity advection in the
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i
(b)
i-lg. 6-1

a) Contours (Solid) and Isotherms (Dashed) for Idealized Frontal
Zone in Middle or Upper Troposphere. Heavy Solid Lines are
Boundaries of the Baroclinie Zone.
b) Vertical Cross-section of Vertical Motion Due to Vorticitv
Advection Associated with Frontal Zone in Part (a) of this Diagram
The Approximate Position of the Jet Core is Indicated by the Letter'
"J". (From Reference 98)
7
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(0)

WARM

AiR

MASS

(b)
Fig. 6-2

a) Contours (Solid) and Isotherms (Dashed) tor Idealized Frontal
Zone in the Lower Troposphere. Heavy Solid Lines are Boundaries
of the Baroclinie Zone.
b) Vertical Cross-section of Vertical Motion Due to Thermal
Advection Associated with Frontal Zone in Part (a) of this Diagram.
(From Reference 98)
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h.Kh.Uvel portions of the baroclinie rone was .officient to produce a center of ascent
at 500 mb or above.
The cloud structure was Renerally in good agreement with the computed
vertical motions; the regions of strong descent were almost completely free of
clouds in the middle and upper troposphere, while occurrence of extensive stratiform clouds extending into the upper troposphere tended to coincide with major up¬
drafts at these levels.
Discrepancies were observed, however.

Cloud systems in the early phase of

the storm were incompletely developed evidently because of lack of moisture.

Once

formed, an area of cloudiness may persist for some time after upward vertical
motion stops and possibly even after weak downward motion begins.

Cloud systems

as well as vertical motion patterns were particularly complex in the portion of the
baroclinie zone between the upper trough and the surface cyclone center.

The

details of the two patterns failed to coincide, however, and it is evident that advection of dry air with a history of descent from the rear of the upper trough is as
important as the local vertical motion in determining the cloud structure.

Low

clouds were not well related to the computed vertical motion, since convective and
turbulent processes near the surface obscure the effect of the large-scale vertical
drafts.

Unfortunately, this case occurred prior to the launch of TIROS I and

similar computations for a case with satellite data are not yet available.
These results and those of other case studies**1 suggest that, while fronts
and low level air mass properties may be significant to conditions in the lower
layers of the troposphere, much of the cloudiness associated with extratropical
synoptic scale features and observed from satellites is more closely associated with
synoptic scale vertical motion fields as described above.

1• 4

larger Stale Mid-Tropospheric Vertical Motions

Based on the same principles as those discussed in Section 6. 1.2, vertical
motions are frequently computed for a single level in the middle troposphere, each
data point representing the average value of the vertical motion over an area of the
order of 300 miles in diameter.

Characteristic magnitudes are 5 cm/sec

or less

Such charts are routinely produced, on both a diagnostic and a forecast basis, by
the NWP unit at NMC and transmitted by facsimile.
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In such large scale, mid-tropospheric vertical motion charts, general de¬
scent is normally found between the ridge line and the downstream trough, while
general ascent ,. found from the trough line to the next downstream ridge line.
Centers of peak ascent and descent are found nearly midway between the r.dge and
trough line, and near the latitude of the maximum wind at the 500 mb level.
These large scale vertical motion patterns are roughly associated with the
typical large scale area, of stratiform or cumul,form cloudiness ahead of troughs
and with a minimum of cloudiness behind the troughs.

However , an exact match

between vertical motion, a. computed on this scale for a single level and the
cloudiness observed by satellites is hardly to be expected, and has not in general
een ound.

This can be partly explained by the variations in the

vertical motion field, at different levels, as found when higher resolution, multiple
level computations were made;’8’ 109 such computation, were discussed jus.
previously.

^ yertca 1 Motions at the Larger Mesoscaie

Vertical motions on the 50 mile scale can be inferred from the cloud bands
observed on this scale, and they have been computed in a few cases. 27’ 61

There

may be several cell, of ascent and descent in a cross section through a frontal
system, with vertical velocities on the order of 40cm/sec.
be about 200 mb
zones.

These cell, appear to

depth, and to be about 50 miles in width normal to the frontal

Such cells can be associated with cloud and precipitation bands, with

multiple and secondary from, or comergence rones, and with multi-layered cloud
structures.

Much research remain, to be done before vertical motions on this

scale are known and understood as well a, the larger scale vertical motions.
The cloud pattern, associated with this scale of vertical motion, should be
Visible in the satellite pictures when not obscured by more continuous .nd/or
higher altitude cloudiness.
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6‘ 1 • b

The Primary Synoptic Approach of This Chapter

The following discussion approaches vortex stage description from the viewpoint of a development sequence starting with a wave on a front, 9 as shown in
Figures W6, -¿7, -¿8.

It is recognized that while many cyclonic storms and their

assocr^ed c^oudoVortices may evolve from a frontal wave, a significant number do
not'

Many cyclones form from an upper air vorticity maximum and

the intensification of a short wave upper trough moving through a planetary scale
trough.

In such cases, the frontal wave concurrently shown in a conventional

surface analysis is often nothing more than a depiction device, since low level
frontogenesis may well follow rather than precede cyclogenesis.

Accordingly, the

tirst recognizable cloud pattern may be similar to any one of the first four stages
described below.
It is also well to keep in mind the possibility of limited surface development
taking place, without formation of a cloud vortex, in the absence of a significant
upper air trough or closed low.

6. ¿

A VORTEX DEVELOPMENT SEQUENCE

6.

1

The Frontal Wave Stage

When cyclogenesis initiates as or in association wi*h a frontal wave
at times be detected as the broadening or bulging of the frontal band.

it can

Typically this

is accompanied by slightly curving parallel bands poleward of the front, and a more
reflective area of higher and deeper clouds just to the east of the wave crest, as
shown in Figure 6-4. 9' ^
At this stage, the development is so meager that very similar cloud con¬
figurât ans have also been found where neither wave nor front could logically be
inferred, pointing to the need for exercising caution in the interpretation of cloud
patterns.

On the other hand, also as a corollary to the relatively insignificant

appearance of this stage, the wave may often be hidden by a more extensive cloud
sheet.

Tnis is illustrated in Figure 6-5.

In any event, no visible distinct spiral

pattern is to be expected at this stage. 12,44 Ever, so, the development may not be
apparent in the synoptic data until twelve hours after the bulge on the front can be
discerned in the satellite pictures. 67 At this stage, the development can be expected
to be influencing only conditions near the surface and in the very lowest portions of
In l igures 6-4, -^, -6, -7, -1Õ, etc. , the sketch is an idealized schematic and not
a neph of the photographic example.
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CLOUD

LAND AND OCEAN

DASHED LINES- LOWER TROPOSPHERE FLOW

DOUBLE SHAFT ARROW — DIRECTION OF

HEAVY DASHED LINES - TROPOPAUSE LEVEL FLOW
SOLID LINE - MIDDLE TROPOSPHERE FLOW

Fig. 6-4 Frontal Wave
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the atmosphere, except to whatever extent a pre-ex,sting short wave trough mov.ng
over the front may have been responsible for inducing the development.
If the field of view of a satellite pass doe. not include the center of an area of
probable development equatorward and to the west of a major cyclone, evidence of
any such development, may sometime, be noted near the edge of the photographed
region in the form of a significant and otherwise unidentified cloud band or poleward
extension of an existing band. 1
In summary, pictures of areas synoptically and/or climatologically prone to
cyclogenesis should be carefully examined for signs of wave development, where¬
as cloud patterns possibly indicating wave development outside such areas should
oe reviewed carefully in terms of other available data before being accepted on face
value without other substantiating evidence.

Furthermore, the possibility of an

incipient wave dying out or of a stable wave moving along a front without signifi¬
cant increase in amplitude must always be considered.

These waves usually have

little or no upper level support in the form of a vorticity advection area.

b-

Pre-occlusion Stage

As we proceed to the subsequent stages of development, it must be realized
that a continuity of progression, rather than discrete stages with precise boundaries
is to be expected in any storm development model.

Accordingly, any attempt to

arbitrarily distinguish between an advanced phase of one stage and an early phase of
the next stage is impossible and has no real meaning.
Tiie transition from the wave to the partly occluded vortex is rapid and. con¬
sequently, only infrequently observed.9 Nevertheless, it seems desirable to
discuss a stage of development between the frontal wave pattern and the stage
depicting the beginning of the occlusion process. 70

This cloud pattern, illustrated

in Figure 6-6, shows a thick line of cloudiness lying poleward from the low pressure
center of the open wave stage.

There may be a faint ring of cellular clouds sur¬

rounding the leading edge of bright clouds, appearing almost to be a reef of clouds
in front of the entire wave structure. 67

Perhaps the key feature of this stage is the

significantly greater poleward bulging or cloud protuberance than in the frontal wave
stage, retaining generally a longitudinal symmetry which disappears in the succeed¬
ing Beginning - of-Occlusion stage as the intrusion of the clear, dry air first
becomes apparent.
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Fig. 6-6

Pre-occlusion
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Fig. 6-7

Beginning of Occlusion
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Example of Synoptic Scale
Crescent Shaped Cloud Patterns Associated
with 500-mb Troughs
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Fig. 6-9

Vertical Average (900-400 mb) of Vertical Velocity Field, OOZ,
22 January 1959. Units 10-4 mb/sec. Line A-A
Approximate
Boundary of Middle and High Clouds.
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separately the vertical velocity,

associated with the vorticity advection,and

Wt’ the vertlcal velocity associated with the thermal advection (see Section 6. 1. 2).
The vertical velocities were computed for levels at 100-mb intervals from
1000 -100 mb.

The horizontal positions of vertical motion isopleths were then

vertically averaged for the levels 900-400 mb.

Representative positions of the

maximum values of vertical velocity were also determined.

The results of this

analysis are presented in Figure 6- 9.
The synoptic situation for which these computations were made98 was that of
0000Z, 22 January 1959, which consisted of a trough at 500-mb and a deepening
baroclinie low at the surface over the central United States.
situation was not photographed by TIROS.

Obviously, this

One may ask if the cloud pattern associ¬

ated with this system is similar to that seen in TIROS pictures.

Analysis of con¬

ventional Cloud observations and radiosonde data indicate the southern and western
edge of the middle and high cloud deck is along the line A-A' in Figure 6-9.

The

shape of this line is very similar to the southern and western part of the crescent¬
shaped pattern in the TIROS picture in Figure 6-8.
Comparison of Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-9 shows that the shape of the + 00
"total" vertical velocity isopleth is also very similar to the shape of the cloud edge
in the western and southern portion of the crescent-shaped pattern in Figure 6-8.
Upward vertical velocity is located north and east, and downward vertical velocity
is located south and west, of this line. *

The western part of the upward vertical

velocity area, Region I, is dominated by maximum values of w

from 800-400 mb,

while further east in Region II it is dominated by maximum values of w

.

The

easternmost part of the net downward vertical velocity area, Region III, is charac¬
terized by downward vertical motion from ^ (900 - 700 mb) more than compensating
for upward vertical velocity from u>v (900 - 700 mb).

In Region IV downward

vertical velocity from u»t (800 - 400 mb) predominates, while in Region V down¬
ward vertical velocity from u>v (800 -400 mb) predominates.
A cloud analysis showed that the southwestern part of the cloud mass in
Region I was essentially solid from the ground up to 400 - 300 mb, so that the cloud
pattern that the sate'hte would see would be composed of cloud tops located at about
these altitudes.

The winds at these levels were southwest, not northeast.

Further

east in Region I there were northeast w.nds in the surface to 850 mb layer, but the
cloud tops in this area were also around 300 mb.

The fact that the low-level wind

* We u> is computed and expressed in units of mb/sec, negative u, corresponds to
upward vertical velocity, and vice versa.
P
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direction lines up with the major axis of the upper-level cioud pattern should be
taken as a coincidence between the atmospheric cloud and wind patterns at these
different levels, rather than as necessarily having any physical significance re¬
garding these two atmospheric parameters.

Thus, in this case the comma-shaped

cloud pattern indicated the distribution of the upward vertical, velocity pattern; not
the streamlines of air flow at the level of the cloud tops.
This comma-shaped pattern can often be identified by the abrupt termination
of the crescent cloud pattern equatorward of a line west of the apparent circulation
center (just north of the straight portion of the dash black outline in Fig. 6-9), with
only scattered to broken lower level cloudiness in the quadrant west and
equatorward of the apparent center.

As illustrated in Figure 6-8, these crescent-

shaped, bright overcasts are often accompanied by lower, frequently curnuliform,
U-shaped or closed cloud patterns which appear to identify a surface pressure
center.

6. 2. 4 Occluding Cyclone Stage

By this and subsequent stages, the cloud patterns are conspicuous, distinctive,
and frequently observed.

The key feature is the very definite intrusion of "clear"

dry air eastward into the cloud mass behind the cold and occluded fronts, and the
curvature of this dr- and often cold air poleward around the center of the associated
low.

This stage is indicative of a significant circulation and is probably not typical

of storms with only weak middle or upper level circulations. 9 In fact, a closed low
extending to 500 mb, and perhaps throughout the troposphere, would normally be
expected.

Vortex patterns at this stage usually have related pressure centers, at

both the surface and 500 mb, within 200 nautical miles of the vortex center.
The degree to which the dry air is essentially completely clear (Fig. 6- 10) as
compared to being partially filled with convective cloudiness (Fig. 6-11) seems to be
a function of the humidity and stability of the cold air and of the surface under it,
The lowest central pressure at the surface frequently appears to occur with a
degree of dry air intrusion only slightly greater than that in the schematic in
Figure 6-10.

Vortices at this stage appear to have the greatest average de¬

parture (about 1.8 mb) from the normal seasonal surface pressure for their location.
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The corresponding average 500 mb departure is about 150 meters.*
Since the length and breadth of cloud streets is positively correlated W1th con
vergence, increased convective cloudiness in the cold dry air in this and the next
stage may be indicative of deepening of the low.

6> 2* 5

Fully Occluded, Mature Stape

In this stage, there may be vlrtue in considering two substages.

In the first,

prior to fullest maturity, the dry air continues to spiral in about the vortex,
reaching a stage of one or more complete revolutions about the center (Fig. 6-12).
In the second, the warmer moist air at upper levels first connects across the cold
air aloft, cutting that inside off from any further supply, and the beginnings of
dissipation are at hand (Fig. 6-13).
Accordingly, the degree of maturity is broadly shown by the increasing con¬
centricity of the^spiral bands and by a decreasing width of the clear air channel
between them.

The length of time provided for development, prior to the closing

off of the dry a^ir aloft, may be indicative of the depth achieved at the center of the
upper air low.

These mature vortices have average departures from the

seasonal and geographic normal of about 16 mb at the surface, and about ISO meters
at 500 mb.
observed.

The average 500 mb departure at this stage appears to be the greatest

The authors are not aware of any multi-level vertical velocity computations
having, as yet, been carried out for a closed circulation in the middle troposphere,
say 500 mb, which could be usefully related to cloud patterns at that stage of storm
development.

However, physical reasoning based on the dynamical relationships

between vertical velocity and vorticity and thermal advection ( Section 6. 1.2)
provides a qualitative explanation of the basic pattern of middle and high clouds
observed by TIROS to be associated with these closed circulations.

This basic

cloud pattern is characterized by long, clear and often spiral streaks in the middle
* in the samples of data studied, 8 lor this and the following two stages, the
standard deviation of the 500 mb departure was about 50% of the observed average
Anwart,ir?nníe s.ta,ndard deviation of the surface pressure departure varied between
60% and 100/9 of the average departure. One would expect about two-thirds of the
cases to fall between + one standard deviation of the average. The available sampl es
ranged between 7 and 25 cases.
r
** The effect of cloud element translations and deformations on cloud patterns
associated with a cyclonic storm has recently been investigated, however. (See Holl
M. M. , J. R. Clark, and R. E. Nagle, 1964: A Test of the Diagnostic-Cycle Rontinp'
Final Report, Contract No. Cwb-10561, Meteorology International, Inc. ).
--
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and high cloud deck with the clear streaks tending to line up along the mean wind
direction in the cloud layer.

Also the cloud field tends toward symmetry with

respect to the cloud vortex center.
As a closed circulation develops in the middle and upper troposphere, the
wind field comes into phase with the vorticity and temperature fields.

As the

vorticity and thermal advection become weak, so does the vertical velocity.

Weak

upward vertical velocities do not produce thick, overcast cloudy areas and, for
reasons not fully understood but possibly including effects of deformation, long,
clear streaks appear in the cloud deck.

The in-phase situation of the wind field

and vorticity and thermal fields eliminates any preferred azimuths of upward and
downward vertical velocity with respect to the vortex center.

As a consequence the

vertical motion and the cloud patterns become symmetrical about the vortex center.
Particularly during this and the remaining final stages of the system, pattern
changes are slow (Fig. 6-14).

Broad-scale changes in clouds occur only through a

major development in the synoptic situation.

Patterns in cloud systems may be

recognizable for as many as four days, particularly in middle latitudes, and so
permit a low to be identified from one day to the next

6. 2. 5. 1

(see Chapter 10).

Secondary Vortices

At this stage secondary vortices have in several cases been noted to the west
of the primary circulation.

These cumuliform and cirriform vortex patterns .n the

polar air flow behind major cyclones appear to be indicative of a 50o-mb short wave
trough and a distinct surface trough.

Examples are shown in Figures 6-15 and 5-12.

They have been noted at least twenty-four hours prior to any indication in the syn¬
optic data.

These disturbances often develop into systems producing weather and

precipitation of considerable operational significance.

Other cases of possibly

similar mesoscale vortices have deen observed near the edge of the Antarctic pack
ice70 (Fig. 6-16).

^ The Dying Stage

In this final stage, while organization is still apparent, there is some con¬
siderable variety to the configurations.

The key factor seems to be the continued

cut-off of the interior cold and dry air aloft by a surrounding ring of warmer , cloudfilled air (Fig. 6-17).

This has been described as a ring cloud with an almost clear
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Fig. 6-16

Mesoscale Vortex off the Coast of Antarctica
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center, corresponding to a cut-off cold low, ^ It is probable that the appearance
is similar for both a major tropical vortex which has moved into temperate
latitudes before decaying and a purely extratropical cold core system.
As the vortex decays, the number of cloud bands decreases, the space be¬
tween bands increases, and the cloud cover at the crest or center of the vortex
44 b9
becomes more broken.
’ T The number of cloud bands and their width, spacing,
and character may vary with the underlying surface, season, and time of day as
well as with circulation intensity.^
The clouds and their patterns often persist in the dying vortex after all
indications in the synoptic data are lost.

^ It would thus appear that the

clouds are a far more sensitive indicator of atmospheric activity than other types
of data, detecting the earliest stages of cyclogenesis prior to other evidence (as
discussed in relation to the Frontal Wave Stage) and showing the persistence of a
low intensity circulation after it has otherwise become unapparent.

For the

analyst, this persistence indicates a need for caution to avoid forecasting more
severe winds and weather than may actually be present in these final stages.
Cases have been noted where the intrusion of a band of moist, cloud-filled
warmer air into the center of a cut-off cold core vortex (Fig. 6-17) may have been
related to some degree of reintensification, or at least a temporary cessation of
system degradation.

While there is some evidence that major cloud systems may

spiral into these now frontless storms, such cloud systems are much less well
defined than in cyclones still directly associated with a front.
In cut-off cyclones, low-level vortices are usually characterized by a banded
cumuliform appearance while those in the upper troposphere tend to be fibrous and
stratiform

in appearance, as illustrated in Figures 6-17 and 6-18.

Dying Stage vortices have average departures from the seasonal and geo¬
graphic normals of about 12 mb at the surface, and 120 meters at 500 mb,

6. 3 VORTEX POSITION
6. 3. 1

Location Relative to Synoptic Data

The cloud vortex center tends to be west and/or equatorward of the surface
low, following the track of the surface low but lagging behind its positions by about
twelve hours. ^ It may be over the circulation center of the surface winds. 4‘^
Coincidence of position between the cloud vortex and the 500 mb low seems to be
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somewhat better.

In some cases, however, the cloud vortex center has been found

to be west of the streamline vortex center at all levels from the surface to 500 mb?5
When two circulation centers are discernible during the cut-off stage, they
may correspond to the pressure centers at different levels. 1,3
The following relationships between vortex and pressure center positions
have been frequently found to exist at specific stages of development:^
Beginning ol Occlusion Staler

More frequently related to a surface than to a

500 mb low, with the cloud vortex slightly west and equatorwaid of the surface low.
Occluding Cyclone Stage: Nearly always within 200 miles of a surface low,
and usually also within 200 miles of a 500 mb low.

While the surface low positions

tend to scatter about the cloud vortex, the 500 mb lows are usually located north
or east of a northwest-southeast line passing through the position of the cloud vortex.
.°cci -ed Cyclon£i The cloud vortex is usually within 200 miles of both
a surface and a 500 mb low.

The surface low has some tendency to be northeast of

the cloud vortex, with the 500 mb low slightly displaced to the south of the surface
low position.
Dying Cyclone: The related surface and 500 mb lows are usually found to the
east of a north-south line through the cloud vortex center.
As shown in Figure 6-19, the one standard deviation circle for the differences
between the positions of cloud vortices and related surface pressure centers appears
to have a radius of about 148 nautical miles.

For related 500 mb centers, the

radius of the corresponding deviation circle is about 109 nautical miles. Inadequate
conventional data and consequent inaccurate standard analyses may have been sig¬
nificant contributors to the magnitude of these values, so that the true representa¬
tive values of the differences of positions between cloud vortices and related
pressure centers are probably much less.

It seems highly likely that when only

cloud vortices related to pressure centers are considered (i. e. , when those related
only to troughs, or to other conventional synoptic features . ther than closed
cyclones, are identified as discussed in Sections 6. 2. 3. 1 and 6. 2. 5. 1 and elimi¬
nated), the geographical locations oí the cloud vortex and the pressure centers are
only short distances apart.

*
cases infludfd in this study8 were restricted to those situations in which the
vortex appeared to be related to a closed circulation at either the surface or 500 mb.
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Fig. 6-19

Vortex Position Statistics.

Smce a clearly defined cloud vortex seems to require the existence of an
upper air circulation, the better correspondence observed between the cloud vortex
and upper air pressure center (as compared to the surface center) seems reason¬
able in the more mature stages.

In general, the more highly organized the vortex

cloud patterns, the greater the tendency for them to be associated with more nearly
vertical circulation systems and/or strong closed circulations in the middle tropo¬
sphere. ^

6. 3. 2

Altitude

As mentioned above, low level isolated vortices appear to be characterized
by a banded cumuliform appearance while those in the upper troposphere tend to
be banded stratiform.

The relative cloud brightness gives some indication of the

vertical extent of any vortex since brightness is usually positively correlated with
the thickness of the clouds.

6. 4 AIR MASSES IN THE VICINITY OF VORTICES

The satellite pictures of the cloud vortex patterns associated with cyclonic
development often clearly depict the two air masses that are primarily involved:
1.

The warm and typically moist tropical air which flows poleward ahead of

the cold front.

At least during the stages of active cyclonic development, the

clouds in the pictures give the impression that this flow often seems to split just
east of the center of circulation.

One tongue of cloud appears to curve westward

and eventually equatorward over and to the rear of the cyclone center.

The other

curves eastward and corresponds to the ascending warm air flow over the warm
front (see Fig. 6-22, western most vortex).

The role of vertical motion in forming

these patterns, at least in the case of a short wave trough at 500 mb, was discussed
in Section 6. 2. 3. 1.

In the satellite pictures the area of warm air flow can be

located by the convective cloudiness and instability lines ahead of the cold front
(Fig. 7-1), and the major cloud bands and/or cloud mass located east and north¬
east of the vortex center, which are in part associated with the previously
mentioned warm frontal cloud deck.

These cloud patterns resemble, and so proba¬

bly depict in part, the moist tongue configurations commonly noted in isentroou
analysis. n. 35,44,80
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Z.

The dry and typically colder air which moves into the storm from the west

and poleward, curves equatorward of the circulation center, and spirals into it be¬
hind the cold front.

This clear or clearer area (often it is substantially filled with
44 80
cellular convective cloudiness) closely corresponds to an isentropic dry tongue. ’
In the mature and decaying cyclone, the cold dry air at upper levels is cut

off, lying in the center of the storm surrounded by the warmer moist air (Fig. 6-17).
In the lower troposphere, the tropical air mass would be expected to lie to the south
of the large mature cyc lone.

6. 4. 1

The Cold Dry Air

The degree of clearness or partial cloudiness in this air mass, sometimes
referred to as the "clear" zone, is related to such parameters as humidity and
the extent of subsidence, since the post-frontal cloud cover is governed by the
thermal state of the cold air and the length of its trajectorv

^

Dark clear areas

are indicators of dry air when the presence of clouds would otherwise be expected.^
This air mass has a tendency to be clear over land and more filled with convective
clouds over the oceans.

64

The brighter clouds mark the areas of less stable air,

as compared to those portions where the clouds appear greyer. ^

Post-frontal

regions, in which fresh, cold air is involved, appear in satellite photographs as
areas covered by small, cellular type clouds, often in streets but not necessarily
so.

The mesoscale structure of these areas will be more fully discussed in

Chapter 8.

The "clear"area is indicative of and corresponds to subsiding dry

air west of the trough,

92

and equatorward of a low level wind maximum which has

been observed more or less along the equatorward edge of the cloud mass west of
,
.
111
the
vortex center.
The orientations and shapes of these tongues of cold air to the rear of vortices,
and especially those of their forward and side edges, are usually associated with the
direction of the thermal wind in the lower troposphere as represented by the 1000700 mb thickness isopleths.

Thus, a system with an in-phase thermal field

(approximately parallel to tne middle troposphere contour field) may be indicated
by a cold tongue spiraled around the central cloud body; a system characterized
by an out-of-phase thickness field will tend to have a cold tongue penetrating more
directly to the center of the cloud vortex, since a thickness (and horizontal temper1Z
ature) gradient would then exist near the center oí the cyclone.
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6. 4. 4

Humidity Near the Surface

In general, the surface relative humidity patterns appear well correlated with
the distribution of low clouds, but in some regions vertical stability is sufficient to
prev ent low cloud formation in spite of adequate humidity. * ^ ^

6. 5

FRONTAL POSITIONS IN THE IMMEDIATE VICINITY OF A CLOUD VORTEX’
6. 5. 1

The Warm Front

I here is usually little direct information on the position of the warm front
relative to the vortex cloud patterns.
east of the vortex center.

By implication, it would be expected to be

Seldom does there appear to be a clearly discernible

boundary between the convective cloudiness in the warm air and the more stratiform
cloudiness due to overrunning poleward of the surface warm sector.

Accordingly,

there seems presently to be little guidance for proper placement of the warm front
within the cloudiness east of the vortex.

Since, even with good synoptic obser¬

vations, placement of the warm front is still often a problem, this ambiguity is
not unexpected. The evidence shows tnat the classical concept of overrunning warm air
is of secondary importance to the large scale lifting associated with the dynamics
of the cyclone (see Section 6. 1).

Radar and detailed synoptic studies have sub¬

stantiated this position and it would be surprising to find anything different from
satellite information.

^

6. 5. «2. 1

and Occluded Fronts

Frontal Wave to Beginning of Occlusion Stages

During this phase, there is a tendency for the bulk of the frontal cloudiness
to be west and poleward of the front (Figs. 6-4 through 6-6).

East and equatorward

of the front, conditions tend to be clear to broken convective cloudiness, but this
warm sector convective cloudiness tends to become heavier east of the front as the
vortex intensifies and one or more instability lines form.

Such convective cloud¬

iness will usually tend to have some breaks in it.
* See Section 7. 1. 1 for a more general discussion of fronts.
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When the cloud sy.tent läge behmd the front, the upper winde are apt to be
parcel to the front, a, leae. as far a, clouds extend. 1 ^

This „ compatible w„h

Wind flow-frontal or.entation patt-ms to be anticipated during the early stages cf
development.

6. 5. L. Z

Occluded Stages

At these stages, the frontal band is generally much narrower, usually with
comparatively definite breaking or clearing immediately to its rear (Figs. 6-12 and
6-13).

Extensive cloudiness of a more or less broken convective nature is usually

found to the east of the frontal band in the warm sector.

At times, this convective

area may take the form of a second band, east of and parallel to the frontal band
with a clear area or one of lesser cloudiness separating the frontal and convective
bands (Fig. 7-1).
line.

The convective band is assoc.ated with a squa'l or instability
'

Wb60 the cloud mass iies ahead of the cold front with a sharp edge to the cloud
system at the frontal boundary (rapid clearing), then the winds aloft are usually
normal to the front.

Such a frontal-winds-aloft configuration is more common in

these occluded stages; the cloud mass is the convective cloudiness in the warm air
ahead of the front, with a narrow and sharp frontal band behind. 102
In the decaying stages of the cyclone (Fig. 5-14). with the frontal band less
obvious, it may lie between the spiral bands to the west and an area of broken to
ov&rcast conditions to the east of the vortex, presumably the remains of the con¬
vective cloud-instability line area.

9

In these decaying vortices, the spiral bands

west of the main frontal band or position (Fig. 5-23) may be the weather producers
that have led to the frequent insertion in analyses of secondary cold fronts. 9
The width of the frontal cloud band gives some indication of the steepness of
the front, the western edge of the frontal band being about coincident with the 500 mb
trough line.

’

This, of course, suggests that the front becomes more vertical

as the cyclone develops, which is to be expected as the 500 mb low moves over the
surlace low and the cold core cyclone itself becomes essentially vertical.
Experience has shown that when the frontai cloud band extending from an old
or occluding vortex has a wider portion, lying generally east-west, equatorward
of the vortex, and when this wider portion seems to be pinched or abruptly narrowed
at its eastern end, development of a frontal wave is probable under this wider
portion of the cloud band. 82 (See cloud pattern over Alabama in Figs.
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10-1 and 10-2).

This widening and the associated wave development is most likely to coincide with
the passage over the frontal band of a short wave trough, and its associated vorticity
maxima

as tiny move around the major trough related to the existing vortex.

Since the western end of the wider portion of the band usually lies near the 500 mo
trough position, the mid-tropospheric winds are usually approximately parallel to
the cloud band along this wider portion.

6. 6

WINDS IN THE VICINITY OF VORTICES

The relationships between wind direction (let alone speed) and cloud patterns,
lines, streets, bands, etc. , are, at best, complex.

Varied indications showing

cloud orientations both parallel and perpendicular to the wind flow, as well as
parallel to the wind shear vector, have been obtained in studies of satellite cloud
pictures.

It is probable that considerable time, study, and effort remain before

completely unambiguous results are at hand.

Some of these problems have already

been briefly discussed in Section 2. 2. 3. 1 (in relation to limits imposed by camera
resolutions) and Chapter 4 (as related to cloud types and small scale cloud patterns).
Further details will be discussed later in Chapter 6, ana in Appendix C.
In spite of these problems and limitations, considerable information on the
general nature of the wind field in the vicinity of vortices can usually be derived
from the observed cloud patterns.

6. 6. 1 Low Level Winds

There are a number of suggestions for deducing low icvel winds from cloud
patterns that are applicable in the vicinity of vortices.

Streaky cloud patterns,

presumably parallel to the wind flow, may indicate higher wi.id velocities than in
the case of parallel lines of cellular clouds. 55

Cumulus cloud streets, generally

parallel to the wind, are often found in the warm sector. ^

When the direction of

the jet stream is known or can be deduced (see Section 6. 6. 2. 2), cumulus cloud
lines perpendicular to it may be indicative of strong low level shear. 102
In storms just prior to the mature stage, the major cloud bands in the warm
air (Fig. 7-1) tend to parallel the surface and 700 mb winds. 133

The "clear" air

penetration into the cyclone may be due to a low level jet of dry air and, at about
the occluding cyclone stage, a 5000 foot wind maximum has been observed to lie
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storms a fair to good correlation often exists between cloud bands equatorward and
west of the storm center and the mean 1000-700 mb flow. ^
At times an eroded area in the cloud field is noted behind the front (Fig. 6-20).
It may coincide with a marked divergence of the isobars between the cyclonic flow
around the surface low and the anticyclonic flow around the high to its rear. 49
Other wind deductions from these cellular cloud patterns, at the mesoscale, will be discussed in Section 8. I. 2. 2.

6. 6. 2

Upper Level Winds

The clear association between the cloud vortex and the pressure center or
minimum in the middle and upper troposphere of course implies wind relation¬
ships at these levels.

Analogous relationships exist between the major trough and

ridge positions, to be discussed in Section 6.8, and the middle and upper tropo¬
spheric wind flows in their vicinity.
In general, the large, dense cloud shields associated with vortices in the
middle latitudes (Fig. 6-22) approximately parallel the predominant wind-flow in
»

the lower and middle levels. *

02

In the mature cyclone, a concentric band of high

winds may exist between the outer warm air and the colder inner air according to
the thermal wind relationship

35

Features in the cloud patterns along
35
the edges of overcast areas may reveal mesoscale cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies.

6. 6. 2. 1

(Fig. 6-17).

Major Cloud Pattern to the Rear and Poleward of the Vortex Center

On occasion, some vortex patterns seem to be inverted with little or no
cloudiness in front (usually east) of the center but with the major spiral band
extending toward the rear and poleward sides of the vortex.
in Figure 10-18; note the vortex at 53N, 37W).

(An example is shown
82
It has been noted
that when this

situation exists the contour pattern in the rrtid-troposphere has cyclonic curvature
behind and poleward of the center and becomes anticyclonic just ahead of the trough
line or just east of the center.

The 500 mb contour field that can be inferred for

cases such as this one is shown in Figure 10-18.
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6. 6. ¿. ¿

Jet Stream Relationships in the Vicinity of Vortices

With respect to the surface front, the jet stream is displaced poleward of the
developing - wave stage of a cyclone.

In later stages, as vortex development is

initiated and progresses, the developing wave moves under the jet stream and,
finally, in the occlusion stage ,

the jet stream centrum crosses the occlusion

near, or slightly poleward of, the point of occlusion.

(Figs. 6-4, -5, -6, -7 -10

-11, -12,-13).
Accordingly the location of the jet stream relative to a vortex varies with the
stages of the satellite-observed development pattern.
can be considered as typical:
1.

Open wave -

The following configurations

70

n

1 50-200 miles poleward of the broad bright area of the band.

Thin bands may indicate the area (Figs. 6-4,6-5).

These thin bands, usually found

1 50-200 miles poleward of the major band, are often difficult to locate because of
the lower cellular cloudiness.

It is not yei obvious that the position of the jet

stream can be determined outside of the area of the wave, although thin cirriform
bands which relate to the jet stream can sometimes be observed (see also Section
7. 1. 3).
2.

Pre-occlusion (and in the early stage of occlusion)-midway betw-een the

center of cloudiness about the vortex and the associated band.

An isolated band of

bright cloudiness may at times indicate this area (Figs. 6-6, -7).
3.

Occlusion -

Parallel to and just poleward of the major cloud band, from

a point on the band equatorward and just west of the vortex center to just east of
the center.

A second band of maximum wind often is found starting somewhat west

of the vortex.

It blows along and parallel to the west and equatorward sides of the

cloudiness surrounding the vortex center (Figs. 6-10,-11,-12,-13).

6. 7

PRECIPITATION

An association between shower activity and brighter cloud areas or large
bright cloud elements has been noted frequently in the satellite pictures’ ^ 3 ’
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However, only a low percentage of clouds are accompanied by precipitation. 78
A careful study of satellite cloud and radar precipitation data indicates that while,
over a period of several hours, time integrated radar patterns often show reason¬
able correlation to the pattern of the brighter clouds, at any instant only a small
portion of even a bright cloud may be precipitating. ' '

Examples of bright clouds of

.1*

#
#

• tíatiíóím^ype^rec^pUati" con.tinuou,
ragged patch«, oí .tratLrm't™!Ckl!d ar“’
UUon, .0Ud
co“v.0aTvXePrpVePicipitatton; x, pre.,ure vortex ce„,erP

Fig. 6-

otnematic Modex at tho
o
Around an Occtuded Marttt./
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normally non-precipitating types, such as stratocumulus and thick stratus, are
14
also frequent.
The failure to establish a relationship between brightness and
precipitation may in part be due to premature saturation of the picture brightness
scale, with inadequate contrast in the brighter areas.

On the other hand, there are

no good reasons why two cloud masses of similar thickness and composition, one
precipitating and one not, should show any striking differences when viewed from
above.

As yet, no unique characteristics that distinguish precipitating from non¬

precipitating clouds have been determined.

On a probability basis, however, a

deep cloud mass (bright) is more likely to precipitate than a shallower, and con¬
sequently less bright, one.
Figure 6-21 shows a schematic diagram of the typical radar precipitation
echo distribution around an occluded maritime cyclone; this distribution, which is
not strikingly different from that in standard frontal cyclone models published in
most meteorological texts, can provide guidance as to the more probable areas of
78
precipitation in a satellite-observed cyclone.
The model shows the area of
upslope precipitation, due to ascending motion associated with the cloudy area
west and poleward of the storm center. ^ *
Models such as this can be used for general guidance, but must be supple¬
mented by an examination of the factors which contribute to the cloud and pre¬
cipitation features in each section of a specific storm.

Only then can the most

probable actual conditions within a particular storm be determined. ^
Heavy, persistent, and extensive precipitation has been observed in second¬
ary outlying vortices (Fig. 5-12) formed in the cold air flew behind an occluded
78
cyclone.
Periods of deteriorating weather may also be associated with the small
scale vortices observed in the Antarctic

6. 8

‘

^ (Fig. 6-16).

VORTICES AND TROUGHS AS ANCHOR POINTS FOR THE ANALYSIS

It is obvious that those cloud patterns which are the most easily recognizable
in the pictures should serve as anchor points for an analysis.

Previous sections

of this chapter have described in detail the shape, sizes, and position of cloud
vortices relative to pressure and circulation centers established from conventional
data.

The relative positions of associated air masses, fronts, and upper and lower

level streamline fields have also been discussed.

When vortex patterns are

coupled with available conventional data, the resulting synoptic analysis in their
vicinity should usually provide a relatively accurate and detailed depiction of the
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current weather.

In addition, other cloud patterns

related to troughs and ridges

can also aid in starting the analysis.

6'8'

‘

Th*

There is often an excellent correspondence between satellite-observed cloud
patterns, other synoptic observations, and the classical frontal-w-ave model. 102
In such cases, the cloud distribution over a. wide area can be associated with a
schematic model of the relation of clouds, fronts, and jet streams within a wave
system.

This cloud distribution is strongly supported by the TIROS mosaic80' 102

shown in Figure 6-22, when compared to the model of weather regions6 shown in
Figure 6-23.

Essentially, this model contains eight weather regions related to the

principal fronts and air masses.

Descriptions of these weather regions can be

found in many standard meteorological texts, such as Reference 86.
Other features that may be identified after the vortex or trough positions are
located include:
(1)

Clouds in blocking anti-cyclones, which may have the fibrous, broken,

and streaky appearance characteristic of middle and high clouds, with the orien¬
tation roughly parallel to the wind flow.

The center of the ridge may be marked by

an area of distinct clearing. (See Fig. 10-6 in the area near Greenland).
(2)

The clouds associated with the high degree of moisture through a deep

layer that is carried ahead of the cold fronts, with pronounced subsidence and drying
within the front itself above about the 600 mb level.

The post-frontal area is

characterized by a moderate degree of moisture in a deep layer, coupled with low
level instability.
clouds.

This translates into a satellite photograph of small cellular

These distributions are perhaps typical of deep troughs with fronts and

strong ridge conditions.

b'S'¿

¿

(Center of Fig. 6-22).

Though and Ridge Positions as Identified by Satellite Cloud Patt erns

The bulk cf the frontal and vortex-associated cloudiness is usually found in
and ahead of the 500 mb trough; and from general synoptic experience one expects
the western edge of the frontal cloud hand as seen in the satellite picture to typically
lie along or somewhat ahead of the 500 mb trough line. 44> l02 - 111

During 8ÍtuaUong

of strong vortex development, when the axis of the upper trough is nearly over the
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Fig. 6-22

TIROS Mosaic of Cyclone Family (From Reference 60)
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6. 8. 2. 1

Cloud Patterns Related To Ridge Amplitude

An indication of the ridge amplitude is given to some degree by the amount of
cloud coverage, and by the cloud patterns under the ridge.

In general, large-

amplitude ridges arc populated by sparse cloud cover near the center, and by long,
striations or breaks m the cloud cover in the north, due to the large subsidence
taking place in the ridge.
oriented.

Most of the time these long striations are meridionally

Examples of cloud conditions associated with ridges will be discussed

and illustrated in Chapter 10,
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OTHER EXTRATROPICAL
STHOPTIC FEATURES

«

CHAPTER 7

OTHER EXTRATROPICAL SYNOPTIC SCALE FEATURES

7.1

CLOUD BANDS

According to synoptic models, fronts are associated with bands or zones of
cloudiness.

In the classical examples, cold fronts are usually associated with

relatively narrow bands of clouds; and warm fronts are associated with more
extensive regions of cloudiness.

While there have been a number of instances

where "front-like" bands of clouds have existed where no front has appeared on
conventional synoptic analyses, the forecaster is cautioned against minimizing their
importance.

The existence of these bands implies either the current or recent

existence of organized upward motion.

That this upward motion is ascribed to

some process other than frontal lifting (see Section 6. 1) does not diminish its
practical importance.

7. 1. 1 Fronts and Pre-Frontal Squall Lines

Many aspects of fronts have already been discussed in Section 6. 5, especially
those intimately related to vortices.

These will not, in general, be reiterated here

and the reader is referred, to that section for additional discussions of tnese topics.
Broad and extensive frontal cloud bands (Fig. 5-3) have been found to be
associated with pronounced large-amplitude troughs displaced well to the west of
strong and elongated frontal zones, such that positive vorticity advection, upward
motion, and upper air flow parallel to the front are present over a broad region
east of the upper trough line.

12

Quite frequently two parallel bright cloud bands are found along or parallel
to the probable position of a front (Fig. 7-1); the eastern-most is more probably
a line of convective activity under the moist tongue.

The surface position of the

front is probably just under and along the eastern edge of the western cloud band,
with the band of clouds to the west and the clearer (until the squall line convective
,
.
u
.
t 9,11,130,133
cloudiness is reached) warm air to the east.
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N

front

^®tabillty Line Cloud Band
and Frontal Cloud Band

Fig. 7-2 Example of Cloud Pattern
Po!n.T;rXomArea aS Related t0theD-

DEWPOINT FRONT

DEW POINT FRONT

iig. 7-3 Example of Dew Point Front
not Identifiable from Satellite Observed
Cloud Pattern
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iig. 7-4 Cumulifor m Cloud Mass
Associated with Wes tward Surge of the
Dew Point Front

The instability Une ahead oi the frontal band may often be differentiated from
the front by the scalloped edges to the instability line clouds, 9¿* 1 1 3 as illustrated
in Figures 7-1 and 5-22.
As discussed in Chapter 4 (see also Section 8. 1. I), it appears that when very
severe weather is associated with squall lines, the related clouds assume a distinctive and massive blob appearance (Figs. 4-10,8-2).

With few exceptions, there

is then lacking the impression of the long line of cumulus development that might be
expected.

The line appearance of the convective, instability line area, as in

Figures 5-22 and 7-1, seems to be more associated with either lack of severe
weather, or early stages of squall line development prior to the outbreak of severe
weather.
Another type of cloud band that may parallel a cold front and create an
ambiguous situation is found in the cold air behind the front.

Under conditions of

strong low level convection and an intense capping inversion, heavy cumulus and
stratocumulus may form, spread out, and provide the appearance (Fig. 5-24) of a
solid or nearly solid cloud band. 61

At times, these and other post-frontal bands

(Fig. 5-23) may be associated with sufficient wind shifts and/or weather to cause
the insertion of secondary cold fronts in conventional ana.yses.
Large variability has been observed in cloud and precipitation features both
within a single storm or front, and between systems of apparently similar synoptic
character.

This variability is only partially reduced by grouping systems with

similar histories or similar stages of development.

Accordingly, the classical

models of weather in the vicinity of fronts and storms, including those presented
in Chapter 6, appear to be as good as can be formulated on a general basis.

The

satellite data permit determination of the distribution of clouds in each specific
case, from which some of the physical factors contributing to the distribution may
be deduced.

With such observations, the prediction of future cloud conditions

should be significantly improved.
The remnants of a cold front can often be found in the satellite photographs
even after it has moved well into the tropics (Fig. 5-21).

Extensive cloud bands in

the lower latitudes indicate that the effects of penetrations of cold air from the
north are quite long-lasting - even after the means to detect fronts on the con¬
ventional basis have been lost (see also Section 11.2. 1).

On occasion, such bands

can be followed westward to the frontal system lying to the west of the anti-cyclon2f
lhe great influence of remnants of fronts and cyclones on the cloud field, long after
they have become indistinct on the synoptic scale, has also been noted in temperate
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latitudes. ^^
The ao-ealled Texas Dewpoint From can sometime, be located from the
,a e l.te photographs, approximately along the boundary between the clear dry a.r
to the west and the „rato, cloud mass in the moist air to the east (Fig 7-2)
match between the cloud patterns and the location ot the front is no, perfect

The
due

partly to the th.n layer of moist air (with only „ratus of .„sufficient thickness to be
seen in the sateiitte photographs, near the surface locat.on of the dew-point fron,
*• 7-3)
oca

Occasionally, h.gher cloud layers, usually c.rrus, partially mask the

of the dew-point front a, pictured by the satellite.

dewoli^r T t0 thOSe aSSOC52ted WÍth the ,r0nt aPPear
.
. shown.
'0n
data
is

e‘n8 P,'e8ent :

In a few cases, cloud

tha P'— without a

again’ ,he value »i‘he integration of all available

when ,rr aPP<îa” t0 be 3 pr0n0unced d>fforence in the nature of the cloud cover
e ewpoint front is moving eastward and lowering (or collapsing), a, corroared to
w en there is a westward surge of the maritime air.
o

The eastward motion appears

e associated with almost complete disappearance of the clouds while the west¬

ward surge seems to be accompanied by intensified cloud activity, including at times
the cumuhform masses indicative of severe weather (Fig. 7-4).

7- *• 2

Wind Relationships Near Fronts

hen inference ol the slope of a cold iron, is possible from the width of the
ron al cloud band and/or the location of iron, relat.ve to the assoc,a,ed cloudiness
kaTaTr* y "T SUgee» the r,’OSt Pr°bal>le 0rie"tatit>" °f ^ uPPer a.r wind. Both
ka ba.ic and anabatic
fronu, cloud formations are observed, particularly w„h
co d fronts.

When the greater portion of the cloud mass It., ahead of the cold Iron,

sharp edge

the cloud system a, the frontal boundary (rapid clearing), then

he winds aloft are usual,y norma, to the iron, (F,g. 7.,,.

When the cloud system

ags behind the iron, (Figs. 6-4, -6,. the upper winds are apt to be parallel to the
root, at teas, as far as the clouds extend.

Obviously.

an area of sparse data

he precise iron,a, .„cation is difficult to determine, bu, „ in the analysis one of'
these condition, is specified, then for reasons o, consistency the direction of the

and^siTdescends?"
and *ohear.cet«dsWÍnd

lr°nt bl°WS W¡'h a —ponen, down the frontal slope,
bl°WS WÍth a
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up the frontal slope,

upper wind flow appropriate to this condition should be chosen
It has been found

that when there is a wide portion on a frontal cloud band

equatorward of a vortex and lying generally east-west (as described in
Section 6. 5. 2. 2), the wider area of cloudiness approximately duplicates the area
of higher speed westerlies in the mid-troposphere.

That is, higher wind speeds

are found within the area of the band, with lighter westerlies lying on either side
(usually more or less north and south) of the band.
The occurrence of heavy cumuliform cloudiness in the immediate post-cold
frontal region is quite common.

Since this region is also one of great shear

(i. e. , through the frontal surface), in some cases, when cumuliform clouds
penetrate into such a frontal zone, it should be possible to observe a shearing of
the cloudiness above the frontal surface in the warm air {Fis. 7.¾). and thereby the
wind direction at that level
wind at the shearing level.

7.1.3

The orientation of the cloudiness is parallel to the

Jet Streams

Since the stages of vortex development are fairly well delineated in the cloud
pictures, the 'ocation of the jet stream in the area of the vortices involving fronts
is fairly readily established from front-jet-stream models (see Chapter 6).

How¬

ever, there are areas away from vortices where the jet stream is considerably
displaced from the surface front and its associated cloudiness, and may lie over a
totally difierent cloud field from that of a front.

In this event the frontal cloud

fields yield less exact clues to the location of the jet stream aloft.

There is no

direct duplication of the entire jet stream by a unique cloud configuration as seen
from the satellite.

The total cloud distribution over a wide area must be considered
J Q2

in jet stream analysis.

This is especially the case in jets which penetrate to

low latitudes (equatorward of 30°). 70
Certain observed relationships will aid in locating jet streams from satellite
photographs.

Some of these have been embodied in forecasting rules in the past.

The more outstanding of these relationships are as follows:102
(1)

The locations of jet streams can often be determined from cloud bands

both in the vicinity of and away from fronts.

Isolated banded cirrus associated with

the jet stream will most often be found on the warm side of the jet, ahead of a
trough and in an entrance area. 13 Single and multiple long, narrow, parallel bands

íig. 7-5 Shearing of Cumuliform
Clouds Extending through Frontal Zone

Fig. 7-6

Tropical Cloud Lines
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of such cloudiness can often be seen in the satellite pictures (Fig. 4-14, 5-30) and
related to jet streams just poleward of these bands (see also Section 4. ¿. 2).

This

banding has been noted both well away from fronts, and also where the jet streams
and the related cloud bands cross lower level cloudiness in the vicinity of vortices
(Fig. 5-30).

However, it must be kept in mind that many jet streams are not

accompanied by such cloud bands (due to such causes as low humidities).

Even

when the bands are there, they may at times be too narrow to be detected in the
satellite photographs, or have contrast inadequate to be detected against under53
lying and often extensive low level cloudiness.
At times such a band may be8I
come visible against the lower cloudiness by the shadow it casts,
as near the
left side of Figure 4-1 4.

Also, as discussed in Section 4. 2. 2 , not a 11 such cloud

bands are parallel to jet streams.
(2)

Frequently the jet stream lies nearly over the intersection of the polar

frontal surface with the 500 mb level, and low level cloud masses may parallel the
jet stream.

Depending on the frontal slope, the jet stream may be just or well

poleward of the frontal cloud band.

Where a cold frontal cloud band can be es¬

tablished as post frontal rather than pre-frontal, one can assume as a first ap¬
proximation that the flow aloft is roughly parallel to the front and also that the jet
50
stream is located near the cold side of the cloud band
(Figs. 6-4, -6). In these
circumstances, the jet stream cloud bands and the poleward edge of the frontal
cloud band are, at least in the satellite photographs, usually indistinguishable.

65

When a wave first forms on such a front (Fig. 6-4), it is not uncommon for the jet
stream to continue along the poleward edge of the warm frontal cloud deck.

Jet

stream positions during subsequent stages of development were discussed in
Section 6. 6. 2. 2 but, where the jet stream is normal to the cold front, direct
association of cloud cover to jet-stream orientation is often not apparent.
(3)

Jet streams on the east side of a long wave ridge are most apt to lie in

clear air (Figs. 6-7, -10,-11,-12.-13).

They are usually well organized, with

strong horizontal and vertical shear through the front, and pronounced temperature
gradients between air masses in the upper levels.

These conditions will prevail

along the jet stream to the area of the high-level cloud shield downstream, at
which point the jet stream and its baroclinie zone usually diminish.
(4)

When the isotach maximum passes over a high-pressure ridge the

cloud system -- particularly the cirriform clouds -- will be elongated along this
maximum and lie on the immediate warm side of the jet stream.

Decay of these

cloud systems usually occurs on the warm side of the jet stream exit region.

(5) The „r(!a„iZed state o, the jet st-ea™ will be weakest „vet the isentropic
moist tongue to th<
i
»entropie
iu me east ox a developing vortpv ri.io
i
gradient in the upper leveis
Thts '
t7
but rather that 71
‘mPlV
Str0nS Winds ^111 -«»appear,
that the horizontal and vertical shear will be lessened
(M As a rule, in a trough behind an occluding cyclone, the maximum-speed
ou7
rtaCh f,eld IÍeS °Ver C,e" - « — scattered to broken ,o7 el
d rea. depending upon the stage ot cyclone development ,Figs. 6-7, -.0, -11..,¿
>•

hi. area the jet stream is often found to the east or equatorward of the

major polygonal clusters of convective cloudiness67 (Figs. 6-11,-12,.13).

7. ¿

MAJOR AREAS OF UNIFORM CHARACTERISTICS

Quite frequently, areas of quasi-synoptic s.ze, covered with clouds of more
ess homogeneous characteristics, will be noted in the satellite pictures.

These

e most common over oceans. Areas of cellular or cumuliform patterns, and
Of stratus, are often especially prominent.

7‘

1

^reas of Cellular , Cumuliform Cloud Patte rns

These mottled-appearing cloud areas (Figs. 4-11. 4-12, 5-6,. characteristic
' ;7UUS deVe—
- often extend to rather low latitudes
in t e area immediately poleward of fhe cold fron, where the depth of the cold air
'
»hui ow. the Coud Cements may appear rather Urge, characteristic of Couds C
m„ ed vertical development (stratocumulus).

Still further poleward of this zone

where the air is deeper, the clouds often present a smaller ceU-llke structure and
are probably cumulus of greater vertical development.

The center of a high

pressure cell is generally free of clouds. 49
These cellular appearing clouds are often arrayed in small circles or arcs
surrounding hollow clear areas (Fig. 4-11).
appearance o, Benard cells.
to

mtles.

They exhibit someth,ng of the

The diameter of ,he circles range of the order of

Synoptic data studies in a number of these situat.ons show that

These cellular clouä areas usually exhibit s, h
.
polygonal cells, crescents, and/or vermiculatpA^i
scale patterning as hollow
Sections 4. 2. 4 and 4 2 5
ana/°r ver>™culated banding, as discussed in
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these patterns appear in air masses which are slightly colder than the underlying
water surfaces.

The lapse rate is nearly adiabatic through the lower layer (some

3,000 to 10,000 feet deep).
inversion.
small.

This unstable layer is usually capped by a well-marked

Furthermore, the wind shear through the lower

unstable

layer is quite

These patterns are more common over ocean areas than over land.

It has

been suggested for empirical as well as theoretical reasons that the larger the
diameter of these circles, the deeper the layer of free convection, that is the
higher the inversion.

A rough initial estimate of the height of the inversion as being

about 3% of the diameter of the circles formed by the cloud elements has been
,
,50,62
found.
Under or immediately behind the cold front (Fig. 5-20, 7-1, 8-19), and
especially also in areas further back than those of the cellular clouds where the
inversion is somewhat higher, the cloud pattern is more likely to take the form of
lines or streets.
Such cloud lines are particularly prevelant over tropical waters.

The lines

are apparently made up of cumulus and towering cumulus clouds (Fig. 7-6).

It

is probable that the clouds in different areas may extend to different altitudes.
When this is true, the organization reflects the winds ai different altitudes in
different areas rather than resembling streamlines in a horizontal layer. 50

7. 2. 2

Large Stratiform Areas

Large stratiform cloud areas are frequently found in the stable eastern areas
of the oceanic sub-tropical anticyclones.

They are a result of the cooling of air

passing over cool water surfaces, but their persistence is enhanced by the lowlevel inversion which occurs as a result of large-scale descent and warming on
the east side of these anticyclones.
from below.

The inversion is itself reinforced by cooling

Typical areas are those off Northwest Africa (Fig. 5-5) and in the

vicinity of the Canary and Madeira Islands, off Southwest Africa over the Benguela
Current, off the west coast of California and Baja California over the California
current (Fig. 4-16), and north of the Weddell Sea near the South Orkney and South
^
« .,
, 69,70
Georgia Islands.
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CHAPTER 8

MESOSCALE FEATURES

The satellite data depict clearly the locations, sizes, extents, and shapes oí
mesoscale cloud features.

This bridges the scales intermediate between features

visible from a single surface observing station and those deducible from the com¬
bined data from several adjacent observing stations.

Such precision of geographical

location and extent, and geometrical shape, is seldom available from conventional
data sources other than radar observations of precipitation.
Unfortunately, most of this mesoscale information is lost in the preparation of
the facsimile transmitted nephanaiyses.

Because of this, cautions against assuming

undue mesoscale precision in the nephs were presented in Section ¿. 3, 3.

When only

the teletype nephs are available, only the largest mesoscale features can be
expected to survive the coding process and even their locations may be expected to
involve uncertainties of the order of 100 miles.

Other cautions on the mesoscale use

of the satellite data are discussed in Section 8. 5.
Mesoscale interpretation of the satellite data is greatly aided by their inte¬
gration with available conventional observations, and vice versa.

The conventional

data, assisted by the limited cloud-type information the satellite can provide, may
identify the nature of the weather process; the satellite data may then permit
determination of the extent of the greund-observed conditions.

At times, the combi¬

nation may alter the overall interpretation, as in the case of apparently isolated
thunderstorms (as seen from surface stations) being shown by the satellite pictures
1 32
to be part of a major and essentially continuous line of convection
(Fig. 8-1).
Clouds and precipitation are greatly influenced by the mesoscale circulations
and structures imbedded in synoptic patterns (such as fronts and cyclones), which
may not be directly detectable from synoptic observations.

A mesoscale cell or line

structure can dominate the weather within a limited portion of one occluded eye lone,
bit have no counterpart in another and otherwise very similar cyclone.

Circulations,

either too young or too old and diffuse to be detected in a synoptic - scale analysis,
can dominate the cloud and precipitation fields in their area.

Cells and lines of

clouds and precipitation may exist on the mesoscale and propagate somewhat
independently of the synoptic scale motions. bl

The satellite can often provide infor¬

mation on these mesoscale patterns that would otherwise not be available to the
analyst.
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8. 1

CONVECTIVE CLOUDS AT THE MESOSCALE

Oí the various scales of
-V

.j

,

satellite and d.eeuesed

8* !• 1

,

convective or cumuliform clouds,
as seen from
-arc'll
irur the
Chapter 4, severa, provide mesoseale ¡„t„rmatio„.

Severe Storm Clouds

Perhaps most prominent are the brieht
■
^ ’ curnuhform cloud masses indicative
severe oCaI
ather. As discussed in Chapter , they ^ distinguished frQm

appeIZe ,E
! T“""5 ^
medlUn,
a"d the
™tIorm
r ,
T
6' tOP Uft; 4-'0' 8-21- Ih'V are asually e„her separated or
c
iple.ely isolated Irons other cloud cover (Fig. 4-,0,. and
the large-siae range
e mesosrale spectrum, measuring between 1 00-200 miles in length. Being
oi a similar transverse dimension, they appear as massive cloud Mobs.

usual,

“Ufhea;h Pattern ,S S,--'n as a ‘“S* -it with little internal detail, the sharply
defined borders, the scalloped appearance along portions of the border, and the
overall míense tightness are indications of their convective nature

l¿4

One of the most distinctive characteristics is the massive blob appearance of
the storm clouds (Fig. 8-2).

With few exceptions there have been no clear obser¬

vations of a long line of cumulus development which might be expected in cases of
squa

mes.

Though the cloud masses appear uniform and unbroken, radar and

surface observations show that the masses are no. uniform either in structure or in
weather produced.
c ouds.

The radar echoes are collectively much smaller than the host

One would naturally expect instantaneous shower areas to be smaller than

. a convective cloud producing them.

However, the concentrated nature of the radar

echoes, and surface observations beneath severe local storms, indicate that while
such storms are composed of many convective clouds in varying phases of develop¬
ment, they contain a concentrated area of vigorous convection.

When viewing a

mature storm system, the satellite does no, see the many closely grouped cumulo¬
nimbus clouds in the convective area but rather the anvils which have united and
expanded beyond the bounds of the storm area.
The exceptions to the mass appearance of the storm clouds have been lines of
convective clouds in a very early stage of development (F,g. 8-3), and

these cases

the observations preceded the outbreak of hail, wind and rainstorms by more than
two hours.

In the other cases, development had begun some time before that of the

picture and the severe weather was either occurring or imminent.
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The forecaster

Fig. 8-2
ÍNotp11 )1 Ícrrr C1 °Vd MÍ,SSCS Ass°ciated with Severe Local Weather
Lower Left) UmU US C1°Ud Llnes' Perpendicular to the Wind, in

Fig. 8-3

Lines of Convective Clouds which Later Produced Severe
Local
Weather
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should be alert for signs of such incipient squall lines in satellite photographs; they
may show themselves as lines of apparently developing cumulus clouds not yet
having reached the thunderstorm stage and not yet within range of radar or surface
weather reporting facilities.
An adjunct characteristic of the severe storm cloud pattern is the contiguous
clear area (Figs. 4-6, 8-2).

The size of the area varies within wide limits.

Some¬

times it appears as a hole in a large cloud layer around the storm cloud system,
suggesting its formation is caused by subsidence compensating for the intense con¬
vection in the storm area (Fig. 4-10).

Hence, the size of the adjacent clear area

may be useful in determining the severity or potential severity of the storm system.
At other times, the clear area is so vast, covering many thousands of square miles,
that A must be independent of any intense local convection.
Evidence indicates the potential of tracking severe weather systems with
satellites.

Though this is seldom possible with the TIROS series, other satellites

are anticipated which may eventually give more frequent or even continuous coverage
of the earth.

®^ ^

Convective Cloudiness of Lesser Sever ity

Smaller cumuliform clouds, whether in random arrays, polygonal clusters
(Fig. 8-7),

or cloud lines or streets (Fig. 4-22), may reveal the gradient of

atmospheric stability over an area, or may indicate sub-areas of greater or lesser
relative stability.

More intensive cumulus activity, as revealed by greater con¬

centrations of cumuliform clouds (Fig. 4-9), or individual cloud masses of larger
size, is indicative of greater instability100 (as, for example, over the heated surface
of a tropical island in the afternoon, as compared to over the cooler adjacent ocean
surface; see area over Cuba in Fig. 5-16, to left of center fiducial).
Distributions of low-level cumuliform clouds relative to a coast or the shore of
a major lake can often be informative,

Since cumuliform clouds will tend

to form over the watmer of the adjacent land-water surfaces, and to be suppressed
over the cooler (Fig. 8-4), the clouds often extend across the boundary when the flow
is from the warmer to the cooler surface.
barely beyond New England coast line).

(Fig. 8-5a,

note how clouds extend

When the flow is from the cooler to the

warmer surface, the first clouds seen will be somewhat downwind from the shore¬
line (Fig. 8-5b).

Examples of these conditions are often seen over the Great Lakes;

during summer, daytime cumulus formation will be induced over the warm land and
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suppressed over the cooler lakes.
reverse can be noted.

In winter, at least prior to freeze-up, the

Obviously, these conditions provide gross wind direction

information.
Furthermore, since stratus and fog is induced by underlying cool surfaces,
and cumulus by heating from below, cloudiness seen only over land, or water, and
terminating approximately at a coast (Figs. 4-16, 5-5) can provide a clue to the
cloud type where resolution is inadequate.
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Knowledge as to exact areas of cumuliform cloudiness over mountainous areas
(Fig. 4-9), whose existence is often partially induced by upslope flows on a local
scale since convection starts earlier and is more intense over mountain ranges
(see Section 8.2), is often lacking due to the sparsity and/or wide spacing of ob¬
serving stations.

Here, the satellite data can be particularly valuable. ^

Where

the terrain is known and the cloud positions relative to it can be determined, wind
direction information can often also be deduced (see Section 8.2).

The problems

of differentiating between clouds and snow covered mountains must, of course, be
considered (see Section 9.4).

8. 1. 2. 1

Cumuliform Cloud Lines and Streets

Parallel lines of cumulus, or cumuliform appearing cloud lines, of various
widths, lengths, line spacings, and apparent cell sizes are frequently found among
the mesoscale features seen in the satellite pictures (Figs. 4-5, 4-6,4-13,4-22, 7-6).
In the simpler cases, these cloud lines might be expected to be either parallel to
the wind (cloud streets) (Fig. 4-22) or perpendicular to the wind (billow clouds)
(Fig. 4-5).

Unfortunately, cloud line orientations as seen in the satellite pictures

have been variously found to be not only parallel or perpendicular to the wind flow,
but also parallel to the wind shear vector.

More detailed discussions of some

recent studies and findings on these matters (based principally on other than
satellite data), and their physical basis, are given in Appendix C.
No effective keys to differentiating between cloud lines parallel, and those
oriented perpendicular or at an angle to the wind have yet been found.

Consequently,

the use of cloud lines for wind determination should be approached conservatively in
the absence of other data.
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8. 1.2.2

Cellular Convective Clouds

The general nature and mode o, formation of these cloud areas, and their
ynop .c scale significance, have already been discussed in Section 7. 2. I
mentioned there, the sizes 0/ the individual cells within portions

As

f rh

the small scale patterns into which they are arrane d
,
,
Y
arranged, may provide clues as tn
reiat.ve low leve, stability and/or the height of the overiying inversion.
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^
th*

Thi se areas are indicative of small vertical wind shear in the lower lavers of
the atmosphere.

The shear is mainly in wind speed, the direction remaining

essentially constant with height.

Thus it has been possible to derive useful

relationships between specific small scale cloud patterns frequently seen in these
70
’
areas and the low level wind.
In order to relate cumuliform patterns to the low-level wind direction and
speed, we need a cumuliform-producing layer which satisfies one of the two following
conditions:
a.

No vertical shear

b.

Vertical shear parallel to the direction of the low-level wind.

The second condition is likely to be satisfied when the convective cloud layer
is sufficiently shallow to make significant changes in wind direction improbable.
The cumuliform patterns in the regions to the rear of major cyclones are often
constrained to the first few thousand feet above the surface by a low-level subsidence
inversion they cannot penetrate.

The following wind velocity/cloud pattern categories

have been tentatively devised for determining wind speed and direction in these
areas (see Fig. 8-6):
A)

Wind Speed 0-12 knots - Polygonal or Elliptical Chains
1)

At the low end of this wind speed range, the cumuliform pattern is

composed of regular, hollow, polygonal cells.

These provide no information about

the wind direction (Figs. 8-6 and 8-7).
2)

Toward the higher end of the speed range, the polygonal cells are

distorted into ellipses which tend to line up in a chainlike pattern.

The wind direction

is parallel to the major axis of the ellipse chain (Figs. 8-6 and 8-8).
B)

Wind Speed 13-22 knots - Scalloped (Vermiculated) and Highly Elliptical
1)

Vermiculated chain-like cloud patterns with the crosswind links missing

(Figs. 8-6 and 8-9).
2)

Highly elliptical or oblong patterns (Figs. 8-6 and 8-10).

In both of these cloud pattern types, the wind is parallel to the longer dimension
of the elements or groups of cloud elements.
C)

Wind Speed 23-37 knots - "Blown-out" Ellipses and Rows*
1)

In the lower ?nd of this wind speed range the pattern appears like "blown-

out" ellipses which have an open end; the ellipses are no longer joined together in a
chain.
*

The wind is parallel to the major axis of the ellipse (Figs. 8-6 and 8-11).

For an interpretation of the term "Rows" as used here, see the schematic in Fig. 8-6.
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f. Rows
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Fig. tf-6 Relationships Between Cumuliform Cell Patterns and Wind Velocity
Categories in Regions to the Rear of Major Cyclones
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Fig. 8-7 Regular Polygonal Cells
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Fig. 8-8

Elliptical Chains
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Fig. 8-9 Vermiculated

tig. 8-10 Highly iilliptical
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¿) ln the Upper 8peed ran8es «i this category, the pattern assumes the
appearance of parallel rows of undefined cloud elements.

These rows are not

continuous, but rather are composed of short segments.

The wind direction is

parallel to the orientation of the rows (Figs. 8-6 and 8-12).
While the categories described represent the patterns observed in the majority
of the cases examined, there are variations which are significant and which cannot
be treated in the same manner as those patterns.

In some cases the cellular

character of the cumuliform cloud patterns is indistinct or missing entirely.
cases may be located in a weak trough of low pressure.

Such

The clouds may suggest a

banded pattern which is apparently parallel to the reported wind, but there is no
cellular character present.

A weak trough of low pressure in such an area of cloud

band, would imply the possibility of low-level conve,gence and. therefore, upward
motion in this area.

The reason for the lack of cellular character in such cloud

patterns would be attributable to them mode of formation, i. e. , by large scale
vertical motions rather than by small scale convective action.
In a few cases it may be difficult to relate the cumuliform cloud pattern to
the surface wind direction.

In one such case, just behind a cold front, the pattern

was apparently composed of cumuliform bands.

Comparison of the cloud orientation

with the surface winds suggested that they were at right angles to one another.

The

cumuliform clouds were probably growing through a several thousand-foot thick
layer within which the shear vector was oriented differently from the surface wind.
This vertical development may have been due to the proximity ol the apparent frontal
band; the subsidence inversion does not always appear in the immediate post-frontal
region.

This case illustrates an extreme example of a pattern which cannot be used

directly to infer useful wind information.

8. I. 2. 3

Cirriform Anvils Originating With Convective Clouds

At times, faint cirriform plumes can be noted emanating from convective
clouds or cloud rr,asses (Fig. 4-9).

These represent cirrus anvils, and their

orientation provides information on the upper level wind and wind shear. *
dct^ile<J !.tudy on these matters, see also Erickson, C. O.
1964'• M
gwP U
^°nvective Clouds
their Relation to the Vertical Wind
Shear,
Monthly Weather Review , 92 (6), pp. 283-296.
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Such plumes can frequently be seen associated with isolated cumulonimbus clouds
both in subtropical regions, such as Florida and nearby waters, and in temperate
areas; the plumes extend in the direction of the winds at levels of the order of
88
300 mb.
In the case of the major convective cloud masses representative of severe
local weather such as are more common over the central United States, the hori¬
zontal dimensions of the cloud masses are often so large that they doubtless consist
of a large number of convective towers which the camera cannot resolve into
individual elements (Fig. 4-10).

In these cases, the cirrus anvils may blend with

the mass as a whole, helping to make it appear as a single large bright cloud mass
and at times preventing identification of the cirrus plumes or deduction of the upper
level wind direction.

8.2
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TERRAIN-RELATED CLOUDINESS

Topography can influence clouds and precipitation in many and complex ways.
Lee waves, stationary and non-stationary, and the convergence or divergence
induced by flow up and down valleys can produce clearing or cloudiness and insta¬
bility.

By inducing ageostrophic motions and differential advection of cold or dry

air over warm or moist air, mountain barriers can lead to the release of insta¬
bility.

Once instability is released, the resulting circulation and vorticity production

can, in themselves, induce additional convection.^
In several types of situations, mesoscale cloud features are directly related to
terrain, or to air mass transitions in passing across a land-ocean boundary.

Quite

often these reveal significant information as to at least the direction of the prevailing
air flow.

Examples include upslope orographic cloudiness and downslope foehn

clearing, crest patterns, lee waves, isolated lenticular clouds, fibrous plumes ,
coastal related but displaced cloud boundaries, and terrain induced arcs and vortices.
Some of these situations are schematically summarized in Figure 8-13.

8. 2. 1

18

Upslope and Downslope Effects (Including Those of Synoptic Scale)

Where air flows over a major mountain barrier, a band of orographic cloud¬
iness is likely to be visible lying along and principally to the windward of the crest
of the range.

In the lee of the mountains, the downslope foehn effect may produce

a clear area, perhaps even as a gap in an otherwise extensive cloud cover. *
(Fig. 8-5A; note gaps in cloudiness in region of downslope flow into the Hudson and
Connecticut River valleys).
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8H
Fig. 8-13

A Schematic Summary of Some Terrain Related Cloudiness (From Reference 18, with Modifications

8. ¿. Z

Crest Patterns

Crest patterns

result from cumuliform clouds which form over mountain and

hilltop ridges (Fig. 8-14).

The thermal influences from heated slopes probably play

an important role in their formation.

After formation, they drift away with the wind

and dissipate while new clouds form over the crest.

This is in contrast to the lee

wave pattern (see Section 8. Z. 3) which continues some distance downwind, and can
help in differentiating between the two phenomena.

Another difference is the

cumuliform appearance of crest pattern clouds.
Crest pattern clouds can often be distinguished from cumulus in streets by
their strong correlation with the topography of the ridgetops (Fig. 8-14).

Crest

pattern clouds may be confused with snowcover, which also may conform to ridge¬
tops (see Section 9.4).

Snow usually appears slightly darker in tone.

When snow

cover maps are prepared from satellite photography, they greatly aid in making this
distinction.
Crest pattern clouds are predominantly cumulus, cumulus congestus, stratocumulus, or occasionally cumulonimbus.

The cloud bases are usually between

1 000 and 3,000 feet above the ridgetops , with the clouds generally not over
3,000 feet in thickness, although in some cases greater vertical development may
lead to the formation of cumulonimbus.

In this event, these clouds appear somewhat

brighter and larger than is common for crest patterns.
When crest patterns can be identified, it is reasonable to infer a lapse rate
approaching dry adiabatic, weak vertical wind shear, and the lack of a strong
18
component of tne wind perpendicular to the slopes.

8. Z. 3

Lee Waves

The term Lee Waves, as used here, refers to wave pattern clouds, over or
downwind from hills or ridges, at altitudes not significantly greater than 10.000 feet
ajc

above the terrain below them.

Mountain Waves,

as defined here, occur at levels

^ In much of the meteorological literature, the terms Lee Waves and Mountain
Waves are loosely used as synonymous.
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Fig. 8-14 Crest Pattern over the
Ridges of Nevada, Top Left and Center
(From Reference 18)

Fig. 8-15 Lee Waxes over the Kimbe rly
Range of Australia (From Reference 18)

Fig. 8-16 Lenticular Cloud at 35. ON,
118.8W over the Tehachapi Mts. of
California (From Reference 18)

Fig. 8-17 Fibrous Plumes. Initial
Formation is over the San Francisco
Peaks, New Mexico (From Reference 18)
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^ (wavelength in nautical miles)

U (mean speed in knots)

4

36

6

48

6

60

10

72

12

84

14

96

There are some indications in the data on which these results are based that, for
wavelengths of 10 nautical miles or greater, the mean wind speeds in the above
table should be reduced by about 5 knots.
The practical implication, from our point of view, is that on observing lee
wave clouds on satellite photographs, one can assume that the wind near the level of
the tops of the terrain obstacle has a significant component across the obstacle.
Furthermore, there is almost certainly a pronounced increase in wind speed with
height, but little change in wind direction with height.

By measuring the spacing

between the lines of lee wave clouds (wave length), one can derive a first approxi¬
mation to the mean wind speed. 50

It seems likely that Air Weather Service fore¬

casters can empirically develop improved relationships for their local or primary
areas of concern.

®

Other inferences are reasonable when lee wave clouds are observed. 18

The

cloud type is most probably stratocumulus or altocumulus, although cumuliform
characteristics are seldom visible in the satellite pictures.

Cloud bases should lie

between 3, 000 and 10, 000 feet above terrain, with the wave clouds 1,000-2,000 feet
thick.

An inversion will usually be present at the cloud tops, with near adiabatic

conditions below.

Low level thermal or mechanical turbulence is frequently observed.

Although the orientation of the cloud bands and the axis of the overall wave
cloud area most frequently appears to be related to the wind direction, it appears that
in some cases the orientation of the ridge may be the more predominant factor.

8* 2. 4

Isolated Lenticular Clouds (Mountain Waves)

These cloud forms, also corresponding to the crests of waves induced by the
flow over terrain obstacles, are only infrequently visible in satellite photographs
because of their usual relatively small size and transparency.

When large and

thick enough to be visible, they appear white and circular (Fig. 8-16).
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While

appearing somewhat like a cumulonimbus, cumulonimbus are in most cases
surrounded by cumuliform clouds of lesser or equal development (Fig. 4-23).

Since

only large and thick lenticular clouds are discernible, they will be found at levels
near or above 20,000 feet with thicknesses over 1500 feet.

A stable, moist layer of

limited vertical extent is found at the cloud level.
Lenticulars form over or downwind f.-om the terrain obstacle which causes the
forced ascent of air.

The wind direction tends to be constant through a deep layer

when these clouds form.
stationa ry.

18

The air flows through the clouds, which remain quasi~

Lenticular clouds, especially when associated with mountain waves, are sig¬
nificant for purposes of pilot briefing and short-period forecasting since it has long
been known that the mountain wave is associated with one type of atmospheric
turbulence.

Recent investigation has suggested that where mountain wave clouds can

be observed in satellite photographs, a high incidence of turbulence has been reported
by pilots flying in those areas.

8’ 50

Other aspects of the feasibility of deducing

clear air turbulence from satellite observations will be discussed later in this
chapter.

8. 2. 5

Fibrous Plumes

Fibrous plumes

18

are also formed by condensation resulting from air ascend¬

ing over a terrain obstacle (Fig. 8-17).

These clouds appear as banded or fibrous,

not cumuliform; they are streaky, often giving the appearance of smoke streaming
from a definite source.

The cloud forms initially as liquid drops, then is frozen to

ice crystals which can continue to grow for some considerable distance downstream
of the obstacle.

These clouds are usually at levels near or above 20,000 feet, but

less than 3,000 feet in thickness.
Lapse rates are nearly dry adiabatic from the mid-troposphere to tne
tropopause.

Winds are typically strong at middle and high levels, without abrupt

directional or speed shear in the vertical.

Turbulence is of the "cobblestone" type
18
similar to that frequently encountered near jet streams.
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2. 6

Large, Single, Straight Lines

The se lines of c louds are related to flow over islands (Fig. 8-18, whe
re the

^ Crete).
effects.

They are believed to be pr.marily a result ol thermal

with tin island surface significantly warmer than the surrounding ocean.

~

Coastal Related Cloud Boundar íes

There are frequent discontinuities in cloud amounts and organization at coast¬
lines.

With most conventional observations on the land side and few or none on the

water side, these discontinuities normally escape detection.
clouds extend a short distance inland (Fig. 4-16).
or a short distance off shore (Fig. 8-5A).

At some places the

In other places the clouds end on

Moreover the character of the cloud mass

may vary from one area to another (Fig. 5-6).
continuities (or lack thereof) very clearly.
(Fig. 4-16/ in the photo. 50* 88

Satellite photos reveal these dis¬

The coastline itself is often discernible

Often, very cold air flowing off a land surface and out over warmer wa* -r
iorms a unique pattern of clouds (Fig. 8-19).

For example, if a fall or winter arctic

air mass has overspread the northeastern United States and moved out into the
Atlantic behind a front, the edge of a cloud deck may often be seen over the Atlantic,
some distance from shore, but obviously parallel to the coast line.
The cloud pattern between the front and the coast suggests the following
process:

The cold, dry and stable air flows from land out over the warmer water.

The air mass begins to pick uP moisture.

Through heating from below and some

mechanical turbulence a shallow unstable layer appears in the lower levels.

As this

process continues, clouds begin to form in rather fine, closely spaced lines along
the wind (see Fig. 8-19) .significant cloud density being reached 60-80 miles down¬
stream from the coast line.

As mixing takes place through a deeper and deeper layer,

the cloud lines become more and more coarse and extend to higher levels.

The

forecaster, aware of this definite gap between the coast and the cloud-covered area
from the data in the picture, can be considerably more specific than he could lacking
such data.
’
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Fig. 8-18 Large Single Straight Cloud
Lines Downstream from Island

Fig- 8-19 Clouds Formed as Arctic
Air Plows Out over Atlantic Waters
off Ea stern U. S.

Fig. 8-20 Ter rain-induced Vortex
off Southern Tip of Greenland
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2* 8

Terrain Induced Arcs and Vortices

Vivid and unmistakable small scale arcs and vortices (Fig. 5-18) have often
been noted in stratus^-louds downstream from islands in the eastern portions of the
subtropical oceans.

’

h

Since they a re as sociated with low wind speeds (the order

of 15 knots or less) and with no more intense weather than the low ceilings normal
to these fog or stratus-prone regions, their only operational significance is that,
being induced by the flow over the islands and so lying downwind from them, they
provide information on the general direction of the low level wind flow in the area.
Some areas of clearing may often be foi nd in the immediate lee of the islands.

The

forecaster should, of course, be sufficiently alert not to mistake these for the larger
and obviously more intense cloud vortices associated with more significant weather.
Usually this identification presents no real difficulties.
Small but distinct terrain induced vortices are also rather frequent to the east
of the southern tip of Greenland (Fig. 8-20).

Again, their differentiation from

vortices associated with significant storms is not difficult.

8. 3

CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE

As is well known, the delineation of jet streams.tropopause discontinuities,
and shear lines is of major importance in the identification of areas likely to contain
clear air turbulence.
delineation.

Over data sparse areas, satellite photographs can aid in this

The general location and configuration of jet streams during cyclone

development can often be inferred from satellite cloud photographs, as was discussed
in Chapter 6.

Deductions as to the relative distribution of tropopause heights may

also be possible.
In the occluding cyclone stage (Figs. 6-10, -11) the region of lowest tropopause
heights is displaced slightly to the west of the upper level low.

The largest tropo¬

pause height gradients are adjacent to the jet stream axes on both sides of the low.
The edge of the frontal cloud band on the east aide of the vortex may mark the end
of the steep gradient on the warm side of the jet stream axis. 103
In tne mature stage (Figs. 6~1¿, -I3)the region of lowest tropopause heights is
coincident with the closed cyclonic circulation at upper levels.

The other elements

of tropopause configuration are the same as for the occluding cyclone stage.
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In the deray state (Figs. 5-14,6-17,6-18). the vortex cloud pattern is often
weak and dftfuse. The regmn oí lowest tropopause height is coincident with the
regton of lowest pressure, both at the surface and aloft.

There is no marked tropo-

pause gradient over the entire area associated with the system. 103

Accordingly, it seems possible to approx.mately locate the jet stream, and
the regtons of significant tropopause gradients using character.stic cloud patterns
d,splayed during various stages of cyclone development.

The relat.ve ,„tensit.es of

t e jet stream and of the tropopause gradients (features which are significant to clear
a.r turbulence probabil.ty) are also funct.on, of stage of development.

In areas of

sparse data, after these locations are established, the areas of probable or possible
■ lear atr turbulence enounters may then be charted using standard turbulence forecasting procedures.
More investigation is needed to establish the patterns of cloud cover (as
Photographed from a satellite) during incidences of clear air turbulence
synoptic weather systems. Ui

8.4

other

OTHER MESOSCALE FEATURES

The use of the satellite pictures, or often of the nephanalyses , can provide
information on the location and extent of ocean, coastal (Figs. 4-16, 5-5), and valley
(Fig. 10-1) fog or stratus.

In most cases, the synoptic observations provide a far

lower quality of information, especially over the oceans. 1 12
The ability to establish the precise boundaries of these areas is limited only
by the ability to establish the geographic coordinates on the photograph and the
accuracy with which such information is depicted in the nephanalyses.

It should be

pointed out that in many cases it is not possible to distinguish between fog and
stratus on the one hand, and higher clouds on the other hand, from the brightness and
texture of the image alone (see Chapter 4).

However, the available conventional

observations, together with the fact that the bright area has much the shape of a
valley (Fig. 10-1), or of a coast line (Fig. 4-16), and that other near-by areas are
(as would be expected in fog or stratus situations) relatively cloud free (Fig. 10-1),
may give substantial support to the conclusion that there is in fact an area of fog
and stratus.
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In such cases, the satellite photograph complements the fragmentary picture
given by conventional observations in a spectacular way. The surface observations
reveal that this is an area of low clouds and fog but are incapable of indicating its
areal extent with any precision.
data. 50

This precision can be furnished by the satellite

8. 5 PRUDENT USE OF SATELUTE OBSERVED MESOSCALE CLOUD FEATURES
The meteorological interpretation of mesoscale cloud features seen in the
satellite pictures or entered on the nephanalyses must often be less complete or
precise than for the synoptic scale patterns discussed in the previous chapters.
Less mesoscale experience is presently available, since research analyses to date
have tended to emphasize synoptic size features.
Often necessarily implicit in mesoscale interpretation is recognition of the
type of cloud being observed. As pointed out in Chapter 4 reliable cloud type
recognition from the satellite data is often impossible.

Cloud type recognition

appears to be much more required for mesoscale interpretation than for synoptic
scale analysis; the general shapes of cloudy and clear areas convey considerable
synoptic information.
In the absence of corroborating conventional data, caution should be used in
inferring more than the location and extent of mesoscale cloud cover, unless a
positive interpretation of the mesoscale situation can be deduced from the picture
data or nephanalysis alone. Fortunately, in many cases a reasonably reliable
interpretation is possible, as discussed in Sections 8. 1 and 8.2. Where con¬
ventional data have veen available, relationships between mesoscale synoptic feature
and the cloud coverage as observed by the satellites have generally been rather
good. **
Further assisting the forecaster is the fact that, normally, mesoscale interpre
tation is more frequently required where other sources of data exist than in areas
completely devoid of conventional observations.
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9. 2 SEA ICE

Sea ice has frequently been seen by TIROS, in the appropriate winter and spring
seasons, near both polar ortremities of its orbits.2, I04, ,16’ 117 |Ce observations
have been especially frequent in and near the Gulf of the St. Lawrence (Figs. 2-6A,
2-10), Hudson Bay (Fig. 9-3), in and near the Sea of Okhotsk and off Hokkaido Island,
and along the coast of Antarctica (Fig. 6-16, between 64-65S, and 140-145E).

The

extent and frequency of sea ice observations should increase greatly when meteor¬
ological satellites are placed in quasi-polar orbits.
Sea ice can usually be distinguished from clouds by its definitely white
appearance, because it seldom changes much from day to day, and by its sharply
defined edges and lines indicating breaks and leads. 50
In addition to the necessity of being able to distinguish sea ice from clouds,
the location and extent of the sea ice may be of direct operational significance.
Further .knowledge of ice covered ocean areas may assist the forecaster in better
predicting air mass conditions and/or modification in the polar regions. 5

9. 3

LAKE ICE

Ice-covered lakes usually appear as distinctive white areas in the satellite
22
pictures , although a snow cover or some degree of roughening may be necessary
to overcome the transparency of fresh, smooth ice.

They can be distinguished from

clouds by both the correspo; ience of the shape of the white area to the known
geography of the lake (Figs. 2-10,9-3), and by the lack of drastic change from day
to day.

In the larger lakes, the pictures may also reveal the extent and location

of ice-covered portions prior to complete freeze-up and during spring break-up. 22
The presence, absence, and extent of ice may significantly influence weather
conditions in the lee of large lakes, the Great Lakes being outstanding examples.
The extent of lake ice cover a d its persistence or past duration may also at times be
of direct military significance.
Due to the resolution and contrast limitations of most meteorological satellite
cameras, it may be difficult to distinguish thin or new ice, or ice covered with
22
melt water, from open water.
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9. 4 SNOW COVER

A problem of interpretation of clouds versus snow cover in satellite photograph* arises from the fact that there is little difference in reflectivity between
some cloud masses and snow fields. It is obvious that this becomes a problem
primarily in the cold season and over land areas. In this respect it is fortunate
that the largest volume of conventional data is available over land areas. 50
There are several techniques which, when used together, can usually go a
long way toward distinguishing between clouds and snow.
9. 4. 1 Characteristic Patterns
Satellite photographs have revealed characteristic patterns that indicate snow
over mountain areas. These patterns 3rise because the mountain ridges tend to be
snow covered, while the valleys tend to be relatively snow free (Fig. 9-4). Thus,
the central ridge of the mountain range will usually show as an elongated bright
area. Alternate ridges and valleys usually extend outward and at roughly right
angles from the central ridge. Thus, in the usual situation, alternate bright and
dark streaks, usually more or less well-defined, emanate outward from the central
bright area 36,38,104

9. 4. 2 Stability of Patterns With Time

Since cloud patterns usually change in some degree with time, those patterns
in which there is no detectable change with time should be suspected as being snow
rather than clouds.

Within the limits of the resolution of the system, comparing the

view from adjacent orbits (some 100 minutes apart) may not be a reliable indication
of the stability of the pattern 'or these purposes.

On the other hand, comparing the

views 24 hours (Fig. 9-5) or even several days apart should be extremely reliable.
Of course, the possibility of fresh snowfall always exists.
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CHAPTER 10
DATA INTEGRATION AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES - EXTRATROPICAL

In the previous chapters of this report, emphasis has been placed on what the
TV camera observes and the interpretations that can be made from these obser¬
vations by Air Weather Service forecasters.

This chapter will deal more specifically

with suggested operational procedures for applying these data at Air Weather Service
installations.

Case examples are used to illustrate specific points.

In addition,

brief discussions of cloud patterns as anchor points for beginning synoptic analyses,
a consideration of the value of climatological experience and available prognostic
charts, and a set of abbreviated general guidelines for coordination and integration
of satellite and conventional data are included.
As was pointed out earlier (but bears repeating here), the satellite is only a
data gathering system, but one that provides a new source of important data for
synoptic analysis and forecasting.

The operational value of satellite data depends

upon the relative adequacy of the conventional data available to the analyst, and hence
varies widely with geographical location.
Even for areas of relatively abundant data, such as the continental United
States, the satellite can often aid or improve synoptic analyses based principally on
conventional data.

In data sparse areas, the satellite data coupled with meager

conventional observations wiL generally lead to a far better synoptic analysis than
would otherwise be possible.

Thus, in either case, the satellite and conventional

data should be integrated in a manner convenient to the forecaster, and one that
allows the maximum value to be gleaned from the combined data sources.

It is

worth recalling that a forecast can seldom be better than the analysis on which it
is based.
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lo. I

UTILIZATION OF LARGE SCALE CLOUD PATTERNS

When considering the largest or quasi-hemispheric scale of analysis, con¬
siderable use is made of the fact that large masses of strat.form as well as cumutiorm c ouds. at multiple ■«veis, have shown internal elongated and banded structures
•n the satellite photograph,

Accordingly, the "streaming" appearance of the

earth s cloud cover is strikingly evident when mosaics of satellite photographs or
nephanalyses are displayed.

Composites covering a significant fraction of a

emisphere usually dramatically reveal the families of mid-latitude cyclonic
vortices, as illustrated in Figure 6-22 and Appendix B.
scale atmospheric motion is evident

A general sense of large-

such portrayals, clearly suggesting that

some form of synoptic pattern in terms of major troughs and ridges can be deduced
mce they assist in the location of ridges and high pressure areas, even areas with
an absence of widespread middle and high level cloudiness can be synop.ieally
meaningful when related to those large cloud masses which can be more directly
interpreted.
y
The following assumptions are considered reasonably valid when applied to
analysis of macro-scale
a.

weather and flow patterns:

The orientation and distribution of major cloud masses reflect the broad-

scale flow of the atmosphere.

From striated patterns and elongated elements or

ingers ' of clouds, the general direction of flow can be inferred.
b.
an

In regions lacking extensive masses of stratiform, middle, and high clouds

s owing only small-scale cumulus, the flow is generally assumed to be associ¬

ated, within limits, with large-scale anticyclonic circulations. Under such circum¬
stances, the placement of a ridge or anticyclone center is dependent on the esti¬
mated positions of troughs inferred from the cloud cover usually found east of the
trough line, and on the expected climatological positions of the subtropical anticylones.
c.

Broadscale synoptic patterns as interpreted from satellite upper-level

cloud patterns are fairly representative of the flow throughout a deep layerabove the convective levels and below cirrus levels.

1 e

This assumption implies that

macro-scale flow patterns exhibit relatively small directional shears within the
middle layers.
* Reference
76 in its entirety is included in this report as Aooendix R
erence 76
case examples of the matters discussed in this sectfon.
"
'
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a

d provide

d.

Major cloud masses of the middle and upper troposphere can, in a very

general way, be distinguished from low-level clouds.
Experience has shown that reasonable estimates of large scale circulations for
at least the middle level in the atmosphere can be deduced in most cases from the
satellite data, especially when climatology and analog techniques are judiciously
applied.

However, it is important to note that the use of satellite observations should

complement, not replace, analyses based on available conventional data.

But over

sparse data areas, particularly oceanic regions where upper-air observations are
few or non-existent, satellite-observed cloud patterns can serve as a most valuable
aid in estimating the large-scale trough and ridge patterns, even if in many cases
the satellite data alone are inadequate to permit unique solutions (examples are shown
in Section 10. 4).
Such analyses, when made with a nearly complete absence of other data, are
necessarily subjective and have very definite limitations.

Nevertheless, they can

provide a means of obtaining at least a qualitative analysis where none could (or
should) be made otherwise.

Judicious application of physical and statistical

climatology provides a necessary analytical control.

A working knowledge of the

relationships between weather and the field o!i motion is, of course, important, as
well as the ability to broadly interpret the satellite observations of clouds in terms
of types, elevations, and the effects of topography.

Such capabilities have been

found to develop after a reasonable period of experience in working with either the
nephanalysea or the pictures themselves.

10.2 SMALLER SCALE PATTERNS
For locations such as weather centrals or forecast centers where adequate
nephs and possibly some pictures are available, and especially for APT locations,
cloud patterns on a scale approaching mesoscale can aid the forecaster.

Forecast

stations which have APT have the advantage that more detail is afiorded by the
pictures than is presently possible in the nephs.

Such significant weather producers

as squall lines or lines of large cumulus buildup (Figs. 5-22,7-1) can often be seen
in the satellite pictures and thus be more precisely located.

Overlapping passes of

the satellite in some areas may give some indication of the development or, with
very accurate geographical location, even the movements of such features.
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Large areas of stratiform cloud or fog, frequently found along coastlines
(Fig. 4-16), can often be recognized in the pictures or nephs and thus the boundaries
of such areas can be located.

The boundaries of fog areas over land may also be

apparent (Fig. 10-1) and aid the flight forecaster when choosing alternate bases for
aircraft.
As the experience of the analyst working with the satellite pictures or nephanalyses grows, a greater variety of small scale patterns can be recognized and
should lead to still further improvements in the synoptic analysis.

10. 3 SUGGESTED TECHNIQUES FOR INTEGRATION OF CONVENTIONAL AND
SATELLITE DATA

The uoe that an individual forecaster makes of the satellite data depends on
many criteria, but the foremost of these is usually the relative amount or quality
of conventional data available to him.

The following suggested techniques were

developed for optimum utilization of the data and are designed so they can be
accomplished in the field.

However, where available communications permit the

dissemination of operational analyses from weather centrals to subordinate stations,
these techniques can be even better accomplished at weather centrals since increased
manpower and possibly actual pictures can be applied towards coordinating the
satellite and conventional data.

It is understood that Air Weather Service planning

contemplates increased dissemination of central analyses in the relatively near future.

10.3.1

APT Data

The TIROS VIII APT system test (Fig. 2-12) was principally experimental with
data available from only scattered orbits.

Both because of the limitations inherent

in an inclined orbit and spin stabilization, and of electronic problems, the oper¬
ational application of the TIROS VIII APT data was limited.

When APT becomes

more routine, with a polar orbit permitting passes over a station to be read out on
a regular basis, day to day continuity of cloud patterns can be observed and integrated
into the synoptic analysis* The particular value of APT derives from both the real
time nature of the observation and from the detail available in the pictures as
compared to the nephanalyses.
* As demonstrated by the Nimbus I Ai^ data.
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Some of the following suggested procedures may be used in a general sense
but in modified form by stations having APT, especially in combining and integrating
conventional and satellite data.

Other procedures which better fit particular situ¬

ations may evolve at individual stations.

Since it is unlikely that the APT pictures

and conventional weather charts will be at the same scale, it is usually best if either
the significant cloud features are transferred to a weather chart (using the geo¬
graphical grid lines in subjectively "eye - balling" the features to their correct
locations and orientations) or the significant aspects of the conventional analysis are
"eye-balled" to and sketched on the gridded APT picture (Fig. 2-12) or mosaic of
pictures .
Because of the area and detail of the APT pictures, it may be particularly
desirable to coordinate them with a sectional map for approximately the same time.

10. 3. 2 Neph Mosaics

Present practices allow only limited amounts of facsimile time for the trans¬
mission of nepns, and this and the nature of TIROS orbits have resulted in nephs
being received at somewhat irregular intervals.

Rarely are nephanalyses for two

or more orbits, or even for the two modes (tape and direct) of a single orbit com¬
bined prior to transmission, although the set of pictures taken during the direct
mode may be adjacent to and so in essence a continuation of the string of pictures
taken during the tape mode.

Nevertheless, these two sets of pictures may be treated

at NMC as two separate nephs and transmitted separately, perhaps at times more
than an hour apart.
At the present time, all nephs that do not cross the equator are sent on a polar
stereographic projection while all nephs that cross the equator are sent on a Mercator
projection which includes (in most cases) the area from 20°S to 20°N.

Both maps are

on a scale 1:20,000,000.
A definite deficiency in the present system is the nephanalyses being provided
to the forecaster as limited pieces of satellite data for only small portions of the
earth at a given time.

Use of the data in this form is analogous to using sectional

maps exclusively without the benefit of larger scale regional maps. * Although the
* fey regional maps, we mean those covering areas approximately equivalent to that
of the United States and contiguous portions of Canada, Mexico, and the Atlantic
and Pacific Oceans.
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satellite pictures for adjacent orbits, and the nephanalyses based on them, are
approximately l] - 2 hours apart, the coverage of adjacent orbits is usually contigu¬
ous or nearly so, and may even overlap. * Obviously, if the cloud depictions were
available for areas more familiar to the forecaster (i. e. , regional map size), cloud
patterns and related synoptic features (i. e. , trough, fronts, etc. ) could be more
readily associated.

Fortunately, this can be rather easily achieved at either a

weather station or a weather central.
To accomplish this larger scale depiction, it is suggested that available ad¬
jacent or nearly adjacent nephs be fitted together much as one would make a mosaic
of pictures.

Perhaps the easiest way is to paste or staple the nephs to a hemispheric

chart for those nephs not crossing the equator, and to a Mercator chart for equator
crossing nephs.
Figure 10-2.

An example of such a composite nephanalysis is shown in

Experience has shown mat all nephs within + 6 hours of a standard analysis
time can effectively be so composited to obtain a neph mosaic, since the large-scale
features of a cloud system retain their representative patterns for several hours. 12
The neph mosaic allows the spatial continuity of cloud patterns to be easily seen.
The value of such large scale spatial continuity was discussed in Section 10. 1 and is
illustrated in Appendix B.

Furthermore, use of time continuity through the com¬

parison of cloud patterns from one day to the next is far easier.

This continuity,

especially over data-sparse areas, can be of major importance and provides clues
regarding the development and movement of both tropical and extratropical weather
systems.
It is suggested that, in general, a new 12 hour composite be started at neph
times which are approximately six hours after each standard analysis time (i. e. ,
at about 1800Z and 0600Z).

In those cases where these specific intervals would

separate the data from successive orbits near the area of prime interest, other time
intervals may be more appropriate.
added to the composite.

As each new orbit is received, it should be

Where overlap of the areas of adjacent orbits occurs, the

neph with the time closest to the standard analysis time should be given preference
unless the other orbit appears to provide a better depiction of the cloud patterns or
the latest orbit shows significant subsequent developments.

Ü ía.!tudeT„c;°âs':,KrealeS' ,,ear ^ ^t0r' wi,h ov'rl*P '»ginning and increasing
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10. 3. 3 Shading of Significant Patterns
The use of such neph mosaics by operational personnel at NMC has shown that
pattern recognition is made easier if "Covered"(C) areas are shaded in color (for
example, blue) and "Mostly Covered" areas (MCO) are also shaded in the same color
but in a lighter shade.
This shading, in addition to any stippling

$

that appears on the nephs, makes the

recognition of significant synoptic features easier since it helps in maintaining the
continuity of cloud patterns both within a single neph and between adjacent nephs in
the mosaic.

As analysts gain sufficient experience, this shading becomes less

essential but it is usually found to remain desirable in much tne same manner that
shading of precipitation areas on standard surface maps aids the forecaster.

10.3.4 Superposition of Conventional and Satellite Data
The following suggested procedures are not the only ones that will aid oper¬
ational utilization of the satellite data but experience has shown them to be entirely
satisfactory, and there are indications that future transmissions from weather
centrals to field forecast stations are likely to resemble this format.

10. 3. 4. 1

Oceans and Other Areas of Sparse Conventional Data

The greatest need for cloud data over oceans is usually at the synoptic scale,
and it is suggested that the available nephanalyses be integrated with the major flow
patterns and features from the concurrent appropriate sea-level or upper level
synoptic analysis.

Examples are shown in Figures 10-9, 10-11 through 10-14.

These

cases and general experience indicate that usually extratropical cloud patterns are
most usefully correlated with the 500-mb chart.

Other charts, such as a surface map

or the 1000-500 mb thickness chart, can also be used; but as a general rule the
integration of the neph mosaic and the 500-mb chart nearest to the neph time is found
to be the preferable procedure.

In a critical operational situation, however, if no

fit between the cloud data and the 500-mb analysis can be achieved, a check with the
^ Stippling, when it appears on the transmitted neph, defines those areas considered
by the analyst preparing the neph as of the greatest synoptic significance. It should
be considered a guide and not as an irrevocable decision.
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surface analysis may be useful.
An important factor in simplifying the integration task is that both types of data
are on conventional and compatible map projections.

It is therefore relatively easy

to place the cloud data within their broad synoptic setting by tracing the major
features of the conventional analysis onto the neph mosaic.
The same procedures appear applicable to pictures acquired by direct readout
(APT), even though rectification and scale considerations require "eyeball" trans¬
position of the cloud data to the conventional analysis, or vice versa.

Transposing

conventional data onto the direct readout picture may be particularly valuable when
there are details in the photo which can not be easily retained in a symbolic nephanalysis but which provide useful synoptic scale inferences. 50
The USWB International Aviation Forecast Centers at New York and Honolulu
(and possibly others) have used satellite cloud data as an effective tool for briefing
international flights.

If an up-to-date nephanalysis or satellite photograph covering

all or a portion of the flight route is available, the briefer includes a copy with the
standard flight folder.

10. 3. 4. 2

Pilot acceptance of this procedure has been enthusiastic. '0

Land Areas with Adequate Conventional Data

Over the continental United States and other areas with adequate conventional
data, there may be some question whether routinely combining the large-scale cloud
patterns and operational synoptic charts (or simplified versions thereof) is a
sufficiently useful standard procedure to justify the time and effort required.
Generally, this tradeoff will hinge on the operational and weather situation. Obvi¬
ously under generally fair weather, or more-or-less routine forecast conditions,
the value to be gained is minimal.

However, there will be many times when it is

important to know, either for forecasting or flight briefing, precisely where the
boundary of a synoptic-scale cloud system lies.

If so, this portion of the satellite

data is probably most appropriately transposed to the 500 mb chart, or perhaps to
the Weather Depiction Chart.

At other times, it may be of practical significance to

know something about the organization of cloud elements within a particular cloud
mass.

If so, the cloud data are perhaps most appropriately transposed to the

Weather Depiction Chart.

These are two somewhat arbitrary examples, chosen

because in both cases significant details of the synoptic-scale cloud systems are
usually not revealed by conventional data. ^
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Specific procedures for syntbesieing the smaller scale detail of cloud infor¬
mation with conventional data will necessarily depend on local station procedures.
At stations where expanded scale sectional charts are plotted and analysed, the
appropriate details of satellite cloud information are probably best transposed to this
chart.

Wha, information to transpose and how it is best done will depend on the nature

of the meteorological situation as well as on the nature of the forecast problem 50
At times it will be useful to shade significant satellite observed cloud masses
on the locally plotted sectional char, with the maximum possible precision.

For

example, subsynoptic scale features such as squall lines are probably best trans¬
cribed onto sectional charts.

When the satellite data are used a, this scale of

precision, consideration should of course be given to possible errors in the determi¬
nation of geographic position.
well depicted

Although the relative position, of cloud masses are

the satellite pictures, their precise geographical positions (at the

accuracy required for mesoscale application) may be questionable unless adjacent
clear areas reveal landmarks which can serve as a check on the position accuracy.

10- "

satell!tedatSaOF inteorated utilization OF CONVENTIONAL AND

Four extratropical case studies were analyzed to provide:
1.

Synoptic patterns representing all four seasons.

2.

Data covering varying cloud patterns, but with emphasis on easily recog¬

nizable features such as vortices, cloud bands, etc.
3.

Cases with data lor successive days over the same geographical area, or

successive passes over the same synoptic situation, to emphasize the advantage of
continuity in time as well as space.
4.

Synoptic situations with good conventional data coverage, in order to be

able to confirm the matters discussed; but cases over oceans were also chosen since
the utility of satellite data is greater in data sparse areas.
Nephanalyses and pictures are presented for cases in September, January,
April and August.

The January case utilizes unmodified nephs copied directly from

those transmitted over standard US facsimile circuits.

The remainder of the cases

use nephs originally transmitted in the old (pre-January 1964) format; for the
purposes of a presentation representative of present operational data, these nephs
have been converted to the new format (Fig. 2-13).

For a few orbits, these redrawn

nephs were modified to more accurately depict the data in the corresponding TIROS
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photographs.

The cases were chosen mostly at random, the only requirements

being that reasonable satellite coverage be available, and that the cases chosen
satisfy the criteria set forth above.
The order of presentation of cases was purposely chosen.
presented first for two reasons: (1)

The Autumn case is

Particularly good satellite coverage was

available and (2) the coverage was over the Continental US where excellent corrobo¬
ratory data existed for the surface and the upper air.
next, again for two reasons.

The Winter Case is presented

First, it employs unmodified nephs, just as originally

transmitted in the new (1964) neph format, covering an area of sparse conventional
data, and second, this case approaches, as closely as possible, an operational
situation where the analyst would usually be working exclusively from the neph
without tne aid of the pictures themselves.

The Summer case is presented next,

again as a case where good conventional data exist , but one where a better analysis
could have been drawn from the integrated data than from the conventional data alone.
An example of how an APT transmission might aid the analysis is also shown for
this case.

These discussions are concluded with the Spring case because, of the

four, it provides the best example of the advantages to be gained from integrating
conventional and satellite data, using the procedures suggested, over a data sparse
area.
The figures have been shaded, as suggested in paragraph 10. 3. 3, to illustrate
the advantage^ to be gained from this procedure.

10. 4. 1

An Autumn Case

Excellent satellite coverage of the U. S. existed for many days during early
September 1962, and rev

led a sequence of synoptic patterns which lend them¬

selves to easy presentation.

Only two major patterns will be discussed here,

although many other features can easily be recognized.

A brief list of some of the

other patterns considered significant in this case will be found at the end of this
section.
Nephs covering areas of the United States and the adjacent Atlantic Ocean have
been prepared in mosaic form for the period 7 September through 10 September.
The two patterns that will receive major emphasis are the vortex that is over the
northeastern US on 7 September; and the cloud patterns, associated with the 500-mb
trough over the mountain states, which subsequently developed into another major
storm.
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10.4. 1. 1

The Eastern Vortex Pattern

Figure 10-1 is an unrectified picture mosaic of orbit 1147D taken from
Reference 8.

As discussed there, a major cyclone developed from a wave on the

surface front in association with an area of middle tropospheric cyclonic vorticity
advection.

By 1200Z on 7 September, the well developed vortex is centered north

of Montreal as depicted in the neph mosaic shown in Figure 10-2.
The top of Figure 10-2 (and of most of the subsequent nephanalyses in this
chapter) shows the frontal analysis and surface isobars superposed over the neph
mosaic, while the lower portion of Figure 10-2 shows the corresponding 500-mb
contours and winds superposed over the same mosaic.
Thin arrows on the neph indicate a streaky appearance of the cloud bands,
especially west and north of the apparent circulation center;and this streaky
appearance when associated with a vortex in turn indicates a high probability that
middle or higher clouds are present.

The vortex can be recognized as an example

of an 'Occluded Mature Cyclone", as shown in Figure 6-12
drier air is spiraling in around the vortex.

wa

Chapter 6.

Clear

This cloud pattern is almost always

centered close to the nearly vertical axis of a storm, and the cloud and circulation
centers (especially at 500 mb ) are usually well correlated.

In this case, good

conventional data verify these findings.
Superposing of the conventional data (Fig. 10-2) indicates the 500-mb data
fit ‘the cloud pattern better than the surface data.

The cloud band extending south¬

ward along the eastern side of the storm appears slightly downwind from a 500 mb
trough line.

The cloud pattern then extends southwestward into another area of

cyclonic vorticity over Maryland and Virginia.
The band has a "frontal" appearance, but the surface data indicate no corre¬
sponding front over the northeastern United States or the adjacent ocean.

Rather,

this is a band of heavy cumuliform and stratiform cloudiness resulting from upward
vertical motion associated with areas of thermal and vorticity advection.

A cloud

band along 31N, associated with a stationary front, is equatorward of and breaking
away from the vortex-related band.

Some tendency toward wave development on

this front, associated with a mid-tropospheric vorticity maximum, exists in the
widest part of the band over Alabama.

Such wide band areas and their relation to

frontal wave developments were described in Section 6. 5. 2. 2.
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The frontal band along 30N 1S primarily cumuliform in nature between 60 and
70W*

A second band of cumuliform clouds to the south of the frontal band is probably

»dated to convergence of the low level winds.
the low level flow in this area.

Lines of cumulus near 25N.70W mark

It seems reasonable to assume that the bright band across Louisiana,
Arkansas, and eastern Texas joins with the covered area in central Texas shown in
orbit 1148D.

This cloudiness over Texas, Oklahoma, and Colorado is associated

with a 500 mb trough system, and will be discussed in a later paragraph.
On rare occasions, when more than one satellite is transmitting pictures or
whei pictures over an area can be taken near sunrise and sunset, it is possible to
get neph analyses for limited areas, corresponding to the standard upper air
charts at both 00Z and 12Z.

This was the case for 8 and 9 September, and the neph

mosaic and C^Z maps for 8 September are shown in Figure 10-3.
The cloud vortex, centered at 55N, 73W, is easily recognized.

The drier

air has now spiralled further around the apparent center, and cumuliform bands are
found to the south of the center.

The cloud patterns now look much like the

Occluded Mature Stage", with dissipation about to start.

However, the cloud

pattern contains another notable feature which may be a clue to forecasting future
tendencies of this vortex.

Another band of cloudiness indicated as "+C" (heavy

covered) can be seen in the neph on the upwind side of the 500-rnb trough.

This

heavy cloudiness is just ahead of the small amplitude ridge over Minnesota and
Manitoba and would not be expected from the contour pattern.

Such cloudiness is

normally indicative of an area of strong upward vertical motion, but here it appears
in an area where the curvature of the contours is at best only slightly cyclonic and
hence suggests little upward motion or perhaps even downward motion.

Accordingly,

the cloud pattern suggests that a short wave trough or vorticity maximum might be
present in this area.

Using this clue obtained from the neph, a closer inspection

of the conventional data seems desirable.

It can be noted that the 500-mb wind at

Moosonee (approximately 50N.80W) has increased from 40 to 60 knots from 1200Z,
7 September to 00Z, 8 September (Fig. 10-3), and that a wind of 320°, 45 knots is
plotted to the south of Moosonee.

This second wind is apparently an aircraft report,

since no standard upper air station is located in this area.

The aircraft wind does

not seem to fit the contour pattern, and presumably was more or less ignored.
Considering both the heavy covered area which suggests a short wave trough in the
middle tropospheric flow, and this aircraft wind, a forecaster might well look more
closely at this situation and watch for subsequent downstream development.
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I

This illustrates a type of situation that often arises over data sparse areas
W ere a ’*‘n8l<! ,ind apparently incompatible observation is often neglected in favor
of continuity. When the satellite and conventional data are integrated, further
justification for altering the continuity pattern is often seen in the neph (or pictures)
and a better analysis and forecast can ue prepared.
At 1200Z on 8 September (Fig. 10-4), the cloud mass east of Hudson Bay
remains associated with the now open trough pattern at S00 mb.

It shows less

organization, but the streaky pattern indicated by the double ended arrows in the
mostly covered" area, along 68W. and the persistent open areas, still permit
recognition of the pattern.

From the conventional analysis alone, one might guess

at the 500-mb system would continue to fill.

But the neph still shows heavy over¬

cast downwind (east) of the trough position and so suggests continued upward motion
associated With thermal and vorticity advection.

Furthermore, in addition to the

area oi overcast which was upwind of the trough 12 hours earlier and which is now
over the St. Lawrence Valley, a new area of overcast appears further upwind and
gives evidence of a vertical motion field associated with some form of short wave
disturbance moving into the system from the West.
ave trough near 57N, 95W.

It can be related to the short

A flight forecaster concerned with the North Atlantic

might well reconsider before forecasting the continued filling of this 500-mb system.
Figure 10-5 (00Z, 9 Sept. ) shows that the 500 mb trough centered near 60N
70W has not filled further.

The cloud pattern is remarkably similar in appearance

to what it was 12 hours before; further evidence that not much development or filling
is taking place.

Although no short wave car be seen in the contour field upwind of

the trough, it appears from continuity and the plotted wind report, that a vorticity
maximum may be near SON, 75W, moving into the major trough area.

Inadequate

upper air observations in this area make it impossible to be sure of this vorticity
maximum, but the rather large "blob" of heavy cloud coupled with the stronger winds
at Moosonee and Toronto suggest this occurrence.

A detailed analysis of this series

of 500-mb charts and neph, suggest, that the relatively heavy cloud mass „ow west
and northwest of the 500-mb trough is probably associated with a vorticity maximum
which has moved around the north side of the old closed system.
ember, it is again near the main trough position.

By 00Z. 9 Sept¬

At this time, the major trough

line seems to be along a line from 60N, 70W to 45N, 55W.
Twelve hours later, at 1200Z, 9 September (Fig. 10-6), the trough pattern
seems to have sharpened considerably but the definition of the pattern is based on
rather meager upper air data.

In addition to sharpening, the trough seems to be
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oriented more nearly north-south along 65W.

In this case, the cloud pattern shown

by the neph seems to confirm the sharpening of this trough.

A definite organization

of the cloud pattern and a vortex at 65N, 63W is indicated by the neph.

Pictures from

orbit 1178T, shown in Figure 10-7, confirm the organization of the pattern shown in
the neph.

The cause of this sharpening of the trough is presumably the two areas of

cyclonic vorticity mentioned earlier.

The one that moved completely around the

system now (1200Z, 9 Sept.) evidences itself in the organized cloudiness downwind
of the trough.

The second area is now evidenced by the heavy cloudiness approachirg

the trough line near 52N, 68W.
A blocking high is now developing east of the trough.
ice cap is clearly visible in the pictures from orbit 1178T.

The Greenland
The lack of cloudiness

results from the ridge and perhaps from downslope motion from the icecap; the
analysis would not indicate such downslope motion, but it is suggested by the sharp
cloud outlines in Figure 10-7.
No pictures were available for this area near 00Z, 10 September.

By 1200Z

on 10 September, Figure 10-9i the blocking high is located in almost the same
position as 24 hours earlier.

This high is now indicated by the large broken and

clear areas, and the lack of cloud organization, as shown by the neph.
The heavy band downwind of the trough in Figure 10-6 is now breaking up; it
is only "mostly covered" and of a cumuliform nature, with cirrus shearing off
toward the northeast over Greenland.

An area of overcast cloudiness near the

trough line north of Labrador is still present, and is probably the remnants of
the vorticity maximum which 24 hours earlier was at 52N, 68V/ (Fig. 10-6).

With

filling of the trough and decrease in both cloud amount and organization, a forecaster
might now have a reasonable basis for forecasting a decrease in activity associated
with this system.

The trough continued to fill until 1200Z, 11 September (not shown),

and then began to move rapidly eastward.

10. 4. 1. 2 An Upper Level Development Over the Mountain States
The discussion will now shift back to Figure 10-2 and to the cloud patterns
associated with the rather complicated upper air systems over the mountain states.
At 00Z, 7 September (not shown), the 500-mb map indicated a small closed
low centered over northern New Mexico and a major trough deepening and moving
eastward from a position (at 00Z) along a lir e from 60N, 120W to SON, 1 30W.
1200Z, 7 September (Fig. 10-2), two separate systems still appear on the map.
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By
The

trough analysis over British Colombia now shows a closed isoline but only limited
organization is apparent in the nephanalysis.
During the period from 1¿00Z, 7 September to and including 0000Z, 9 Sept¬
ember, this system was analyzed by NMC as having a single closed contour.
Throughout this period, it would be difficult to either confirm or deny, from the
conventional data, the validity of this closed contour.

Not until 1200Z, 9 September,

was there an indication of an easterly component in the observed wind field on the
northern side of the system.

Prior to 9 September, the behavior and

synoptic

significance was more that of a trough than a closed low in the middle troposphere.
It will be shown that the cloud patterns for this period and beyond more closely
resembled patterns usually considered to be associated with an open trough than
patterns normally considered representative of a closed 500-mb system.

It is

suggested that the lack of cloud patterns characteristic of a closed low may have
been an indication of a minimal closing off of the system during this relatively
extended period.
Further to the south, over New Mexico, the conventional 500-mb analysis
indicates a short wave is passing around the southeast side of the closed system.
The cloud pattern again does not indicate a closed system, but it definitely appears
to consist of middle or low clouds as shown by the cumuliform symbols on the neph.
It appears from the combined neph mosaic and surface chart (Fig. 10-2) that this
cloudiness is associated with the middle level system and not with any well organized
surface or low level system.

A rather wide area of precipitation is occurring with

this southern system, which might not have been expected using conventional
contour or pressure data alone.
Figure 10-3 shows the patterns for 00Z, 8 September.

A large covered area

shown on the neph and presumably extending north of the area of observation now
correlates well with the position of the closed 500-mb center over the Canadian-US
border near 112W.

However, the cloud pattern does not fit well with the frontal

analysis shown in the top of Figure 10-3.
has broken out along the border.

Precipitation in the form of snow and rain

If this system were in a data sparse area, this

cloudiness might not have been expected and the resultant precipitation might not
have been forecast without the addition of the satellite data.
The closed 500-mb contour pattern formerly over New Mexico now shows as
an open trough which has moved over Northern Texas and Oklahoma.

Again the

cloudiness shown on the neph correlates well with the 500-mb pattern but not very
well with the surface pattern.

Over a data sparse area, this "blob" of cloud might
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have given the analyst a clue as to the position of an upper level trough and an
associated area of upward vertical motion which might produce precipitation.

A

trough which, at 1200Z, 7 September, was just moving onto the Oregon coast can
now be seen both in the contour pattern and in the neph to be located inland over
western Nevada.
By 1¿00Z on 8 September (Fig. 10-4), the southernmost system is still over
northern Texas and Oklahoma and appears as a short wave moving around the major
northern center which is now near 47N, 110W.

A second short wave, formerly

over western Nevada, now has slipped south to a position over southwestern Arizona
but the neph does not extend far enough south at this time to permit a useful
integrated analysis of this area.

The short wave over Oklahoma now has a heavy

cloud cover associated with it, but no closed circulation is apparent.

A surface

frontal wave shows signs of development in the area immediately downwind of the
upper short wave.
short wave.

Moderate precipitation continues to be associated with this

The cloudy area which is associated with the short wave now- extends

eastward into the cloudiness associated with the major trough over eastern Canada.
The clouds still do not reveal the pattern usually considered representative of a
closed circulation at 500 mb; and the trough along 110W is at best barely

losed.

Another heavy cloud system moving into western Canada and the US can be
seen on this mosaic near 130W.

This cloudiness suggests a wave pattern with a

somewhat greater amplitude than is shown in the conventional analysis.
Figure 10-5 for 00Z on 9 September now shows the closed 500-mb center to
be near 45N,108W.
hook shaped.

The cloud pattern as represented in the neph is no more than

This hooked shape is usually characteristic of an open trough rather

than a closed 500-mb system (see Section 6. 2. 3. 1).

A band now extends south and

southwestward, along the associated trough and the short wave that was over south¬
west Arizona 12 hours earlier.

This band does not fit the surface analysis; this

suggests that either the frontal analysis is incorrect or that the frontal analysis
was not a good indicator of the weather producing system in this area and situation.
The heavy cloud "blob" associated with the short wave moving around the
eastern side of the major trough over Wisconsin, Illinois and Iowa is easily
recognized

and is the producer of substantial precipitation.

This short wave is

moving rapidly, and the difference in neph time (2240Z) and analysis time (00Z)
probably accounts for the cloudiness which appears to be in the trough line.

The

cloudiness which appears to be west of the trough line is broken in appearance; since
it is near the horizon in the picture, it might be slightly misplaced
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Fig 10-4 Neph Mosaic and Conventional Analyses for I200Z.8 September 1962
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Fig 10-5 Neph Mosaic and Conventional Analyses for OOOOZ, 9September 1962
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Fig 10-6 Neph Mosaic and Conventional Analyses for I200Z, 9 September 1962
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ment of the rear boundary at the cloud ma., than from frontal pci,ion,.
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500
10 9 ShOWS the COntinUeH devel°pmrnt of the storm which now has the
5 0 mb and vortex center a, 45N, ,5W. The precipitation i, confined mostly to the
north and northeast o, the center in the area, depicted on the neph a, heavy
covered and covered.

Some evidence of the short wave trough and its associated

vorticity maximum can .,1., be seen in the cloud pattern over the Gulf of the S,
Lawrence near 47N.60W.

Precipitation is still occurring in this area, well

advance of the surface frontal system and indeed in the surface ridge.

'

By 1200Z

7,770,7
Septcrnber'62t th' -- shown in Figure 10-10 was centered a,
«N, SOW and looked remarkably like the vortex discussed in paragraph ,0. 4. 1. 1.
Note the resemblance to Figure 10-1.

10. 4. 1. 3 Other Significant Patte rns
Many other significant patterns are recognisable In this se, of neph mosaics
and ,t ,s suggested that the reader may care to look for them.
Some of the more obvious are:
K
coast.

Th° eX,enslve area oi stratiform and cumuliform cloudiness off the west
The definite boundary of this cloudiness along the coast on 9 September

00Z.and later suggest coastal fog.

The boundaries of this fog are evident and

would aid in short range forecasts for this area, as was discussed in Chap.c-r S.
.,„7' J11' Cl,>udiness moving onto the west coast of Canada on 8 September at
1200Z. The comma-shaped pattern which is evident by OOZ, 9 September suggests
an approaching upper trough with strong advection of cyclonic vorticity, and
possibly an associated low level occluding storm.

By 1200Z, 9 September the trough

is evident, and the typical banded cumuliform cloudiness in the cold air behind the
upper level trough line is clearly depicted in the neph.
3. In Figure 10-6 the short wave trough along 105W could be suspected from
the cloud pattern even in the absence of radiosonde data.
4.

The line, of cumulonimbus along the Gulf Coast from Florida to eastern

Texas on 7 and 8 September are easily related to thunderstorm activity for this area
and illustrate the identification of mesoscale convective patterns discussed in
Chapter 8.
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Fig. 1 0-7

Picture Mosaic of TIROS V, Orbit 1178 R/n 1177 no
196Z, 1520Z (Notable features are Or^ni^at
’,9 ?eP!ember
and clear area revealing the GrevnlandTcecap,
Pa"ern
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F,g 10 8N«Ph Mosaic ond Conventional Analyses for OOOOZ, 10 September 1962
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f '9 10-9 Neph Moso.c and Conventional Analyses for 12002,10 September 1962
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tig. 10-10

Picture of well-developed Vortex from
Orbit liiO'lD, 1220Z, 11 September 1962
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10.4.2 A Winter Case

This January 1964 case is based on unmodified operational nephanalyses
exactly as they were transmitted over the national facsimile network in the revised
notation adopted in early January 1964 and presently in use.

The case was chosen

for a data sparse area (the North Atlantic).

It was chosen at random without specifi c
consideration of the synoptic situation, and only a brief explanation of the synoptic
developments will be attempted here.
The particular objective here is to approach, as closely as possible, an actual
operational example.

Thus the pictures for these orbits were not consulted before

or during the basic analysis, and, with a single exception ,

discussion results

from inferences that were drawn from the nephs alone. This case also illustrates
some of the difficulties experienced in coordinating the nephs with the conventional
data in those few cases when the cloud patterns (as seen in the nephs without benefit
of the pictures) may appear not to correlate well with the conventional data.
Part of this apparent problem resulted from the construction of single neph
mosaics for the entire North Atlantic.

The neph times over the western part of this

area were often closest to the 00Z observations while the neph times for the eastern
Atlantic were usually closer to the 12Z conventional data.

A better fit might have

resulted if the area had been split into two parts, superposing the nearest con¬
ventional analysis on each of these parts.

The decision whether to use the neph

mosaic as a whole or as separate sections should be an operational one, based on
the forecast problem at hand.

For the purposes of this example, superposition of

both the 12Z and the 00Z data will be shown for the first day (27 January 1964).
On succeeding days only the 12Z analysis will be shown, thus duplicating a situation
where treatment of the entire Atlantic as a single unit seemed desirable.

10. 4. 2. 1

Banded Clouds Southeast of Newfoundland

The neph for orbit 3288/3287
nearly north-south.
53W.

(Fig. 10-11) shows a double cloud band running

One band is along 50W while the second is more or less along

These bands merge near 40-45N and 50W.

Juxtapositioning of the neph for

Ÿ
la3t paragraph under the discussions of Figures 10-11 and 10-12, 27 Jan¬
uary 1964, in Section 10. 4. 2. 1.
** Data taken on orbit 3287 and readout on orbit 3288.
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The cloud band along SOW (Fig. 10-11) may be a prefrontal band, or it may be
par y related to the low pressure system to the south.

This system to the south

centered near 28N, 48W, is positioned on 27 January by meager data at th. surface
and very meager data a. S00 mb.

A forecaster responsible for this area might be

somewhat in doubt as to the actual intensity and location of this system.

Although

the cloud patterns do no, conclusively place the center farther to the east, they
strongly suggest tha, some form o, circulation is occurring near 25N, 40W and tha,
the area of strongest vertical motion is east and north of this apparent circulation.
ccm K
CT,lSCent ,haPed Pa,t"n funning generally from 15W, 38N, to 40W and
5 N has no obvious interpretation in terms of the conventional data as analyzed for
both the surface and 500 mb.

An analyst in the field

might well have a problem in

trying to integrate the satellite and conventional dato in this situation.
alternatives could be considered.
badly in error.

Two or three

One would be the conventional analysis being

In spite of only limited data, i, is reasonably certain tha, a high

pressure area exist, both a, the surface and 500 mb in the area where the neph
depicts the "covered" solid cloud area.
represents wha, the picture, show.

A second might be tha, the neph mis¬

Although this does not often happen, in some few

cases the nephs are no, drawn or analyzed a, carefully as they might be.

A third

and obviously preferable alternative is to resolve the apparent differences between
the neph depiction and the pattern expected from the conventional data.

For example

m this case, it seems very probable that the "solid" cloud mass actually does lie
across a high pressure area a, both the surface and a, 500 mb.

The positions of both

centers could be slightly in error, bu, there is little doubt from the conventional data
that they do exist.

The an,¡cyclonic curvature of the contour, would seem to make

an area of extensive middle cloudiness unlikely.

The "solid" covered area might be

heavy cirri,orm cloudiness, bu, with the high extending from the surface through
0 mb, ., seems unlikely a flow pattern a, cirrus levels appropriate to the cloud
configuration would exist.
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A second possibility is low level stratiform cloudiness or even sea fog.

Here

the synoptic climatology for this area (see Section 10. 5. 2) was found to be helpful.
The low level winds around the indicated high pressure area would be bringing
relatively warm moist ai.” northward.

Cooling by the relatively cold ocean at high

latitudes often produces low level stratiform clouds or fog in this area (mid north
Atlantic) in winter.

Thus, for this case, it seems reasonable to deduce that the

crescent shaped pattern and perhaps the mostly covered area along 33W between
40 and 50°N might be low level stratiform cloudiness.
After this case was analyzed and the text prepared, the pictures for this orbit
(3287/3286) were examined to determine the validity of this deduction.

It appeared

that the cloud patterns in the pictures were inadequately depicted in the neph,
especially the crescent shaped part.

The north-south oriented portion of what was

depicted as a continuous crescent is a different cloud mass from that which runs
generally east-west.

The north-south portion is very flat in appearance, tending to

confirm the suspected existence of low level stratiform.

The east-west portion had

more definition and might be an extension of the cold front shown by the surface

analysis to end near 42N.24W.

This illustrates a type of problem that the field fore¬

caster must at times contend with in using nephs.
Figure 10-13 presents the 1200Z analysis for 28 January superposed on the
ncph mosaic.

The cloud pattern in the area between Labrador and Greenland has now

become more organized and correlates well with the upper air and surface analyses.
One might assume that the pattern is now a large portion of the familiar "hooked
shaped" pattern associated with a non-closed system at 500 mb.

The position of the

jet and the band indicated as "frontal" also tend to confirm this assumption.

The

large cloud "blob" centered in the nearly vertical high pressure area is (like the
day before) difficult to explain.

However, on this day (28 Jan. ) the symbols for

cumuliform, stratiform and cirriform appear

in the cloud pattern and experience

suggests that where this combination of symbols appear on the neph the cloudiness
is probably relatively flat in appearance with some texture.

The best probable

deduction is that low level stratiform cloudiness covers this area.
By 1200Z, 29 January (Fig. 10-14), a short wave pattern is apparent in the
500-mb circulation pattern along a line from about 55N, 33W to 48N, 35W.

The

trough is clearly in evidence from the winds between ocean ship "Charlie" (54N,
35W) and "Juno" (53N, 20W).

This trough and its associated cloud pattern are

•undoubtQdly the same as those indicated in Figure 10-13 by the cloud pattern between
Labrador and Greenland and extending to th<> Southeast.
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10.4.2.2 Cloud Patterns Over Eastern Europe

The cloud pattern shown on the neph mosaic in Figure 10 11 i h
complicated synoptic pattern over Europe.
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suggest some sor, o, disturbance moving through this area (such as a short
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Fig 10-11 Neph Mosaic (TIROS VIDand Conventional Analyses for I200Z, 27 January 1964
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12.13 2

^

Fig 10-12 Neph Mo*olc ond 500-mbConventlonal Analysis for00002,28 January 1964
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aloft) which could give riae to moderately strong vertical motion and result in middle
clouds as indicated.
By

200Z,29 January (Fig. 10-14), a very large covered area appears over

the North Sea and the Scandinavian Penmnsula.

This large area may be low cloud,

but the presence of middle clouds the day before (discussed in the prev.ous paragraph) also suggests that some small disturbance ,s moving through this area.

The

nature of this disturbance and its correlation to conventional data are not apparent
from the neph. but the fact that a large covered area is presen, cannot be denied.
In such a case, an APT picture might reveal subtle differences in the clouds from
one area to another and further aid in the interpretation of the cloud patterns.

10*4.3

A Summer Case

In this case, certain extensive cloud systems (shown in Fig. 10-15 for
15 August 1962)

are initially associated with a 500-mb trough and a complex closed

system at the surface.

By 16 August the related upper level pattern is closed over

southern Labrador and a deep occluding system is located north of Newfoundland.
A change in the cloud pattern reflecting the development of this storm is easily
recognizable.

This case, where the conventional data for verificati - are relatively

adequate, is shown as another example of the relation of recognizable changes in
the cloud patterns to changes in tropospheric flow patterns.
The cloud mass over the eastern United States and Canada will be discussed
in detail, while other significant features will be listed in the last paragraph of this
section.

It will be seen that for this case the cloud patterns fit both the surface and

500-mb levels; the surface fit is probably better than for any of the other cases
discussed in this chapter.

10. 4. 3. 1

The Banded Cloud Pattern Over Eastern United State

s and Canada

The three hour difference in time between the neph for orbit 808D (21 17Z) and
the analysis time shown in Figure 10-15 (00Z) is inadequate to account for the fact
that the cloud pattern seems to lie in or on the west side of the southern portions of
the upper level trough.

^~Yhe indication oi stratilorm clouds on~the neph ¿Z-. usually is reserved for middle
clouds, .uow stratiform is normally called out by notes outside the nephed area.
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13 Neph Mosaic and Conventional Analyses for I200Z, 28 January 1964
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Fig 10-14 Neph Mosaic and Conventional Analyses for I200Z, 29 January 1964
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A more careful analysis reveals that the covered areas on this neph (heavily
shaded) are associated with at least three different areas of upward vertical motion
rather than to a single pattern associated with the major trough.

The overcast area

over Canada and New England, and that over northern Florida and the Georgia coast,
seem to be associated with the vertical velocity field resulting from the large
amplitude trough at 500 mb.

The northern overcast area can also be associated with

the surface low and frontal system, while the southern overcast may be in part a
prefrontal instability area.
The overcast area over Indiana, Ohio, and western Pennsylvania seems to be
a separate mass of cloud which probably results from an unanalyzed short wave in
the middle troposphere whose presence is suggested by a careful examination of the
plotted wind data.

This is an example of a situation where an APT picture might

have revealed subtle deferences in the cloud, and so have aided in the integration
and interpretation of the data.
from orbit 808D.

For example, Figure 10-17 shows Frames 3 and 8

The very bright cloud east of Lake Huron is definitely separated

from the bright cloud mass over Ohio.

The cloud mass over Ohio appears flat,

indicative of stratiform, while the area east of Lake Huron shows more definition
and is probably more cumuliform in nature.

A closer examination of the 500-mb

winds at Flint, Dayton, and Pittsburgh suggests some form of trough or disturbance
in the wind field in this area which was not depicted in the contour analysis.

This

illustrates a case where the combination of data could have led to a better analysis
even over the U. S.
The third area of overcast skies, over central Alabama, Mississippi and
Louisiana, is associated with both the 500-mb trough and the surface frontal pattern
over this area.
The cloud pattern (on the neph) north and east of Lake Ontario resembles the
pattern expected with a surface system just prior to occlusion when no closed
circulation at 500 mb exists.

By 00Z, 16 August (Fig. 10-16), the cloud pattern

indicates an early stage of an occluding frontal system at the surface.

The lack of

dry air spiraling into the cloud mass and the lack of breaks or streaky appearance
in the covered area on the north and west side of the apparent center seem to
indicate that the 500-mb trough is not closed at neph time.

A tendency toward

spiraling can be seen and it would be expected that the 500-mb center is about to
close off.

Both the frontal pattern and the 500-mb pattern shown in Figure 10-16

support this hypothesis (when the time difference between the neph and 00Z is
considered), and indicate the deductions that might be drawn about both surface and
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upper air contour patterns if such a cloud pattern were observed over a data sparse
¿i i" ea *

10. 4. i. 2 Other Significant Features

Several other significant features can be noted in these nepHânalyses . including:

L

The area of coastal fog lying just off California on 1 5 August.

2.

The persistent pattern of the mostly covered area over the mountain states

of the US on both days

indicates the cloudiness in this area is probably orographic

cumuliform cloudiness, as would be expected from climatology for this time of dray
and year (see Chapter 8).
3.

On 16 August (fig. 10-16) a band of overcast skies, preceding the upper

level trough which runs along 90W, can be clearly seen and associated v. ill. this
trough and a surface frontal system.
clearly marked.

The advancing edge of this cloud system is

10.4.4 A Spring Case

This case, for 19-21 April 1963, was chosen at random and checked for con¬
formance to the criteria stated in Section 10.4.

Coverage on the first day is over

the central and eastern U* S. , Canada, and into the western Atlantic, where rela¬
tively good conventional data exist .

On 20 and 21 April, the synoptic systems

moved over the data sparse Atlantic, where the integration of the niphanalyses and
conventional data materially aided in constructing a better synoptic analysis.

Cloud

patterns related to three synoptic situations will be discussed in some detail,

10. 4. 4. 1

Vortex Pattern Over Minnesota

The composite nephanalysis for 19 April, Figure 10-18, shows a vortex cloud
pattern over Minnesota.

From the neph, one might estimate that this storm might

be at the "beginning of occlusion" stage, as depicted in the models presented in
Chapter 6 (Fig. 6-7),

figure 10-19 is a tape mode frame readout, on orbit 4363.

Except for the orientation of the frontal band, this case, including the upper level
trough position and flow pattern, fit the Chapter 6 example very well.

The neph time

for this particular orbit is closer to the OOZ analysis time, but has been included with
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Fig KD-15 Neph Mosaic and Conventional Analyses for OOOOZ, 15 August 1962
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Fig 10-16 Neph Mosaic and Conventional Analyses for OOOOZ, 16 August 1962
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Mg. 10- 1 í

Mctures from Orbit 808D Showing Cloud Pat¬
terns Near the Great Lakes. (Note the cloud
mass over Ohio has flatter appearance than the
cloud mass east of Lake Huron.)

¿08

the other orbits (which are closer to 1200Z) for the purposes of continuity of coverage
over the area under discussion.

The same neph, with the 00Z surface data super¬

posed, is shown above the picture in Figure 10-19.
The vortex over Minnesota can be seen (Fig. 10-18) to be associated with a low
pressure system with a vertica 1 axis.

The compositing of the nephs allows the

eastern boundary of this system to be clearly depicted and the frontal band to be
readily recognized.

This band suggests that the frontal system at about 1800Z

(near the neph time) should be nearly as far east as it is analyzed to be on the
00Z surface analysis (Fig. 10-19).

A forecaster finding this pattern over a data

sparse area could use the position of fronts and the upper level trough relative to the
cloud pattern, as shown in Chapter 6, Figure 6-7, to establish anchor points for.
both surface and middle tropospheric synoptic analyses.
This system also illustrates the concept that when a frontal band extends well
equatorw'ard of the vortex center, an abrupt ending or a splitting of the band usually
indicates the position of the upper level trough line (see Section 6.8.2).

In

Figure 10-18, the frontal band extending across Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas
is split near Huston.

Considering the time difference betw-een the neph (1925Z)and

the 500-mb analysis (1200Z), this splitting coincides with the upper trough position.
The same inference can be made from the neph for the next day (Fig. 10-20).

Here

the same frontal band now extends from 40N, 63W across Georgia, Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana, and into Texas.

The band is depicted as covered or mostly

covered, except for an open area just east of South Carolina which coincides with
the position of the upper air trough.
The satellite did not acquire pictures over the main closed system, which is
still reasonably vertical.

Based on the conventional data, the 500-mb center north

of Lake Superior is west of the surface center over James Bay.

The cloud mass

indicated on the 20 April neph as a ''possible vortex" at 44N, 75W over Vermont is
the now weakened remnants of the center which was in the trough over Minnesota
24 hours earlier.

Heavy cloud cover can be seen near the 500-mb ridge line which

runs north-south along 65W.

It probably results from vorticity advection associated

with the 500-mb trough line from James Bay to Pennsylvania.

This trough has

moved eastward at nearly 50 knots; thus the four hour difference between neph and
analysis time would account for the area of heavy covered cloudiness (+C) appearing
to extend across the 500-mb ridge line over New Brunswick.

The distinction between

the heavy covered area and the perhaps less significant areas of broken and covered
cloudiness to the east, as depicted on the neph, is clearly visible in the TIROS
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pictures (Fig. 10-22) upon which the neph was based.

The surface frontal analysis

shown in Figure 10-20 is also four hours earlier than the neph, but even taking this
into account the cloud pattern suggests the northern portion of the cold front and the
point of occlusion probably should be positioned further east or northeast by at least
5 of longitude.
The cloudiness over eastern Canada merges with that associated with another
storm to the east, which has moved from eastern Quebec and is over Newfoundland
by 1200Z, 20 April.

The cloud outline to the southeast of Newfoundland suggests a

well defined trough extending south of the center.

Still farther to the southeast,

near 44N, 44W, another cloudy area is associated with the southern extension of
this trough.

This pattern will be discussed in detail in a later paragraph.

During the next 24 hours, the cloud pattern southeast of Newfoundland becomes
more organized and a vortex is indicated on the neph (Fig. 10-21) at 47N, 51. 5W.
The clear area south of New Brunswick, coupled with the 500 mb wind shifts at
Nantucket and Caribou, indicate that a trough has passed this area in the last
24 hours.

Clear skies now indicate the presence of a ridge.

The trough, which

moved past Nantucket, moved into the area west of the system which at 1200Z, 20
April was centered over Newfoundland.

The neph for 21 April (Fig. 10-21) indicates

the increased organization of the pattern, and a probable increased intensity of the
storm,
The cloud pattern at 1600Z would seem to indicate that the surface pattern
might be in a more fully occluded stage than indicated on the surface analysis, with
the cold front extending along the cloud band indicated on the neph from 40N, 45W to
35N, 50W.

This would place the front nearly 10° further east at 40N.

The surface

data would easily allow the fronts to be reanalyzed to better fit the cloud pattern.
Such an improved analysis should aid in future forecasts for this area.

With the

organization shown in this cloud pattern, a forecaster might reasonably forecast the
closing off of a 500-mb center near 50N in the very near future, and the possible
further occluding of the surface storm.

10. 4. 4. 2

Small System in the Mid-Atlantic

On Figure 10-18, a small "blob" of heavy cloud is apparent in the mid-Atlantic
Ocean near 30N, 50W.

The shape and size of this cloud mass suggests a short wave

trough at mid tropospheric levels, with or without a related developing surface
system.

An analyst seeing this type of cloud pattern should suspect a wave in the
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500-mb contour field and a possible development of a surface system nearly under the
cloud form.

In this case, a suggestion of an upper level trough is apparent in the

500-mb contour pattern along 57W between 36 and 4 IN.

The cloud pattern in this

case suggests that this short wave trough is not the same trough that appears to
begin at 44N and run

between Nova Scotia and Newfoundland into the low pressure

area over eastern Quebec.

By 1200Z, 20 April (Fig. 10-20) the trough which was

more or less along 63W on 19 April has moved to 52W and has been analyzed as
extending southward to 30N along 50W.

The neph shows a "hooked" - or "comma" -

shaped cloud mass along 45W between 40 and 45N.

The location and shape of tb s

cloud mass indicate that the short wave along 57W, 24 hours before,has moved to
47W.

Using this information, an analyst might tend to draw less of a sharpening

and southward extension of the western most trough along 50W, and instead to place
a short wave trough near 40N, 45W.

After such a reanalysis, a forecaster might

have a better indication of the events to take place in the eastern Atlantic during
the next 24 hours.
The surface analysis near 40N, 45W shows a frontal system with a small
occlusion.

Even after taking the two and one half hour time difference into account,

the V loud pattern would still indicate that the position of this low level system should
be at least 5

further east and 4

to 5° further north.

A close examination of the

surface map for 1200Z shows no data that would prohibit such a reanalysis.

Thus,

it seems reasonable to assume that the system is more likely to be where the cloud
pattern indicates than where the NMC analyst placed it based on sparse conventional
data alone.
By 1450, 21 April (Fig. 10-21) the cloud pattern near 45N, 27W has the "comma"
shape which was described in Chapter 6 and was shown to be associated with the
combination of vorticity and thermal advection downwind of an open wave pattern at
the 500-mb level.

Recognition of this pattern often allows 500-mb contour patterns

to be estimated with some precision over data sparse areas.

In this case the trough

is verified by the data from ocean ship "Delta" (45N, 41 W) and Lages in the Azores
(38N, 27W).

The associated surface system should be centered near 45N, 26W,

with the cold front along the cloud band shown in the neph; the surface analysis for
this area as shown in Figure 10-21 seems to be misplaced.

A careful examination

of the surface data indicated no data which would be violated if the system were
moved to fit the cloud pattern.

Thus again the cloud pattern coupled with the con¬

ventional data led to a better analysis.

In this case, the surface system would be

moved some 250 or more miles closer to the coast of Spain and would materially
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affect the forecast for that area in the subsequent period.

Any weather associated

with this system might now be expected to arrive over northwestern Spain during the
next 12 hours whereas from the frontal positions as analyzed, associated weather
would probably not be expected for nearly 24 hours.

10. 4. 4. 3 The Double "Vortex" Pattern Over the Central North Atlantic
A double "Vortex" pattern in the North Atlantic can be clearly seen in
Figure 10-18.

The cloud system centered near 50N, 39W has the appearance of

being closed at 500 mb, and shows a heavy band to the northwest of the center.

As

discussed in Section f 6. 2. 1, this type pattern usually occurs with cyclonic curva¬
ture of the 500-mb contour field in the area of the heavy cloudiness.

This is a good

example of this feature and indicates how an analyst might construct the contours
near such a cloud pattern if little or no other data were available.
The eastern system centered near 44N, 26W does not have the appearance of
a closed upper level system, but the bands in the cumuliform cloudiness of the
"mostly covered" area indicated in the neph suggest that the system may be closed
at the surface.

Thus one would suspect an upper level trough with an associated

closed surface system.
tlrs.

The meager conventional data in this area seem to verify

The cloud pattern suggests that the northern end of the front, shown as dis¬

connected from the icw level center, might be extended to the northwest and some¬
what "wound up" to a more hooked shape.

Again, the available conventional data

would not contradict such an analysis.
By 1200Z, 20 A.pril (Fig. 10-20), the upper level center has drifted south¬
eastward from 52N, 36W to 49N, 27W.

The cloud patterns shown in the neph for

1254Z, 20 April suggest that the upper level flow favors intensification of the new
closed center that developed from the trough which was near 44N, 26W a day earlier
and is now near 52N, 12W.

The old circulation center is still apparent bjt is now

depicted to contain only broken clouds.

The new system seems to have some

organization, but it would be difficult to recognize without the aid of the conventional
data.
Figure 10-21 shows that this new system had considerable organization by
1200Z, 21 April; it now locks like a vortex in the fully occluded stage.

A closed

circulation extending from the surface through 500-mb is highly probable, and the
axis of the system is likely to be nearly vertical.
this conclusion.
obvious.

The conventional da'ia support

The implications of this type of analysis for data sparse areas are
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10.4.4.4 Some Deductions F rom This Case
This case has clearly pointed out some oí the advantages to be gained from
the compositing of nephs and the superposing of conventional analyses.

The re¬

sultant maps suggested that there „ere several areas „here an improved synoptic
analysis could have been made.

Time-tested techniques such as continuity, „hen

used to supplement the integrated data, also aided in the positioning of major
synoptic patterns and helped to reveal „hich systems „ere likely to produce signifirvr/: OVer data SParSe areas>
in this rase example, there is no
doubt that these procedures can lead to better synoptic analyses and so to significantly improved forecasts.

10. 5 FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS IN AREAS OF SPARSE DATA

Where data other than the satellite observations are inadequate, fullest
possible use should be made of all other information at the forecaster's disposal,
such as climatology, synoptic climatology, physical relationships, current prognostic
charts, etc.

10‘ 5* 1 Applications of Climatology

For almost all individual areas of the world, and for all seasons in these areas,
there are certain weather conditions that are probable and others that are highly
unlikely.

These facts are normally considered by the careful analyst when making

any weather analysis or forecast.

Especially when other data are sparse or non-

existent, such knowledge should be applied in basing analyses on the satellite
observations.

An analysis suggested by the satellite data should obviously be most

carefully reviewed if it indicates weather conditions or synoptic patterns that are
highly unlikely, climatologically, for that area or season.

On the other hand, the

fact of climatological reasonableness (while by no means proving the correctness of
an analysis) does add confidence to inferences drawn from the satellite data.
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hg 10-18 Neph Mosaic and Conventional Analyses for 12002, 19 April 1963
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Fig 10-19 Neph Mosaic and Surface Analysis for 0000Z.20 April 1963; and
Picture from Orbit 4363 R/04362 TIROS V, I925Z.I9 April 1963
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Fig. 10-20 Neph Mosaic and Conventional Analyses for I200Z, 20April
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1963

Fig IO-?i Neph Mosaic and Conventional Analyses for I2COZ, 21 April 1963
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70'W

NOTE: EASTERN BOUNDARY
OF VERY BRIGHT CLOUD
INDICATED BY ARROWS

Fig. 10-22

Mosaic from Orbit 3127 R/O 3126, 1605Z,
20 April 1963, showing the Cloud Pattern. (Note
the very bright "heavy covered" area as distin¬
guished from the "covered" areas.)
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Applications of Synoptic Climatology

Símil )r reasoning applies to comparisons between analyses derived principally
from satellite data, and the synoptic climatology for the area and season.

This

extends the probabilities of climatology to the reasonableness (for the area and
season) of the dediced analysis pattern both as a whole and in its inter-relationships.
Closely related to synoptic climatological considerations and checks are the
physical principles wnich relate the observed weather and cloud patterns to flow
pattern, thermal, and irontal configurations.

In most cases, this merely involves

inverted use of the rules-of-thumb that have evolved over the years and which have
been effective in making weather forecasts from prognostic flow patterns; when these
rules are turned around, they can be used for deducing the flow from observed cloud
patterns.
1.

A few of these can be stated as follows. 50
In the region of the mid-latitude westerlies, the main cloud masses will

lie between the mid-tropospheric trough and the downstream ridge.

The relatively

cloud-free area will ne between the ridge and the downstream trough.

A modernized

version of this rule would be that in areas of major cloud systems the mid-tropo¬
spheric vorticity advection is most likely positive (increasing upstream), since
positive vorticity advection is associated with upward vertical motion.

In large,

relatively cloud-free areas the vorticity advection is most likely negative.
it has been found

In fact,

that virtually all cases of observed broken and overcast cloud¬

iness occurred with strong 500-mb cyclonic vorticity advection (> 5 x 10"*^ sec

^),

although the converse does not hold; i. e. , a substantial fraction of scattered and
clear cases are alst characterized by strong positive vorticity advection.

Higher

correlations occurred with strong progressive waves aloft and with well-developed
cloud systems.

On the other hand weaker troughs and cut-off cold lows aloft or ill-

defined cloud systems showed the poorest correlations.
As discussed in Section 6. 1, these less than perfect correlations doubtlessly
result in part from the use of the vorticity advection for a single level.

Although

there exists a rather strong relation between cloudiness and vorticity advection in
the mid-troposphere

the degree of association also appears to be a function of the

synoptic situation, implying that other factors, such as circulation and thermal
structure and their relation to vorticity advection at other levels, must be con¬
sidered also.
nature.

The problem of synoptic analysis and prediction is 3-dimensional in

Thus it is necessary to consider in so far as possible u'hat the cloud

patterns imply about the 3-dimensional structure of the atmosphere, thereby
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providing information for modification of not only the flow at (say) 500 mb but also
at other levels.
This again emphasizes the need to integrate the satellite obser¬
vations with other available data.
A one-to-one correlation between cloud patterns and computed vertical velocity
fields (or fields of closely related parameters, such as vorticity advection) is not to
be expected for several other reasons.

For example, upward motion in unsaturated

air will not result in clouds unless and until upward motion of the air, and the
associated adiabatic cooling, is sufficient for condensation.
may be no condensation and cloud formation.

In very dry air, there

Downward motion in cloudy air must

exist for some time or have considerable magnitude before deep clouds can com¬
pletely dissipate.

But, while it appears that no single and relatively simple

quantitative field, such as vorticity advection, is directly derivable from the cloud
patterns, considerable information about the three dimensional circulation and
thermal structure of the atmosphere can be inferred from the satellite-viewed cloud
structure.
2.

Where a band of frontal clouds extends well into the cold side of the surface

frontal position, the flow aloft is roughly parallel to the front.

Where the frontal

clouds are on the warm side of the surface frontal position or are absent, the flew
aloft is across the front from the cold to the warm side.
3.

When there is rapid west to east motion of the main cloud system, as seen

on successive satellite passes, the flow' aloft is likely to be quite strong and of low
amplitude.

When the orientation of the cloud systems tends towards meridional,

large amplitude contours are likely.
4.

Where an extensive area of low clouds lies along the slopes of mountains

with a sharp edge of the clouds near the peak of the ridge, the low level flow is up
slope.
5.

Over oceans and flat land regions, extensive areas of low clouds may be

accompanied by cyclonic low-level flow.

In applying this rule, however, con¬

sideration must be given to the exceptions such as those regions climatologically
prone to low level stratus, as for example the ocean areas off California and West
Africa, and the stratus or sea fog area in the example in Section 10. 4.
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lo, 5, 3

Prognostic Charts

When an up-to-date and reasonably reliable prognostic chart can be expected
to exist for a data sparse area (as, for example, over the western portions of mid¬
latitude oceans, where the relatively plentiful upstream continental data usually lead
to a good prog), the prog chart can often assist in beginning an analysis which is to
be based primarily on the satellite observations.

The prog chart can indicate

approximately the types of synoptic features expected to exist over the area, their
location, and (unless unexpected developments are indicated by the satellite cloud
pattern) the pressures and contour heights at the centers of lows and highs.

The

satellite data can then be used to improve and modify the analysis by showing the
actual locations of the features and by identifying developments not anticipated in
preparing the prog chart.
It is also suggested that NMC or other prog charts can be checked or con¬
firmed, as time progresses, by inspection of current nephanalyses. This can be
accomplished by noting the relation of the cloud patterns to conventional data over
relatively dense data areas and continuing to trace the cloud patterns as they move,
for example, off the eastern coast of a continent.

Continued developments, changes

in intensity, velocities of system translations, and movements of upper level troughs
or ridges are examples of conditions that can often be monitored in this way.

10. 6

GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR COORDINATION AND INTEGRATION

The

operational procedures suggested earlier in this chapter have been cited

for purposes of illustration.

At this stage in the development of the operational use

of satellite data, it is neither possible nor perhaps desirable to prescribe specific
procedures for all kinds of situations.
is best in each individual case.

The forecaster must ultimately decide what

For this purpose, the following principles are

suggested as general guidelines:
1.

Satellite data become most useful when fully integrated with meteorological

information from all other sources.

Because of this, integrating satellite cloud data

with other synoptic charts is very desirable.

This has the advantage of assembling

as much pertinent data as possible on one chart.
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The most important application of satellite cloud data has been and probably
will continue to be in the analysis of cloud and circulation patterns over regions of
sparse conventional data.

The tropics constitute by far the largest area of in¬

sufficient and generally poorer quality meteorological data. 94

Accordingly,

tropical forecasters should reap the greatest benefits from the satellite pictures.
This was well exemplified by the 1961 hurricane season when TIROS gave the first
indications of Hurricane Esther (Fig. 11-4¿) and also provided important pictures of
Hurricanes Anna, Betsy, Carla (Fig. 11 -32) and Debbie (Fig. 11-4¿). *3
Since satellite cloud photography furnishes novel data, mid-latitude meteor¬
ologists are obtaining a new look at familiar atmospheric circulations.

The tropical

meteorologist is obtaining not only a new look but, in many areas, the first look at
unknown or, at best, suspected circulation regimes.

A truly valid synoptic

climatology of the tropical regions is yet to be established.

Not only must new

concepts be formulated, but there remains the large task of correcting erroneous
■ oncepts which have become established as a consequence of inadequate data. 94

The

meteorological satellite data offer the possibility of obtaining a reasonable description
of the tropical troposphere on a global scale.

It would be unfortunate if the data are

forced into the framework of various current and all-inclusive (but not necessarily
adequate) models which they may not fit. 9^
Satellite data permit, for the first time, useful inferences as to the synoptic
distribution of significant elements in tropical areas where, previously, time
sections provided the only means of deducing the horizontal distribution of meteor¬
ological parameters.

Even in parts of the tropics where a reasonable number of

surface reports are available, the analyst must be cautious in evaluating individual
observations because synoptic systems are easily masked by local effects and small
inaccuracies.

Significant weather-producing systems are often revealed only by a

small change in wind direction and pressure, and an increase in cloudiness and
precipitation, but local and diurnal effects often produce changes of equal or greater
magnitude.

Ship reports, of course, are not affected by terrain, but small wind

changes are not effectively observed from a moving ship.

In the tropics the cloud

cloud, .nd .how.,.

. disturbed .ituetion.

Th. „orm.l clue to , „„optic di.-

turbine, i. . larger>th.n*norm.l amount oi middle cloudin... at a group o< .tttion.54
Oiten. even when .uriac« ob.erv.tion. do confirm large amount, of middle
cloud., i, i.
p0..iDle to d,duce irom lurfict obeervation. the extent, .hape, and
cont.nu.ty of the cloud ma...

Satellite ob.erv.tio». can .... ,h. analy.t. chore and

lend confidence to the fi™,l re.uL. cinc, they provide con.id.rabl. evidence a. to
the existence of sny .ignific.nt di.turb.nc., and .orne «.tímate of the likelihood of
intensification.
In tropical an.ly.i,, perhap. even more .o than in middle latitude., it i. vital
to .nt.gr.te both ««Hit. and conventional da«, and to make full u.e of immediate
pa.t and climatological datt a. well a. current ob.ervation..
inferred from cl ad picture. Mon. can be ».¡.leading.

Circulation feature,

For example, i, i, often

difficult to distinguish from the cloud picture, alone between low-level warm vórtice.
ig.
-D *nd tho.e re.tricted to upper level. (Fig. 11-2). Better interpretation
results from combining .at.Ui,. data with the proper tropical »ynoplic chart, and
with a knowledge of the regional climatology.
Operational utiliration of ««Hite data for the tropic, i. restricted, atpre.ent,
by the lack of adequate communication..

The cloud photograph., which contain the

me.o.cale detail, nece.sary for early detection of tropical depres.ion., cannot be
made operationally available to mo.t overseas tropical analy.i. centers.

Personnel

of the TIROS analy.i. center, may not be experienced in tropical meteorology, nor
-to they have acce.. to adequate tropical analyse, a, an aid in interpretation.

Infor¬

mation received from the TIROS analy.i, center, i., therefore, often restricted to
Die approximate location of .ignific.nt large .cal. cloud feature, depicted in the nephanaly.es.

Even thi. information ha. been demon.trated to be of substantial value. 95

Tne fullest tropical application of satellite data will depend on the degree to which
significant information i. entered on the nephanaly.e. tran.mitted to field foreca.ter.
With APT. the burden of analy.i. fall, on the local forecaster.
It i. suggested that the following techniques will aid in integrating the satellite
data into an analysis and forecasting routine;^
1.

Continuity

Since tropical perturbations are usually associated with cerUin conservative
properties in the atmo.phere. it is essential to maintain daily continuity of the
satellite observation.. In this way it i. possible to infer changes in apparent
organization and intensity.
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Fig. 11-1 Cloud Field Associated with
Low-level Tropical Vortex

Fig- 11*2 Cloud Field Associated
with Upper-level Tropical Vortex

Fig. 11-4 Cloud Band Associated with
Mid-latitude Cold Front Moving into
T ropics

Fig. 11-3 Major, Amphorous, Tropical
Cloud Mass
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Time Cross-Sections
Th« j.Ím\Cr0",T“0"' are
am0n,i the mOSt U,eiul 0< al‘ —pic.1 techniques.
The
oi the satellite „ephanaly.es with these cross-section, will provide a
obtainabf
^
^ °'
obtainable (see Section 11. 12.4).
3.
..1

—P»»- heretolore un-

Streamline Analyses

,S,rear“n' analy9eS haVe beeD USed ÍOr ^
in ‘epical analysts. The
(rf analysis levels has larqely been qoverned by opera,tona, aircL p,a„„!„g

I ectton

needs, and nntd-latitude concept,.

Recen, Studie.71 • 73'”have lnd,cated a

«»e development oi major tropical perturbation, and
mtd-troposphero streamline patterns; 14.000 ft is suggested as a particularly useful
analy.t, level because i, appear, to be mo„ closely related to the observed perturbations.
H
In the upper troposphere, the usefulness of satellite informât,on showing
err,form outflow streamer, (see Sections 11. 5. 1, 11. 5. 3 and li. 6. 31 can be in¬
creased by .,reamline analy.,, a, a level which is near the mean tropical cirrus
formation height; 37,000 ft has been used with good result,.71
Tropical meteorological phenomena, in a general sense, are no, reg.onal.
hen treat,ng any specific phenomenon, however, i, is vitally necessary to take
account of the appropriate region, of occurrence.

For example, cloudiness relatmg

o the equator,al trough zone of the North Atlantic is displaced north of the geo¬
graph,cal equator throughout the year due to the location of the Wes, African land
mas, whereas, in much of the Pacific, ,h. average annual distribution of the trough
zone cloud,ness ,, fa.rly symmetrical with respect to the equator.

The manner of

apparent initiation of tropical storms also varies regionally; e. g. . i„ ,he western
ache many trop,cal storms originate in the equatorial trough zone, while, in the
Atlantic, only a few appear to develop in this way. 72
Tropical research with meteorological satellite data has necessarily con¬
centrated on relatively limited geographical regions.
based on such limited re.carch.

Th„ chapter ,, necessarily

While i, is anticipated that many of the f.ndings are

appl,cable to other tropical region., thi, cannot be assured without further research.
Appendix D prov.des more specific discuss.on of the two mo,, investigated
region.: the eastern North Pacific, and West Africa and the eastern North Atlantic
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11. 1

SIGNIFICANT TROPICAL FEATURES AS SEEN BY

There are three major types of tropical cloud patterns
obvious in the satellite pictures and which can, in many cases,
points for the overall analysis.

11. 1. 1

Amorphous Cloud Masses

Major, amorphous, cloud masses (Fig. 11-3) are without any distinct recog95
nizable pattern. Some authors have referred to them as cloud "blobs”.
Such
cloud masses may be found isolated, or associated w:th cloud bands.
masses, especially when associated with a monsoonal trou h

These cloud

or climatological zone

of convergence, or with a major cloud band, should be examined for signs of system
intensification, using both available conventional data and day-to-day continuity.

It

is difficult to identify, with any degree of confidence, which of these cloud masses
95
94
are associated with developing storm systems,
or upper level disturbances,
except by watching their day-to-day development and/or comparing them with
indications provided from conventional data and analyses.

11. l.¿ Cloud Bands

Major cloud bands are usually associated with some pattern of wind convergence
and/or horizontal shear.

They may result from a mid-latitude cold front which has

moved into the tropics (Fig. 11-4), with the clouds and some degree of convective
weather and showers persisting after all air mass contrasts have long been lost.
Cloud bands are often found in monsoonal troughs, or near them,along associated
convergence lines (Fig. 11-8a).

They may also be indicative of other areas of shear

or convergence associated with synoptic scale flow patterns (Fig. 11-5) or with major
troughs apparently fundamental to the organization of the tropical portion of the
general circulation.

In some cases, the related flow or streamline patterns are

apparent only in the upper troposphere, although the associated weather may be felt
at the surface. ^ ^
* A trough featured by seasonal changes in the direction of the prevailing winds.
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Fig. 11-5 Cloud Band Associated with
Area of Convergence in Tropical Syn¬
optic Scale Flow Pattern

Fig.

11-7

Fig. 11-6 Formation of an Easterly
Perturbation, "Bending1' Pattern

Formation of an Easterly Perturbation, "Folding" Pattern
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Any distorted area oí significant size found along a band» such as a bend, fold
bulge, etc. , is possibly indicative of a developing disturbance (Fig. 11-6). While
other cloud patterns are often in existence during the early stage of tropical vortex
development, there are indications that the initial impulses appear in the major
cloud bands, especially those in or directly associated with monsoonal troughs and

94

FM ! H

convergence zones.'

While there have been a number of instances where significant bands of clouds
have existed without corresponding systems being apparent in conventional analyses,
the forecaster is cautioned against minimizing their importance.

The existence of

these bands implies either the current or recent existence of organized upward
motion.

This upward motion is usually of some practical importance, regardless of
50
the cavise to which it can be directly ascribed.

11. 1. 3 Vortex Patterns
Vortex cloud patterns in the tropics may be associated with disturbances with
a wide range of intensity, ranging from mere tropical disturbances (Fig. 11-16) to
severe hurricanes or typhoons

(Fig. 11-19).

Developing tropical cyclones will

exhibit vortex cloud patterns (Fig. 11-16) when maximum wind speeds are still below
97
tropical storm intensity.
Indicators of storm intensity will be discussed in sub¬

ill

sequent portions of this section.

11. 1. 3. 1

A Vortex Development Sequence

In part for convenience of organization of the discussion, later portions of this
chapter will emphasize tropical vortex patterns following a development sequence
somewhat analogous to that for extratropical vortices, since this appears to be a
particularly irequent case.

A disturbance in a ma’jr convergent band (Figs. 11-6, *7)

or in some cases a heavy isolated cumuliform cloud mass (or cloud "blob",
Fig. 11-3), indicates the Tropical Disturbance stage.

Tropical depressions and

^ In the remainder of this chapter, the term hurricane will frequently be used to
denote a severe tropical cyclone without regard to the normal geographical
implications of the terms "hurricane" and "typhoon".
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n.2.2

Monsoonal Trough Convergence Unes

.ÍneS and a8SOCia"d "H" OÍ h“^ cloudiness see s.so found
related to monsoo„al troughs over the trop,cal oceanic areas. A. least in the
;“:ra:r : tha SUmm"
■ mergence rone and
band ha, been found located not along the trough itself, but some 2 to 3
egrees south of the trough line where convergence take, piace between the westerhes on the south .,do of the trough and the flow fro.n the southern hemisphere
whtch turn, anticyclonically from southeast through south to southwest ,Fig. 1,-g,
The Coud pattern, suggest ,h. northern edge of this convergence is usually ra.,^
.harp a, opposed to the feathered or ragged appearance o, the southern portion.
There may be a secondary line of convergence and associated cloudiness, located
.o he north of the trough line and also displaced from the wmd-.hif. line.

This rone

"q
y
and When P-''*''«
—h l'.. ‘ntens. than the southern converg.nce rone.
S.m.lar pattern, appear to exist in other climatologically similar
areas, such as the tropical eastern North Atlantic.
Proper interpretation of major cloud band, associated with solely upper level
Wi'hOUt r'n'Cted Pa“"n’ OÍ l0W" lev'1 Wind8
pesores
g- ll-9b), requires proper coordination of the satellite data with a knowledge of
regional climatology and all available synopt.c data.

Otherwise, the unsuspecting

analyst may attempt to account for widespread cloud band, and associated pr.cipitation by placing an erroneous and forced "easterly wave" on the low-level charts 94
The firs, evidence of potential tropical storm activity may be the existence of
an .„tense cloud band.

While other cloud patterns are often in evidence during the

early „ages of tropical storm development, the sem,contiguous zonal cloud bands
w ich are frequently observed in the tropical reg.ons of the Atlantic and Pacific are
eheved to be the location where initial perturbations occur which lead to the
development of many tropical cyclones.8^6 Figure 11-10 show, an example of such
a well-defined band near.he Wes, African coast.

Recent evidence suggests tha, even

the disturbances relating to or mistakenly analyzed a, wave,

the easterlies have

their origin in these zonal cloud bands, rather than within the deep easterlies. 71
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11.3

PERTURBED TROPICAL CLOUD BANDS

The first strong indicator of one form of tropical storm formation is most
probably some clearly apparent distortion of a major cloud band, * although many
such distorted cloud bands may never develop into significant disturbances.
This distortion may take the form of:
1.

Bending (Fig. 11-6), with the pattern representing the classical concept of

a distortion of the convergent-formed cloud bands by a ”surge-in-the-trades. ”

A

low center may form along the band, with stations to the north experiencing passage
of a wave in the easterlies. ‘
¿.

Folding (Fig. 11-7), with the cloud pattern appearing to achieve a vortex-

like Pattern by a folding up, accordian fashion, of a zonal cloud band. 71
3.

Budding or bulging of the cloud band (Fig. 11-11).

If development continues, the first signs of a definite cyclonic rotation become
apparent as a result of further distortion of the major cloud band.

At this stage,

surface conditions in the vicinity of the disturbance should show increased rainfall,
but little or no change in winds or pressure.

Several examples of this stage have

been observed in each of the major tropical cyclogenetic areas. ®
Because of the close association between major tropical cloud bands and
monsoonal troughs, the view has also been taken that initial low-level perturbations,
from which most of the eastern North Pacific tropical storms form, are vortices
embedded in the monsoonal trough.

Such troughs are the principal "centers of

action" for formation of tropical storms in the western North Pacific, North Indian
Ocean, South Indian Ocean, South Pacific Ocean, and western Caribbean.
consistent picture of global

A logical,

tropical storm formation would require that the majority

of initial perturbations, from which Atlantic and Caribbean hurricanes form, be
vortices which propagate westward from the monsoonal trough of West. Africa.

It is

of more than passing interest to note that the unstable easterly wave model proposed
by Riehl,

and based on Caribbean data, contains a vortex between 10,000 and

15,000 ft., which is the level at which vortices over and to the west of Africa are
most intense. 53, 73> 97
There are other patterns which have appeared at about this stage of develop¬
ment and which might well be included in this category, but it appears that most of
these are associated with downward development of a cyclonic center aloft 8(see
Section 1 1. 12. 3).
^ The other is the isolated, heavy cumuliform cloud mass (or cloud "blob"), with an
absolute minimum of organized cirriform cloudiness (Fig. 11-12).
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MIDDLES HIGH CLOUD SYSTEM

AMAZON BASIN

Fig

11-9a High Altitude Tropical Clm,H
Attitude of 6,0 m, on 24 A ug u 31
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5 9 Tf r,om

Refe« nee™

Fig. 11-9b Surface Streamline Chart, 1200Z, 24 August 1959.
(From Reference 19)

Fig. ll-9c 250-mb (35, 000-ft) Streamline Chart, 1200Z,
24 August 195?. Tropical Trough, Dotted; Tropical
Ridge, Dot-dashed; and Subtropical Ridge, Dashed
(From Reference 19)
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Fig. 11-10 Well-defined Cloud Band
Near West African Coast

Fig. 11- 11 Formation of an Easterly
Perturbation, "Budding" Pattern

Fig. 11-1¿ Isolated, Heavy Cumuliform Cloud Mass as First Strong
Indicator of Tropical Storm Formation

Fig. 11-13 TIROS V Photograph of
Easterly Wave
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11.4

TROPICAL DISTURBANCES AND WEAKER TROPICAL STORMS

At this point in the discussion oí tropical storm development as observed from
satellites, it seems desirable to point out that while the concept of the Easterly Wave
90
7
as originally proposed by Riehl
is still useful for forecasting in the tropics,
investigations based on satellite data indicate that it does not adequately describe the
highly varied distributions of cloud, precipitation, winds, etc. , which are associated
with perturbations in the tropical easterlies.

11.4. 1

Easterly Perturbations

It would appear that much of the confusion and controversy concerning the
Easterly Wave concept has resulted from the lack of other synoptic models matching
these variations in the distribution of meteorological parameters associated with
perturbations in the easterlies, and the consequent tendency to attempt to force an
easterly wave configuration into the analysis whenever any perturbation less intense
than a tropical cyclone (or weather that cannot be associated with an existing low
level system) is detected in the tropical easterlies.

This subversion of Riehl's

model has consequently detracted from its validity in those cases where it does apply.
It has also led to a confusion in terminology whereby any, seemingly minor (from
conventional data) disturbance in the easterlies has come to be referred to as an
easterly wave.

The more general class of disturbances in the easterlies might

better be termed easterly perturbations; while these include easterly waves, the term
should usually be applied with particular reference to those disturbances not fitting
true easterly waves.

It would now appear that, bece -se of limitations in the data
90
available to him, Riehl
included examples in his original paper on easterly waves
which would now' seem from analysis of satellite observations more properly to fall
into other parts of the more general easterly perturbation category. 7
Satellite studies have confirmed that Easterly Waves do exist (Fig. 11-13), with
the classic distribution of a more or less continuous cloud band or mass just to the
east of the wave crest.

Such waves do, however, appear to be of a smaller scale

than indicated in previous studies and to have a small frequency of occurrence. ^
The cloud distribution related to an easterly perturbation which appears most
frequently has a vortical appearance (Fig. 11-14) and appears to be associated with a
closed cyclonic circulation in the mid-troposphere near 14.000 ft.
these mid-tropospheric closed circulations was noted by Riehl,
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The existence of
but time cross-

Fig. 11-14 TIROS V Photograph of
Moderately Intense Perturbation

fig. 11-16

tig. 11-15 JIROS V Photograph
Intense Perturbation (Tropical Disturb¬
ance)

Weak Tropical Storm

f ig. 11-17 Intense Tropical Storm
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•torm (Fig. 11-16).

There in, however, considerable variation in the amount of

apparent cirriform cloudiness which is visible in this stage.

Nevertheless, while

there may be definite cirriform cloudiness, the lower spiral banding is always
clearly visible.

Intensification Indicator!

At the stage of intensity approximating transition from tropical disturbance to
weak tropical storm, the satellite pictures usually provide an indicator as to whether
or not further intensification ,» likely.

If the apparent center of circulation* shifts

from the east side of the central cloud mass to the west side, and the boundary
between the bright central cloud mass and the normally clear area roughly to the
west (or toward the direction of storm motion) becomes marked by a smooth bright
cloud edge (Fig. 11-17), intensification will often occur.

Concurrently, the area of

more conspicuous minor cumuliform bands will tend to shift from east (or behind)
to west (or ahead) of the storm.

If, however, the circulation center remains on the

east or southeast side, the other changes will seldom occur, nor is the system
likely to intensify during the following 24 hour period.
Since these changes occur at the time wnen the transition from a cold core to
a warm core system has often been observed in an intensifying storm, one can
speculate that this may be a visible indicator of this transition.

It may, further¬

more, signal the time at which a circulation, formerly most pronounced at levels
near 14,000 feet, reaches and is significantly affected by surface influences.
Many perturbations reaching the tropical disturbance stage will exist for many
days without significant change in intensity.

In such cases, the shift of the

circulation center and the other related changes in the cloud features are unlikely.
The eventual fate of such non-intensifying systems can be either an ultimate intensi¬
fication (usually signaled by the cloud features as described above), or dissipation
without ever exceeding the intensity of a tropical disturbance.

U„Ad’. d.'“cCo^yi“tn.POU,ing t,,e ‘"Ward SP,r*lin|i OÍ the minor cumuliform
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». S INTENSE TROPICAL STORMS (Ju.t Shor, oí Hurrica„e S,re„g«h,
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In this and the following (and most intense, stages of storm development

the

. and organization of the cirriform cloudiness, and of features expected to
pr uce it, appear to be well related to storm intensity and it. changes. Penetrative
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8
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Time continuity

i important for determination of the stage of development and

for inferring intensity variations.

The previous days' data should be available so

any changes in organization can bt noted.

15* 2

Existenc e of Penetrative Convective Towers

Penetrative convective towers as observed* in tropical cyclones appear to play
an important role in the development sequence.

In some cases, small circular,

relatively bright areas can be seen in the satellite pictures, usually near the center
of apparent circulation.

They are most easily seen during early stages of storm

development, prior to the formation of masking cirrus and so the attainment by the
storm of full maturity.

Figure 11-¿0 shows an example of these "towers" as

observed on October 4. 1962, in hurricane Dausy.

Hurricane force winds were first

observed by reconnaissance aircraft at about the time of this photograph.

The

appearance of these cells (or groups of cells) suggests that they may have only
recently become visible as a result of the spreading of the cumulonimbus anvil at
the tropopause.
In the sequences investigated to date, these penetrative towers were always
observed in association with a developing vortex.

This is suggestive of a direct

relationship between the future intensity of tropical storms and the existence of these
cells, but a larger sample of both deepening and non-deepening storms would be
desirable before definitive statements are justified. ®

Cirnform Streamers

The cirrus streamers which emanate from major convective areas of a storm
are clouds now moving in the wind flow at their level.

Such clouds can be present

many miles from their origin; the edge of such an ice cloud may lie several hundreds
of miles beyond the region in which the air associated with the cloud begins its slow
descent.

Down wind diffusion and evaporation will tend to produce a satellite-

observable gradient of cloud brightness indicative of the wind direction at the cloud
level, i. e. , the wind will blow toward the less dense ends of the streamer.

* Probably as groups of towers.
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Fig. 11-18 Tropical Storm Wanda,
August 29, 1962

Fig. 11-19
19Ó2

Fig. 11-20 Penetrative Convective
Tower

Typhoon Wanda, August 30,

Fig. 11-21 Intense Tropical Storm
Karen During Period of Deepening,
November 9, 1962
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When the upper outflow in a rapidly deepening, non-ateady - state storm is
quite intense, the satellite photographs often show cirriform streamers extending
from the storm.

These streamers, however, should seldom be individually visible

except at the initiation of deepening, since the longer term production and diffusion
of the cirriform clouds would cause most of the streamers to become obscured by
*he relatively uniform brightness of the canopy as a whole.
Figures 11-21 and 11-22 show examples of this feature for typhoon Karen on
November 9 and 11, 1962.

Figure 11-21 illustrates the actively deepening state.

In Figure 11-22 deepening is still underway but a steady state of cirrus production
and evaporation has been reached, and filling in of the canopy has obscured some of
the streamers.

While no exceptions to these observations have been noted, further

study is necessary to fully confirm these tentative findings.
The geometric curvatures of these outflowing cirrus bands frequently parallel
the inflowing, lower-level, convective bands.

Since the differences in the two types

of bands are basic to cloud pattern interpretations, hurricane bands should be
unambiguously identified as to whether they appear to be of a cumuliform or
cirriform nature.®

11.6 STORMS OF HURRICANE INTENSITY

At this stage in the life cycle of a tropical cyclone, the pictures clearly
indicate the existence of a major storm at the surface.
are:

(a)

The main identifying features

significant increase in the organization and relative bngntness of the

cirriform canopy, (b)

much of the lower tropospheric banding associated with the

storm is obscured by a comparatively symmetrical cirriform canopy, and (c)
symmetrical organization of the peripheral cumuliform bands.

Figure 11-23 shows

this stage of development of typhoon Ruth on August 15, 1962.

Comparison with the

August 14 example of Figure 11-17 reveals quite clearly the changes which have
occurred, particularly the far more extensive cirrus canopy.®
Accordingly, further changes in intensity will only be evident in changes in
the cirriform canopy, or at or beyond the periphery of the storm.

It has been

suggested that the extent and degree of the clear or minimum cloud area surrounding
the storm (Fig. 11-1) may also increase with increasing storm intensity. 95

A severe

tropical storm or hurricane influences the cloud organization to well beyond the
associated cirrus shield, and one of the better subjective clues for estimating
intensity may be the appearance, size and sharpness of the "organized" clear or
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Fig. 11-24 Small Typhoon

Fig. 11-23 Early Mature Typhoon,
Typhoon Ruth, August 15, 1962
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minimum-cloud area on the periphery of the storm.
Satellite observations may be of special value in detecting and tracking rmdget
typhoons, sometimes known in Japan as "mame-Taifu. " These storms, because of
their small size (Fig. 11-24), are difficult to detect using only conventional
observations; and they frequently move onto a coast with damaging winds. 95

11,6,1

Cirriform Canopy Size as an Indicator of Storm Intensity

If the upper level outflow area of a hurricane l8 assumed to be approximately
equal to the lower level inflow area (as conventional observations suggest), infor¬
mation about storm size and intensity can be inferred from the size of the cirriform
canopy.

Cirrus ice crystals have a long lifetime and so may travel several hundred

miles before evaporating.

The extent of the cirriform canopy may. therefore, provide

a representation of the upper troposphere outflow and the intensity of the storm.
Limited tests have so far tended to support this hypothesis (Fig. 11-25).

It may.

however, be possible to encounter an intense deepening storm with a relatively small
cirriform canopy.
The extreme variability of canopy size is indicated, for example, by a
comparison of the overall sizes of typhoons Sarah and Karen of 1962, shown in
Figures 11-24 and 11-22 respectively.

Sarah was a relatively small storm with

20 kt winds within 60 miles of the center and no winds exceeding 100 kts within 20
miles of the center, while Karen approached the "super" category with 30-40 kt
winds extending 300-400 miles from the center and winds exceeding 150 kts at 30
miles from the center.
After a huracane reaches maximum intensity, reasonable care is necessary
when relating the cloud snield size to storm intensity since the cloud shield can be
conservative and highly persistent even though the hurricane may be weakening.
For at least short periods after a hurricane degrades to tropical storm intensity,
the cloud shield may remain as large as during the hurricane stage.
spiral character

Some loss of

and a decrease in brightness is often noted, however.
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Central pressure (mb)

920

Hurricane/Typhoon Cirr¡form Canopy Diameter (N.M.)

Storm Inteneity

In several hurricanes, areas of more i.-tense w.nds at lower levels
{arbitrarily defined a. areas with sustained wind speeds of 50 knots or „reater) have
been correlated w„h a bright cloud ring, or a doughnut-,ike amorphous Coud mass,
oun ing

e center of apparent circulation.

Asymmetrical distributions of

surface wind, were found to be frequently correlated w„h asymmetrical cirriform
canopies

The selection of a sustained speed of 50 kts or greater as representing
■» >nw for many others

.nd'“
T“' WhÍle 50m<'What h,8h ,0r 50m'
and thus provides a compromise threshold.

11.6. 2. 1

Areas of Intense Winds

“ ‘5
knOWn thit th'
wind, are contained in the area only a
short distance outside the ring of maximum convective activity associated with the
w.

cloud, and in the more active regions of the spiral bands.

If these areas can be

. entitled m satellite photographs, a useful inference can be made a, to .he extent
of the destructive winds.
In studies to date it has been found that, while positive identification of the
major comective areas was not always possible, certain subtle characteristics do,
a

times, suggest differences between the convect.vely active areas and inactive

r:/— "■26, a Phot"liri*P1’ °l typhoon Amy on September 3, 196i. illustrates
i. i erence. Surface ship reports for several hour, both before and after the
time of this photograph show extensive areas of 40 kt wind, in all quadrant, of the
storm at radial distances between ¿00 and 30C miles.

Yet typhoon Amy was a

vigorous storm with winds exceeding 100 kt, near the center.

It thus seems reason¬

able to assume that most of mese high winds, say those in excess of 50 kts

were

concentrated in the vicinity of the narrow bright cloud ring which appear, to extend
only approximately 30 miles around the "eye". ®
,0m' Ca,'S * "bri*ht" a"d aPParently convective ring was no. present
the
area of anticipated high winds (in excess of 50 kts), but the area was still identifiable
y a doughnut - like amorphous mas, surrounding the center of apparent circulation
Igure

1-27 contam, an example of this type of cloud pattern.

The discontinuity

the cloud field which nearly surrounds the doughnut ,s also an identifiable characteristic of this feature. 0
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It has previously
area with wind speeds
tutes the mam difieren

been noted that, in many hurricanes, there is a large outer
near 30 kts.

This enormous peripheral circulation c, nsti-

ce between large and small mature storms.

Condittons

the

core are quite similar.
Additional support for this concept is provided by comparing the area of
expected strong winds to the total storm area in several representative cases.8 as
shown in Table 11-1.

Table 11-1
Percentage Comparison Of Maximum Wind Area To Storm Ar ea
Percentage of Total Area
Occupied by Strong Winds

Storm Diameter

40

Small -

20

Medium - 250-400 miles

10

11.6. 2.2

250 milec

Large -

400-700 miles

Asymmetrical Wind Distributions

In many Atlantic hurricanes severe weather extends farther to the right than to
the left of the direction of motion, where it may end abruptly within 40 miles of the
core.
This and other similar observations, based on studies of conventional synoptic
data, suggest that the asymmetrical cloud distributions seen in many satellite photo¬
graphs of tropical vortices may be indicative of the asymmetrical wind speed distri¬
butions indicated above.

There is. however, no known reason for these asymmetries

to be restricted to the right front quadrant, although there tend to be more of these
cases.
Examination of approximately 10 storms which showed an asymmetrical cloud
distribution in satellite photographs has indicated that this relationsh.p is valid, and
that a marked asymmetry of surface wind speeds does occur beneath asymmetric
cloud canopies.

Figure 11-28 shows the asymmetrical cirnform shield of typhoon

Opal on August 4, 1962.

The cirnform shield on the east side is approximately

three times as wide as that on the west.

Figure 1 1 -29 shows the wind field, as

composited over the 48 hour period 1200Z August 3 - I200Z August 5, relative to the
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Fig. 11-26 "Bright Ring"
Amy

Indicator of Maximum Wind Speed Area, Typhoon

Fig. 11-28 Asymmetrical Cloud Distri¬
bution, Typhoon Opal

Fig. 11-27 "Doughnut" Indicator of
Maximum Wind Speed Area, Typhoon
Jean, November 8, 1962
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*13 UllTHl
YAP

Fig. 11-¿9

Composite Surface Winds, August 3-5, 1%2, Relative to Typhoon
Opal (August 4)
251

cent« of Opal at picture time (0800Z August 4).

The radius ol 30 kt w.nds „

approximately twice as great to the east ol the storm center as it ., in the direction
of motion, toward the west. 8
This concept appear, valid for any quadrant where a relatively bright
asymmetrical cloud shield is present.
forecasting for marine interests.

Th.s information should be valuable when

11.6.3 UEger Tropospheric Flow Patterns Near Hurricanes

Upper level flow patterns can also be determined from cirriform streamers
and the brightness or density gradients of the cirriform canopy previously discussed
in Section 11. 5. 3.

This again emphasise, the need for clear differentiation between

these cirriform cloud pattern, and lower level cumulus cloud bands. 8
While primary interest in the wind field of tropical vortices is more normally
in the surface layers, there is a requirement, from the point of view of numerical
forecasting and aircraft navigation, for knowledge of the upper tropospheric wind
direction and speed.

Except for special reconnaissance flights and scattered radio¬

sonde observations in the proximity of tropical storms, such wind data are seldom
available.

Previous observations suggest that cirrus radiate and move outward from

the center of the tropical cyclone, and furthermore indicate that wind, (and there¬
fore the cirrus streamers) in the upper troposphere over and around mature tropical
storm, are character.aed by numerous anticyclonic eddies whose centers are
approximately 100 nautical miles from the "eye". The wind flow on the exterior of
these anticyclonic cells is outward from the "eye". 60> 115
Satellite photographs provide considerable support for the above concepts!' 31' 33
The character and appearance of the cirriform clouds, i. e. , thin and tenuous down
wind and thick and dense upwind, appear to indicate the direction of the upper tropo¬
spheric winds.

This is indicated by comparison of Figure 11-30, a picture of

hurricane Daisy on October 5. 1962. with Figure 11-31 which shows the streamline
analyses for 200 mb (39.000 ft).

Notice the close agreement between the cirriform

streamer, on the right side of the cloud pattern in the picture and the corresponding
streamline orientation. Again, the similar geometric shape of the outflowing cirrus
streamers and the inflowing convective bands is evident. 8
There may be a high-speed band of winds at upper elevations, curving anticyclonically and running tangential to the edge of the hurricane cloudiness.

Maximum

speeds appear to be attained along the northern and eastern edges of the storm
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(Fig. 11-32), near the 250 mb level, where the horizontal temperature gradient is
aiso strongest.

Where this jet continues southward after running along the eastern

edge of the storm, a trailing area of cirrus-producing, convective cloudiness may be
formed (Fig. 11-33).

This high level southward flow to the southeast of the storm

may also initiate development of a secondary vortex trailing the original storm and
beginning as an upper air disturbance (see Fig. 11-32 and Section 11. 12. 3).

In some

cases, development of this secondary may lead to a circulation of tropical storm
intensity.

Precursor Squall Lanes and Storm Motion

Hurricane squall lines or pre-hurricane convective bands normally occur well
in advance of the storm.

These outer precipitation bands or squall lines are

apparently a quasi-permanent feature in hurricanes which may persist in the same
¿2L

quadrant of the storm for many hours.
Convective bands or squall lines exterior to the cirriform canopy have been
quite noticeable in many satellite photographs.

A persistence of t’.ese bands with

regard to both geometric shape and quadrant seems to be indicated.
frequently observed in the two forward quadrants.

They are most

Their orientation is often

approximately perpendicular to the direction of motion.

Figure 11-34 shows

hurricane Daisy on October 4, 1962; notice the relationship between the bright,
apparently convective banding and the indicated direction of motion. ®
While this feature does not appear on all cases of tropical vortices, it does
appear with sufficient regularity to indicate probable significance and to make it
worthy of trial use.
These lines of intensified convection are separated from the storm proper by
a relatively clear annular zone of subsidence which curves around the rim of the high
cloud shield along much of its circumference (Figs. 1 1 -20, -24, -34). An upper level
shear line is often found over the precursor convective line, or in the forward part
32
r
of the clear zone just to its rear.
Tornadic activity, associated with hurricanes, has been shown to develop
primarily in peripheral regions, possibly in association with the pre-hurricane squall
lines or outer convective bands.

^

Satellite observations now permit views which

show the location of these bands, over hundreds of miles, and qualitative estimates
of relative intensity are certainly possible.

It should be noted that conditions in the

annular zone, adjacent to these bands, fulfill several of the pre-conditions for
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Tig. li-30 Hurricane Daisy, October 5, 1962, Showing Cirriform Outflow
Pattern

2 54

2?

Fig. 11-31

200 mb Streamline Analysis, Octobers, 1962, 1200Z
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»

Fig. 11 -33

Trailing Convective Cloudiness Equatorward of Typhoon Ruth
(From Reference 32)
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Fig. 11-34 Hurricane Squall Line,
Daisy, October 4, 1962

Fig. 11-35 Well Defined "Eye", Begin
ning of Dissipation of Typhoon Ruch,
August 18, 1962, 3IN, HIE

£ iß• 11-36 Dissipating Tropical
Storm Jean, November 13, 1962; 17.2N,
112E. Compare with Typhoon Jean,
Novembers, 1962 (Fig. 11-27)
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11” 37 Typhoon I helma, Auyust 25
1962; 29. 5N, 136E

tornado development listed by Fawbush and Miller. 30
level temperature inversion; (<d)

Among these are:

(1)

a low-

sharp vertical moisture stratification; and <3) a

narrow band of strong winds aloft.
The satellite observations can also, of course, provide information as to the
width of the clear zone between the precursor squall line and the hurricane proper,
and the extent of cloud cover within it (Fig. 11-34).
A tendency for tne wider portion of the asymmetrical cloud canopy to occur
above the area of highest surface winds, often to the right side relative to the storm
motion, also provides a potential for determining future storm motion.

When used

with other indicators and techniques for determining direction, the combination may
provide a more reliable estimate than any one technique used by itself.

In the photo¬

graph of hurricane Daisy in Figure 11-34, for instance, the asymmetrical portion
of the cirriform canopy lies to the right of the direction of motion, and therefore
tends to support the direction of motion inferred from the location and orientation of
Û

the precursor convective band.

11.7

DISSIPATING HURRICANES

The existence of several modes of decay for tropical cyclor.es precludes
definition of a single characteristic pattern for this stage.
tendency towaras two types of decay patterns.
(1)

decay over tropical oceans, and (2)

There is, however, a

These patterns are associated with

decay in mid-latitudes resulting from the

intrusion of cold air or passage over land.

11.7.1

Dissipation Over the Ocean

In the hurricane which decays over water, a rather symmetrical, orderly
change usually occurs.
quadrants.

The cirriform canopy thins and may even dissipate in some

Figures 1 1-2 3 and 11 - 35 show an example of this decay proce s s.

The

key features are continued existence of a well-defined "eye" (Fig. 11-35), but
definite dissolution of a visible cirriform canopy.

This decay pattern has also been

noticed in the eastern Pacific, where, when storms move under the vertical shear
of an upper tropical ridge and an area of upper level southwest winds, the thick
cirrus shield which has been over the core of the storm either completely dissipates
(Fig. 11-36) or is blown to the east of the storm proper.
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Remaining wall clouds of

the eye and/or close in lower-level spiral
cumulus clouds may or may not still be
visible.

—;

7 7^ - “• - - -—

11.7.2 Di ssipation Over Land

occur 8 The .,.
d s
m“Ch ^ ^
"'«'"X cha"8c»
ccur.
Thr .... and .hap. of ,h. cloud ma.. mav b. altered when a portion of ,h.
.torn, circulation ,. orographic.lly influenced.
riiur.An'rr OÍ d'CiV °V" 'a0d “ *hOWn in r'8ur's 11-37
"-38.
.how. typhoon Thelma on August 25, 1962. when it was a medium
Cd

fairly int.n.e typhoon, while F.gure 11-38 viv.dly .how. the change, whtch

re.ulted from two day. pa.,age over the rugged Japan... I.land,. Note the apparent
continued existence of an "eve” in «nit*
¿ r ■* ,
apparent
the cloud pattern. 8
"
''
“P OÍ <hi —-^r o,
notch 77 Ca’£' terri‘n e"'C‘8 °,an
aPP'i,r'd “■ Pcoduc. a relat.vely clear
notch in the northern boundary o, a .torn, (F,g. 11-3,,. Apparently .„her cirru.
rmer y over th„ area of the storm produced by convective cloud, wa, di„,„ated
red e tr'"‘ °r' al,<!rn3t,Ve,y’ the
cloudiness, while th.ck enough to
the contra,, of lower level cloud band, below the point where they can be
d,.cerned, wa. no. thick enough to be vi.ible by it.el, aga.n.t a background o, land?1

U. 8 A MODEL OF TROPICAL CYCLONE DEVELOPMENT

two d ?' rPÍC“ C>Cl0ne deV'l0pm*nt
propo.ed her. can be separated into
two
gro.. .tag... wh.ch are in turn ,„b-d,v,ded into a to,a, of .,„ .„b.tage.
The two gro„ „age. div.de the development sequence into a cold core „age*
banded cloud pattern, with no major cirri,orm canopy) and a warm core „age*
anded, bu, w„h a w.L defined cirriform canopy).

Within the cold core .tage there

are three .„b.tage., (1) di.tu, bed convergen, band with apparent cyclonic motion

^m<1U7r7i70fnT°' COld,Cr and Warm
‘-P*«1 sy8«em., see Yanai,
pp. 367-414
r°P‘C'1 Cyclo"«. " Review, of Geophv.ic.. ± (¿).
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Fig. 11-38 Decaying Storm Thelma, August 27, 1962; 41N,

KYUSHU
IS JARftN

Fig. 11-39

Terrain Effects on Typhoon Sarah
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£9?

Fig. 11-41

Warm Core Stage of Tropical Cyclone Development

¡»ndrîr' Dl“tUr^nC') ,ri8, U■6,• ,¿> ill-defined vortex with prominent convergent
nd. (Tropical Depre.e.on) (Fig. H-15). and ,3, well def.ned vortex with banding
c

r

T" m0,t OÍ ,he area <Weak Tr0PiCil St0rm)

mrriCm'clo'd' "" al”°

in «Ke warm

-«'x with organized

form cloudiness visible over mos, areas „„tense Tropica- Storm) (Fig. ,,.,7) ,2)
f"*
a
C

VOrt« -th — — canopy (Hurricane or Typhoon,

m
and <3> We" d'i,n'd VOr"X bUt W‘th S':'me
evident in cirriform
nopy (Hurricane or Typhoon decaying over ocean area) (Flg. 11 -36). 8• 75

Physically, this model is based on the assumption, that the intensity of a
tropical storm is related to: ^

that th!'

T am°Unt 0' Ini,°W °f “‘h Ín,° the ,t0rm Ín tht
troposphere, and
this inflow can be deduced from satellite observations through the cirriform

cloudiness associated with corresponding upper troposphere outflow
d.

The amount and organization of heavy, convective cumuliform cells within

the storm, which are directly vi.ible from a satellite prior to formation of an
extensive cirriform canopy and implied by continued persistence of a dense cirriform
canopy.
The features and processes discussed in Sections I 1. 1 and 1 I

3-11 7

inclusive, as they pertain to the tropica, cyclone development sequence, can Le
summarized

the symbolic mod.,75 presented

Figure ,1-40 for the cold cor.

stage and in Figure 11-41 for the warm core stage.
In these figures, the shaded central triangle represents the bright, heavy
centra, cumuliform cloud mass.

A triangle is used because this cloud mass is some-

ime, approximately triangular in shape, and especially because this symbolism is
convenient for distinguishing three significant surrounding numbered areas.

The

numbered areas (1,2, 3) represent the areas roughly:
1. To the northeast, or to the right rear relative to the direction of storm
motion, of the central cloud mass.
2.

To the south, or to the left, of the central mass.

3.

To the west, or forward, of the central mass.

They are numbered

the order in which they most frequently become filled with

organized cirriform cloudiness.

These area, are hatched in those stage, where they

usually have significant, organized cirruorm cloudiness.
The major cloud band, when the storm form, from one and so it is present
indicated by the dashed, quasi.rectangular outline.

Lesser cumul.,orm cloud band,

spiralling ,„to the circulation center are denoted by solid lines.
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is

Other key feature.

are anr. /tated on the schematics in Figures 11-40 and l’-4l.
This model was developed under the sponsorship of the Air Force Cambridge
Research Laboratories using observations obtained by TIROS in the major tropical
cyclogenetic areas ol the globe.

There may be other development sequences which

are not related to this model, such as those which occur in response to upper level
disturbances.

These will be considered, to the extent a basis is available from

studies to date, in Section 11. 10.

11.9 SECONDARIES TO TROPICAL STORMS

Secondary vortices have been noted in several rases in association with the
tropical storm or hurricane stages of development.

There are also some indications

that these secondaries, in the form of heavy cumuliform masses, may also be
O

connected with the tropical disturbance development stage.
These secondaries appear to be most frequently observed in the eastern
Pacific, although a few have been noted northeast of the Philippines and in the
32
Atlantic.
Possibly similar secondaries are considered a common phenomenon by
forecasters in the Pacific, who have thought of them as some type of wave formation.
The diameters of these secondaries are typically about 50 percent that of the
primary.

Their development, motion and dissipation seem to be closely governed

by that of the primary.

Separation from the primary is typically about 800 miles,

with a tendency for reduced separation with increase in intensity.

The most

frequently observed location is south or west of the primary (Fig. 11-48), but this

g

is not consistent.

A major cloud band often links the two systems together in a

manner similar to the Debbie-Esther pair of 1961 (Fig. 11-42).
The formation of such secondaries in the upper air to the rear of a hurricane,
as a result of a high speed southward moving current to the east of the primary
32
storm,
has already been discussed in Section 11.6.3 (Fig. 11-32). In some cases,
the circulation may penetrate tc lower levels and develop into a full tropical storm.
When secondaries form in this way, the linking cloud band is usually present.
In the eastern North Pacific, these secondaries appear to be weaker vortices
which remain in and track along monsoonal trough lines

(Fig. ll-8a), while those

vortices which do intensify usually move to the north-west (Fig. 11-48) and out of
the trough line. ^
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DEBBiE“
3l* N, 47° W

“ESTHER"
'S'N, 39° W

TIROS III

1830 GMT

Orbit 881
Sept II, 1961

fig. 11-42 Nephanalysis and Mosaic of Pictures on September 11, 1961
Showing Hurricanes Debbie and Esther
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11.10

UPPER AIR TROPICAL SYSTEMS

In addition to tropical cloud masses and vortices associated with low level
storms (including those of hurricane intensity), easterly perturbations, and midtropospheric developments, there are situations when similar appearing cloud
patterns are associated with intense cells in the upper troposphere.

In general,

these upper level disturbances have a more -blob" - like appearance than those
at lower levels (Fig. 11-43).

These upper-level disturbances may at times induce

surface weather conditions much like those normally associated with easterly waves
and perturbations.
The more frequent relationship between these systems and the Pacific upper
tropospheric trough system (Fig. 11-43b) may imply these systems are of more
importance in the tropical Pacific than in the tropical Atlantic. 8

At least one such

case in the Gulf of Mexico (Fig. ll-9b) has, however, been observed and studied!^’ ^
Unfortunately, at present there are often no definitive ways of determining the
heights of such systems and so of identifying them from the satellite picture data
34
>{*
~
alone.
In at least one such case the satellite nepnanalysis implied a surface
cyclone which turned out to be an upper level cell (Fig. 11-44, -51d) over a surface
anticyclone.

This shows vividly that satellite data are often not sufficient within

themselves, but must be used, wherever possible, in conjunction with proper
tropical synoptic charts and a knowledge of regional climatology. ^
A subjective screening of satellite photographs of such upper level systems
associated with the North Pacific upper level trough suggests at least two regionally
74
distinctive cloud patterns;
Those vortices located on the northeastern end

of the trough, poleward of

30 N, between Hawaii and the western United States do not have the massive cirrus
shield.

Although these vortices are located over the highest surface pressure, their

circulations penetrate deep into the lower layers and organize the low and middle
clouds into vortex patterns which are apt to be misinterpreted, in the absence of
synoptic charts, as belonging to surface storm systems.
Figure 11-45.

One example is shown in

Figure 11-46 shows another example located at 38°N !37UW.

This

cloud pattern could easily be misinterpreted as belonging to a large decaying surface
cyclone of the mid-latitudes.

* Which will be used in Section I 1. 12. 3 to illustrate tropical analysis procedures;
see Figure 1 1 - 51 a.

¿67

Fig. 11-4 3a Satellite View of the Cloud Mass Associate
Vortex Located at ¿2°N, 162°W from TIRC
is Identified on Figure 11-43b as N.
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with the Upper Level
III Orbit 696. System
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£ ig. 1 1-44 Cloud Pattern Associated
with Upper Level Cell Over Surface
Anticyclone

Fig. 11-46 TIROS III Photograph of
Upper Level Vortex

fig. 11-45 Cloud Mass Associated
with Upper Level Vortex from TIROS
III. System is Identified on Figure
11 -43b as M

Fig. U-47 TIROS III Photograph of
Upper Level Vortex
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Those vortices, located along the central western portion of the trough, equatorward of 25 N, nave a massive shield of alto and cirrus clouds.

Most do not exhibit

a vortex pattern in the upper shield, nor do they penetrate sufficiently into the lower
layers to organise the cumulus.

This is fortunate, for with more spiral organization,

they would likely be misinterpreted as severe tropical storms or hurricanes.

A

typical example is shown in Figure 11-47.
It appears that tropical cyclones which form in the eastern North Pacific
monsoonal trough and move far west at low latitudes may, in a considerable number
of cases, be unable to maintain a vortex circulation at or near the surface (Fig. 11-48).
They c an, however, survive as vci tices at levels in the lower troposphere above the
surface and retain a cloud structure which can be identified in satellite photographs?^

11. 11

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF TROPICAL STORMS

As discussed in Section 2.2. 1, errors in the geographical locations of features
seen in TIROS pictures should (except near the horizon) seldom be as great as 2°
of latitude, and that they are more frequently of the order of Io.
Analyses of data for 1961,

1962 and 196Î hurricane and typhoon cases indicate

the following experience (see Table 11-2) as to errors in satellite positions of
hurricane centers with the "true" positions being taken as those established by
8 57
weather reconnaissance aircraft. *

Table 11-2
Tropical Vortex Location Errors

Percentage

Position Error (n. miles)

50

< 50

75

^ 75

90

£ 115

99

< 160

Geometric features of the cloud patterns, such as the eye or inward ex¬
tension of the bands, are usually adequate to identify the circulation center, with
position errors in excess of 100 nautical miles unlikely.

In cases where an "eye"

is present, the center of apparent circulation is instantly lot ated.

¿71

Fig.

11-48a

With Secondary

fig. 11-48b Decaying

fxg. ’1-48 Eastern Norch Pacific Tropical Cyclone

Fig-

1 1-49 Use of Spiral

Bands to Determine the Center of Circulation
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Figures 11-19, -35, -36 show examples which have a well marked "eye". When such a
vortex is also near the center of the photograph there is no reason to expect the
location error to exceed one degree of latitude.

When there is no clearly defined

eye , orientation of the spiral cloud bands should provide an excellent indication of
the apparent circulation center.

This is accomplished by extending the spiral

cumuliform bands inward, maintaining the indicated rate of increase in curvature,
until a number of intersections occur.
these intersections.

The circulation center will be located by

Figure 11-49 shows an example of this procedure in connection

with hurricane Daisy.

The center of apparent circulation obtained in this way

compares favorably with that defined by an "eye", and there should be little question
as to where the center is located.

There is seldom any need to resort

to use of the

geometric center of the cloud mass as the center of circulation; frequent asymmetry
of tropical storm cloud patterns, previously discussed, makes this undesirable
except as a last resort.

11. 12

TROPICAL ANALYSIS PROCEDURES^

This section presents a specific case study to illust-ate some of the ways
satellite observations can aid in solving a tropical analysis problem.

11.12.1

A Brief Review of Tropical Circulations

Because of the nature of the case to be considered, it seems desirable to
recall that the tropical atmosphere is dn.ried into two, or possibly three, unique
flow layers.

The lowest layer, near the surface, is that of the easterly trade winds

which occasionally contain imbedded waves or vortex perturbations.

The upper

layer , near the 200 mb level, contains numerous transient anticyclones and cyclones.
As previously mentioned in Section 11.4, recent evidence74 suggests a third unique
layer which is centered near 600 mb.

Areas of extensive cloud cover and associated

poor weather may be produced by perturbations within any of these layers.
The tropical forecaster frequently finds that satellite observations reveal
perturbations of major proportions which are not evident from surface or lower
tropospheric analyses of conventional observations, even in areas where conventional
data coverage would, in the tropics, be considered good.
+ Section II. I¿ was prepared by Mr. Earl S. Merritt
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Analysis Techniques

ob.
Tlr 8'neral PrOCedUr** WhlCh *hOUld b,! foUowed
'""fate satellite
ob ervattons
a„ analysts routine bave been d.seussed
Chapter ,0. These
::,::17 *re aPPl,“bl' *°
-v m,„„r rev,sto„. Perhaps the
erence result, from the fact that the orb,tal period of the TIROS series of

0 17

.:
:
U,'ia,ly leaVeS abOUt * "" “'f « longitude gap between
nephanalyses a. the .„uator, a, can be seen, for example.
Figure U.50.
Accordingly, compositing of adjacent orbits alrm« tu i
i«
Jdtent orblts alon8 the lines discussed in
Chapter 10. while still advtsable. wil, no, be a, useful as in more poleward latitude,
patterns!!:
^81 U‘Ually
°b‘'^ continuity of cloud
p
ns between adjacent nephs . the troptcal analyst must interpolate between orbt.s
I ,ho.

an aPPrOPna,e COn,mUÍ,y'

r::::: :

’PP«» applicable, from the features

were covered by the sa,eiiite ob»'~ -

other data and by synop.tc and climatological experience.

^ *

These problems may no,

be totally obviated by the Wheel TIROS or Nimbus.
thus

V

Wh,le PreSent nePhanalVS,S Pr°Cedu”s provide considerably more detail than
e operationally disseminated prior to 1964. and while this detail is useful in

aom. instances

it still is often insufficient for many mesoscale aspects of tropica,

ana ysis which can be accomplished when photograph, are directly available
ron, an APT facility.

a,

Thus one freguently f,„ds a gross depiction o, the oviral,

pattern o, covered and mostly covered area, to be nearly a. useful, for routine
ana ysis .as detailed nephanalyses.
P

The following example of a tropical analysis

em has used this concept of gross depiction of the cloud-pattern.

11. 1¿. 3 An Illustrative Exa m

Eh

.ban d0niStemb" 9’
tb' T,ROS nePdanalyses showed a peculiar hooh
aped cloud mas. centered near ¿3N, 73W. Figure 11-51a show, ,h„ pattern
.

superimposed on the low level streamline analysis.

Note the lack of any obvious

correspondence between the cloud pattern and the low level analysis.

Figure 1 ,-5,b

shows a similar comparison a, 700 mb and ,h. very limited correspondence between
.he two pattern, at tb,. level.
r

When we compare the cloud pattern to the 500 mb

'>>”"»*"d"dbyrrank» in a concurrent, independent analysis.
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'

Tropical Region Showing the Gaps in S

Q. Surte»

b 700Mb

i
C

Fig 11-51

500Mb

d . 200Mb

Cloud Depiction and Streamline Analyses for I200Z, 9 September
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1961

8.rcam.,ne analys,,, hawever. (Fig. 11.51c) we i,„d excellent correspondence be¬
tween the two types oí synoptic »cate features in this area.

A comparison at 200 mb

shows a similar correspondence (Fig. ll-51d).
These compar,sons reveal ex.stence of a deep, upper troposphere cyclone
extending from below 500 mb to above 200 mb, while the concurrent surface flow
patterns were still essentially undisturbed.
Th„ structure pers.sted for the following two days (not illustrated) with little
change.

However, or. 12 September, the surface streamlines became d,storied into

a distinct sinusoidal wave pattern; and a comparison with the gross pattern of cloud
cover, shown in Figure 11.52a. reveals a significant increase in pattern correspondence between the low level flow and cloud cover.

Comparisons a, TOO mb and

500 mb (Figs.ll-f2b and ll-52c) show a similar increase in pattern correspondence
at 700 mb. while the correspondence at 500 mb remains as excellent as three days
earlier.

At higher levels, however, as shown in the 200 mb analysis in

Figure 11 -52d, a complete reversal had occurred and we see a weak anticyclone in
place of the cyclone which had existed earlier.
At this point in the system development, some of the details often indicated by
the newer nephanalysis procedures might have been very helpful.

The edges of the

neph vortex pattern may indicate a density gradient in the cirnform clouds which is
directed away from the vortex center, as discussed in Sections 1 1. 5. 3 and 11. 6. 3.
Unfortunately, by this point in the life of TIROS III the quality of the photographs had
deteriorated that adequate resolution was not available.
Ly the following day, 13 September, a well-defined cyclonic center was evident
in the low level streamline analysis.

A comparison with satellite-observed cloud

cover, shown in Figure 11-53, indicates excellent correspondence between the
streamline and cloud cover patterns which suggests a well defined cyclonic circu¬
lation extending thxough a fairly deep atmospheric layer.
circulation extended from the surface to about 300 mb.

In this case, the cyclonic

The previously mentioned

anticy.lomc flow pattern (shown in Fig. ll-52d> still persisted at ¿00 mb.

During the

next few days this tropical depression intensified and moved northward as a small
but intense tropical storm.
This interesting case has several points which seem deserving of further
di scussion:
a.

The initial vortex cloud pattern was not related to any surface development,

but was an upper level system of the type discussed in Section 1 1. 10.

Superimposing

the neph pattern successively on the streamline analyses for various levels permitted
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0

Surf oce

b 700Mb

t

Fi» M-52 Cloud Diction a«! Strewnlinc Andyan fW ,2002. ,2
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l96l

Fig. 11-53

Cloud Depiction and Surface Streamline Analysis for 1¿00Z
13 September 1961
’
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STATION

(jrwad lirt. LVê)

Fig. 11 - 54

Time Cross-section for Grand Turk Island for Period from
17-21 August 1962

Fig. 11-55 Picture and Geographic Locator Showing a Weak Easterly Wave
over Cuba. (Orbit 892D of TIROS V about 1800Z, 20 August 1962)
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a determination of the layer within which the cloud vortex existed.

This procedure

is applicable even in areas of extremely limited upper level data coverage, since a
single wind observation or the nature of the analysis in adjoining areas may provide
an analysis key when evaluated with respect to satellite observations.
b.

The existence of a well organized vortex pattern often indicates existence

of a cylconic circulation of considerable vertical depth.
c.

The existence of an apparent cloud vortex does not always indicate a

cyclonic circulation at the top of the layer in which the clouds exist.

An anti-

cyclonic outdraft will have nearly the same appearance as a cyclonic indraft, as
discussed in Section 11. 5.
d.

A cloud vortex which is associated with a deepening cyclone will usually

exhibit more organization in the foreward (relative to direction of motion) quadrants
than a non-deepening cyclone.
e.

Optimum utilization of all available data is required for accurate analysis.

The satellite data are not being used to their fullest when considered separately from
other sources of information.

11. 12.4

Time Cross-Sectio s As An Additional Aid To Tropical Satellite
Analysis
"
'
'
~
-

The time-honored procedure of preparing time cross-sections in tropical
areas, as mentioned near the beginning of this chapter, acquires a new perspective
when used with satellite data.

Careful consideration of the time changes of atmos¬

pheric flow and structure during related satellite observation periods can often
permit inferences as to the spatial distribution and structure of atmospheric flow
patterns relating to the cloud patterns.

Figure 11-54 shows a time cross-section74

at Grand Turk Island for the period 17-21 August

¡962.

This particular period

relates to the weak easterly wave, shown in Figure 11 -55, which passed over eastern
Cuba about 1800Z of August 20.
The Grand Turk time cross-section shows a slight cyclonic shift in the winds
at all levels about 1800Z on 19 August.

Satellite data plus the time cross-section

would have permitted the analyst to determine whether this wind shift was related to
a larger cyclone further to the south, or to a weak easterly wave as was actually
the case.
shift.

In fact, the analyst without satellite data might even ignore the slight wind

The satellite data permit

evaluation of the wind shift as a part of the overall

picture, thereby insuring a more complete and accurate analysis.
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CHAPTER \¿
CONTRIBUTIONS OF METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
DATA TO WEATHER FORECASTING

The primary contribution of meteorological satellite data to improved weather
forecasts, at least at present, is through the achievement of a better analysis, after
which appropriate conventional forecasting techniques can be applied.

Depending

on the circumstances, these forecasting techniques may range from the simplest of
pencil-measured extrapolations to the most sophisticated numerical weather pre¬
diction models; regardless of the technique to be applied, it is obviously more likely
to be successful when applied to a superior analysis.
As has been emphasized repeatedly during previous chapters of this report,
this better analysis is least likely to result from use of either the satellite or the
conventional data alone; it requires the integrated use of both types of data ap¬
propriately weighted as to the density of available conventional data.

12. 1

ANALYSIS ASPECTS ESPECIALLY APPLICABLE TO FORECASTING

There are certain situations in which the satellite data may directly affect the
forecast.

When satellite data become available before or at a time intermediate to

standard synoptic charts, they may indicate developments of a nature not earlier
anticipated; say the suddenly intensified organization of a nascent cyclone, or an
upper air trough unexpectedly closing off to form a closed low aloft.

Such use of

>jt

satellite data can be likened to a "Met Watch”

procedure, and in fact should be

included in conduct of the Met Watch.
In some situations, satellite data may provide at least directional information
with regard to winds aloft, with cloud bands (especially jet stream cirrus-see
Section 7. 1. 3) or cirrus blowoffs and the direction of their cloud density gradients
(see Sections 8. 1.2. 3 and 11.6. 3) serving as keys.

Such wund information is not

only of direct operational concern but indicates the nature of existing steering
currents which should be considered in predicting the future motions of weather
systems in the vicinity of these currents.
? Maintaining a surveillance of weather conditions for a specific area or flight, so a
warning of unforecast conditions can be given without delay.
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Satellite data can often aid in the initial detection, proper identification, or
improved interpretation of smaller sized disturbances such as secondary vortices
(see Section 5. 3, 6. ¿. 5. 1 and 11. 9), short wave upper-level troughs (see Section
5. 4 and 6. ¿. 3. 1 ), and various areas of cloud and/or precipitation which appear
anomalous when considered in terms of conventional cyclone models and their
idealized precipitation patterns.

Once detected and identified, these features (which

may often otherwise be missed) can then be appropriately considered when preparing
the forecast.
As discussed in Chapter 8, the satellite data often provide information as to
the existence, position, form, extent, etc. , of mesoscale systems that may not
otherwise be available to the forecaster.

These data can be used to significantly

improve shorter period forecasts, such as those of terminal and in-flight weather
conditions.
Several critical Air Force missions, especially reconnaissance and in-flight
refueling, specifically require cloud cover forecasts.

The satellite provides a direct

and vivid map of current cloud cover, whose future position can then be estimated
using appropriate extrapolation and/or advection techniques modified to include
expected diurnal effects and anticipated system developments. 108

\¿.¿

INCIPIENT CYCLOGENESIS

Satellite data may indicate incipient developments prior to evidence becoming
apparent in other synoptic data.

In both tropical and extratropical regions, any

bending, folding, bulging, or thickening of a major cloud band should alert the
analyst to possible subsequent developments, p Uhough obviously not every distorted
cloud band is associated with an area of cyclogenesis (see Sections 5. 5, 6. 2. 1, 11. 1. 2
and 1J. 3).
In the tropics, major amorphous cloud masses, sometimes referred to as
.i
, 95
cloud blobs ,
should also be monitored as sometimes being initial indicators of
developing systems (see Section 11. 1. 1).
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3 VORTEX MOTION
3. 1

Extratropical Vortices

UaeJul relationships appear to exist between the orientation of the major vortex
cloud band and the direction of motion of the vortex system for the following ¿4 hours
Successful application of these results is extremely dependen, on correct estimation '
of the intensity of the vortex system.
a)

The step, required are listed below: '0

If the vortex is in the pre-occlus.on (Fig. 6-61 or early occluded (Figs. ,-7

-10. -11) stage, the vortex system will move parallel to a direction obtained by
averaging the orientation of the (frontal cloud) band starting a, Us eastward limit and
continuing westward until 10° west of the vortex center.

The use, in this averaging.

of segment, which subtend approximately a 30oa„gle , measured from the vortex
center, is recommended.
b)

If the vortex ., in the fully occluded stage, expected motion will be parallel

to the general orientation of the major cloud band.
In some examples of the pre-occlusion stage, the direction of future motion
is indicated by the orientation of an isolated thin bright band which is located in the
cold air west of the poleward bulge of cloudiness and between the center of the bulge
and frontal cloud band.

This band often seems to parallel the jet stream.

Figure 6-6

illustrates this band (west of the main cloud mass); note the parallelism of the band
and the double arrow showing the direction of system motion.
1 ¿. 3. 2

Tropical Vortices

As discussed in Section 11.6.4, pre-hurricane convective bands (or squall
lines) are usually observed to be in the forward quadrant of the storm, and often are
oriented approximately perpendicular to the direction of motion.

Furthermore, the

tendency for the wider portion of an asymmetrical cloud canopy to favor the right
side of the storm relative to the direction of motion (in the northern hemisphere) also
provides a potential for estimating future storm motion.

While neither of these

indicators is foolproof, the combination of them, or one of them and other indicators
and techniques based on conventional data, may provide a more reliable estimate of
subsequent storm motion than any single indicator or technique alone.
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12.4

TROPICAL STORM DEVELOPMENT

The intensification of tropical disturbances is often signaled by the shift of the
apparent center of circulation from the east to the west side of the central cloud mass
and related other changes, as discussed in Section 1 1.4. 3.

Small bright areas near

the centers of tropical storms, apparently the images of penetrative convective
towers (see Section 11,5.2), and/or cirrus streamers indicating (from the gradient
of cloud density) outflow from the storm at high levels (see Section 11. 5. 3) are also
apparently indicators of storm intensification.

12. 5

THE SATELLITE AND FORECASTING

The following discussion, only very slightly modified from its original wording
as prepared prior to even the launch of the first Sputnik128 (and rrore than three
years before TIROS I), is still largely valid:
Present-day forecasting techniques and the data to be expected from a
satellite are not (entirely)

compatible.

The primary factors a forecaster uses in

his business are the four-dimensional fields of motion, pressure, and temperature.
While it is hoped the satellite will be able to gather some data of these types through
the use of radiometers, at best they will be far inferior in both quality and quantity
to our present domestic observations.

It is expected the primary observations made

by a satellite will be of clouds, which are presently treated as secondary factors in
forecasting.
"This leads to two possible avenues of attack: to tailor the satellite data to the
forecaster or to tailor the forecaster to the data.

The former seems the surer path.

i.t means the primary objective is not to devise true forecasting techniques based
on satellite data; instead, it involves devising means of translating satellite data into
the kinds of information that are important to present-day techniques.
does not imply complete disregard of the alternative.

However, this

As a secondary objective,

consideration should be given to the possibility that this new viewpoint will lead to
fundamental changes in our understanding of the atmosphere and may, therefore,
lead to radically different forecasting techniques. "
* the insertion of this word ’'entirely" is the only modification of the original word¬
ing. The justifications for this seemingly minor but actually most significant addition
can be fo.und throughout this report.
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In a related vein, it has been suggested

that, as far as the forecaster is con¬

cerned, the pressure field and frontal analysis provide largely a crutch - supplying
an artificial frame into which he forces the data to make them fit, a preconceived
model for better or worse.

(In Section 11.4, we noted the unfortunate con¬

sequences of analogous tendencies with regard to the Easterly Wave concept).
Perhaps in time the forecaster may develop the ability to discard ti ese artificial
aids as a consequence of learning how to handle most effectively the real atmos¬
phere and its weather systems as they are so graphically depicted, in their full
glory, by the satellite data.

There is no exaggeration to the now frequently quoted

statement: "Nature uses clouds to draw its own weather map, which the satellites
allow us to use. "
While such developments would presumably be favorable to the improved
forecasting of weather, per se, there will still remain the problem of deriving from
satellite observations, with improved accuracy, the quantitative physical measure¬
ments needed for application of numerical weather prediction techniques, and to
satisfy certain operational requirements such as winds for navigation, winds and
densities for ballistic calculations, etc.

* By a meteorologist with extensive past experience and daily demonstrated current
proficiency in both meteorological research and practical weather forecasting.
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CHAPTER 13
OPERATIONAL APP UC AXIONS OF SATE LUTE INFRARED DATA

Although at the time of preparation of thi» report r,o »atellite radiation obser¬
vations were being made available for operational use in weather analysis, the
following discussion is included to provide guidance in the use of such data by Air
Weather Service forecasters at such time as operational data are disseminated.
Tlie satellite infrared data most likely to first become operationally available*
will provide information with regard to:
1. Gross resolution patterns of cloud cover, and areas without clouds,
especially at night when the TV cameras cannot provide data. The resolution and
detail available from the infrared (IR) data will be less than that in the TV pictures.
(See Section 13. 2).
2. Approximate temperatures of the cloud tops of overcast areas, from which
approximate cloud top heights can be inferred. Depending on the particular satellite
sensors used for the IR observations, these data may be available either only at
night, or for both day and night.
3. For clear areas, approximate temperatures of the ground or ocean surface.
Again depending on the sensor used, these data may be available only at night.

13. 1 A SIMPLIFIED EXPLANATION OF THE BASIS OF INFRARED OBSERVATIONS
FROM SATELLITES
Since all objects and most gases with temperatures greater than absolute zero
(-273 C) radiate energy at infrared wavelengths, such radiation is emitted by the
earth, by clouds, and by the atmosphere.
to:

The amount of radiation emitted is related

1. The temperature, with greater amounts of radiation emitted at higher
temperatures.
search now underway may make it possible, some years from now, for major
weather centrals to integrate satellite cloud picture and radiometric observations.
This would permit the dissemination to field forecasters of a summarized depiction
of cloud amount, and approximate cloud heights and opacities.
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2.
clouds.

Th® nature or emissivity of the •urface. for object® such as the earth and
For the earth and moat clouds of reasonable thickness, except cirrus, the

variation of the emissivity

from unity is small and can be neglected for many

operational meteorological purposes,
3.

The amount of those atmospheric constituents which absorb and emit

infrared radiation.

The atmospheric gases of concern can be limited to carbon

dioxide (essentially a constant amount in the atmosphere), water vapor (whose
variation in amount and distribution is significant), and, to a lesser extent, ozone.
Dust in the atmosphere may also be a factor in satellite infrared measurements.
Bodies such as the earth and clouds radiate over all parts of the infrared
spectrum, with the wavelength of peak radiation depending on temperature.
wavelengths of peak radiation arc;
20°C

(293 K)

9. 8 microns

0°C

(273 K)

10. 5 microns

-50°C

(223 K)

12. 8 microns

-73°C

(200 K)

14. 4 microns

Typical

Gases radiate (ari absorb) strongly in specific wavelength bands, and weakly
or not at all in others.
It is possible to calculate the proportion of the total infrared energy radiated,
over a small part of the spectrum, by a body or a known amount of gas at a given
temperature.

Thus, from a measurement of the energy sensed in a limited but

known part of the spectrum, the surface temperature of the observed body or the
temperature of the gas can be deduced.
Assume a region in the infrared spectrum where atmospheric absorption and
emission are insignificant, and that the earth and atmosphere ar»s observed from a
satellite using a sensor which responds only to radiation within this region.

Because

the ground surface is normally at a higher temperature than are the tops of clouds,
areas observed to have warm temperatures (say between -10°C and +20°C) could
usually be assumed to be clear, while those with colder temperatures (such as below
-20 C) might be assumed to be cloud covered except in polar regions or other areas
where very low surface temperatures are to be expected.

And, because temperature

usually decreases with height, the colder the temperature the higher the cloud tops.
* The emissivity of a surface is the ratio oí the energy actually emitted to that
emitted by a perfect radiator (or "black body") at the same temperature.
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If radiosonde data were available for the
average lapse rates), the approximate height of cloud tops could be deduced from
cloud top temperature.
This is, in the simplest form, the way infrared observations can be used to
observe cloud-covered areas at night.
in daytime are also available.
clear.

From some satellites, infrared data usable

Cold areas are deduced to be cloudy; warm areas

Areas of abrupt temperature gradients (in the infrared) are assumed to

indicate the boundaries between clear and cloudy areas.
In practice, there are of course complications:

13. 1. 1

Effects of Atmospheric Gases

In almost all parts of the infrared spectrum there is at least slight absorption
and emission by certain atmospheric gases.

The greater the amount of variable

gas (water vapor is the one of prime concern), the greater its absorption.

Let us

now assume a clear area with surface temperature of 0°C, and with a humid atmos¬
phere over it,

Some of the IR energy leaving the surface would be absorbed by the

water vapor which, because of the normal decrease of temperature with height,
would be colder and so would emit IR energy at a lower rate than would the surface.
Since the moist atmosphere would emit less energy than it absorbed, the net radi¬
ation reaching the satellite sensor would be somewhat reduced compared to that
originally emitted from the earth's surface.

Because of this, a 0cC ground surface

might appear to the satellite to have a temperature of, say, -5°C.
This apparent decrease in temperature, as observed from the satellite in the
infrared, is of less consequence for dry air.

It is also less for high clouds, as

compared to low clouds or the surface, because of the relatively small amounts of
v/ater vapor (or most other gases) in the upper atmosphere.

The decrease is also

usually less with cold ten.peratures. because cold air can hold less moisture.
Because the path length through the atmosphere is greater when the sensor
looks at un angle as compared to vertically down, the observed decrease in apparent
temperature becomes greater as the angle of view moves further from the vertical.
Dust in the atmosphere, including possible thin layers well into the stratos¬
phere, may also reduce the apparent temperature of the earth's surface or of a cloud
top as measured by a satellite infrared sensor.
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13

Effect!

Scattered or Broken Cloud«

The instantaneous field of view of most meteorological satellite IR sensors
covers an area ranging from a few miles to a few tens of miles across.

Accordingly,

with scattered to broken clouds, some of the field of view may include clouds while
the rest is clear.

In such cases, the energy reaching the sensor comes in part from

the warmer earth and in part from the colder clouds; the resulting radiometer
reading is thus a value between that for clear skies and that for an overcast at the
level of the partial cloud cover.

Thus, a partial cloud cover with tops at, say

15.000 feet might appear the same to the radiometer a. an overcast with tops at,
•ay. 8.000 feet.

The difference can be resolved only from other types of data, or

from synoptic climatological consideration..

Here again, the integration of satellite

and available conventional data is desirable to obtain the best possible synoptic
analysis.

13. 1. 3 Thin Clouds a.- i Cirrus

In the case of thin clouds, and apparently also for mo«i cirrus, part of the
infrared energy reacning the satellite sensor is radiation

that originated at the

earth's surface, or from a lower cloud deck, and was able to penetrate the clouds
without being completely absorbed.

Since the lower level, are normally warmer and

so produce more energy, the net effect is a radiometric value representative of cloud
top. at a lower height than they actually are; i. e. . the same effect ,s that of a partial
cloud cover.

In one case observed by TIROS39*131, with cirro.tratu. over a heavy

lower cloud cover, pilot-observed cloud heights were reported as slightly above
30,000 feet while the satellite radiometer readings suggested cloud tops near
25,000 feet.

13.1.4 Identification of Low Clouds

The lower the cloud tops, the less the difference in temperature between cloud
covered and clear areas.

With low clouds and a stable, isothermal atmosphere in

the lower levels, there would be no difference; with a low level inversion {juch as is
common over arctic areas in winter) and clouds extending to about the top of the
inversion, the cloud tops would be warmer than the surface.
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The radiometers flown to date have an uncertainty in their temperature readings
of about + 3°C.
Furthermore, the effects of water vapor on the apparently
observed temperatures are usually greatest in the lower (and most humid) layers of
th«- atmosphere.

Accordingly, from infrared observations it is difficult or impossi¬

ble to reliably detect clouds with tops below about 5,000 feet.

13.1.5 Sensor Degradation
The IR sensors flown so far appear to degrade, in accuracy and sensitivity,
after relatively short times in orbit.

While this degradatic

particularly

effects absolute energy values, and so the ability to deduce temperatures and cloud
heights, it is of less concern as regards the temperature differences and gradients
used to distinguish between clear and cloud-covered areas.

13.2 SPECIFIC RADIATION MEASUREMENTS
At thii writing, it is impossible to be precise as to the instruments from which
the first operationally available satellite infrared data will come, or the form of
presentation to the forecaster. The most likely sources are described below, with
discussions of those characteristics of primary concern to the potential operational
user.

13.2.1 Channel 2 of the TIROS Scanning Radiometer
The TIROS Channel 2 measurements are made in the spectral region from
ibout 8-13 microns, which is often referred to as a "window" because at those wave¬
lengths atmospheric absorption and re-emission are relatively low.

The examples

af operational applicability of infrared data presented later in this section use TIROS
Channel 2 data, since they were th» only applicable data readily available, even for
research use, at this writing.

Details as to the radiometer, beyond those necessary

for practical use of the data and presented below, have been published in several
,
4,79,105
places.
This radiometer integrates (or averages) the energy from a field of view that
varies from a circle about 30 nautical miles in diameter when looking vertically
below the satellite, to approximately an ellipse of 60 x 100 nautical miles when the
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Bit; I

viewed area« lie about 60C nautical miles from the satellite subpoint. 40 At greater
distances from the subpoint, the minimum resolved area is even greater. Thus, for
most practical purposes, the best resolution of the radiometer data varies from about
JO to over 100 nautical miles; and, accordingly, a single data point corresponds to
about the same or a greater area than the entire area normally visible (from horizon
to horison) to a ground observer making a cloud observation. This of course limits
the degree of detail visible in the cloud patterns when observed in the IR.
The 8-13 micron window is not perfectly transparent, but rather is "dirtied"
by atmospheric absorption. This absorption results principally from water vapor,
and to a lesser extent from carbon dioxide and ozone. As discussed in Section 13.1.1,
the effect of these partial absorptions is to reduce the apparent temperature observed
by the radiometer. Although these reductions vary with the amount of water vapor
and the angle of view, average values can be assumed as approximately:118,119

Approximate Correction
(to be added to observed
temperature)

Satellite Observed
Temperature
290°K

(+17°C)

10°C

280CK

(+ 7°C)

7°C

260°K

(-13°C)

4°C

240°K

(-33°C)

2°C

220°K

(-53°C)

0°C

13* 2* 2 The Nimbus High Resolution Infrared Radiometer
The Nimbus High Resolution Infrared Radiometer (HRIR) operates in
another atmospheric window centered at about 3. 7 microns. 7,47 The field of view
varies from a circle about 5 nautical miles in diameter when looking directly below
the satellite, to approximately an ellipse of 7 x 14 nautical miles when the viewed
area lies about 600 nautical miles from the subpoint.
subpoint, the resolved area is

At greater distances from the

of course, even greater.

Again, these factors limit

the resolution of the radiometer data to between 5 and over 20 miles.

The probable

errors in the apparent temperatures as measured by this radiometer are estimated
to be about + 4°C.
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Because ,h. HR IR r.dlom.Ur opera... in .he near inir.r.d r.gion o( th.flPj
•pectrum where there ie .till .ignilicant reflected .olar radiation a. well a. emitted
infrared radiation, quantitatively u.eful HRIR data are not expected to be available
during daylight portions of each orbit.
While the effects of partial atmospheric absorption on the apparent temperatures
as observed by tne HRIR are not yet known precisely, they are expected to be less
than those for the TIROS Channel ¿ data.

Since the effects of carbon dioxide are

probably predominant and that gas varies only slightly in concentration, the effects
are also expected to be less variable. (See also note added in proof, at end of this
Chapter).
13*2,3 The Nimbus Medium Resolution Infrared Radiometer. Channel 2
Channel 2 of the Nimbus Medium Resolution Infrared Radiometer (MRIR)
operates Li the 10-11 micron portion of the atmospheric window.

Because this

portion of the window is particularly transparent, effects of atmospheric absorbers,
particularly water vapor, are expected to be much less than for the TIROS Channel 2
data.

Channel 2 measurements of radiometers flown on TIROS subsequent to

TIROS VIII may also use this narrower and so better portion of the window.
Otherwise, from the viewpoint of the operational user, the characteristics of
the MRIR Channel 2 data

’

are essentially the same ae those of Channel 2 of

the TIROS Scanning Radiometer. (Note: MRIR was not flown on Nimbus I).

13. 3 INTERPRETATION AND USE OF WINDOW IR DATA

Because they can provide information on cloud cover and cloud height at night
over large areas, infrared data for atmospheric windows are potentially another
extremely useful tool for synoptic analysis.

Studies to date regarding potential

synoptic ut es of the TIROS infra red dnta have generally used the Channel 2 atmos¬
pheric window data,

'

’

be taken from such studies.

2

¿2 and the examples to be presented here will

The types of synoptic applications so demonstrated

would be equally applicable to use of both TIROS and MRIR Channel 2 data both day
and night, and to HRIR data obtained at night; accordingly, operational use of the
infrared atmospheric window data awaits only availability of that data to Air Weather
Service stations.
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Since the format and therefore the effective detail (or resolution) of the data
Hto be made available to the operational forecaster is still unknown (except, of course,
that it cannot be better than the limiting sensor resolutions as described in
Section 13.2), the resolutions of the data as presented in the examples below have no
specific significance.

Cases are used here only because they are readily available

from existing studies. In Section 13. 3. 1. the data analyzed were averaged TIROS
Channel 2 observations for 5° x 5° latitude-longitude squares. They demonstrate
that considerable synoptic information can be derived even with data of such poor
resolution. Section 13. 3. 2 illustrates the far greater information made available
when the data are used in approximately their fullest fidelity; it seems likely that
the data would be operationally disseminated with resolutions more nearly equiva¬
lent to those used in this case.
The cases in Sections 13. 3. 1 and 13. 3.2 will illustrate both existing techniques
for analysis of the infrared data and some of the interpretations which are possible
over areas of dense and sparse conventional data.

13‘ J. 1 Synoptic Scale Features Depicted by TIROS Channel 2 IR Data
TIROS Channel 2 data
averaged over 5° x 5° latitude-longitude
squares
reveal
i ji>
**
*
synoptic scale patterns.
'
Figures 13-1 and 13-2 show examples of such
analyses. The IR data were taken on several adjacent orbits between approximately
0800 and 1630Z, and can be related to the 1200Z surface maps.
For the northern hemisphere south of 60°N. in July, areas with radiation
temperatures colder than 260°K (-13°C) are considered as broken or overcast areas
with cloud tops probably higher than 10. 000 feet. Since this analysis averages over
rather large areas, it is almost certain that some cloud tops in these areas extended
well above 10,000 feet. In areas where the radiation temperatures were below
240 K (-33 C), cloud tops higher than 25,000 would certainly be expected.
Conversely, extratropical areas where the average temperatures are greater
than 280° (equal to an actual value of about 287°K if the corrections outlined in
paragraph 13.2. 1 are considered) are either areas of clear skies, or at most
scattered to broken clouds with tops no higher than 8,000 - 10,000 feet.
* In Figures 13-1 and 13-2, the hundreds digit is omitted from the radiation
temperature isolines since the observed values were all within the range 201° to 299°K.
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Although many significant areas are apparent in Figures 13-1 and 13-2, only
four synoptic features, over or near the Continental U. S. , will be discussed here.
These cases illustrate that synoptic scale patterns and areas of significant weather
can be mapped with the Channel 2 IR data even at the gross scale used here.

13. 3. 1. 1 Open Wave Pattern
An area of cold temperatures is apparent, in Figure 13-1, over the north¬
eastern U. S. and southeastern Canada.
over the Great Lakes.

The surface analysis shows an open wave

The 500 mb center was centered nearly over Duluth, with a

small amplitude wave east of the center.

Relatively warm radiation temperature

values (Tr ^.270) exist in the warm sector of the open wave, with colder values of
Tr (below 260°K) to the north, east, and west of the open wave center.

The warm

sector Tr values are probably indicative of broken low cloudiness, as confirmed by
the concurrent TIROS nephanalysis (Fig. 13-3).

The wave form of the overcast north

of the surface center can also be clearly seen.

During the following 24 hour period,

nearly one inch of rain was reported by stations in the region enclosed by the 260°K
isotherm.

The center of the area (colder than 230°K) was probably associated with

the area of positive vertical motion related to the 500 mb short wave trough.

13.3. 1.2 Bermuda High Pattern
The area of mostly clear skies associated with the Bermuda high is well
marked by the 280°K isotherm on Figure 13-1.

Good correlation exists (in this

particular case) between the area over and near the Gulf of Mexico enclosed by the
280°K isotherm and the 1020 mb surface isobar.

On the following day (Fig. 13-2)

the area enclosed by the 280°K isotherm again correlates reasonably well with the
1020 mb isobar and marks the eastward regression of the Bermuda high.

Continued

movement eastward of the area enclosed by the 280°K isotherm on 17 July (not shown)
marked the further regression of the Bermuda high and an increased probability of
less favorable weather conditions in the Gulf of Mexico.
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OOf

Nephanalysiß and Channel Z

13. 3. 1. 3 Squall Line Pattern

Figure 13-2 shows a tongue of cold radiation

temperatures extending along

the western edge of the Applachian Mountains and suggests conditions not indicated
by the frontal í nalysis.
misleading.

Frontal analyses over continents in mid July are often

Skies along the front, which lies generally east-west along 40°N. are

generally clear or scattered west of the Mississippi.

The only significant weather

east oi the Rockies is occurring within the area enclosed by the 260°K isoline where
cumulus congestus clouds are reported, and in two small areas of cumulonimbus
activity over northern Florida.

The geometry of the cold temperature tongue

suggests a developing squall line, which is supported by conventional reports of
convective development and by the TV pictures.

Figure 13-4 is a mosaic of

TIROS III pictures (taken at about 1645Z. somewhat later than the IR data of Fig.13-2)
of the southern part of the area enclosed by the 260°K isoline.

As shown in

Figure 13-4. the cloud line at 1645Z extends across western Tennessee to northern
Mississippi.
Cloud tops with temperatures colder than 255°K are indicated by the radiation
data.

The actual height of the 255°K isotherm was at about 22, 000 feet.

Since the

highest cloud tops undoubtedly cover only a small portion of the 5° squares, it is
probable that some of these clouds extended above 30,000 feet.
By 1800Z thunderstorms had begun over western Tennessee and northeastward
along the center line of the tongue of cold temperatures.

This squall line moved

slowly eastward and the similar map for 17 July (not shown) indicated its presence
by a trough of cold temperatures just off the east coast of the United States.

Pre¬

cipitation amounts in excess of 0. 6 inches were associated with many portions of the
line.
The example clearly shows a case where immediate practical use can be made
of 8-12 micron atmospheric window data when they are available in real time.

Again

radiometer data should not be considered as standing by themselves, but should
primarily be another observation available to the forecaster for integration with the
total applicable data.
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NORTH

SOUALL LINE

FLORIDA

FIG 13-4

Mosaic from orbit 62, 16 July 1961 showing squall line .isolated
thunderstorm complexes over northern Florida, and thin
cumulus lines east of Florida,
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13.3. 1.4 Hurricane Watch

An area of very cold Tr can be seen (in both Figs. 13-1 and 13-2) in the
vici„i,VoOf 15°N, 110°W.

On ,5 July, the Weather Burean placed hurricane Kathleen

about 2^ northeast of the coldest area (T. less than 2E5°K).
the 260 K .sotherm can be noticed near the coast of Mexico.

A pronounced bulge in
On 16 July (Fig. 13-2).

a second hurricane (Lira) was identified; both hurricanes are shown in Figure 13-2.’
At this time also, a very cold area is noted along the Pacific coast of Nicaragua and
Coeta Rica.

By 17 July (not shown), this area had moved slightly westward and

contained Tr values lower than 240°K.
located about 14 N.
on the IR data.

By 20 July, a hurricane named Madeline was

117 W. and almost surely developed from the disturbance noted

Cases such as this indicate the radiometric data can be extremely

useful in discovering probable nascent hurricanes, which can then be more fully
examined by reconnaissance aircraft or other available techniques.

13*3*2 A Higher Resolution Analysis

An example of a higher resolution itudy39, 91 of an orbital pass over the
United States is presented in Figure 13-5.

These data, obtained on November 23,

I960, are again for the 8

to 12

expressed in terms of °K.

The isotherm interval is 10°K; the dot-dash lines are

intermediate 5°K isotherms.

micron window region.

The temperatures are

A feature of interest is the frontal zone near the east

coast of the United States, where very low values of radiation were obtained
(Fig. 13-5).

This front was nearly stationary with wave developments along it.

lowest radiation temperature values tend to be mainly southeast of the front.
the sharp gradient of temperature to the north and west of the front.

The
Note

Generally,

there are high temperatures from the Appalachian Mountains to the central part'of
the United States.

Temperature gradients throughout this region are relatively

small. Further west over the Great Plains and Rocky Mountains more complicated
patterns are found.
Figure 13-6 is a cloud chart based on conventional data only.
pictures, although available for this time, were rather poor).

(*IROS II

This chart was based

not only on surface data but also on radiosondes and pilot reports.

It includes an

analysis of the heights of cloud tops in the broken and overcast areas.
contour lines have been drawn: 30,000, 10,000, and 5,000 feet.

Only three

It is interesting

that the very lowest radiation values were in the area where the tops of the upper
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Fig. 13-5

TIROS II Radiation Data, 8 to 12 Micron Window, J810Z, 23 Nov¬
ember I960. Temperature in °K (From Reference 39).
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Fig. 13-6

Cloud Cover Chart for 1800Z, 23 November I960.
Solid Lines
are Contours of Height of Cloud Tops in Thousands of Feet (From
Reference 131)
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cloud layer of an extensive multilayered cloud eyetem were more than 30, 000 feet.
Pilots reported heights of 33,000 feet or more in this area.

Furthermore, the area

of rainfall nearly coincided with the zone of the highest cloud tops and lowest
radiation temperatures (i.e., less than about 250°K).
Note the very abrupt change in cloud height over the region near 39° north
o
o
and 75 to 80 west from the high cirrostratus above 30,000 feet to a layer of altostratus-altocumulus with tops at about 15,000 feet and then to broken and scattered
stratocumulus clouds at about a hundred miles to the northwest.

The radiation

gradient (Fig. 13-5) was extremely strong in this region, showing a very sharp change
from low to high values over Pennsylvania, where the clouds become scattered
stratocumulus and then the skies clear toward the northwest.

In the Midwest

satellite- measured temperatures were within about Io to 5°K of the surface air
temperatures.

The area over the Great Plains was covered by cirrus and cirro-

stratus clouds which apparently were rather thin.

Underneath this cirrus and cirro-

stratus was an altostratus cloud layer with tops estimated to be about 18, 000 feet.
This is the area where two cold centers are shown in Figure 13-5.

These roughly

coincide with the shape of the altostratus cloud area underneath the cirrostratus
(Fig. 13-6).
Figure 13-7 shows estimates of the heights of the tops of clouds derived from
tho satellite temperature values of Figure 13-5 with the aid of the vertical temperatv re distribution.

(The temperature distribution of the standard atmosphere could

possibly be used, but on the average a better estimate can be made over most of the
Northern Hemisphere by use of isotherm charts prepared daily in the National
Meteorological Center for several constant pressure surfaces.

In many areas these

may be crude estimates, but in other areas they are rather good. ) Note that over
the eastern United States heights of 27, 500 feet or more were obtained.

Between

this region and Pennsylvania there is a sharp drop in heights to 5, 000 feet or less,
which generally agrees with Figure 13-6.

Southwestward along the frontal zone

the heights continue relatively high, but then there is a very sharp decrease to
5, 000 to 10, 000 feet over Georgia and Alabama.

This region is still overcast, as

may be seen in Figure 13-6, but the overcast consists of stratocumulus clouds with
tops around 5, 000 to 10,000 feet which agree well with the estimates made from the
radiation data.

In the area of scattered clouds or clear skies, the height values

shown in Figure 13-7 essentially do not have much meaning.
rather low values, which are close to the surface of the earth.
maximum values are 17, 500 feet.

They generally give
Over the Dakotas the

In other words, the satellite seems to be "looking"
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Fig. 13-7
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through the cirriform clouds (shown in Fig. 13-6) to the tops of the altostratus.
The cirrus and cirrostratus are apparently rather thin and are not absorbing and
em .ing much radiation in the window region.
Returning to the area of high clouds near the east coast, the height estimates
from the satellite measurements are only about 22,000 to 28,000 feet, whereas
heights of 30,000 to 33,000 feet were estimated from the pilot reports and other data.
Since the cirrostratus clouds were rather thick, about 7,000 feet, the heights derived
from the satellite temperature values correspond to the lower parts of the cirrostratus (or slightly below their bases).

Thus, the cirrostratus clouds were only

partially transparent to infrared radiation and were not making a substantial contri¬
bution to the infrared radiation measured by the satellite.
In summary, this case definitely illustrates that the radiation data in the 8-12
micron water-vapor window can be very useful for approximate cloud top determi¬
nations both night and day.

In the daytime these data would be most useful in con¬

junction with satellite pictures.

At night these data would be the only information

on cloudiness available and would at least be useful for detecting extensive middle
and high cloud systems.
Several other examples of relatively high resolution synoptic analyses using
TIROS Channel 2 radiation data can be found in Reference 89.

13.4 VALUE OF THE IR DATA
The value of these data, integrated with available conventional and satellite
cloud picture data, would seem to be self-evident.

Analyses for large sparse data

areas can be enchanced, and indeed analyses may be drawn where they are not now
possible.

When these data become operationally available and nighttime cloud cover

analyses can be drawn from them, it may be possible to deduce cloud pattern move¬
ments on a 12 hour basis.

Because of the obvious value of IR cloud cover data,

especially when integrated with picture and conventional data, it is to be hoped that
IR data, perhaps in the form of radiation temperature maps, will become available
as an operational tool in the reasonably near future.
* Initial results of studies presently in progress at ARAGON Geophysics Company
indicate that at least the gross outlines of vortex cloud patterns associated with
extratropical cyclonic storms can be identified in the TIROS Channel 2 Infrared
data.
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NOTE ADDED IN PROOF:

The first samples of the Nimbus I HRIR data have provided vivid views of the
earth and its cloud cover, with a degree of detail closely approaching that of the
better TIROS TV pictures.

Lakes, rivers, and coastlines are clearly jeen,

indicating a distinct ability to discriminate between objects in the field of view with
only small differences in temperature.

Cloud patterns are easily seen.

The data require some care in interpretation, because when displayed as a
photo-facsimile produced picture they superficially but closely resemble the views
seen in TIROS pictures; it requires a distinct effort to remember that the visible
contrasts are those in temperature and not in reflectivity.

Nevertheless, it is

obvious that HRIR data should be of great value to operational as well as research
meteorology.
A small portion of one HRIR strip (Fig. 13-8, p. 310) showed Hurricane Dora
over northern Florida, and the middle Atlantic coast of the United States.
are reproduced with cold areas (clouds) white, and warm areas dark.

The data

The tempera¬

ture sensitivity of HRIR is demonstrated here by the clearly visible coast, the warm
ocean water temperatures (black) contrasting with the cooler nighttime land (grey).
The excellent resolution is shown by Dora's eye, and the distinct shapes of
Chesapeake and Delaware Bays.

Fjg. 13-8

Hurricane Dora, and the Middle Atlantic
Coast of the United States, as Seen by the
Nimbus I HRIR
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APPENDIX A
COMMUNICATION PRACTICES

This appendix provides information as to current communication practices
with regard to circuits, codes, and schedules used for the dissemination of:

A. 1

1.

Alert messages providing data on anticipated areas of satellite coverage

¿.

Satellite cloud pictures and nephanalyses.

ALERT MESSAGES WITH REGARD TO PROGRAMMED AND PREDICTED
SATELLITE COVERAGE
1.

Circuits and Facilities
a.

International Service O TTY Circuits: 8¿76, 205T, 233, 235

b.

Domestic Fax Circuit«: National Fax, High Altitude,
JQEJA 796 (the old 1R9 Strategic Fax net)

c.

Overseas

Radio Fax:

(1)
Transmission out of New York and beamed toward Europe on a
mean azimuth bearing of 52°.

Call Letter

F requency

GMT
F rom -To

WFK 63

13840 KC/S

1030 - 2200

WFK 70

10750. 5 KC/S

2130 - 2300
0845 - 1100

WFI 57

7849. 5 KC/S

2230 - 0915

WFH 65

5360. 5 KC/S

0300 - 0600
0800 - 0915

32 3

(2) Transmission out of New York and beamed toward South America
on a mean azimuth bearing of 163°.
Call Letter

GMT
F rom
To

F requency

WFA 29

9290 KC/S

WFA 56

6957. 5 KC/S

0400 -

1000

WFA 29

9290 KC/S

1000 -

1200

WFD 63

13961. 5 KC/S

1200 -

1600

WFD 37

17422. 5 KC/S

1600 - 2200

WFD 63

13961. 5 KC/S

2200 - 2400

(3)

0000 - 0400

Transmission out of San Francisco and beamed toward the Far

East on a mean azimuth bearing of 298°. [Presently (early 1964) inactive].
WMH 95

15982. 5 KC/S

2000 - 0345

WMI 50

10190 KC/S

0345 - 0715

WMF 36

6845. 5 KC/S

WMI 50

10190 KC/S

0715 -

1500

1500 - 2000

(4) Part Um^transmissioi, out of San Francisco and beamed toward
the Southwest Pacific on a mean azimuth bearing of 240°.
WMM 49

19715 KC/S

2000

0300

WMM 55

15700 KC/S

0300

0400

WMM 21

IM60 KC/S

0400

0900

WMK 27

7340 KC/S

0900

1800

WMM 21

11460 KC/S

1800

1900

WMM 55

15700 KC/S

1900
2000
Schedule of frequencies chang

(Note: Circuit call 81gns and frequencies are fixed.
aperiodically as predicted atmospherics dictate.

es

Schedule changes are distributed

via the 10204 and 10205 circuit, for a three-day period preceding the change and
formally through the WMO. )
2. Schedules:
(a) Entered on International Service O TTY Circuits at WBC 19037. daily.
(b) Entered on fax circuits:
NATL:

23487 daily

10204:

22437 daily

10205:

20407 daily

JQEJA796:

Variable time
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3.

Code used:
FORMAT FOR TIROS INTERNATIONAL A LERT BULLETIN
(Revised Version)

TB KWBC N (date time group)
TIROS ALERT
PART I 24-48 HR ALERT
"oWo yYGCgg QLaLaLoLo Q^L^L Lo etc* (Note: A maximum of nine orbits
per satellite could be programmed daily).
PART II 7 DAY PLANNING AREAS
Y Y QL LL L QL L L L QL L L L
a a o o
a a o o
a a o o QkaLaLQLo etc. (Three areas will be
indicated in bulletins transmitted Monday, Wednesday and Friday).
Heading
TB

Designator for TIROS Bulletin

US

Geographical designator

KWBC

International identifier for Weather Bureau Communication Center,
Washington

N

Indicator for international relay.

Sub-Heading
TIROS

- Symbolic Word for the Satellite

ALERT

-

PART I

YY

Plain language for the message purpose
This part contains 24 - to 48 - hour alert information on the area
to be photographed by the satellite.

- Satellite orbit number in thousands, hundreds, tens and units as
proposed in US practice for nephanalyses for TIROS III
- Day of the month (GCT)

GGgg

Time, in hours and minutes GCT of the midpoint of the satellite's
CSM/WcV^16 photORraphed area (also reference REC. 5 of 11

Q

Octant of the globe (WMO Code 3300)

L L
a a

Latitude in whole degrees for picture principal point (Part I) or
planning area (Part II).

L L
o o

Longitude in whole degrees for picture principal point (Part I) or
planning area (Part II).
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PART II
YY

- Day of the month (GCT)

Q

- Octant oí the globe (WMO Code 3300)
- Latitude in whole degree* for picture principal point (Part I) or
planning area (Part II)

LoL o

- Longitude in whole degrees for pic ture principal point (Part I) or
planning area (Part II).

Note;

- To prevent misunderstanding when planning area extends into two
or more octants, co-ordinates will be given for the north-east
corner of the area first,then proceed clockwise.

Sample Message
TB KWBC

N

121900Z

TIROS ALERT
PART 1
0032
0033
0034
0035
0036
0037
0038
0039
PART II -

33703
03305
02611
02316
01821
01325
00729
002 34

33625
33709
02901
02309
01815
01221
00625
00031

33547
33323
33009
02302
01809
01117
00521
50228

7 DAY PLANNING AREAS
¿2
23

A. 2

141010
141130
141310
141450
141630
141810
141950
;.42110

14040
13165
22270

12136
11361
20274

2266C
11075
20170

10280
70975
71950

PHOTOFAX SATELLITE PICTURE TRANSMISSIONS
A limited number of satellite pictures arc relayed via the high altitude network

each day to stations having photo fax receivers.

At present, the only AF receiver is

at Sunnyvale -- circuits involved are NASA fax lines connecting CDA stations plus a
data link between PMR and Sunnyvale.

A. 3

FACSIMILE NEPHANALYSIS TRANSMISSIONS: CIRCUITS USED
1.

2.

Domestic;
a.

National

b.

High Altitude

c.

JQEJA 796 (1R9)

Overseas
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a.

Transmission out of New York and beamed toward Europe on a
mean azimuth bearing of 5¿°.

b.

Call Letter

F requency

GMT
From

WFK 63

13840 KC/S

1030 - ¿¿00

WFK 70

10750. 5 KC/S

¿1 30 - ¿300
0845 - 1100

WFI 57

7849. 5 KC/S

¿¿30 - 0915

WFH 65

5360. 5 KC/S

0300 - 0600
0800 - 0915

To

Transmission out of New York and beamed toward South America
on a mean azimuth bearing of 163°.

c.

WFA ¿9

9¿90 KC/S

0000 - 0400

WFA 56

6957. 5 KC/S

0400 - 1000

WFA ¿9

9¿90 KC/S

1000 - 1¿00

WFD 63

13961. 5 KC/S

1¿00 - 1600

WFD 37

174¿¿. 5 KC/S

1600

WFD 63

13961. 5 KC/S

¿¿00 - ¿400

’¿00

Transmission out of San Francisco and beamed toward the Far
East on a mean azimuth bearing of ¿98°. (Presently [early 1964 ]
inactive. )
WMH 95
WM1 50
WMF 36
WMI 50

d.

1598¿. 5 KC/S

¿000 - 0345

10190 KC/S

0345 - 0715

6845. 5 KC/S

0715 - 1500

10190 KC/S

1500 - ¿000

Part time transmission out of San Francisco and beamed toward
the Southwest Pacific on a mean azimuth bearing of ¿40°.

(Note:

WMM 49

19715 KC/S

¿000 - 0300

WMM 55

15700 KC/S

0300 - 0400

WMM ¿1

11460 KC/S

0400 - 0900

WMK ¿7

7340 KC/S

0900 - 1800

WMM ¿1

11460 KC/S

1800 - 1900

WMM 55

15700 KC/S

1900 - ¿000

Circuit call signs and frequencies are fixed.

aperiodically as predicted atmospherics dictate.

Schedule of frequencies changes

Schedule changes are distributed

via the 10¿04 and 10¿05 circuits for a three-day period preceding the change and for¬
mally through the WMO. )

3¿7

A. 4

CODED (TELETYPE) NEPHANALYSES (NEPAN)
1.

Circuits used fur dissemination
a.

Civil:
International Service O TTY Circuits:
8276, 205T, 233, 235

b.

Military:
JQECA 506
JQECW 021
JQECW 124 (E-W)
JQECW 013
JQECW 019/113
JQBCW 187
JQBCW 008 (N-S)

2.

3.

Schedules
a.

Civil: 00¾ plus each 3 hours

b.

Military: Unscheduled

Code used:
FORM OF MESSAGE FOR NEPHANALYSIS OF DATA*
OBTAINED BY METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES

1.

Explanation
The form of the message for nephanalysis provides for indicating the areas

covered by a particular amount, type and description of clouds.

A letter of the alpha¬

bet is assigned to each unique combination of these three analyzed features, and this
letter assignment is maintained throughout the entire message.

The letter "A" is

assigned to the first combination of features, the letter "B" to the second, the letter
"C" to the third, etc.

These letters will always be assigned in the following invari¬

able order in the analysis key section of the message; A, B, C. D, F, G, J, K, L,
M, N, V, Z, Q, W, E, R, T, Y, U, P, S, H.

The specifications for the three char¬

acteristic features are given in Code Tables 1, 2 and 3 (see paragraph 4).

* Extracted, with updating modifications, from a document marked as "Material pro¬
posed for insertion in WMO Publication No. 9, Volume B, Chapter III, under United
States National Practices. "
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The latitude-longitude grid is used to specify the various areas covered
by combinations oí analyzed features.
one-degree square.

The basic increment of area used is the

In the analysis section of the message, each of these one-

degree squares is represented by the letter "A",

’B", "C", etc.

The analysis

key letters assigned to the one-degree squares along one degree bands of latitude
are always assembled in the message progressing from west to east.

The first

coded line in the analysis is always the northernmost one-degree latitude band.
Successive latitude bands are encoded from north to south regardless of the octant
of the globe in which they occur.
The QLaLaLQLo group is used to identify the northwest latitude-longitude
intersection of the westernmost one-degree square of the first latitude band.

The

QLaLaLoLQ group will also be used to identify the northwest latitude-longitude
intersection of the westernmost one-degree square of each succeeding tenth onedegree band progressing southward.
squares will be identified by the

Intermediate latitude bands of one-degree
indicators only since their relative latitudinal

position is defined above.
Normally, data groups for only one latitude band are given per line in the
transmitted message.
L0Lo indicators.

A data group consists of five characters with exception of the

Data groups may contain either numbers or letters or a combina¬

tion of both with the letter "X" being used as the "fill-in" letter for completing the
last data group of a line when necessary.

When six or more consecutive identical

letters appear along a latitude band of one-degree squares, they may be counted, and
this total indicated as "NN" in an optional group (ZZrNNNt) for condensing the mes¬
sage when a reduction in group count would result.
A confidence indicator evaluating geographical accuracy of the information
depicted on the nephanalyses is included as the final two characters in the message
subheading.
mation.
analysis.

The character "C" followed by 1, 2, 3 or 4 will be used for this infor¬

These figures represent the analyst's confidence in the accuracy of the
The figure 1 represents excellent confidence and is associated with geo¬

graphical placement of position using identifiable landmarks.

Figures 2 and 3 repre¬

sent good and fair confidence, respectively, and are associated with less accurate
geographical orientation.

Figure 4 represents poor confidence.

Normally, coded

nephanalyses with this indicator will not be transmitted.
A message will he sent over the Northern Hemisphere Exchange System
and other communications channels, as appropriate, at each scheduled transmission
time.

Some cloud information indicated on the facsimile nephanalysis may be
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omitted from the coded message when necessary to remain within the capabilities
of available communication circuitry.

When the meteorological situation warrants

and allowable message length is not exceeded, plain language remark» in English
amplifying the analysis may be added following the last latitude band ol coded infor¬
mation.

When for any reason a nephanalysis is not available for transmission at

the scheduled tune, the message will consist of the communications heading and
the word NONE (e. g. , AUXX KWBC N VYGC^g NONE).
Symbolic Form of Message
Communications Heading

AUXX KW'BC N YYGGeg

Subheading

NEPAN TIROS n'j'nOnQnOnO
AAC C C , BBC CC.CCC C ,C _ . . etc.
atd
atd
aid
QL L L L ZZZZZ
_etc.
a a o o

Analysis Key
Analysis

(The ZZZZZ groups may be replaced by
or intermingled with ZZ NNN{ groups
in any line when a reduction in group
count would result. )
(2d~9th latitude bands
inclusive)

LuL j ZZZZZ (and/or Z.Z^NNNy.. . etc.

(10th latitude band)

OL L L L 77.7.77 (and/or ZZ NNN..
a a o o
r
t

(11th-19th latitude bands same format as 2d-0th latitude bands)
Message continues ....
3.

Definitions
a.

Subheading
NEPAN

Symbolic word for nephanalysis.

TIROS

Symbolic word identifying the type of
satellite from which the data are ob¬
tained.

n

T

Number of the satellite from which the
data are obtained (in units, e. g. , 1, 2,
3, etc. ).

ononono

Number of the satellite pass (in thou¬
sands, hundreds, tens and units; e. g, ,
0001, 0002, 0003, etc. ) during which
photographs used in this analysis were
taken.

n

YY

Day of the month (GCT) on which the
photographs used in this analysis were
taken.
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etc.

CORK

Time, in hours and minutes (GCT), oí
the midpoint of the pass of the satellite
over the photographed area.
(Note: The definitions given here are
for the YYGGqg group given in the sub¬
heading. The
YYGGgg group in the
communications heading is defined
according to Res. 14 (E. C. XIII).

CN

Confidence in accuracy of geographical
location of cloud features described by
"N1' when "N" is:
1 - Excellent
¿ - Good
3 - Fair
4 - Poor (not normally used)

b.

Analysis Key
AA, BB, CC, etc.

Letter designators assigned co the com¬
binations of analyzed features specified
by
Ct and
in the same analysis
key group. These assignments are valid
throughout the entire message. Double
letters are used in the analysis key sec¬
tion for confirmation.

C

a

Amount of cloud in a one-degree square
(Code Table 1 ).

t

Type of cloud in a one-degree square
(Code Table 2 ).

d

Description of cloud in a one-degree
square (Code Table 3).

C
C
c.

Analysis Section
Octant of the Globe (WMO Code 3300 ).
L L
a a
L L
o o

Latitude in whole degrees.
Longitude in whole degrees. (The hun¬
dreds digit is omitted for longitude 100°
through 180 . )

Z

Letter designator (e. g. , A, B, C, etc.)
that has been assigned to a combination
oí analyzed features for the one-degree
squares specified.
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4.

X

- "No data'lndicator used to complete the
last five haracter group of a line when
required. "No data'^ndicators may also
be used in the ZZ NNN, group along
latitude bands in Ae concavity between
areas of the nephanalysis.

ZZrNNNt

-

Optional group.

Z

-

Letter designator (e. g. , A, B, C. etc. )
that has been assigned to a combination
of analyzed features for the number of
one-degree squares specified by NN
(see below).

Zr

-

A repeat of the above letter designator
for confirmation.

NN

-

The total number of consecutive identi¬
cal letter designators along a latitude
band of one-degree squares.

Nt

-

The sum of the two digits (N + N); e. g. ,
AA246 where 6 acts as confirmation for
the two digits making up NN. When the
sum of these digits is greater than 9.
only the final figure of the total will be
entered; e. g., when sum is 10 enter 0,
when 11 enter 1, etc.

Code Tables
Code Table 1
C

= Amount of Cloud

Code
Figure

Amount of Cloud

0
1
2
3
4
Î*
6
7
8
9

-
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Clear or Cloudless
Mostly Open (MOP)(20-50%)
Mostly Covered (MCO) (50-80%)
Completely Covered
Open (O) (< 20%)
f Not presently assigned]
Covered (C) (>80%)

Code Table 2
= Type of Cloud
Code
Type of Cloud
Figure

0
1
2

None
Cumuliform
Stratiform
Cirriform
Cumuliform and Cirriform
Cumuliform and Stratiform
Cumulonimbus (more or less isolated)
Cumulonimbus (imbedded in other cloud
forms)
Frontal (chaotically mixed types)
Unknown

3
4

5

6
7

8
9

Code Table 3
Crf

=

Description of Cloud

Code
Figure

Description of Cloud

0
1
2

None
Thin
Heavy (dense)
Possible haze, snow, etc.
Convective cullular
Bands
Transverse bands
Frontal
Heavy frontal
Vortex

3
4
5

6
7

8
9
5.

Example
A coded example in the form in which it is transmitted on the Northern
Hemisphere Exchange Network is given for illustration purposes.

The

data used in this example were obtained from TIROS III on 11 September
1961, but have been converted to 1964 "Amount of Cloud" designaters.
Figure A-l contains the coded message as transmitted.

It will be noted

that 12 letters have been assigned to combinations of analyzed features
in the analysis key (i. e. , A, B, C, D, F, G, J, K, L ,M, N and V).
Figure A-2 shows the satellite nephanalysis as prepared for facsimile
transmission.
Figure A-3 shows the assignment of analysis key letters to the various
features of the nephanalysis.
Figure A-4 illustrates the decoded message by showing the analysis ke>
letters assigned to the one-degree squares entered in those squares.
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AUXX KWBC N 120410
NEPAH TIE OS 30880 111829 C2
AA000 BB110 CCI30 DD231 PP210 GG262
JJ310 «312 LL3S0 m319 NN320 W510 .
03175 LL066
73 LL099
75 LL134
75 LL167
75 LL178
75 LL099 AALLL LLLLX
75 LL066 AA066 FFFFL LLXXX
75 AA077 NAAAA FFFFF FFPLX
75 AA077 NNNAA FFFFF FFFLL
75 AAAAA NM066 AFFFF FFPPL FLLXX
04175 AAANI NAAAA AAPFF FFPPL LFFTL
75 AA077 PF101 LLLFF FPFFP
75 AA077 PF213
73 AAAAA FP224
70 AAPFF FF202
68 FF FCC CCFPF FF123 Dm
67 FFCCC CCCCC FCCCC FFBKF KPFFX
65 FCCCC CCCCC GOCM KPKKK ™mr
64 GC112 BBKFK «077
63 GG088 IBID K«« KXKFF
03162 BBGGG GGBBB KFK« MOOK DV«
61 UBBG GBBBB KFUX DOOK DP«
60 BB101 KFV« DSD mXX
58 BB099 mn BKAAF FFXXX
56 U123 KAAAF FFBXX
54 U101 AAAAF FFFBX
S3 BB088 APPAA FFFFB BBXXX
52 BUBF BBAPA AAPPA APJBB
50 FFFFA PJAAA AAJJJ JJJBX
49 FBBAA JAAAA JJJJJ JJBBX
02148 BAAJA AVWF AAAJJ JBBBB
47 AAJDK WF« KAAJJ BBBBX
46 AJDKV FK«K KAAJB BBBBX
45 JDKVK FEX« KAABB BBBBX
44 OKVFP XXKD AABBB BBB«
43 KVF« KMKPB AABBB BBXXX
43 «077 FPBAB BBUB
42 KK066 FPBAB BBBBB
41 K«XV FPBAB BUBB
41 WVW FPBU BUBB
01140 WWP FBBBB BBBBX
40 VWFF FBBBB BBBXX
35 FFFFB BBBXX

Fig.

A-l

Example of a Coded Message as Transmitted
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\

Fig. A-¿

Satellite Nephanalysis as Prepared for Facsimile Transmission
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“V-«

»

i -o-- V

\

* ;

Centinuoui black tin«« ancloaa arcaa ®f ^

r«Iat i val y hoaoganaoua cloud condition. |
! AAOOO')
Ana I ya I a kay groupa aaalgnad^
'BSIlof
at tha baginning of tha body^
CC130> • of tha aaaaaga. Lattar
00231 i
aaaignaanta to coablnationa ^
•tej
of analyzad faaturaa for tha/
ancloaad araaa of cloud
condition.

fig

A-3

Example of Nephanalysis Prep.ired for Encoding
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^

Fig. A-4

of tho uto of tho QLaLaL0L0
¿-^•nd L0L0 groups aro shown along tho
«•■torn sdgs of tho analyzed area.
«The arrow pointing to the northern¬
most and to each succeeding tenth
latitude band indicates the ncrthwest
corner of the first one-degree square
(in that band. The arrows at intermediate
latitude bands indicate the longitude
of the western edge of the initial one«degree square of that band.
Letters assigned to one-degree squares
illustrate the plot of the decoded
message. Analyste is completed by
encircling and identifying the
,areas containing the same
letter.

Example of Decoded Message
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APPENDIX B

^££Uçation or Tmos CLOUD -IN SPARSE DATA REGIONS
Major Forrest R. Miller

Reprinted from
Monthly Weather Revi«.u,
Volume 91. No. 9
(September 1963)
Pages 433-451
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AN APPLICATION OF TIROS CLOUD OBSERVATIONS
IN SPARSE DATA REGIONS'
MAJOR FORREST R. MILLER »
International Meteorological Centre. International Indian Ocean Eiped,t,on, Bombay, India
I Manuscript received April 5, 1963, revised July 8, 1963|

ABSTRACT

m,t:m

u1 lh*' carth’» clou^ cover is strikingly evident from TIROS photographs .uggestin.

.szï* sisri*”£r.

^r^rrx1:':: säc Äjzrxsrr-.* -1. INTRODUCTION
lu 1926 Sir Xapier Shaw [9J wrote
. . we must refer
to clouds as beinjr one of the most obvious sources of
information about the free air'\ However, because
cloud forms have been primarily classified according to
recognizable shapes and textures, little was ever observed
or reported about their alignment relative to the wind
after the era of the nephoscope. Thus, until recently,
the opinion prevailed that a relatively small portion of
the earth’s cloud cover exhibited banded or striated
forms along the flow. Exceptions to this situation, of
course, were recognized to exist in the vicinity of well
organized cyclones, along jet streams, and in the trade
wind belt.
The first photograpl s from rockets launched over south¬
western l nited States showed definite cloud “streets” |5j.
Almost all earth viewing photographs ‘Vom satellites
have revealed the great streakiness of cloud systems
jl, 4, 6, N, l.'Ij. Large masses of stratiform clouds as
well as cumuliform clouds, at multiple levels, have shown
internal elongated and handed structures in TIKOS
photographs.
The “streaming’’ appearance of the earth's cloud
cover is strikingly evident when mosaics of TIROS
photographs are displayed. A TIROS composite cov¬
ering the Southern Hemisphere oceans presented bv
Oliver |6| dramatically pictures the immense cyclonic
vortices associated with the “roaring forties’’. The
general sense of large-scale atmospheric motion i> evident
in such portrayals suggesting that some form ,»f synoptic
i Thta vïivk »iw cimiliM'ti'd ovit h l»rvy, . iktmiiI from \1>i> Uwi m part of adudy lo
|iivf*tiirat«' te<linli|i <n of a'i|i|>lri(! TIKOS data to analysis over «parnr data roriona
> Klimov aaaifiimivit Ihtaihrm-nl II, l.’pith Wrath.v Squadron, kir Wrath.v s.vm.v
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patterns in terms of major troughs and ridges can be
deduced. Even the absence of widespread middle and
high level cloudiness over certain regions can be meaning¬
ful synoptically if viewed in conjunction with large
cloud masses which can be interpreted
Since TIROS II was placed into orbit, the quality of
nephanalyses from satellite readout stations has im¬
proved markedly. Although there is no substitute for
rectified TIROS photographs in mosaic form, facsimile
transmitted nephanalyses have provided meteorologists
with excellent supplementary and timely information
about the upper atmosphere, particularly over sparse
data regions. The problem of finding a suitable pro¬
cedure for estimating upper-level flow patterns on a global
scale from TIROS data over sparse data regions is indeed
challenging.

2. METHOD
Several case studies have been made using TIROS
doud data which were received in the form of nephanalyses
transmitted by facsimile from the readout sites. When¬
ever TIROS cloud photographs were available, they
served as additional information for the investigation.
I he primary objective was to determine the feasibility of
deducing from satellite cloud data an estímate of the
large-scale upper-air flow patterns over sparse data
regions. Kinematic analyses were i ;ade over the sparse
data regions of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans where
conventional analyses are available.
\ephanal.\ses consisting of several swatlts of TIROS
data were transferred to standard upper air plotting charts.
A streamline analysis for the 500-mb. level was then in¬
ferred from the patterns of the major cloud masses. For
example, where doud elements indicated marked cydoni-

¿'»M l

► '1 Hr r

«•iillv mm*il |n.?i('ius a sUtmi.íIíiu* irough or vorttn whk The onl\ data refer«-need «luring the amdvsis jauiod were
ilrrtwii. In jii'iHTtt), «UmiinliiifH wrrr drirvii ülong tin* the nephmiulw*» f«»t «nii h sitiiati«m, the VVcallu't Hureau's
majm ii\h of i'loml Imtnls intcrprelrd lo br Mt lhe muidle monthly uoriiiul «'harts ;|tij ami '»tm-mb. stnaunlines of
mul upiM'i' levou of tin* iiliiMwpliere. In tlmse repoim mean resultunl winds [|_‘J
Im*I«i*i*i, tm.ijriH him! ..teil to lu* under the influence
Jhe streuuiliues mul isotachs slmwo in the (igur«*s of
of iinticvclonic motion. In virtue of beini; devoid of this text are th«' solid <m\e. (with arrows) and dashed
hlcntilinhlc <i|>|U'i'-lc\ el 1(01111 sysii ui'v Htitir^ "Ionic Mtrenin- lines r«*»p«M'lively. Isotinh patterns are display«'«! on
linc luitierim in ilm form of ridp*« or anticv.lonic «injru- only the single nephmialys«*» of figure 1 and tin* last
Imiiiis were druwn. Neutral point!». correMpotMlin^ to «•harts «»f th«* two series desorib«‘d in sections *1 and ti.
coU m the pn^siire field, were located in appropriate placee
Tlte general intent in this pap«'!' has btvn to upplx
I»et"een vortices Monthlv rmultimt upper wind eharta
8lr«*amlim* mmlels, Imsetl on «*x|M*ri«'m'c, wlii«li nr** more
I*-]
^crvwl as a puide and an hiimÍvIicmI eontrol in applicable («> the lower .flUHKt ft of th«* atnnrsplmr«*.
determining the proper streamtine pat term ami pUcemenl
For example. anticycUmic vortic«*s gen«*rnll\ show som«'
of centers, partinilarlx in regions adjacent to but not
outdraft characteristic while cvcloims are charaeteri/ed
covered by the neplianalvaw. The .iOfl.mli level na»
by «treamline» spiraling in towanl the center Since it is
choHon as the nniilv»i» level beeause it reprenent» a middle
not possibh* to «leterniine th«* rate of inflow nr ouflhiw
!e\el in the ntmo-phere and the derived kineinatie anal\ais
near the «enter of vortices from TIROS photos, the
eoiild be inlrmhieisf into the VMl-nih numerical analvsi»
following pro4'«*durv was us«*«l to illustrât«* s«*h«'mnticallv
procriam at the National Meteorological Center (\M(
system» in various stag»*', oí deveiopineui. In som«*
Suithind. Mil.
analyses flu* streamline spiraling into the center of a
An iaotach field was coiwtructed over the »tremolines fjOfl-mh. e velo ni«' v«>t't«'x hav« fH‘cn 'omewhat «‘\agg«*ialed
h> applvin^r isotach models hi >ce the cloud patterns do to giv«* the impression of a system in an aecelerating or
not tlirectlx reflect the speed distribution. The models
developing stage. In other eas«*» the amount of streamweie based on sound kineinatie principles and empirimil
lm«* convergence was r«‘«lm«'d wlun it was di'duccd that
relationships helveen synoptic cloud patterns and the
the system was in a mature or <|e<'uvnig stage. Tin* same
wind field, hm example, luinimiiin speed renters 1-0(11general outflow < haracteristic was given to all anticveloni«'
cidc wit!, strcainlim* vortices and major axe» of iiiaxinmni
vortnes However, e\«*n though there were definite
speed centers me ^enerallx oriented along the upp*>r-le\el
uncertainties a I »out the rate «>í spiraling of the streainliims
How
file speed maxima in the westerlies are found aloft
tn'ar lhe <Tiit«*r», tfu* deriv«*«! wimls \¡«‘hied niiniericnl
to the north of surface positions of the {Kdar front in the
analyses com para file to N\|( analyses !»used «tn rmlioNorthern Hemisphere.
s«»nde «lata.
\ltlmije;h an application of kineinatie atialvMi» in this
Detail«*«! «’oni|Nisite clou«! photographs for fin* situations
iniinner is subjective, a series of lests demonstrated that
«leserila*«! were not aMiilahh* for ¡n«‘tusi«>n. Originals and
severid skilled analysts «<:ree»l on the hrosd-scale siremnoopi«*» of TIROS it.Vimii films «overing each orbit shown
lim* interpretation of a particular uephanalysi». The
by th«* nephanaixscs in this pa|ier are on file at the
most subjective part of this approach waa obtaining a
National \\«*a!!¡er Sat(*||itc < 'enter. Wasfiington, 1).(
represen tat ¡ve ‘peed field which w»» consistent with
laith the streamlines and TIROS cloud data. In order
3. ASSUMPTIONS
to make 1. reasonable estimate of the speed field, a tvjie
of analog system was us«*d
The technique applied was
In this work the priman effort was diiected toward
to find in the dail\ histom al map serte» upper-air height deducing from TIROS <lou«l data, tin* main trougii and
patterns at 000 ndi. whi« i> were similar to those deduced ridge patterns ol tfie imd.lle troposphere. There fias
fro»:» the nephanalyses. 'several analogous «itnations been no attempt to interpr«*t small sc al<- synoptic feat uns
were examined and a typical speisl pattern was obtained
from the cloud patterns. It :s realised that many TIROS
The derived isolaefi pattern was supeninpoaed over and <‘lou«i photographs «‘xhibt som«* internal handed struct ures
adjusted tc the streatulim-s rfo complete the analvsis. transverse to flow through tin muidle levels and lines of
estimates of >O0-mh heights for tfie evekmic and anti- cumulus chiucnts paralleling a *.h«>ai via tor of the winds
»yclonic streamline centers were obtained from the analog in the com « « tive level
How«*ver, the assumptions
situations in the historical file.
presented li«‘lmx arc consiilered renBonalilv valid w h«*n
lv,o series covering analyses of three or more davs a p pi i «*« f to in acro-scale wcaUier and flow patterns:
are discussed in which this method was used. In addition,
«ï. The orientation and «l¡strihut¡on «tf major chtud
a single streainline-uephaiialvsis ¡> shown to illustrate masses reflect the hroad-scale fktw of tin* atiuospherc.
(fiat large-scale cloud patterns reflect cirrulatton changes From striiiti'd patterns ami elongated elenmnts or “fingers”
with time as well as in space In all of the situations of clouds the g« lierai direction «ti flow can fn* inferred.
investigated by this method, conventional surface and
6. In regions lacking extensiv«' masse» of stratiform,
upper-air analyses were not known or consulted in anr niiihile, and Ingh clouds and slntwing «»td\ sinall-scah*
wax prior to performing the streamline-iaotach analyse«. cumulus, the How is generally assunmd to be associated
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limits,

iiHiiiolv: 111(1 (iliMviiK'iit of a lidííi* or iintirvclono 11-11101-

uiitlcr mii-Ii ciiviiniHtniircs is <li>|iciii|imt on tin* ostinintoil
imsitions of tron^lis iiifoiToii whoro rlomls nro pn-Honf tonl
tin* »*\|M*itwl olininlolojrinil positions of tin* siilitrr,picul
jinticv clones.
r. Hromlsciilc suioptic put terns ns interpreted from
I lKO> up|>er-!cvol cloud patterns are fairlv representa¬
tive of the flovN throughout a deep hiver, he., above the
convective levels and below the cirrus levels. This
assumption implies that macro-scale How patterns exhibit
relatively small directional shears within the middle layers.
</. Major cloud masses of the upper and middle tropo¬
sphere can, in a very general way. he distinguished from
low-level clouds. New techniipn** now under develop¬
ment for analyzing TIRO'S infrared data (dj will provide
assistance in delineating cloud types and heights.
judicious application of climatology and analog
♦ echnifpies in finding representative isotach patterns is
also assumed.
*'■

4. TIROS II PHOTOGRAPHED UPPER-AIR CHANGES
A double composite nephanalvsis for December 4 and 5,
IhtiO is shown in figure 1. The composite was originally
two separate tiephanah-es from December 4 through
several hours beyond December õ. In figure 1 broken to
overcast stratiform clouds for December 4 are heavily
shaded ; those observed by TIROS on December :» are
lightly shaded. Originally this composite w as color coded.
Patches of clouds reported on both days to be scattered to
broken are hatched. ( ross hatching represents this
condition over the same region on both days.1 This
example is included to illustrate how large cloud masses,
showing changes in alignment in the photos and nephanalyses, can be interpreteil in terms of upper flow patterns.
I wo prominent at eas show ing realignment and move¬
ment of large cloud masses identifiable on laitli days are
shown in figure 1.
O'er northwestern imrtions of Africa (15° V dll0 \
• I I » h.l major cloud element- were oriented nortneastsouthwest on December 4. However, by the time TIROS
traversed this region again 24 hr. later, these cloud patterns
had assumed a more north-south or even northwestsoutheast orientation
In contrast, scattered to clear
conditions were photographed over the northwestern part
of Africa (vicinity of 2(1° V. |(IJ \V ) on noth days. Off
the African coast in the Atlantic, large cloud masses in an
apparent north-south elongation persisted during the 4th
and ’»th of December. Kiidouhtedly some of these
coa-tal cloud masses consisted of low le\cl stratus on the
east side of the Atlantic subtropical anticyclone
How¬
ever. a definite cyclonic turning of the major cloud
elements over Africa (20° Y dû0 \ ; 5° \V in3 K.l was

'lewcd hy I IROS on December *1, partictilarh to the east
of the streamline center of the cyclone. Recent case
studies |2. 7. h| have shown TIROS views of mature
c\clones with relati'ely clear central |Hirtions and extensive
moisture hands a round th«* peuplier'
I hus, the distribution and ri*orieutation of « loiul- o'«-r
Africa wer« inlet preted to reflect the formation of a cut-off
cold Kow with a cIosíhI circulation hccoming established
after I)e« »*mber 4
The ’dMI-mh « harts fmm th. National
Meteorological (Vnter (N.MC) showeel a w«*ll defined
trough moving over the African coast between Detembci .5
and 4.
Bv Decenilier ó (fig, 2), a low-latitude, upperlev«*! c\« Ion«* fiad «1«*'««loped with it- center in about th«*
sam«* position as shown by th«* streiiiulim* center o'«*r
northwestern Africa in figure I
The õtiO-mb. low centct
|>ersist«*«| for several days. It should also he note«! llnil
m«*r th«* Me«literranean Sea. «*astern Africa, and Kg'pt
b*xtr«“in«* right of fig. 1>, generali' clear conditions were
i «'ported on the iiepltunalysis, i «*., no I arg«* massi*s of -t ra t ifonn clouds w«;i* reported
Tliis region wa- inti-rprete«!
as heilig associât«*«! with an upper-le'el ridge a> show 11 b\
the streamlines.
I he other region showing some mo'ement and 1(-1(11^11ment of cloud masses was o\«*r the Atlantic, off the east
const of the Knited >tat«s. Scattered to broken cumulus
tyjK* clouds were ohsi msl along the east coast .20° \ 4n°\
70 \\. SO V\ .) «,n lioth days. Farther east a broad,
O'

creast hand of stratiform clouds oriented north-south

marked the leading edge of a frontal zone and associated
upper-le'el trough on December 4 (shown in fig. ! bv the
heavy shaded region along Ml0 \V.). On the n«*xt du\
this same hand of cloudiness had shifted .r>0 of longitude
eastward between 15° \. and .'id0 \ and was apparently
orient«*«! more nearly northeast-soutiiwest
The nortlern
|M»rtion of this cloud mass was not viewed h\ th«* TIRDS
eatuera on Deiemher
In the central |M>rtion of figure
I between I.»
\. and ,50 \., the two «lavs’ couiiai-itc
sc«‘in(‘d to show a rather random distribution of clouds
at first analysis, hut a close study indicat«*«! that nnin\
of the major cloud elements had their major arc- elongated
in an east-west direction. A general eastward drift and
convergence of the cloud masse- toward the low center
"as inferred and is represented hv the streamlines. The
streamline and isotach analyses in figure I were deduced
from the <oni()osite iiephatialvsis for Dt‘ccmhi*r Õ. HMiO
II h«* lightly shaded cloud masses1. Th«* streamline aiudvsis agreed with the MIC 000-mh. height analysis -hown
in figure 2
In particular, the placement of the streamline
troughs and ridges was ¡u agreement, hut their amphtmlc"cre greater in the \ M< analysis on December 5
The
relatively clear areas along 50° \\ and 10° K to 20° K.
were verified to In* associated wit'i riilgcs.

5. STREAMLINE NEcHANALYSES OF MAY 19 21, 1960
» The <y*l. »1
tom*plmn>tl\ «■* in tin« r« i».ri. (nr n i»irUnit «mmint und t» « of
rimad*ntnn-vmt fn.m «aMHM It* doirltiH In "Itpiilttfon of SalrllMr Clfxiil Oh»TV»Uiini
for t-wslinili- Truh-niisdon . hirtriut llrrr/niunntt Itrrmrl Vo I. I
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ilalii I'Xli'iids Iroin a I ‘v\ 110til's Im1 fort' 0000 <;MT to a I»1«
hours aft«T on M>n Ml. 'riiis analysis liolptai to ostníilisli
continuity for siihsctiutuit analyses on May 20 and 21
shown in figures 4 and û.
Heavily shaded areas (whin on the figure) represent
overcast stratiform clouds, and large patches of scattered
to broken cumuliform are shown its liatclied areas. Light
shaded areas (gray) depict scattered to broken stratiform
clouds. Few or scattered individual cumulus clouds are
represented by the cumulus symbols over a given region.
This same delineation scheme is followed in figures 4
and ã. For Ma.v Mt (fig. if) cloud data from only three
orbital passes were available. To the north and south
of the Pacific region covered by TIROS data, the .VtO-nib.
resultant wind chart [12] for May was referenced in
drawing the streamlines. The isotach analysis (dashed
lines) is displayed with the streamlines in onl\ the final
chart (fig. .'») although originulb i>olaclis were drawn on
the other analyst's as well.
The marked frontal cloud
structure of the central
w as interpreted as part
The general w idespread
degree) in eastern Asia
relatively new system.

Pacific Low shown in figure .'5
of a deepening cyclonic systen .
cloudiness (but banded to some
seemed to be associated with a

In the t hilf of Alaska the priman
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5,

liHiOfroin

th«' National M<‘t»‘orolo(!n al (’riiti i.

frontal band apparently had moved completely out of the
main cyclonic circulation and extended northeastward
into ('añada. There were some well defined cyclonically
turning cloud bands and lines showing a definite trough
and the general extent of the cyclonic circulation. Else¬
where between low centers small amounts of stratiform
clouds were interpreted to be associated with north¬
westerly How.
The nephanalvsis for tHMMt umt, May 20, 1900 (fig. 1
showed some reintensification of the front in the eastern
Pacific. The heavy frontal cloud bands in the central
Pacific revealed an outstanding exam pie of the occluding
process w ith the primary moisture band w rapping up, ovei
and around the central cyclone.
Several scattered
‘‘blight" cloud patterns were strung out to the southwest
from the polar front over the oa-lern Pacific. Widespread
stratiform clouds continued to prevail over the north¬
western Pacific, but a definite banded structure with
cyclonic curvature could be discerned.
The struimlmc neutral point- and subtropical anticyclonic centers south of :itt V latitude in figures :5, 4,
and 5 were based on their climatological positions for
May at .">00 mb. and adjusted to lit the streamline pattern
inferred from the nephanalyses.

gure 5. -

Streamline-nephanalysis for 0000 GMT, May 21,

i960.

Dashed lines are isotachs
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Tin- n(>|»liiiiuil.vHÍH for iNNiO omt, Ma\ 21, líMill (fijr.
iWi'alial moi<> w ¡ili'Hpmiti rloiiilincHs throu^liout (lu>
mil ml nuil wmlmi IVifir. Kroin this nr|iliiiiiiil\sis it
was i'oiirluiUsl (liai llu> major |K)i1ioii of tin- *‘(isti-rn
I’ai-ific frontal liaiui moved out from under the satellite
traek leaxin« onl\ sealtered remnants of ¡lie old exelonie
eireuiation The heuvv eloinl |iiilterti in the rentrai I’aedir showed the frontal system to he oeeluded and jnovinfî to the northeast away from the upper l/iw However,
some larjre eloml masses and other cloud striations around
the periphery of the center marked the cyclone’s central
position. An extensive heavy overcast southeast of Japan
w as part of a polar frontal system for which there were no
TÎKOS data on the two previous days. This frontal
system was later verified from conventional analyses as
intensifying under a strong jet on May 21. The main
western Pacific 000-inb. low center was over Sakhalin on
May 21. There w as strong evidence in the handed do id
patterns of a new cyclone circulation over Manrhum
developing in the westward extension of the Sakhalin Low .
Conventional 50ö-mb. charts from the National Meteoro¬
logical ( enter on May 21 revealed a trough extending
southwest into Manchuria. Additional details concern¬
ing verification of analyses for tliis case study are presented
in section 7.
The streamline-isotach analyses in figures 3, 4, and 5
represent the 500-mb. flow as deduced from the nephanalyses described alwn e. All three charts show, in some
state of intensification or decay, the classical example of
the polar front famih of w aves extending across the Pacific
( bn i posit es of TIROS photographs from which the nephanalyses of this series have been made up have appeared
in sex eral puhhcations [1, 11]; they have become some of
the classic examples from the TIROS I series.

passes before midnight and three after midnight of the
day dcsignatinl on each chart of figures 6 through 9. The
same cloud shading scheme described in sect ion 5 for the
Max scries was used in this series.
tine ol the most significant features in figunss 6. 7. s,
and It ol this series, is the widespread hand of heaxv,
stratiform cloudiness between latitudes 3.1° V and .10° \.
stretching across the North Pacific. Periodic interrup¬
tions or elongated breaks in these heavy overcast regions
can he seen where data are available on all charts in this
heit Irom ( Inna eastward to the west coast of the I’nited
States. Many of the heavy cloud areas are charactcri/.cd
hy handed elements with apparent cyclonic curvature.
I he polar front, w ith periodic breaks in the cloud activity,
appears to show up distinctly in all uephanalyses,
particularly those of figures 7 and 9. The most marked
jMilar frontal system appears in the nephanalyses between
30° N\ and £0° N. from 150° VV. to 1.10° E.
Another outstanding feature common to all charts of
this series is the general lack of extensive layers of stratilorm middle and high clouds over the Pacific Ocean,
eastern China, and southwestern United States between
26° X. and 35° X. Over this same region nephanalyses
show orderly lines of cumulus and other singular large
cloud elements which cat> he seen converging, with some
anticyclonic curvature, into the main mass of polar front
clouds. These elongate«! narrow lines of clouds, oriented
generally southwest to nortiieast, are particularly preva¬
lent on August 22 and 23 (figs. 6 and 7). On August
22 neat 3.1° X., 136° W. several lines of clouds revealed a
previously undetected cyclonic circulation which appeared
to be less well defined on August 23.
Sin«'«’ T I R(>S cloud data were missing over largo* sections
of the Tropics south «if 2.1° X., it was possible to make
only generalized «(eductions about tlm flow based on cloud
6. STREAMLINE-NEPHANALYSIS IN THE PACIFIC,
structures. Inferences from eloml patterns available 1i«*d
AUGUST 23-25, 1961
in with climatology ami the analyses over extratropical
The discussion of the May 19 21, 1960 series was based regions served as the priman guhle in estimating the
primarily on nephanalyses and TIROS photographs of a streamline troughs and ridges south of the anticvclonic
well defined family of polar frontal systems in various ridge for the f*00-mb. level. In August the .1<)0-mb. level
stages of development over the mid-central Pacific. In lies well within the easterlies over most regions south «if
order to expand flirt her on tlcstreaiiihne-isotach approach 2.1° X. Hence, it is possibh* to estimate a reasonable fl«iw
as applied to nephalialxses, the following 4-da\ Serb's, pattern at this level, considering nephanalyses and the
which covers most of the Pacific Ocean and adjacent land situation to the north, without getting involved with the
areas, is presented.
transition (between castorina and westerlies) zone.
I his series is based on neplumalxses covering the period However, this is not possible in the spring, fall, and winter
August 23 through 20, 1961. During this period TIROS seasons (12].
III traversed the Pacific Ocean region fron the equator
Figure It) shows the combine«! fiOO-mb. ami surface
to near .1()0 V recording cloud structures of the southeast analyses for 120(1 «;mt. August 24. 1961, prepared at the
Asia monsoon and continuing eastward over -everal large National Meteomlogical (’enter. It is apparent from
regions of cloudiness over the Pacific and the I'nited figure 10 that on the 24th a s«‘ri«‘s «if |iolar waxes was
States. These nephanalyses are some of the most compre¬ moving out «if Asia ami across the Paiift«' lietween 35° \
hensive and best documented TIROS series covering the and 10 Y The subtropical rklge vas pronounc«*«! and
Pacific Ocean region now on record In most cases the extend«1«! westward from the Unit«*«! Stat«»s t«i China in
composites (over a period of approximately 10 hr. inulti-4'flliilar systems Southeast «if Formosa tvphoon
TIROS III, while on its orbital trajectories over the liorna was moving slow lx west-northwest.
Pacific and United States, swept through about three
The typhoon was not detecte«l from the nephanalysis.
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However, because of tlie reported heavy cloudiness over liorna located at an estimated position of 212° X., 122.»°
the southwestern Pacific, as shown by the nephananlyies L. at 1200 <.mt, August 24, 1901. The streamlines were
in figures 8 and 9, it was assumed that a pronounced then redrawn, as shown in figures 8 and 9, to fit sehematitropical cyclone had generated in the vicinity of the C'dl.v a typhoon situation. 1 his was done to determine the
Philippine Islands.
analytical effect of introducing a wind field and estimated
500-mb.
central pressure of a typhoon into the NM<’
'I he original streamline analyses inferred from the nephanalyses for August 24 and 25 consisted of an easterly numerical analysis program. The result of the re-analysis
is shown in figure 14A. The typhoon symbol in this
wave pattern at 500 mb. over the region north and east
figure is placed at the center of lowest 500-mb. contour
of the Philippines. Later when the NMO surface analysis
values obtained in the re-analysis. The original NMC
for 0000 out, August 25 was reviewed, it was discovered 500-mb. numerical analysis, figure IdB, did not reveal a
that the assumed tropical disturbance was in fact typhoon developed tropical cyclone in this region.
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7. APPLICATIONS TO NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

Dala from sovoral of tlie stroitmliiio-isolaHi analyses
oi»!aimai in llu> 110111001' josl dosorilaal wore nilroiiiiootl
into the IHM 70<>0 oompolor analysis program al lho
Nalional Moltairolo^ical ( Volor,' Ono piooodun*
assumo that ilioonl.y data axailahlo fora ÕOO-mb. aoah
uoio monthly normal õOO-mh. hoifihts punohod on caíais
ami the strenniline-nophanalysos. The :»00-mh. normal
heights wore olitainod from the Extended Forecast Branch
of \M( and si*r\ed as a first ^uess fiohl for the numerical
analysis. \\ ind directions and speeds wen* cxiructcd at
even 10" latitude and longitude intersections from the
deduced kinematic analyses to prov ide the additional data
required for the numerical re-analyses. These data to¬
gether with the estimated .‘tOO-nd*. heights of the centers
of vortices were punched on cards according to a specified
f°r,nMt Tl..
were then introduced into a single run
of the NMC computer program and the first guess field
was modified to conform with the input data.

Ik.ikk It.

500-mt). moni lily normal lu-itrlits

for

May.

THE MAY 1960 CASE

For the May 1900 series described in section 5, the 500mh. May normal heights were used as a first guess field.
A contour print-out of this field for the region north of
the subtropical ridge is shown in figure 11 to illustrate
just how uninformative a 500-nib. normal contour chart
can be for estimating the synoptic situation.
I lie North Pacific region outlined by the heavy lines
in figures 11 and 12A shows the 500-mb. re-analvsis
region. Figure 12A shows the results obtained after
applying the wind data and estimated heights for 0000
ovir, May 21, 1900 (fig. 5). The fronts superimposed
oyer the 500-mb. re-analysis were taken from the \M('
surface chart for 0000 cmt, May *21. 1900. The .lashed
lines in figure 12A show the positions o' the troughs and
ridges of the \M(’ 500-mb. numerical analysis.
In addition to the pronounced definitive changes from
the first guess normal field within the area outlined bv the
heavy line, there are several significant features worthy
of note, hirst, the position of the belt of maximum
wist erlies and the low pressure centers, as shown bv the
re-ana IV zed contours of figure 12A, are in close agreement
with the \M< analysis (fig. 1*2B) made with conventional
«lata. Secondly, the major trough and ridge lines are
in agreement with those in figure 1*2B. except for the
trough line oil the west coast of the I’nited States
Outside the region of re-analysis, west of lütt0 K. and east
of 9un \\ the Mav normal contours were nnlv slightly
modified: inside the region tin- pattern was considerably
modified and specified ¡he synoptic situation reasonably
well.
•
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THE AUGUST 1961 CASE

A numerical re-analysis was also made of the August
25, 1961 situation shown in figure 9. In this case, it was
assumed that the latest data available for a first guess
were the NMC 4K-hr. numerical forecast for 500 mb.,
displayed in figure LIA. The final re-analysis based on
the nephanulyses and streamlines is shown in figure I4A,
and the NMC numerical analysis used for verification is
displayed in figure MB. As a result of introducing data
from tin* kinematic analysis a definite improvement over
the first gu»*ss 4S-hr. forecast was obtained in some area - :
the trough over the central United States was better
positioned; the low center otf the Aleutian Islands whs
better defined ; and some improvement in the po-itioning
and definition of the subtropical ridge of the Pac ific can
beseelt. Tbc position and intensity of the belt of maxi¬
mum westerlies over the North Pacific was also better
defined by the re-analysis, I he 500-mb. low center
of the typhoon north of Luzon, P I was introduced into
•he re-analysis as described in section t>. However,
the center, as determined by the lowest contour heights,
w¡is south of the reported position. The ‘24-hr. barntropic forecast shown in figure MB was obtained from
1 he re-analysis (fig. 14A). 'Phis forecast revealed that the
wind and .lOO-mh, height data introduced to obtain the
re-ainilvsis was satisfactory for the NMC harotropic
forecast model.' h should be pointed out here that in
order to produce a reasonable numerical contour analysis
liom a 500-mb. moutblv normal first guess, some estimate
ol the height at each center of action was required as well
as the wind data.
* Tto> triHiylis and rldfrl iiiti ilm.l ».II |M>.|tlon<w1 and Ma- typhoon rlrnilatlon »ns
fom ast in the oami-t dlnation hut at ton »Io» n s|«t.i

1 inri»: 12.

\ i AWt-inh.

nmiM>rir:il

for «MM) «mt. Max 21. 1«»KI
H National M< trorolovical ('(•iiti r .VN)-inh. nuinoriral
anal,vhí# for (MKM) oxiT. Mar 21. l'MKl,
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APPENDIX C
DEDUCTIONS FROM RECENT STUDIES OF CLOUD LINE
ORIENTATIONS AND CONCURRENT WIND DIRECTIONS

The relationships between wind direction (lat alone speed) and such cloud
patterns as lines, streets, bands, etc., are, at best, complex.

Varied indications

showing cloud orientations both parallel and perpendicular to the wind flow, as
well as parallel to the wind shear vector, have been obtained from studies of sat¬
ellite cloud pictures.

It is probable that considerable time, study, and effort

remain before anything approaching unambiguous results is at hand.
Some light would appear to have been shed on the basic sources of these
68
difficulties by recent studies , and an understanding and utilization of the prin¬
ciples of these findings may assist in the deduction of wind direction from cloud
patterns in those cases where the nature of the cloud pattern being examined is
available from the information in the picture.

In any event, these findings give a

better idea than may previously have been available on the nature and extent of
the ambiguities inherent in wind direction deductions using cloud patterns.
When there is a single shear between a cloud layer moving fairly uniformly
and the ground or ocean surface, the parallel mode* develops by a simple super¬
position of cloud rolls parallel to the wind and individual clouds leaning with the
shear.

ThL mode of formation is illustrated in Figure C-l and an example is

given in Figure C-2.

When there is wind-turning within the cloud layer, the

individual clouds lean across the rows, which may then be several clouds wide.
A case of this parallel mode with rows several clouds wide

is illustrated in

Figure C-3, and the mode of formation in Figure C-4.
A marked shearing imposed aloft upon the convective layer brings in the
cross-wind mode, oriented with the upper shear.

It may be superposed on the

parallel mode to make a checkerboard, or in extreme instances it may appear
alone, so that the only cloud rows seen are at a high angle to the wind.
striking examples ar e shown in Figure C-5.

Two

In such cases, cumuli v ill line up

in the directions of both the low-level wind and the wind above the shear layer;

* Cloud lines or streets parallel to the wind.
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the anvils line up along the shear vector between the low-level wind and the wind
at anvil level.

The observed 40 to 50 mile spacing of the cross-wind mode may be

coincidental, or it may provide a clue to the dynamics of this mode that we do not
yet know how to interpret.

The factors that govern the relative degree of develop¬

ment of the two modes (parallel versus cross-wind) are still unspecified.
A very significant problem from the viewpoint of the satellite meteorologist
is that available camera resolution will usually prevent seeing the individual,
single cloud rows in the parallel mode.

Accordingly, when attempting to interpret

the winds associated with those clouds that do appear arranged in rows, there is
often little or no basis for determining whether they represent the cross-wind mode
or the parallel mode with rows several clouds wide.
In additio

to the problems that exist in correctly interpreting the parallel

and cross-wind modes associated with such "cloud streets", there is also the
problem of differentiating between them and lines of cumuliform clouds oriented
more or less perpendicular to the wind flow.

These cloud lines appear to be re¬

lated to the billow clouds frequently seen from the ground (formed along inversions)
but are, of course, of considerably greater scale when seen in the satellite pictures.
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Fig.
Schematic illustration of the formation of rows of
cumuli when the low-level wind and the shear in the lower
cloud layer he in the same plane, a. The effect of shear in
.hree stages: (1) Little growing cloud tilts downshear, and (2)
lies down downshear as updraft dies; (3) new little cloud grows
from the prostrate body. b. The effect of Avsec rolls, wind, and
shear at right angles to plane of diagram (blowing into the paper).
The wavy line denotes the top of the mixed layer, raised in zones
where the roll motion is convergent and upward, depressed where
the roll motion is divergent and downward. Cloudlets break out
where the mixed layer reaches condensation level-- that is, at
roll crests, c. Combination of the direct shear effect in a and
the Avsec roils in b produces cumulus rows parallel to th*> flow
which elongate downshear. (From Reference 68)

Fig

C-2

The simplest case of the parallel mode, with cloud rows one cloud wide occur¬
ring when trade wind and vertical shear are in the same plane_Cloud heights
are in thousands of feet; when the height of an individual cloud is given this *
cloud is generally the highest in its row. The surface winds were from the
southeast, with no wind turning with height. (From Reference 68)
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í u|ol' ÎÎ, »ST

Fig. C-J

Piirali»! mode with row» »everal cloud* wide, occurring when the trade wind
and the vertical »hear in the cloud layer are at a high angle to each other. ..
Not all the cloud* photographed were included. The length and »pacing of the
row» are to »cale. The height range» are in thousand» of feet. The »haded
region denote» a patch of »tratn» above the cloud row. The »urface wind wa»
from th* northeait at 0000 GMT. (From Reference 68)
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Fig. C-t Schematic illustration of the formation of row» of
cumuli when the low-level wind and the »heat in the lower
cloud layer are at right angles to each other, a. The effect
of the shear elongate* the cumuli down*nc«r, as shown in
Fig, C-la. b. Av»ec roll» lined pa-allel to the wind (which
blow» directly into the diagram) nut at right angles to the »hear
(which point» from left to right in th» plane of the diagram).
Cloud row» develop along the direction of the wind, a* suggested
in Fig. C-lb but the individual clouds are elongated normal to
the row», c. Combination of a and b showing the cloud»
stretched down shear normal to the Avsec roll». The clouds are
mo»t likely to break out along the roll crest», but there is some
spreading into the interstices. (From Reference 68)

I

* —t

Fig. C-5 A schematic summary oí cloud organization in the presence of cro»»-wind »hear. Wind« (in knot») are «hown at left. L,
low-level wind, arrow» marked 25 and 22, respectively (for thou¬
sands of feet), wind» above the »hear layer, arrow marked Î0-40,
the mean wind for the JO, 000- to 40,000-foot layer, or anvil region
Note that cumuli (cu) line up in the direction of the low level wind
the cross-wind row» line up along the »hear vector between the lowlevel wind and the wind above the »hear layer; anvils line up along
the shear vector between the low-level wind and the wind at anvil
level. (From Reference 68)
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APPENDIX D

LOCAL ASPECTS OF TROPICAL SATELLITE ANALYSIS

As discussed in Chapter 11, while tropical meteorological phenomena (in a
general sense) ar¿ not restricted to any one region, it is necessary to take into
account the region under consideration for optimum results when analyzing or
forecasting any specific tropical phenomena72.
While many of tne studies of tropical storms listed in the References can be
considered as contributing to the knowledge of the areas of the western North
Atlantic, Carribean, and Gulf of Mexico, and to that of the western North Pacific,
only two tropical areas appear so far to have been at all extensively studied from
a truly regional viewpoint.

They are the eastern North Pacific

areas of West Africa and the eastern North Atlantic. ^ 3’7 3

’

07*

, and the

Perhaps slightly

more effort has to date been placed on the summer season of the eastern North
Pacific.
The following discussions of conditions as observed in these regions using
satellite data are included to provide the analyst further examples of types of tropi¬
cal phenomena he is likely to see in these areas.

It is probable that similar phen¬

omena will also be seen in other, but climatolopically analogous, tropical regions.

D. 1

THE EASTERN NORTH PACIFIC IN SUMMER
Based principally on TIROS data, there is now little doubt that convergence

lines or zones of heavy cloudiness (Figs. ll-8a, D-2 ) represent one of the dom¬
inant features of the summer low-level monsoonal circulation of the eastern
Pacific.

The following remarks concerning observed convergence zones may also

apply in general to other tropical oceanic areas dominated by a monsoon trough
and in particular to the eastern Atlantic, which has a very similar summer mon¬
soonal circulation regime of the low atmosphere and a similar sea-surface iso¬
therm distribution on either side of the monsoonal trough^.
* See also J. Apptied Meteorology. ^ (4), pp. 347-366, August 1964.
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D. i. 1.

The Monsoonal Convergence Zone

The principal convergence zone and its related major cloud band is
not located along the trough but is some ¿ to 3 degrees south of the trough line
(Figs. 11-8).

This convergence takes place between the westerlies on the south

side of the trough and the flow from the southern hemisphere which turns anticyclonically from southeast through south to southwest.

The northern edge of this

convergence zone is usually rather sharp as opposed to the "feathered" or ragged
,
,
,
96
appearar.ee of the southern portion
There is a secondary line of convergence located to the north of the
trough line (Fig. ll-8a) which is also displaced from the wind-shift line.

This

zone is frequently absent and when present is much less intense than the southern
convergence zone.

This is as would be expected due to the stability and dryness

of the trade wind zone as compared to the instability and raininess oí the westerly
9b
component monsoon air
TIROS data have shown the area between the convergence lines to be
one of minimum cloudiness (Fig. ll-3a).

This minimum cloud area is more or

less centered about the wind-shift line which is also the minimum pressure or
trough line.

The trough is, in fact, likely to be clear or to contain only scattered

clouds except for concentrated cloudiness associated with the tropical cyclones
traveling along the trough^.
It is possible that the TIROS data so far studied for the Eastern
Pacific may represent "active" periods with "activity" being a measure of the
westward extension of the trough and a procession of westward traveling tropical
cyclones, of various intensities, along the trough.

Frequency of the active per¬

iods undoubtedly varies from year to year.and even within seasons .similar to
that which has been observed in the Western Pacific; however, TIROS data do
show that once an active period is initiated it can persist for weeks.

During this

period we would expect, and TIROS does confirm, that the convergence zone to
the south would be persistent and would have a large longitudinal westward ex¬
tension with the trough.

TIROS data show this convergence zone more or less

"anchored" near ION and extending westward to beyond 160W.
are tracking along the trough

If all the cyclones

we would also expect ( and again TIROS does con¬

firm) the northern convergence zone to be more apparent.

Where a hurricane is

traveling north of the trough, the trades are disrupted and the northern conver¬
gence zone is displaced far to the north (Fig. D-l) by the hurricane circulation96.
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Fig. D-1 Eastern Pacific Convergence
Zone Displaced to North

Fig.

D-3

Fig. D-¿ Little Change of Eastern
Pacific Convergence Line with Weak
Cyclone

Tropical Eastern Pacific, Cold Air Stratus and Stratocumulus
367

There is a tendency for the northern convergence zone to return
southward to a normal position just north of the trough line as the hirricane moves
off to the west^k.
The orientation and intensity of the convergence lines, on a daily or
synoptic scale, responds to the passage of tropical cyclones.

The more intense

the cyclone the more influence i» exerts on the alignment of convergence lines
within its vicinity (Fig. D-l).

If cyclones traveling along the trough line are rela¬

tively weak, the convergence lines show little realignment response during their
passage (Fig.

D. 1. 2

Tropical Storms

This monsoonal trough appears to be the breeding zone for eastern
North Pacific tropical storms.
97 *
dicate :
1.

Studies of these storms, based on TIROS data, in-

The eastern North Pacific ranks second to the western North

Pacific in the annual frequency of tropical cyclones of tropical storm and hurricane
intensity.
2.

A comparison of many TIROS photographs of western Pacific

typhoons, of known intensity and size, with photographs of eastern Pacific hurri¬
canes reveals that (a) eastern Pacific hurricanes are small in size (Fig. D-!) and,
(b) the maximum intensities of those viewed to date were near 100 kt.
3.

The small size and only moderate intensities are attributed, in

part, to the restricted area of warm water over which they form and to the rela¬
tively close proximity of very cold water on either side of the formation area.
4.

The cyclones are able to maintain a rather vigorous intensity

for long distances into and along a cold environment.

The resultant component of

the strong winds of the outer-storm circulation in confluence with the lighter north¬
east winds of the cold air mass is such as to prevent cold air entering the storm
center along a direct trajectory.

Mixing is confined to the outer edges of the

storm and even the mixed air has a long trajectory over warmer waters before
entering the storm circulation, usually in the southern sector.

T—jn so see footnote on p. 365.
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As the tropical storms advance into the region of strong gradients of
surface air and water temperatures, the storm's outer circulation acts as a Ku¬
rier in preventing cold air from entering directly into the inner storm circulation.
The dif/erences in the air masses are portrayed in the cloud structure (Fig. D-3).
The cold air is characterized by the typical stratus and stratocumulus underneath
the trade wind inversion and is readily distinguished from the thicker convective
clouds within and on the periphery of the storm circulation.

In addition, a clear

or minimum, cloud zone separates the cloud bands from the stratified clouds to the
north of the storm circulation.

This self-contained ’shield" undoubtedly accounts

for many of the storms being able to penetrate thousands of miles into and along
the edge of this cold environment*.

It is also likely that the

torm circulation

modifies the pattern of the sea-surface isotherms in a similar manner but to a
much lesser degree.
5.

The dominant dissipating influence on tropical storms and hurri¬

canes tracking west and west-northwest out of the principal development area of
the eastern Pacific is extreme vertical wind shear produced by the tropical uppertropospheric westerlies.

Sufficient conventional meteorological and oceanographical

data are not available on a daily basis to separate the relative influences of the cold
environment and the vertical shear in the dissipation of those storms tracking
northwest through north.
6.

The minimum intensity at which a developing depression first

exhibits a good recognizable vortex cloud pattern undoubtedly varies from cyclone
to cyclone.

Evidence to date leads to an estimate of about ¿5 kt.

lationship is not valid for a decaying cyclone.

The reverse re¬

The vortex cloud pattern is very

persistent and is apparent for many days in a decaying cyclone with very weak
circulation ( Fig.
7.

ll-48b).
TIROS data have

revealed that many tropical cyclones travel

westward into the central Pacific at latitudes below 15N.

The data have not, as

yet, had sufficient continuity in this region to determine the cyclone frequency and
tracks, nor the implied circulations through which the vortices must travel.

* A cold- drV air intrusion, in the case of tropical storm Alma, 196¿, off the east
coast ol the United States, was used to successfully forecast storm weakening (see
Jones, J. B. , and L. M. Mace, "TIROS Meteorological Operations, " Astronautics
and Aerospace Engineering. _1
PP- 32-36).
—-—
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D. ¿

WEST AFRICA AND THE EASTERN NORTH ATLANTIC

Disturbances which develop over west Africa appear to be related to
subsequent weather systems and conditions over much of the tropical portion of the
North Atlantic Ocean. ' 5

D. 2. 1

The Southwest Monsoon

TIROS observations were used to follow the northward progress of
the moist West African Southwest Monsoon.

In February , very little cloudiness

could be found inland from the coast; heavy cumuliform cloudiness which relates to
the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITC) paralleled the equator at about ’°N.
During the first half of April, the advance of the shallow moist layer was clearly
marked by streets of small cumuliform cloud oriented southwest-northeast
(Fig. D-4).

Conventional wind observations at altitudes below the 3,000 foot level

showed that these bands were parallel to the wind flow from the surface to the
3,000 foot lev »1; apparently the depth of the moist air was insufficient to permit
convective penetration into the easterlies which existed above 3, 000 feet.
(Other studies

have also shown that, in the tropical Atlantic, the shear vector at

low levels often parallels the wind and the cloud lines are related (essentially
parallel) to the wind direction).

By mid-April, the ITC cumuliform cloudiness had

moved slightly northward to an average position near the Nigerian and Ghanian
coast at 4°N. 73
By the first week in July the cloud pattern over the W. African con¬
tinental area had reached an average position near 16°N_

The cloud bands visible

in the TIROS photographs had changed their apparent major orientation from the
southwest-northeast pattern visible in April (Fig. D-4) to one which suggested a
major east-west banding (Fig. D-S) superimposed over a lesser southwest-northeast
pattern.

This suggests that the depth of the moist layer, which had now reached

about 6500 feet over much of the area, permitted convective penetration of clouds
into the upper level easterly flow.

The ITC clouds had not moved north of the

coast of Ghana or Nigeria, but there were frequent northward advances of these
heavy bands over the coastal Atlantic areas'3 (Fig. D-5).
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Fig. D-4 Shallow Moist Laver over
West Africa; April

Fig. D-6

!■ ig. ID-5 Intertropical Convergence
Cloud Band over West Africa; July

Cloudiness a long Convergence Zone and Associated with Cyclon
ic
Disturbance over West Africa; September
V
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In September of one y ,r the heavy cumuliform, cellular cloudiness
o '

'TC made frequent advances to about 8°N (Fig. 0-6).

Conventional wind

ob.ervat.on. during th.s period indicate a cyclonic turning of the winds in the
8-14 thousand foot layer.

This same pattern was noted on observation, for a sub¬

sequent September, but the advances of the ITC cloud band were not a, frequent or
as far north.

There were a number of case, in which these West African dis-

turbance, occurred concurrently with a zonal band of strong li-18 thousand foot
W.nd, appearing north of the area of slightly lower cyclonic curvature.

Therefore

the disturbances appear to be associated with an area of cyclonic curvature in the
streamline field and cyclonic horizontal shear in the speed field 73

^*2

African Disturbance?

TIROS data have also been used to investigate the structure of cloud
system, for disturbance, over Africa which are assumed to be analogous to the line
squall in other literature, but do no. seem to possess the previously established
characteristics of squall line cloud systems. 53
The preliminary model which has evolved from these analyses seems
to have the following characteristics as seen from TIROS:*3
(1) A mass of middle cloudiness precede, the center of circulation
or wind veering axis by about 200 mile, and continue, unbroken up to this circu¬
lation center or wind veering axis (Fig. D-6; 12N, 6W).
(2) A defined suppression of all but very low level cumulus occur,
to the rear of the circulation center or w.nd veering axis (Fig. D-6. IE).
O) Cumulonimbus activity will occur along convergence axe, usually
to the southwest and southeast of the disturbance cloud mass (Fig. D-6; along ION)
In addition to these TIROS-observed characteristics, the following surface and upper
air features may appear in conventional analyses^3;
(1) Most of these disturbances will not exhibit any defined surface
circulation.
(2) Those disturbance, which do have a defined surface circulation
are probably under an area of upper level divergence and are thus suspect for
possible tropical storm development.
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This preliminary model of * vortical rather than lintar cloud
distribution related to disturbances over Africa seems to upgrade their status in
the

Cape Verde area tropical storm evolution picture.

development conditions may be important to Atlr
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These related upstream

tic hurricane formation. S3
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ORBITAL FACTORS AND COVERAGE

Widger, W. K. , Jr. , and C. P. Wood, 1961:

"An Explanation of the

Limitations to the Coverage Provided by TIROS, " Weatherwise , 14 (6), pp. 230-217,

LOCATION AND R ECTIFICATION OF APT DATA
Goldshlak, L. , 1963:

APT User's Guide,

Scientific Report No. 1, Contract

No. AF 19(628)-2471, Allied Research Associates, Inc.

CLOUD IDENTIFICATION

Conover, J. H. , 1962:

Cloud Interpretation from Satellite Altitudes, AFCPL

Research Note 81, (ilso summarised in Rocket and Satellite Meteorology,
pp. 389-392).
Conover, J. H. , 1963: Supplement 1 to Cloud Interpretation from Satellite
Altitudes , Supplement 1 to AFCRL Research Note 81.
Erickson, C. O. , and L. F. Hubert, 1961:

Icentification of Cloudforms from

TIROS I Pictures. Meteorological Satellite Laboratory Report No. 7, U. S.
Weather Bureau.

SPARSE DATA AREA ANALYSIS

Miller, F. R. , 1963:

An Application of TIROS Cloud Observations in Sparse

Data Regions, " Monthly Weather Review, 9_1(9), pp. 433-451 (Included as
Appendix B to this report).

SEVERE STORMS

Whitney, L. F. , Jr., 1963:
Journal of Applied Meteorology,

"Severe Storm Clouds as Seen from TIROS, "
2_(4), pp. 501-507.
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OROGRAPHIC CLOUDS

Conover, J. H. , 1964:

" The Identification and Significance of Oro^raphically

!nd?"d cl°“ds 0bs''-v'd bv TIROS Satellit»,. •

Journal of Applied Meteoroloitv.

2 (3), pp, 226-234.

TROPICAL METEOROLOGY

Sadi, r, J. C., 1963:
Tropical Meteorology",

Utilization of Meteorological Satellite Cloud Data in
Rocket and Satellite Meteorology. North-Holland

Publishing Company, Amsterdam, pp. 333-356, (also published as AFCRL
Research Note, August 1962).

SYNOPTIC USE OF INFRARED DATA

Rao, P. K., and J. S. Winston, 1963:

"An Investigation of Some Synoptic

Capib.lities of Atmospheric 'Window' Measurements from Satellite TIROS II,
Journal of Applied Meteorology, 2 (1), pp. 12-23.
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APPENDIX F
SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES,
THEIR OPERATION, AND ACQUISITION AND
PROCESSING OF THEIR DATA

This report has attempted to provide, as ful.y as the current state of the art
makes possible, information required by Air Weather Service forecasters when
using, interpreting, and applying meteorological satellite data.

At the same time,

the report has attempted to avoid discussion of topics, regardless of how well
related or how interesting, that are not required by the forecaster.
It is recognized that many forecasters may have either a personal or a
professional interest in learning more about meteorological satellites, how thtir
equipment works, operational procedures used in acquiring and initially processing
the satellite data, anticipated future systems and the;r capabilities, and similar
topics.

Since it did not seem desirable to increase the size of this report to the

extent necessary if such information were to be included, as an alternative this
appendix provides a list of selected and reasonably available references containing
these types of information.
NASA-USWB, 196i:

Proceedings of the International Meteorological Satellite

Workshop, U. S. Government Printing Office.
Staffs, Goodard Space Flight Center and U. S. W'eather Bureau, 1962:
Final Report on the TIROS I Meteorological Satellite System, NASA Technical
Report R-131.
National Weather Satellite Center, 1963:

Reduction and Use of Data Obtained

by TIROS Meteorological Satellites, Technical Note No. 49, World Meteorological
Organization.
Stampfl, R. A. , 1962: The Nimbus Spacecraft and Its Communication System
as of September 1961, NASA Technical Note D-1422.
Stampfl, R. A. , and H. Press, 1962:
Aerospace Engineering,

"Nimbus Spacecraft System,"

(7), pp. 16-28 (July issue).
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Tepper, M. , S. F. Singer, and J. Newbauer (Editors), 1963:
Satellite Systems,"
(April issue).

"Weather

Aeronautics and Aerospace Engineering. ¿(3), pp. 22-96
~

For a more comprehensive bibliography on these and related matters.
in« hiding research conducted with meteorological satellite data, the reader is
referred to:
Kiss, F. , 1063:

Bibliography on Meteorological Satellites (1952-1962).

U. S. Weather Bureau, available from Superintendent of Documents, U. sT”Government Printing Office.
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